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I Abstract

-

dr

This 1 1/2 year study (1979-1981) examined factors and c ditions
affecting the exchange and use of'knowledge resotrces n three (of
twenty -six) larger and more complex Pairing of colleges/universities
and the Boston Public Schools, mandated by urt order in,1975 as part
of Boston1sdesegregationcise. It was -found -that knowledge exchange/
use for school improvement in these complex inteiorganizational arrange-
ments (collaboratives) is governeelargely by an interaction of: .their
structural arrangements; their particular history and environment;
several, staged inter-organizational processes; and a discrete hierarchy
of needs and resources (with parallel risk and impact levels).

These Pairings were found to be highly person-dependent (versus
product-dependent), in which individual advocacy, networking and verbal
change are the primary modes of cost-ineffective initiation, knowledge
flow, and knowledge use. The predominant type of educational knowledge
flow/use was found to be situational knowledge firgt (47%-$3%), craft
knowledge ,second (36%-41%), and research knowledgpthird (5%-16%).
In the Pairings surprisingly little use was made of available federal /state/
private R & D products for school imkovement: Absence of sufficient
feedback/altering mechanisms as a design flaw in the struc ual apparatus
of the Pairing's, was identified as the major barrier to Ting beyond
mid-level fv ctibning and impact.

3
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PREFACE

This is a final report of a study of factors and conditions affect-

ing the exchange and use of knowledge
resources in three (of twenty:-

six) pairings of colleges /universities and the Boston Public 'chools,

mandated by court order in'1975 as part of Boston's desegregation case.

The eighteen -month study was conducted of these (continued) operational

pairings between_1979,19814by-TDR-Associates',
Inc. of Newton, Massachusetts,

' runder a contract with the National Institute of Education.

4 . The report is presented in two volumes. Volume II consists of the4

threecase studies. Volume I begins with an introduction which includes:

a statemrt of the purpose of th'study, definition of key terms used,

a description of the three pairings studied, their background setting,

Ar

and the appfoach)and methods used in the study, We then present a conceptual
at.

model deri:Ved'from the case, studies followed by an application ot the

model in'our crosb-case analysis. We then move on to a summary of ciz,

conclusions, fromyhich wederive recommendation's for both practitioners

and researchers concerned with college/university and school collaborations.
Ow

9
The details of our cross-case coding schemes, a bibliography, and a directory

.

o similar'collaboratives are included as appendices.

The study yas conducted by and with the assietans,e of many people,

The three case studies:were conducted and written separately by Roger

' Collins, Joseph Ferreira, and Linda Pertotto, They are based on a

_jointly,developednalytiC framework refined and modified through fregu'ent

,,discussiops with' me and others durint.the course of their work. Patricia

Lawrence served as Project/Coordinator aSsisting in all aspects of the

study. John D. herzoggand George B. Thomas consultated with us on

design, issues and data interpretation':
-Together we developed a. draft

5
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cross-case analysis. This draft was revised.and expandied into the

,

conceptual model presented ough'an independent analysis of the cases,

conducted by Joseph B.
,
PaPpa, with the

and William .7.\enova...

assistance of Jdilin D. Herzog,a

We are particulaiy indebted to the many people as:sociated with

the pairings studied, for their,time and thoughtfulness inour interviews

'with them. Our thanks also to Ward Mason, Project Mdnitbr for the

National'Institute of Education, fox' his full cooperatimm and support.

However, we accept full responsibility'for conclusions and opinions

expressed in this report.

1

Robert Chin

Principal Insrestigator

TDRAssociate:s,
October, 1981
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HARRISA. H S UNIVERSITY AND DISTRICT A

1. Overview

(r
This case investigates the collaboration of'Harris University,

Community District A of the City of Boston Schools, and parents of the five4

neighborhoods involved. A description of the collaborative-partners follows.

The University

Harris University is a large, urban-based, privately-funded institution.

It enrolls, more than 25,000 students in sixteen schools4and colleges, and ranks

N%t as one of the largest private universities in the United States. Over 100.

1

years old, Harris is changing from a regiOnal university to one which draws,

its students from outside New England. Of.its 110,000 alumni, less than half

reside in Massachusetts and forty percent live outside New_ England. About

half. of the student* live in university housing, indicating the degree towhich

the Univeriity serves non-commuters. More than eight hundred students from

seventlAseven foreign countries are also enrolled.

Privately funded; with a smallendowment, the University is dependent

on tuition which is currently set at over $5500-per year. Admissions criteria

are high and inchingfuither upward. The average entering freshban-a/chieves

SAT scores in the.75th percentile. The University recently has not attracted

lafge numbers of Boston high.school graduates because the metropolitan area

is replete with other private institutions, as well as low- st state colleges.

All of Harris University's academic units are located within the(

boundaries of the City. Fourteen of its colleges i.e., all except the Iduate
. .

hools of Medicine and.Dentistryi lie within the borders of Community District

.

0 ,* -

;.

7

.

In spite of its locat' the University has not had a marked orientation to-
.

ward direct service to the urban community. The faculty of Harris University is



,composed of non-local persona. For example, in the School of Education, a key

unit in the pairing, only three of ninety-one faculty members are Boston natives

and less than twenty percent were raised in Boston or in New England. Similarly,

only 23% received terminal degrees at Hari-is University, and another 18% ata

other New England institutions. The majority of key faculty, therefore, were
A

born, raised and/or educated outside of the New England region, and thege
4.

proportions are rising as older, "local" faculty are replaced by younger,

IP
non-local faculty. .

p

Harris University would not characterize itself as heavilinvolved in

Ilocal service, especially in urban areas, in spite of the individual c"Mitment

of some of its persons and departmental units. ' In fact, one of the'stated

reasons for the President'sinitial.support of'pairing was that it would provide

,/
a vehicle for contributing to the community upon whose doorStep the University

existed. When H.U.'s'commitment to pairing was announced in Meby, 1975, the

President termed it "...an,exhilarating challenge foi us and a promising

opportunity for the Boston schools."

'Tfie,university is organized on the 'principles of.centralized adirtinis,

tration and decentralized operation. Budget allocations, undergraduate gdMissions,

and student activities are some of the services provided at the university level,

but program decisiong are bade at the school/college level.

In the School of Education, at least, some .matters are managed by.schpol-

wide committees. Both the FaculIy Council and the Administrative Council

, . .

scrutinize the introduction or alteration pf new courses and review individual

faculty members' requests for tenure and/or prothotionp- One additional organizAtional

'structure, then became important to the pairing prograM,tbe COnsortium Council of.

the School of, Education's Clustering Program. Its development is described in

Section 5 of this Case Study.

2



In summary, organizational arranments within Harris University are N,

Complex with respect to the pairing program. Since the'University contributes

to the pairing by supplying faculty resources, student resources, equipment for

use by the schools, and university' facilities, virtually all organizational

''levels have been engaged.- While a Public show of commitment was made by the

University President, his office only indirectly controls the use of university7 /

facilities. Similar sentiments have not been expressed by the deans of116111

constituent schools and colleges, although some, especially that _of_t.he 'School

of Education, have been highly supportive. Within the colleges, departments

varied considerably in their interest'in the pairing. Many individual

N -professors demonstrated"their concern by volunteering their services.

The organizational entity of the University most central to the

pairing is th.e Collaborative Office, created in order to administer it. The

Office's operating funds come entirely from Chapter 656; it receives space
+lb

(one'office plus a reception area) and some logistical support from the

University. It was staffed during 1979-80 by a two-thirds time director,

a full-time secretary, half-time coordinator of'student-placement, p half-

time liaison to West HighL5cho61, and a one-tenth-time parent liaison.

The origins of the Collaborative Office are as follows. When the

(airing began in the summer of 1975, the Dean of the School of Education became

Chairman of,the'newly-created Coordinating Committee composed'of single

representatives from nine other.schools and colleges of the Universit Y. the Dean

and three Associate Deans from the School of Education, the director of the

Uniersity office manages student volunteers, and an Associate Vice-

- President of the Univer y. The composition of the Committee was intended to.
,

reflect the expected rgfative contributions of the various units orthe

. .
,UniverWty., and.to proclaim the pairing program as a University-wide operation, -

not a special province of the School/ of Education.
s



During the falLof 1975, the Dean played a double role as Harris

( Jniversity Coordiltor and advisor to Judge Garrity. ACcu.sed f "conflict.

of interest" by Bpstbn school personnel and politicians, and by spoke'spersons

from the other patticipating universities, he relinquished the

position in January 1976, replacing himself with a-faculty *ember recognized

as an e pert on citizen participation. The latter, in turn, appointed a second

tuber, also knowledgeable about citizen participation and highly'
s °

'faculty

experienced in Boston educati6n and politics as his "Co- Coordinator ".

This woman performed day-to-day adminiStration of the Collaborative from 1976

to the present. She later became Directbr of it, with full*autonomy.

Without question, the key person Harris University over time has

been the Collaborative Director. Before-accepting the job, she had earned

a reputation as an organizer, technical writer, and thinker with an under-

standing of the requirements of funding agencies. She utilized these strengths ,

to provide leadership in proposal development and implementation. Her

de
experiences in community work and her knowledge of the techniques of community

analysis moved. the Collaborative to a stronger commitment to community development

and parental participation than most other pairings in the city ultimately evinced,

The involvement of.the University has depended very heavily (in the

coqtributionsof individual professors, rather than departments, colleges, or

other units. While the President's office publicly supports the Colfaborative,

40

-

there have been no tangible rewards for participating individuals. On the

contrary, H.U.is system determining increments, promotion, and tenure reinforces

research and writing, thereby systematically punishing those who divert their

attention to service in the field. This policy has serious consequences for--9

those who try to recruit faculty time and energy for the schools of District A.

Chapter 636 money has been used to buy released time for some faculty, but as

it declined and salaries increased, its value as an incentive also became less.

4



The Schools

Community Dittrict A began in 1975 with 13 elementary schools (grades

K-5), 2 middle schools (grades 6-8) and one high school (grades 9 -12), serving

a total of 6890 students. The schools were staffed then by an instructional
,

staff of 398, 3 administrators, and 264 other school staff, plus district oflice

personnel. When .the 1978-79 school year began, there were 4833 students, a'

decline.of 30%over a',hree-year period. Reflecting declining enrollments,/

three elementary schools had closed and the schdol staff reduced by ?4 teachers,

from1967-77 to 1978779.

The-NracialcOmposition of District A's student body in the Spring of

1975 was 44% white; 33% black, and,23% other minorities, anti in 1979-80 was

27% white, 38% black, and 36% otherinorities.

A feature of District A's,schools is the fact that the elementary

schools are old, small, and Serve an immediate neighborhood. During 1979 -80

they ranged in capacity from 100 to 400 students. A pattern of closin§ the

oldest, smallest schools, which coincidentally served white neighborhoods, has

characterized the recent past acrd plans for the immediate future. An individual

school's white and hispanic student percentages tend to covary with the populations

of the n ighborhood in which the school is 14pated, but the black population

,see to be bearing the burden of busing disproportionately.

A

. In the secondary schools of the district, and especially ibWest'High

School, the black population is overrepresented,and "other minorities" are

underrepresented, relative to the elementary schools. There are a number of
. '

-*tors which influence school enrollments add racial composition in District

secondary schools:

1) differential age-cohort distributions, with an older.
white population, younger black population, and. still
younger hispanic group; 2) existence of several private/
parochial sdbools.within the district that serve white
neighborhoods, including one small hig1,scho61 and a
parochial girls' academy; other paronial high schools
outside the district are easily'accessible by mass Sit;. ,



r"
. 3) District H, the magnet school district, in-
cludes'more than a dozen fUnctionally specialized
high schools which a substantial number of District
A high school students attend; 4) The district'
high school includes units which serve nondistrict
students;,, for example, 'a vocational training prograin

is locates} at the high school,but is administratively .

controlled by District F, and some bilingual students s"-N

and some sp'ecial needs stbdents at the high school
are also nonresident; these three programs total 375
students so that only aboUt:$00 of West High's L

students are district residents;

.

Summing_the combined impact of the points above; it appears that as few as

half of the district's 40Q eighth graders proceed to the district high school.

There-is the further possibility, that they are the less qualified or less

motivated half of the-distribution. Hard data on these matters is not available.

The-school unit most-central to the pairing has been, and is, the District

Office. A major ,component of the desegregation Order was decentralization into

districts, requiring creation of, district offices headed by a district

.
'superintendent. When the pairing began, an appointed Community District Superintend-

*

ent guided the pairing through its firSt'few monthS and was

then transferred to another district.at his request. Another person took office

in the fall, of 1975 and imains the incumbent. ThisSuperintendent came to

. .

the assignment after a successful tenure asprincipal of a-large elementary

chool, but wits no experience at a,higher level. A Boston native, her entire

career as teacherrand.administrator had ITen in the Boston schools. The

Superintendent has a reputation as a person primarily concerned with basio

skills in education. The District Office initially consisted of Superintendent,
.

Special Education Coordinator, Staff Development Coordinator, and a full -tijne

secretary, housed-in a small, rented office. Two years later the District Staff,

now enlarged, poved to a small school bu4.1ding-which had teen closed due to

declining enrollments.

6
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At the level of individual schools it may be geperalized that each
N

which has successfully exploited the pairing has had one or more persons ad-

vocating engagement in it. Principals and headmasters were designated as

pairing coordinators for theit buildings, although the High School headmaster

officially delegated-the task to his data processing directOr. A few

printipals and headmasters took the role seriously, but Most did not sustain an

interest in the pairing. In some of those instances, individual teachers

became unofficial advocates of the pairing within their buildings. It must

,be emphasized, however, that the pairing took shape during several years of

heavy teacher and administrator "migration" within the system, as the result

of the Court-Order. Both middle schools, for instance, had three headmasters

each in the five years, ankmany elementary schoels replaced their principals

at least once.

The Community'

District,A is located in the northwestern quadrant of Boston ihd

comprises five communities. Th Court Order mandated parental participation in

e/Pdistschool' affairs, at both th rict and the school building levels, specifying
A

in detail the structures to be used. For the District, the Community

District Advisory Council (CDAC) was created to advise the Superintendekt and was

intended to mirror the Council of principals which communicated administrators'

concerns to the District Superintendent. 'CDAC'S were originally monitored by
* ,

the Couit's appointed body, the Citywide Coordinating Council (CCC). The CCC
...,

. , . .

later dissolved and the monitoring function shifted to the Citywide Parents

41%

'6
4

Advisory Council (CPAC), created to oversee progress toward racialtpquality:,

CDAC supposedly represented the community broadly defined. It. initially

included twenty members: ten parents; two students, and eight representatives of

cOmmunity'agencies. The ten parents were elected by parents (those with children/,

currently enrolled in one of the district schools); five elected parent members

7
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were to be white and five were to be black. The high schools' Racial-Ethnic Student

Council (RESC) and the middle schools' Racial-Ethnic Pare t Councils (REPC) elected

the studenE representatiiie he Court appointed the eight co unity representatives;

Harris Universiey had a reserved seat among this group since i s inception. CDAC

elected kits own officers, Including two co-chairpersons, one black, one white. Later

Court Orders reqUired representation from each REPC, thereby enlarging parental

representation) and instructed that one co-chairperson be elected by the parent

representatives and one by the community agency members. CDAC is commonly regarded

as the District's parent group, since no other group exists, and since the majority

on it are parents. (Some community agency representatives are also parents and/or

residents of the District.)

It proved virtually impossible to develop leadership within Wle.CDAC during

the period of the pairing. The co-chairpersons were,potentialfy Powerful and while
.

a few incumbents achieved considerable influence, none remained in the position for

more than ,one'year. In addition to a Chair, the CDAC also controlled one paid staff

ik
member, called the Community Representative. Enjoying continuity of appointment0

and partial control over channels of communication, the Community Representative }

`initially emerged as a powerful figure in the pairing. The first occupant was a

woman involved in political affairs and previously active kr' the Home and School

Association. After three years, the CDAC members brought pressure on her to resign,

she was replaced, And the role was altered. A man with no previous District ties

`served'for less than a year, but redefined and strengthened the xo/e. He was followed
s.,

151k- the incumbent, a woman with strong ties in, the Hispanic cOmmunity and well known
.

%
in the District.

It is hard to'generalize abott the characteristics of CDAC merpbers who emerged

e
as community leaders: four were white, two were black, one was Hispanic; two were

relatively young, five were fortyish, one was elderly; two were men, six were

women; half were products of Boston schools; two were identified as,"conser-
Lot

vatives," one as "liberal." What they all shared was time, and a willingness

to work hard. Their influence on the pairing was felt primarily in the process



okplanning, reviewing, and approving 636 proposals. Leaders spent much time

with the Reading Coudinatorand th Collaborative Director, with. the latter

oftenat the University.

The court also ordered structured participation by parents at the .

School building level. Each school elected representatives to a Racial-

Ethnic Parents Council (REPC)' through caucuses of parents. by race, with one

vote/per family. Three white parents were elected by the caucus of white'

t 4
parents, three black parents by a black parent caucus. Proportionate numbers

wdre chosen by other minorities for those schools in which sufficient minority

students were enrolled. Middle and high schools followed the same procedure,

except that the bodies were larger.

The original purpbses of the REPCs, as stated by Judge Garrity, were

...to insure adequate and impartial investigation and responsible recommendations

on radially and ethnically oriented problems...;' to'create means of communication

between parents, students, teachers, and administrators regarding the solution,.

c4 such problems; and to promote an environment of understanding and common
0

purpose among the va'rious elements of the community so that the best available

t

education maybe offered. to all children." These purposes were reasserted

by the Court (6/5/75) and later.(9 /1/77j sustained in a rejection of a proposal

'by the Boston Association of School Administrators and Supervisors that
4

parent groups' input be limited to racial/e0nic problems. In fact, the

sphere of the..PEpCs has grown to that it now includes participation in

-A O'
preparing annual reports ofprogress, representation on screening committees

to select principaas and
-

headmasters, and strengthened liaison with districts
41.

by enlarging parent MObership on CbAC's to include a member from, each REPC

" in the district.-. Of''particular relevance to this study is the Judge's suggestion

that "...support of participation by colleges and universities..." be considered

'as appropriate topic for REPC concern and action.

9



As.late as 1977, Judge Garrity said, "The growth of multi-ethnic

parent involvement in the Boston REPC's is a basis for great hope and promise

in the Bogton school system." the judge's perception was not universally

shared. Some REPC's defined themselves As P.T.A.-type support groups, while

some wished to exceed the'considerable authority given to them. Some school

people, especially administrators, attributed great power to REPC's, but some

attributed.nong and defined REPC's as nuisances.

The mission of the REPC's was broad, and the impact of the REPC's

and their chairs on the school-university pairing became minimal. In a few

cases, individual parents developed as strong and effective voices in their

schools, but pairing activities were incidental to the broader range of issues

in which they became involved. Some community leaders served on REPC's as well

as the.CDAC, but no parental leadership emerged solely as,the result of

engagement with a REPC.

Operating Procedures ofthe Pairing

Activities and projects have been numerous, ranging from small-scale attempts

to major thrugts and serving a minority clientele or a broad range of students.

Ideas and proposals for spending the District's allocation abOunded from the

beginning, so priOrities were quickly established. In the pairing's earliest

days, parents, -school personnel, and university personnel jointly determined

nine "objectives" to'guide allocations. These are reflected in the,1967-77

funding proposal, in spite of the fact that the funds were separately assigned

to the
1

University ($92,765) and to the schools ($120°,331). Those objectives

are:

\
1. To improve reading and related

communication skillts.of students

2. To upgrade services for children
and youth with special needs

3. To improve the mathematip and

scientific literacy of students

10
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University Schools Combined

$7,603 ,$29,471 $37,074

$9,618° $10,575 $20,193

$8,357 $4,900 $13,257



(

do'

1 3

.

University. Schools Combined
* CPe .

4. To improve the motor,skills, physical
development and pleaSure in movement-

,

of students. ,.. .

$11.,850 $27,400 $39,250

5: To strengthen guidance/counseling .

services for high schook and middle r

school students; to expand-and k

sharpen the awareness of alternative ,

careers among high' school: students. $10,733 $34,485 $45,218
t----

6. To improve health care services
for students.

7. 'To improve_the-quality-of-bi-
. lingual teaching and learning in
'Spanish and Chinese. $3,200 $3,200

8. Within the public housing project
in the District, to improve counseling
and instructional support for studentS
close to home and out of school

.Toprovideworkshopo to strengthen
skills in community participation.

(included in #5)

$12,140' $12,140

Objective #1 above subsumed eight different projects during the,

1976-77 year: scoring tests and training teachers from the.Green and Berry

Elementary Schools, a district-wide workshop for elementary teachers and parents,

a district-wide workshop for development of a curriculum guide) a district-wide

workshop for firSt grade. teachers, technical assistance for the Berry SchoOl,

for West High School, and for development of-a district-wide reading program,

and a reading resource center for the Dunn Middle School. Objective.#2 en-

compassed four workshops for elementary teachers and intensive intervention

at the Berry School. Objective #3 funds provided three workshops for individualizing

. mathematics instruction at elementary and middle school levels, purchase of

calculators for instruction at the high school, and technical assistance for

program development. ObjeCtive #4 provided a pilot physical education program

at'the Berry School and on-site assistance at the high school, University-

based physical education activities for two middle schools and two elementary

schools, And residential field experiences for 200 high school and 200 fifth

graders in New Hampshire and Maine.



/
Objective.#5, guidance and counseling, provided one-to-one counseling

at Dunn Middle'School and West High sChool, established a deionstration Career

-^;- '-Education Resource Center'at Bell Middle School, ran four workshops for teachers

and three workshops for parents on problem-solving in a multicultu41 situation,

and provided technical assistance for program development. To implement objective

#7,4workshops for bilingual teachers_to develop math /science materials and

workshops to assist classroom teachers in meeting the needs of bilingual children

with special needs were offered, and two graduate assistants helped develop,in-

structional tests and materials for Chinese bilingual high school students,

Finally, community participation was enhanced by the production of

newsletters and printed materials and by a seriesof workshops for parents.

The list of 636 activities for 1976-77 is typical of the five-

year history, of the pairing, although there has been a decline of physical

education and guidance programs in the recent years, with a relative upswing

in basic skills and bilingual education.

The standard operating procedure for funded projects is for ideas

and proposals to arise frOm the point of delivery, initiated either by professors

or achers; to undergo review by an ad hoc planning committee drawn from all

three rties to determine.consonance with the pistrict's pre-established goals,;

and to be forwarded to CDAC for approval. Upon "si.gn-off" by CDAC and an

appropriate delay for review at city and state levels, implementation of

approved projects is jointly managed by the CollabOrative OffiCe of the

University andethe Office of the District Superintendent. During operation,

verbal progress reports are made to CDAC and written progress reports are

sometimes submitted to university and school personnel. Finally, all funded

projects are annually evaluated,by an outside agency, chosen by BEOC. Copies of

the evaluator's written reportsiare distributed to CDAC, discussed, and incorporated

into the planning for the next funding cycle. Chapter 636 funds separvately

earmarked by BEOC for the school and the university have always ben poolinto

12,



4.

ateomma fund.

As projects developed that used non-636 funds, a similar procedure

was utilized. For these, and even forinon-funded activities, a high degree

of joint planning occurs, and deliberate attempts to rationalize all activities

under a unified set of goals and objedtives and to pool resources, have

persisted throughout the history of the pairing.-

Methodology

Since the purpose of this study is to investigate. knowledge exchange,

the methodology employed derives from a definition of knowledge exchange as

a process that can lead to knowledge utilization. That is, if bits of

knowledge t lkform of assertions, then knowledge exchange consist of the

back and forth transmission and sharing of assertions by two or more parties.

Knowledge exchange may be results in joint knowledge assertions, written or in

other forms, from which knowledge utilization (enactments of joint knowledge)

might. occur. 'The research strategy, then, was to enter the pairing at a point

where. joint knowledge enactment (proj*ts) had emerged, and proceed back-

wards to determine if knowledge consusus had earlier occurred, and whether

knowledge exchange, petween the parties of interest helped to explain the

concensus. By tracing the sending and receiving of knowledge assertions

knowledge exchange leading to knowledge utilization could be inferentIakly

reconstructed.

In this case;each project funded by 636 funds required the approval

iof three parties and-therefore presented a high possibility that is 'was the result

of a product representing knowledge exchange. through

incumbents, especially the District Curriculum Coordina

.Director, a list of 636-funded pairing projects was

wing key role

O
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A number of criteria were used to select a sample of projects from the

list, for intensive study. These factors included the scope and aims of the

project, the school,level(s) involved, and the institution:Nocation of the
?

project's initiator. To improve comparability with the other pairings being

studied, the four projects chosen were to represent, if possible, one
R

activity from each of the catagibries cf basic skills teaching and the
o

organization and dissemination of information. A decision was also made to

focus'primarily on projects involving secondary schools.

In this pairing, the field worker quickly encountered problems

in adhering to the design. First, the list of_"projects" was surprisingly short.

1P,

A large proportion of funds had been allocated to "technical assistance" rather

A .than to identifiable "projects." Second, among identifiable projects, 636

.tunds were often only partial sources of their support, frequently even minor

sources.
r

Only one project, labeled "Project 1: Movement/Multicultural Program"

in the following pages, and operating at the elementary school level', deriVed

its major support from 636 funds. Since its.goal of serving the needs of

bilingual students fell into the category of educational equity, it was selected

for further study.

Project 2: Developmental Reading at West High School, did not receive

its major funding from 636, but identifiable coonents of the overall

(1'

enterprise were funded by 636. Since the total project was devote to basic

skills, had a broad scope, and was confined,to a secondary schoo , it was

included for further study.

One project

,handbook fell into

involving the development and dissemination of a parent
.1

the category of information dissemination, -but data on its

development were not sufficiently available to the reatarcher.
C
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As the researcher moved about the pairing, he became aw?re that the-

fact that representatives of parents had "signed off" on a project;-did not

verify that they had been full partners in planning it but rather constituted

acknowledgment and approval of an agreement achieved by the university and the

4

school. The research for us then narrowed to projects in which two-party
c

knowledge exchange could be initially inferred and perhaps documented through

later'' research.

'Project 3: District Reading Support Team was chosen for inclusion

even though a cleirly defined knowledge enactment situation in it could'not

be identified. The District Office initiated this- project, but repre'sentatives

,of the University participated in planning and pafticipated in significnt

knowledge exchange ,by providing technical assistance and training workshops.

Project 4: Student Placements is included as an example of a large-

scale Attempt at knowledge exchange, and because it required initial and

continual efforts at consensus between the two parties. It also fits into.thi7

selection, grid as an instance of direct assistance to'gtudents (a }d schools).

Project 5: Other Pairing Activities, summarizes the full range of

oe

collaborative ventures between the University and the schools which occurred

4
largely as the result of the pairing order. Their range illuStrates also

the, productivity of the "technical assistance" mode which has characterized the

operaelon of this pairing.

In tracingall activities; the same data collection procedures were

used. .\ he researcher first interviewed "key informants" often including the
\\

Curriculum Coordinator and the Collaborative Director, in order to lather

ba4ground \
tnformation on a project and to identify a sample of participants.

Th'ese were then intensively interviewedl usually at their place of work.

-/
At least six participants were interviewed for each project. Relevant dgtuments

/

, t 1

were systematically accumulated and reviewed, and observations were made whenever
t

\ . 2

feasible. Raw.data'consists Of field notes and typed transcripts of tape

recordings of intrviews.

(15



2. Troject 1: 'movement/Multicultural.Program

Harris University 4- bistrict A

'The Frese Elementary School began its Movement/Multicultural Program in

.1_
( January'of 1979, and end ed the progra, in May of 1980. In that period of time

41 the program provided direct services to a total of 300 children vi a an

V

instructor, Ms. Alecia Vasquez, who was hired by the University Collaborative

Off ice Using Chapter 6N funds, to serve two days a week at the Frese School

and two days in a school (the Roosevelt), in another district. 'At the Frese

School, Ms. Vasquez providedinstruction in physical education and motrement in

the gymnasium, and outdoors when weather permitted. Full classes came to her_

from the following regular classrooms in 1979: two kindergarten classes, three

first grades (one bilingual): Each class received one forty -'eve minute

period of instruction per week. During 1979-80, only one bilingual first grade

class participated plus aispecial needs group. The classroom program included

typical elementary-level physical education activities, with special emphasis

on music and dance in the kindergarten and first grade and reflected
,

Ms. Vasquez's

interest and training in the identification and treatment of perceptual motor
4

problems.

The origins of this project extend to the 1976-77 school year-when the
404

first deliberate attempt at systematic multicultural .education began at ther\

Berry Elementary-School. The Berry School is located in predominantly, hispanic

neighborhoods, and prior to desegregation had been actively stipportediyhispan c
i

.

c..

parents.
\
Wiith the help of the Harris University liaison with Berry School, and'

with th support of parents, the teachers and principal arranged classes so that

. bilingual classes.and English-speaking classes were."paired" with each other,

throughout the school. Paired classes were. next toleach ether; with 'connecting

doors, and the teachers planned and conducted joint activities. SiMultaneously,

bilingual kindergarten classes were installed at the Berry by,the central school

administration. Presented, with this structure, bdt without a well - developed
A

16
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A
.

program, the Berry teachers asked for help in designing a comprehensive
.

I bilingual curriculum.

.
\,)

'
,

c--,

,/

. .

t
During the 1977-78 school year, the Harris University Collaborative

if

....
Office provided funds for 6.-paxt-time bilingual curriculum expert, Mr.Vfr

II

,

-.. , Jorge Torres After familiarizing himself with the District, and offering

his services, Mr. Torres began to work with the Berry kindergarten teachers.

I With support asid preSsure frgm parents, the kindergarten teachers were eager.

, .

'

II

to use thedservices,provided by Mr. Torres. However, the teachers perceived

no further need for Mr. Torres at the Berry School, in spite of his repeated

I'.. offers:
1.

/

Mr: Torres hoped that other District schools would be inspired by the

I

.
1

Berry expefience and he tried to engage them in bilingual curriculum work, with

no takers. Etustrated and somewhat embittered, he .began to believe that DiArict .

I teachers had no real desire for innovation or even improvement. He felt

r-

1
.

! perceived as a source of funds, not of expertise. He ascribed a compliance
. . ,

.limp,

- - . -

mentality in the teachers, and felt that "planningu'usually came after the fact.

I
0

It was dufing this period that some of the Frese School teachers

responded to Mi. Torres' and the University's offers of assistance. The

bilingual classes at the Frese School were t n physically and socially separated

from the rest of the school, on the top floor of the building. The bilingual
. ,

. . -

teachers and some of the classroom teachers disliked the segregation of the
A

bilingual children aad were looking for ways to reduce it.

Several originally independent threads must be woven together to
A )

follow the development of the project from this point. One concerns the Frese

teachers' attitudes towards working with student teachers, particularly Harris

. University student teachers. Ms. Martha Pritchard, a leader within the Frese

faculty, state the matter succinctly:

I think throughout the school the basic philosophy is
that student teachers are more work.

17
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r.

The staff was especially unenthusiastic about Harris University students because

of a recent change in University policy that eliminated tuition voucher stipends

for supervising teachers (see Project 4: Student Placement), and because of

unspecified "bay experiences with Harris students and supervisors.

Ms: Pritchard again:

...(nitiallyithe,prograta with Harris University was that
on the teacher leVerthere was not a great deal of enthusiasm
about taking student teachers. They'd had problems with'
them in the past.

Ms. Pritchard had been an active supporte of practice teachers in her

special needs clasqes, but she was unusual among her colleagues.

The University, however, was particularly interested in placing

student teachers at.Frese, since it was one of the schools formally included

in Harris' then -new *Clustering " or Consortium, which potentially embraced

all of the schools in the pairing (again, sea Project 4). To the teachers, however,

internal arrangementsarrangements at Harris were obscure. The-University's staunchest

supporter, Ms. Pritchard, remarked:

think the basic problem between Harris University and.the
school right now is communication -- direct communication. I

see asreal need'at the beginning of the school year for someone,.
. in an administratiVe position at the Collaborative office,to

come directly and speak to thb total staff: this is what
we're about; this is wherb the money comes from; and this
is how you jet the moneyand you have to use basic terms
ke 1 ou take so- man student' teachers, you get 'so

Aey'.

The Collaborative,pirector spoke about student teachers to the Faculty Senate,

but not to the entire staff, and the visit had little ,impact. It was

apparent that some incentive(s) had to,be arranged to getthe support of

even a few volunteers to work with student teachers.

The teachers, meanwhile, were beginning to express t eir needs for

?lief from a hectic schedule-and to unburden themselves of duties for which;

they felt inadequately prepared. 14s.'Pritchard polled the staff and found

4

f
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that they had g'reatest ipterest in assistance in the teaching of music, art,

and physical education., At about the same -time, Mr. Barnes, the Principal,

-succeeded in acquiring usable gymnasium facilities and equipppnt, but no

'instructional personnel trained in this area.

A plan was generated -- its specific authors have not been identified --

to install'a program of music and movement that integrated bilingual and

'The
c

monolingu0. students. Collaborative Office hired a qualified instructor,
,

..)
who at the last minute became unavailable. Suddenly, the,plan itself was in

jeopardylas werethe.small amounts-of good will and trust toward the

Collaborative and the University that had been generated in the planning process.
d

I

At this juncture, Mr. Torres encountered Ms. Alecia Vasquez, a Cuban

native iriterested'in bilingual education, and a recept Ed.M. graduate of

the Department of Movement, Health, and Leisure of the Harris. School of Education.

Ms. Vasquez was well-trained, well-recommended, and with the kind of personality

4 IP,
that would likely be acceptable to the Frese teachers; further, she was looking

for a newjob. Fortuitously, intthe person of Ms. Vasquez, all of the assorted

4,
interests coalesced% the school, people wanted a physical education program of

student teachers; the University wanted student placements,and to a lesser degree

a bilingual presence, and was vimlling to supiArt a physical education operation

in order to attain its greater goals; Mr. Torres wiled to continue the development

of bi inqual programs Nlithe District, and was happy to use "movement', as a vehicle

and simultaneously to assist the University to expand its Consortium:

From the Frese teachers' perspective, the Movement/Multicultural Program
a

was linked with the placement of student teachers. They saw it as payment for

p

services rendered,in lieu of tuition vouchers. Ms. Vasquez, developer and

implementer of the p;ogram, explained it this way:

I understand that Harris University sends student
teachers here, and we provide therns4ices, like a
bridge between one and the other. 4

e 19.
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Yet the relationship between the Collaborative (the pairing) And the
. 0

Consortium (Harris' student placement network) remains mysterious, even to

the best informed teachers. Witness .this exchange with Ms. pritchardr

Fieldworkei: Actually, there are two things going an; one is
.

the Collaborative, and the other is what they call the Clustering
Program (theConsortium). I don't blame the},eachers for not
understanding the distinction.

A

Ms. Pritchard: I'm not quite clear on it, either. I mean, Alecies
funding is not coming' from,the Collaborative, it's coming from the
Clustering? Or vice versa? I think it's Vice ver-st.

It remains true to this day that University leaders refer to the project

as "Multicultural" and school people refer to is as "Movement". For example,

the University Coordinator said:

We're doing a project at the Frese School on'motor skills
for bilingual students.'

Also, the Interim Evaluation Report described the project as a:

ek

Multicultural Physical;Education Program. intended as a pilot
program in bilingual education.

On the other hand, Ms. Vasquez said:

( 4.

What I understand from the Principal and others here is my
""role is a physical education instructor. '

Further,'her self-evaluation report is entitled, "Movement Program Evaluation. ".
m.

Despite the conflict of ideas as to what to c,;1 the project, 'it '

was, successfully implemented and teachers and university personnel are proud

of it. This success is due largely to the individual efforts of Alecia Vasquez,

who organized the plan without broad-based support from the school. staff, and

wrote the objltives. The 1978-79 objectives were

1. introduce basic neuromuscular skills concentrating on fine
and

/gross

motor development;

2. develop physical fitness by,means of activities Athich are selected
to increase vigor and vitality;

3. -identify, and if possible correct, perceptual motor problems of
respective age groups;

20
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4.. provide through physical education activities an opportunity
to integrate bilingual and:English-speaking children in order.
to develop better communication and interaction among them;

5. develop and recognize the need that students have to perform
cooperatively in order to attain their goals:

6. expalnd communication channels'for presenting the school to
parents and the public.

In the first year it was optional for teachers to participate, but one

who volunteered her class was required to remain in the gym while instruction

was provided. All of the.participating teachers initially conformed to this

.'rule, but by May only a 'few .were staying with their4plasses. During the

second year, the requirement was dropped.

During 1979-80, the list of "purposes" shrank to four, through the

omission of the two last objectives of the previous year. The nets/ objectives

were to:

1. increase non-verbal communication skills by means of movement education;

2. develop and practice basic neuromuscular skills;

3. identify and. if possible correct perceptual motor problems)

4. provide through the molement program an opportunity to integrate
bilingual with El Fish- speaking children.

. N

In both years, the bilingual objective was obviously secondary.

It v./ea met in practice by scheduling one "regular" class and one bilingual class,
.

of the same grade levels, simultaneously in the gym. Ms. Vasquez offered the same
) . ,

lesson to both groups, speaking in both English and Spanish. This proved too

difficult for her to manage, since it produced class size of 40 to 50 children.

In the second vear,,then, only one bilingual class receives this physical education

on a regular basis.

4
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ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

The Frese project was operated almost entirely at and by the local school.

Except for supplying financial and logistic support to Ms. Vasquez, and Mr.

Torres' interaction with Ms. Vasque*, the Collaborative Office had little

influence on the operation. Parents played no role in the design or im-

plementation of the program. jt was operationally shaped, and its objectives were

altered by the teachers and the principal at the Frese School. The result

was that multicultural aspects faded into the background.

If one take's a broad view of knowledge utilization, this project

illustrates the difficulty of transferring a successful operation from one

school to another. The collaboration of hispanic parents, classroom teachers,

and the principal of tliBerry School, and the Collaborative Office of the

University, led to a successful and institutionalized bilingual curricula

there. However, these ends were not achieved at the Frese, cl,bpite a less

challenging goal and participation of,gmeae of the same people who collaborated

at Berry. The conflict between school people who wanted "movement", and

Collaborative Office people who wanted "multicultural" caused both to compromise.

The absence of parents as viable third parties did allow the conflict to

continue. Ultimately, the school people's interests prevailed: multicultural

education waned. It is interesting to note that Ms. Vasquez condudted a
,

similar program in 'a third School outside the District. This program was

described as effective by knowledgeable observers. Asked to compare the two

cases, Ms. Vasquez attributed the good results elsewhere to "the parents (who)

are strong, vocal supporters at the Roosevelt, and I just never could get the

parents interested here". When asked about the REPC groups.in both cases,

Mr. Vasquez said:

/rhey have councils there (the'thir4 school) that
meet. I've seen them and I've talked to some of them...
They are active in a way...They've been gearing the
students there sO they can go to aquariums, field
trips, and to ballet performances, which is excellent...
This council has been actively involved in getting the

kids out of school so they can experience different things

'22 28,



and I think that's been very successful so far.

.0

When asked about the Frese, Vasquez said:
.

, .

I don't know. I don't know if they have a council or
Martha doesn't either, so apparently they don't. I do 't
think they have one. I've never seen anything mentio ed
about thei.

Informal parental involvement at the two schools was also' different.
4 / _ _

n

At the Frese School Alecia had no interaction with parents "except last
.00

year they asked me to dance with them,and I did a dance, and we performed,
ft

and the parents came." When asked, "Bolt; many parents came?", Alecia

responded, "One hundred and fifty, or more. This place was p.6ked. At 1.

the Roosevelt School parents are coming in all the time. I think it's mostly

because they're hispanics and not Americans, because they're more interested

in working with the kids, and they have involvement with School affairs there."

It ins possible that parents, can beTivotal in the resolution of conflicts

,

between teadhers and University staff. Parental inv vement might have altered

.

_

the
\

developmento. f this pioject so that the mult tltural element was

retained. In actuality, the school controlled implementation with little

opposition.

This project is an example of forced cooperation. As the University

and the District planners expended the realm of collaboration initial "target"
* s,

schools, bargaining replaced genuine cooperation. University representatives

felt they they ought to expand Collaborative activities to other schools in the

.

District, and secondarily keep a multicultural presence. Tile school wanted a-
. -.....

tangible expansion of services provided by the University. Both were able tof.
shape the Appoject,initially to satisfy their needs. But the District Curriculum

lr

Coordinator summed up the ultimate s ituation well' when she said, "(The University

Coordinator) sees this as the start of a school-wide program using physical education
6

a.
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as a multicultural program. I don't think teachers.. view it as the start of

a multicultural program. Especially if you're teaching in this District

where there's no planning and development time for anybody, they're looking

for people to come in and give them a break. They don't see this physical

education as part of a multicultural program."

4
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3. project 2: Developmental Reading at West High School
Harris University - District-A'

West High School's Developmental Reading Program was fully implemented

in 19/6-77, and it continues today as a seemingly permanent component of the school's

program. Its creation and implementation involved a combination of 636 funds and
40

School Department money. The present analysis will give closer scrutiny to

thoSe aspects of the program which depend on 636 support.

In the Prpgram!s present form, which has changed little since its

inception, all ninth and tenth grade students take instruction in reading,

ranging in focus from remediation to enrichment, and some eleventh and twelfth

graders also participate on a voluntary basis. Reading classes meet five times

a week. Two Hoffman Reading Laboratories are used, each staffed with a reading

teacher and teacher aide, together serhng about 200 students, all of whom are

reading three or more years below grade level. Diagnosis is conducted at point

of entry to the ninth grade, and assignments are made to one of five levels:

1. 'Reading Lab Classes: Students reading at approximately Grade 6
level and below. Both i.ndividualizedland small group instruction
is provided in the lab by specialists.

The other four levels are taught by members of the English Department, some of

whom are certified in reading.

2. Reading Skill Classes: Students reading at sixth grade level.

3. Reading Comprehbnsion Classes: Students reading at seventh grade level.

4. Critical Readirlg Classes: Students reading at or above ninth grade level

5. Advanced Reading and Composition: Tenth grade students who did well in
Critical Reading in Grade 9 and who should aOquire advanced reading and
writing skills in preparation for college. ak

The Reading Lab Classes are supported by 636 funds, with space and standard

classroot equipment for the Labs supplied from District funds. The University's

I"'"

636 monies lease-purchase the Hoffman materials, and the District's 636 funds pay

the. salaries of two reading teachers and two reading aids. -Thgae arrangements
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have remained essentially unchanged over four years of.operation. Total costs,

however, grew 22,Trom $46;000 in 1976-77 to more than $56,000 in 1979-80, because

of increases in staff, salaries. This increment in funds allocated to the program

indicateS'the strength of the school's and the District's commitment to it,

and its high ,revel of acceptance as a pairing operation-.

The origins of the high school developmental reading program go back to

the beginning of the pairing. In the summer of 1975, Harris University hosted

a workshop for University and District faculty and for parents of District A. ,

This group of more than 100 persons consilrld District needs and attempted to

establish priorities4One topic of great interest was improvement of reading

skills. It was felt that the pairing could be well utilized by focusing

on reading for middle and high school students. Later, the focus narrowed

to the high? school level, primarily because of the enthusiasm of the high

school teacher, especially of the English teachers from West High School.

During several weeks of the summer workshop about 25 people representing

the High School faculty (most English teachers) parents with an interest in

reading, and representatives of Harris' Department of Reading met together to

explore needs and possible courses of action. It was decided that a diagnosis

of the students would be conducted in the fall And that a workshop in the teaching

of reading would be offered to West High School teachers by faculty from the

School of education.

The summer activities ended on a high n e of enthusiasm and hope.

One participant; a prOfessor in the Reading Department, said, "We got paid,,

they got paid, and as a result, the people were really cheerful.and positive,

and we had eprofitable workshop." The summer period was also useful for the

exchange of information. The three parties got to know each other, and began

to develop trust. One ?f yhe reading professors recalled: "As a matter of fact,

.4,

(another professor) and I had done some workshops at the Dunn School, and I

'think it was because we had established a relationship with-people at the Dunh
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that some of the other teachers got to trust us." Another reading professor who

participated said, "They got paid but got n0 credit. That's what I meant by

morale lring,extremely high. We came.in at 9:00 a.m. and stayed through the day."

As has been planned during the summer, two university professors shared

responsibility for conducting teacher training workshops that started in January, .-

1976. The workshops were offeied in the High Schobl library one afternoon a week

for the balance of the 1975-76 school year. There were fifteen regular partidipants

with,others dropping in less regularly. One professor's workshop,w4s directed at

teaching reading within English classes, the other's at the improvement of reading

within the context of other classes (e.g. math, science, automotive sTp). Neither

the University 'nor school personnel received any compensation or academic credit

for their participatibn,.although the teachers were later awarded "inservice

credit" through the efforts of the District Reading Coordinator (later, District

Curriculum Coordinator). One of the'professors said, "It was strictly a

professional workshop." Interest and morale remained hitjh and, in the opinion

of one of the professors, "I thought is was as successful as an' inservice course

I've ever done."

During the fail of
.
19,75, one of the professors (who also chaired the

ti

'department) assisted the High SchoOl English Department to dgyelop procedures for

diagnosing the reading skills of students, in conjunction with a District-wide

reading diagnosis effort then going on,, at all grade levels. The University supplied

jointly selected test materials, the teachers administered the tests, and the

University scored them and returned' results to the'teachers. The diagnostic test,

generally used to.test reading.abilities up to Grade 8, revealed that 279 of 754

students tested were reading below'grade level:(37%). More than half of the

freshmen,.one,third of the Sophomores and jur4ors, and one q'ter of the seniors

?
were signlficantly below grade level. These data alarmed the teachers since the -

°..
.

numbers of deficient student.: were more than could be served. Planning which led

to the present Developmdntal Reading program' was completed during the spring semester
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of 1976. The program became a formal 636 proposal and the necessary monies

were approved/in late May. The proposal was made by the District, drafted by

the District Reading Coordinator. The University Coordinator summarized the

funding strategy:
0

We made the agreement that the District. would pick
up the basic skills staff -- that that was their
main responsibility and we would support and encourage
that....The reading is a good example of where we pro-
vided every support we could...In this cape it was the
University support role for'a bona fide school
responsibility.

Materials were ordered, staff,members were hired, space was arranged, ana

student schedules were made. In spite of experiencing some of the mix-ups

such complex arrangements usually entail, the program got underway i4 December of

1976.

Also during the fall of 1975, the University offered the services of its

reading clinic to twenty West High School students who were released,from classes

and bussed to he University three times per week. Alt ough this activity was

not funded by/ 36, it helped to build collaboration and providid immediate,
_ -

direct service to the post needy students.

. I

The appointment of a District Reading Coordinator was also of significance.

in the develOpment of the High School Reading Program. .The'Reading Coordinator
*,

,,,yuickly`became an eager supporter and an enthusiastic participant in planning,

whicht.helpehteOin and keep the endorsement and the support of the Community

District Advisory Council (CDAC). The Reading Coordinator's incorporation of the

Program into her District-wide (K-12) reading plan not only legitimated it,

but added an external rationale for its existence. Another reading laboratory

was soon installed in one of the middle schools, a third was. scheduled to be set

up at the second middle school. The High School's laboratory was clearly

an authentic coiponent of a District-wide campaign.

In the earliest stages of the Program, 636 funds underwrote the summer
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workshop.. The University used them to reimburse its faculty members for

participating in-thete three weeks of day-long planning sessions with school

perspnnel and parents'from District A. Although the University staff attending

came from many departments of the Schoch. of Education, as well as other units of

the University (e.g., School for the Arts, Liberal Arts, Nursing, etc.), only

ft

Education's Department of Reading and Language directly contributed_to the Reading

Program. The Pairing Office's Director supplied technical assistance and played 41i

a central role in securing funds to purchase th;Hoffman Laboratory materials.
.

Arrangements for enlisting and assigning school'personnel were varied.

In the earliett stages, the District Superintendent recruited vo4inteers from

all schools, grades K-12, for the summer planning workshop. After the workshop,

initiative rested with th High School faculty, especially its English Department.
4 .

. ,

The Chairman o
\
f the High School English Department was never,fully involved, but

made no attempt to diicourage forward movement. Two High
)

School teacqrs provided

o

unofficial leadership in joint-Pp n ing with the University and with the Distric

Office. One of them has continued to be the primary contact person for the H

'School faculty working on this project.

h

In early 1975, the curr nt District Superintendent replaced the inc sent

N\

who had participated in the summ r planning as District Superintendent. The new

Superintendent immedi tely appo ted a Reading Coordinator for the District,

who quickly and enthusias ically promoted further development of the high school

reading program, wrote the proposal, and saw it through at the city and state levels.

She also earned the respect of school and University faculty by attending the

1976 training workshops.

, Later, the Reading Coordinator enrollcd in courses of the Reading Department
1

at the University and eventually matriculated in its doctoral program. Although

the Reading Program remained identified Lath the High School faculty, -the Reading

Coordinator succeeded in meshing it with the District-wide plan for reading

ipprIbvement, and in its form it resembled the work begun in the middle schools. The
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District, through the efforts of Readfngipsordinator, allocated a considerable

portion'of its 636 funds'to'pay the salaries of the two reading teachers and the

two reading aides added at the High School. The Reading Coordinator with one of

the High School English teachers, became heevily,iwolved in'jointly investigating

and selecting the particular methods and materials for the Laboratory.

In its.overall pattern, then:implementation involved a'high degree of collaboration

between th' High School and the District, with the assistance of the University.
6.,

Within the High School, also, there is evidence of ihe'engagement of

several organizational units. All members of the English Department became involved,

as did members Of other academic departments (e.g.*, Science, Business, Industrial

Arts) who were well enough represented in the workshops to be at least minimally

informed, about the'Program. Further, the Faculty Council was supportive of its

development. The Headmaster negotiated with admirlistrators at the'Central Office

(downtown) and achie edtwo important concessions: allocation of two clasgrooms

'plus a large storage room to the Reading Laboratory, and alteration of
,

student

. \ ,

.._511441Nles so that eachninth and tenth grade student could be required to/add
Mg

reading to his er cou se load.

.° ,

Organized parent groups were not directly involved in planning,

43 but provided support an /endorsement. The Racial-Ethnic Parent Council (REPC)

at the High School,was informed and apvoved'of the plans for the Reading

Program., One parent whoI

had been involved in the first'summer workshop, who

later became an. REPC meMber, and who still later became an aide in the Reading
K1

Lab said, "The REPC was not involved,'as a group, in the planning stages, but

' they provided eneral support, were pleased with the planning, and were

'enthusiastic in end6rsing it to the CDAC for, their sign-off." CDAC became

engaged at those junctures when its approval was needed to secure 636 funding.

.0n those.occasions they sought information, including REPC's position on the

proposal, discussed the issues, and formally voted to endors8 the 636

30
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Planning Committee's request. A parent who was at that time on CDAC,

and-later became a member of REPC, remains satisfied. ,"I must

say that the Reading Prapram up in the High School has been superb."

o

c.9b.

4.

-c
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4.* Project 3: District Reading Support Team
Harris University - District

District A's Reading SUPport Team began during 'the 1976177

.//

school year. Its goals are to build a structured network to Coordinate the

efforts of each school in^the District, to stabilize the reading curriculum,

and to provide a resource network for teachers within schools and among schools.
,

The Reading Support Team is a District-wide project, in contrast

to most projects which are based in single school buildings; it is primarily

operated by the District Office. While not organized gas a joint effort with the

University, Harris has been involved and suppor&ve, and the project's roots

go back to the pairing..

The Reading Support Team's structural. design is relatively simple, which is

probably one Of its virtues. Each school building in the district has an appointed.

"reading coordinato" usually the reading specialist if the school has one, other-
1

wise a teacher with_trainang and interest in reading. All reading coordinators

gather two days per month to meet with the Digtrict Reading Coordinator District
V

Office. These are full-day meetings, and the reading coordinators are released

from other duties for the days.

The Reading Support Team's functions are to develop a District-wide

reading curriculum, to coordinate the use of the District's reading resources,

and to provide on-site instructional support within eachlbuilaing. Their'regulas

activities include the planning ofPskill-building units with classroom teachers,

demonstration of effective techniques, and conduct of workshops within their

buildings as well as District-wide.

Beginning in the 1976-77 school year, and in every funding cycle since,

the Reading Support Team has received 636 funds. The salaries of substitute

teachers for two days per month for ten months ($7,600 in 1976 777) are funded

by 636 and a smaller budget for materials ($2,600 for reading tests in 1976 -77)
. "

is also included.
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Durl.ng November and Devember of 1975, the District Reading Coordinator,

Ruth Palmer, sarveyed the needs of teachers regarding reading curriculum,

materials, and programs. The results are summarized in the 1976-77 proposal."7

Most teachers saw a need for:

1. an organized program ;f reading, with support services available;

2. on-site help in teaching of reading -- specifically, teachers wanted
consultants, aides, and volunteers to assist in the program;

- aa

3. remedial reading teachers;

4. a materials resource center",-1Ocated in the District, from which materials
not readp.y available in the schools could be borrowed for use in classrooms;

5. adoption of standardized, reading materials throughout the District;

6. availability of materials spanning instructional levels in each classroom;

7. :provision of workshops to improve their ability to diagnose and deal
with learning disabilities in'readinq, and'to enhance their general
competence to teach reading.

Parents' perceptions coincided with the teachers'. During. the spring of
u-

1976, CDAC and building REPC's ponsored a series of p4erit seminars designed to

inform parents and give them a pportunity to express concerns and clarity their
-)

educational priorities. the parents clearly s.Otedtwo areas of need: clarification
A

of attitudes affecting relations amongodfIferent social and ethnic groups, and

improvement of basic skills.
40.

4'''

Because of the expressed needs of teachess)and of parents, and with the
-.,

dramatically poor results of th e t High School's diagnostic test as background,

(see Project 3), the District, University, and gDAC formed a Joint Committee and

their dtle-person core planning team prepared a statement of formal goals,

ObjectiNTs, and activities. The Joint Committee was probably also influenced

by Superintendent's call in-the fall of 1975 for a city-wide effort at

improvement in basic skills.

The Joint Committee listed two broad goals for the basic skills program:

proving student competence inireading,,communication skills, math, and computational
0

skills in gradeS K -12 and expanding and strengthening instructional resources
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"available to students in classrooms.: ,One of the three objectives which flowed

from the two goals was "to improve the reading and communication skills of

K-12 students (as measured by test results) by assisting teachers in using

'test results for diagilostic/prescriptive instruction and by establishing a

laboratory program for 325 West High School students". One of the specific

activities listed as'a mean of attaining this objective was the Reading Support Team.

During the spring of 1976, fifteen classroom reading teachers participated

in two week -long workshops conducted by the District Reading Coordinator

in which, they developed a K-12 curriculum guide in reading and acquired additional

skills in diagnosing student, weaknesses and prescribing instruction in reading.

One member of the University's Reading Department attended daily and participated

voN I
as an active member of the group, making input or bringing materials and specialized

persons when requested by the group. _These workshops were conducted at a

retreat center located close to the-District Office.

Most teacher partAiPants in'the two weeks of workshops later became

members of the Reading Suppbrt Team. Four oilihe teachers who were` interviewed

felt that.the workshops were very successful in providing information, enabling

participants to share ideas wit each other, and in establishing relationships

which carried over beyond the workshops.

It was primarily, at the insistence, of the teacherELthat the Reading Support

Team wasPcreated to establish permanently the network of relationships which had

.4e
developed in the workshops. One treading coordinator described the Reading Support

Team:

We basically got together to be able to communicate
with our colleagues on various levels, ike elementary
school people talking to middle school peOple, talking

A to high school people....It gave us an opportunity
oto get to know reading colleagues much better....I
looked upon the reading support team as a wonderful
opportunity once a month to talk to people about some-

, thing that's in my field. Usually in-..schools...you're

veri, much alone in being the only heading person trying
to get your message across to .people who are basically

content - oriented. I find it to a wonderful

professional support.
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On several occasions, the Chair brought speakers to the team meetings

for special topics and arranged for the team to visit others-dpools. Enthusiasm

ran so high that the teachers were willing to continue after the workshops

without pay.

In addition to the good feelings and the hopes for positive results which

were important to establish at that point in the implementation-of the Court

Order, a very, useful network had been established. In addition, the workshop

produced important substantive outcomes. Participants chose two basal reading

texts after a thorough investigation of'axrailable possibilities, and they

committed the District tp a policy of "leveling" to aCcomodate the individual

needs pf students. In summary, the workshops directly responded to points

five and six of the teacher needs assessment: the adoption of standardized

reading materials throughout the District, and the provision for spanning the
444,a;.

instructional levels present, in a given classroom.' The workshops also made

,

general progress in building a Cohereht,curriculum in reading (point one).

Tpre creation of the, Reading Support Team flowed from the desire tojill

other needs cited by theteachers: to make support services available, to
,

prbviAe,on-site help in the fawn of in-house consultants, and to provide ,

continuing workshops, in which participants could 'acquire additional skill at

diagnosing and dealing with learning disabilities, and improve their teaching

techniques in reading. The form and details of the project were developed by

the DistrictlReading Coordinator with cohsultation from a Harri; University
. '

. professor, and largely written into proposal fornf by the University Coordinator.

The 636 prdposal for 1976-77 contained a well-documented case for the project

and a detailed list of aoali, objectives, activitiesand suggestions for evaluation

,strategies. The, Reading Support. Team proposal was scrutinized and approved at

Ave levels of the proposal review process.
rl 4
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IMPLEMENTATION

The significance of this project lies primarily in that it constituted

a shift in locus of operation and that it embodies new organizational arrangements.

FOr the first time a district-wide project had been launched, meaning that

school-based projeCts operating with only tile endorsement of the District and the

University were not to be the exclusive model. The Reading Support Team is

clearly the creation Of the District Office, with the help of the University and

of the'individual schools. Othei "Distri=ct- wide" projects are, in reality,

only based in several schools simultaneously and are not genuinely in the

service of the articulated goals of the entire District. The usual style of

operation for the Team was for the District Coordinator of Cur id' culum and

Competency (originally the District Reading Coordinator) to determine agendas,

announce and arrange meetings, and make contacts with the University when appropriate.

The University's encounters with the Reading Support Team occurred through

the Department of Reading and Language, with all formal and informal contacts made

through its Chairperson. Two other reading professors made presentations and

provided technical assistance, and the R & L Chair14 sought advice from individuals

from.other departments (e.g., Special Education, Bilingual Education, Curriculum).

The Reading Coordinator and the reading professor arranged for the team togll'attend

'a conference hosted by the Curriculum Department,at which a nationally prominent

academic expert from another city spoke. One reading teacher said,,

We were over at (the University). this year:
'Rethinking In-Service:' It was a program
sponsored by a variety of organizations, and

presented (the curriculum expert) : I jtist

thought that was great. I thought it was very
exciting to be there, to hear him.

In all cases, participants rated University people highly, and felt an especially

strong alliance with the Reading Chairperson as an individual and through him

with the Department. One typical comment:,
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Getting to know people at (the University). like
(the Chairman). you can call up.and say 'Hi,
Tom.' You know, just talk on a personal basis.
He's wonderful. He's a very caring person and he
would do anything for you if you call upon him.

All participants in the Reading Support Team who were interviewed responded

similarly. They-waid they would feel comfortable calling the Chairman directly

if they had a problem, but preferred that normal contact be made through the

District Coordinator.

. Interviews with several parents who were members of CDAC and/or REPC
9

suggest that the only direct contact of parents with Die project was through

CDAC, although parents who have served as REPC members Were fully aware of the

existence and the work of the Reading Support Team. CDAC members discussed the

project at its inception and endorsed it each year of its operation, at

the point of review of 69 proposals.
4

It is the intention the key figures that the project,become

increasingly self-sustaining and rely less on the University, as has been the

tendency over time. At the present time, there is only occasional contact with

the University and p4rents' groups.

The project has been so useful, and the organizational arrangements so

satisfactory, that ttle District has announced plans to extend the concept to other

areas in the form of "School Planning Teantts".. In an announcement letter dated

May 7, 1980, Ruth Palmer, District Curriculum Coordinator, laid: "School Planning

I
.,

Teams are a way to formalize the ongoing need for program planning within an
,

t

,
..

individual- school. Furthertore, they offer a way to, build on the models of
,-,

the Reading Support Team and
.

the Bilingual Support Team which jtave demOptrated.

t . I
% V ,I

their suc6ess in District A."' The plan calls for a team in each schoor Which will

include a reading coordinator, a:bilingual coordinator, a commun44 resource

coordinator, and a parent coordinator, under the leadership of the principal.
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The School Planning,Team concept also parallels that of the Reading

Support Team by building structured relationships between the individual

schools, and the District Office. The reading coordinators in each building

now have a structured relationship with the District Reading Coordinator through

the Reading Support Teamand the bilingual coordinators are developing a structured

relationship with a District Bilingual Coordinator.who was appointed during

the 1979-80 school year. Under the new plan, a parent coordinator will be

selecte for each building by its REPC, and a new person -- Community Resource

Coordinator -- will be added in each school. At the building level, the
,

. Community Resources COordinator will "oversee the logistics of the placement

of Harris University students in the school..." and "work with the District

Coordinator in identifying alternative resources (money'and personnel) to

meet schoo'l, objectives."

In addition to producing new organizational structures within the

District, the activities of the Reading Support Team created and strengthened

personal relationships individually and collectively, among school personnel

at the building and Dittrict levels, and University faculty in the Reading

Department and' other units of the University. These connections will probably

continue long after funding has ceased, and perhaps after present actors

are replaced. Overall, school and University personnel now possess-)informal points

of contact for activating the delivery system of the University to add to the

more forMal access arrangements of the Collaborative'Office.

,3 8
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5; Project 4:,Student Placement
Harris University - District A'

Via Harris University's "Clustering" program, approximately 160

University students were placed in the schools of bistrict A during 1979-8G.

The program provided direct services to pupils and to teachers and added

dimension to the pairing between Harris University and District A.

Th Clustering consists of'a new structure and set of relationships .etween

the schools and the University and indirectly provides an additional source of

funding for the Collaborative. It is a potential avenue through which the

4 e

schools can influence operational policies of the School of EducatioLand

it has evolved into an effective vehicle for institutionalizing theA

University's commitment to the 'District.

.The Clustering Program, often called "The.Consortium," is a component

of he* University's School of Education (SED). Through it, SED manages

the placement of its students for field-based instruction. There are three

,levels of field-based students: pre-practicum students whd :'observe" field

situations as a part of*their course work in foundations of education, others

who "tutor" as_a part of their course work in psychology of learning, and

practice teachers. The Consortium is an alliance between SED and nine groups

of schools:and one group of community agencies. Three of the school clusters

are inBoston (District A in its entirety, plus two dther schools), two are

in urban areas outside of Boston, two are in suburban areas, and two are 4n

mixed urban/suburban areas.

Each'cluster of schools. has a- university - appointed "Cluster Coordinator"

faculty member And :eac)), school has a "Cluster Liaison" teacher and the principal.

The Consortium Council istcomposed of one adMinistrator and one cluster liaison

from pach cluster, plus the Harris University Cluster Coordinators, who
. A

'10
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include the Collaborative Coordinator, the Reading Department.0 airman,

and a professor who has been active in the pairing. the District Riding

Coordinator also serves on the Consortidm Council. 4

The Consortium Council meets monthly at rotating sit-es in the clusters
,

,

and acts as the policy-making and governing board-for the Consortium. It

1

)

operates under a set of bylaws, and meetings are run quite formally. An

important standing subcommittee is hat on Allocations-, responsible for

assigning funds to thejiusters and for asrssingprpposals for funding from

individual buildings and teachers. The Council operates-on a fixed budget

provided annually from SED and the University., The 1979-80 budget of almost

$120,000 is evenly divided such that each clustercan request and receive

authorization to use up to $12,000. District A, then, has $36,000 reserved

for it, from which small portions will be subtracted for the two,othef Boston

schools. None, of these*funds derive from Chapter 636.

Even though Consortium activities and the funds that support them are

separate from 636 activities and the funds that emible'them to occur, as well

as University-paid activities, the school people of District A do not make the

distinction' As reported in Project I, for example, one interviewee was unable

4

to distinguish the source of funding for that project, and selieral.teachers saw

University sponso sliip of 636 activities as partial payment for the schools'

participation in clustering activities,,especially for taking student teachers.

Within the University's Collaborative Office,. too, the' Consortium its Seen as a

component Of the pairing,program. In fact, in a recent publication'(March 11, 1980),

the activities of,the Collaborative offi,ce'are listAk under three headings:

"Contracted 636 Activities," "Clustering Activities, 'and "Other Services."

In short, the pairing program has expanded beyond 636 funding, and its several I

sources ate distinguishable.
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The scope of the Clustering Program!s impact on District A is best

described by the volume of activity for. 1979-80 as it appears in the Consortium's

annual report. There were 45 beginning and 42 intermediate level Harris

University students, 55 elementary school practice teachers, 15 special education

practice teachers, and 7 bilingual practice teachers, for total of 164

Harris University students, plus th4r supervisors, in District A schools

during the 1979-80 school year. The District not only received thec,services

of these students, but also received $36,000 from SED to use in ,support of

projects that survived the proposal review process.

The funded proposals this past year were many and touched virtually

every'school in District A, as well asokhe Distfict Office. They fell into

three categories: curriculum enrichment (e.g., poet -fin- residence, field trips); ,

instructional resources.(e.g., ICRT materials in reading and math, slide-tape

equipment, videotape equipment); and program planning and development (e.g.,in-

service training in career education, faculty and student planning at West

High School).
k

qft

The proposal process encourages individual schools and individual teachers
,

11.

to submit proposals. The nine Boston representatives on the Consortium Council

review proposals within priorities they have eStablished,and their recommendations

are forwarded to the Allocation Sub-comMittee,And ultimately to the full

Consortium Council, As a rule-of-thumb, it is expected that.,each school within the

41
Boston clusterill receive-tfie same amount as any other school. Funding does

nf depend on the extent to which the school receives Harris University students.

When the pairing program began in 1975, some Harris University students

were placed as practice teachers in District A, in many cases diverted from

other Boston schools and from suburban schools. During the same year, the School

of Education and especially its Dean designated urban educatioteat its highest,

priority and steps were taken to place more,StudeLts in District A. Duripg 1976-77,

41
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more than 300 Harris University students served in District A schools. The

1

enterprise was managed by a placement coordinator under the, supervision of the
s

Director of the Collaborative Office. The overwhelming majority of Harris

'University student placements were in District A, and students and faculty

made adjustments.to urban schools and tried to refine the process of

t

c

concentrating such large numbers. School people; too, learned to cope with the

volume of activity. In at least one school in the District, there were 35

Harris University students working in the buildihg during a single semester.

Simultaneously, several significant developments occurred at the policy

level, causing a dramatic alteration in the dynamics of Harris' student placement

program: elimination by the University of "tuition vouchers" as payment for

,supervising student teachers, emergence of new'state certification requirements,

and ayshift from "urban-based" to "field-based", education. Ill order to deal with
1

,a11_ three decisions, the "Consortium" was born, and the Consortium

-..-5 -',

Prior to the-Fall of 1976, SED, like most universities, used tion
r.

vouchers as compensation for services rendered'in the supervision of practice
e

teachers. With a voucher, the supervising teacher could 'take a three credit

course at Harris free of charge. This practice was well accepted by teachers, but

SED was 'incr ingly uneagy about evident abuses of the system. It permitted ,

teachers who wanted tuition vouchers to apply for, aTi receive, practice teachers.

Such placements were us not
.

necessarily, thade with "master teacher's", as was

. intended, but with staff-who wished to continue their training, and who thus

. could be agsumed to be less experienced and less well trained. There were horror
# m

1 ''''

/

stories of -incompetent teachers serving de*supervisors to the detriment of the ,

,j1tedifool and its pupils, as well as to the Univeksity students and their college
. .

1

.

super/isors.°
t.

%.

To make matters worse, there were no restrictiohs on what courses could

be taken with the vouchers, and those who used them at Harris did not becessarilf

42
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take SEED coursep. Teachers exchanged vouchers with each other, with-one

Who earned a voucher from H.q. trading it for a voucherto another college

.

in the area. 'Further, the City of Boston tied certain salary increments

to graduate

study,

which created an additional and,perhaps extraneous

incentive for teachers to volunteer to supervise Harris students.

In additiOn to philosophical dissatisfactions with the voucher plan,

there were practical considerations of more immediate consequence which
ti

., , doomed the vouchers. Within the University budgeting system, the vouchers were

charged to SED budget and received no subsidy from the University. In the

41
Fall of 19 6

0,
the.SED encumberment for tuition vouchers, which had been

4.0

accumulating over time,, exceeded $250,000. Ont reaso for the deficit was

that the costs of supporting practice teachers exceeded the tuition income paid by

the practice teachers. During a period of inflation and declining enrollments,

economies of scale were not achievable, and further tuition increases seemed

to promise disaster. The squeeze worsened because teachers could ai did 'use

!their vouchers at other units of Harris where tuition costs weZe h' her than

at,SED, and because teachers could and,did use the vouchers two or three years

after they were issued, thus inflating SED's cost 25% of more beyond the original

estimate.

Primarily for these reasons, SED announce4 thait would di continue

issuing tuition vouchers and would instead provide credits for se vices to

be rendered by SED. A key"feature of 'the policy, and one which still

sparks discussion in District A schools, is that the credits would be awarded

to the school building, not to the individual who served as supervisor...

- One District A principal whoderves on the, Consortium Council <

a There was resentment in the past, and it continues;-
on the part of teachers that they had to'do the work
tomrite a proposal which would be funded forthe school ,

andoot for an indivfaual.
were

has abated over
time because .the projects were quite visible to
Criticism is now in the satisfactory range.



Another simultaneous molementwas the emergence of pew state cer-

tification requirements which mandated more field-based educational experiences,

fOr teacher-trainees prior to student teaching. Not only were more activities

required but they were to be directed toward the acquisitio of specific

r '

competencies. The School of Education Dean had chaired the State Certification

Committee, so SED acquired consciousness of the new regulations earlier than

other institutions. Some faculty see the ConsOrtium primarily as a channel fo-
.

placing pre-practicum students when the new requirements are fully in force,

in 1981-82.

In addition, some faculty and certainly the Dean, suspectedthat

federal funding agencies favored "teacher center"-like operations involving close

collaboration with the field, and that prospeCts for support from such sources

would be enhanced by a, structure like the Consortium. It was also felt that

field -based programs would attract Students to stabilize declining enrollments

"at SED.

1 ,

The eliminatsion 61:t4tion vouchers, early adaptation to future certification

Es'
' ,

requirements, and the commitment, to field-baSed-inSductiOn.resulted in the

. ,

formation of the COnsortium in the summer of19774, The Con4ortium consisted
, ,

,, 4

of agreements fbr structured, continuing relationships.. with su4bunding school

districts. The arrangement was that SED would place its students exclusively
* °

in these districtsignd that theseldistricts would give'priorify tO.Harris
S. D

,

University students, and that d
0. 4.

SED would fufid a limite
nUmberlof.echo$

ol-generated
.

*7improvement projects ieach year. '*,...,,
s

o. ,

The structuredandostabliied placement of/ffarr s.Universi(i y students in

District A through the Consortium penetrates both the s hoots and the University

at severaeievels. The program does not direttly involv the parents ofthe district
11

but it constitutes a major alteration in organizational ar angemepti between the

University and the schools. It is pow firmly in place'and i11 probably continue
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in the forseeable future. Its useful ,faatures'clearly outweigh its

pftblematic ones, although both are appropriate to examine.

At both Collaborative Office and at the District A Office, the

Clustering program broughtoadvantages and disadvantages. From the Collaboratiye's

perspective, the placement of a large number of Harris students ensured the

continued p;esence of the University in the District in ways which are visible
*4

to all particip . As the Director said:

. ,

If 636 Were to go right away, we_would still
t

have the Clustering for the placements of students
and .(clustering) budget for some activities: ----
generate materials, workshops and things like that.

. .

On the other hand7.the Director feels the need to be constantly Vigilant

so that the priority once verbalized for urban education, but later weakened

byrae Clustering which included suburban, placements, does not become further eroded:
l

't think what happened-was that the Clustering.
became inserted after the pairing.and-superceded
Boston ,as a priority... Iv "76 and ,'77 the mandate
went out from the Dean of the School which said...

A we will place two2thirds of-our students in Boston.
And so, in '76 and '1,77, Boston was the priority..
In.the summer of '77, the Clustering was set up-and
that then superceded Boston as the priority attention -

4'for faculty as to.the placement of students.

In 19116-77, almost all - Harris' students were placed in DiStrict A (more than

300). At the inception of the Consortium in 1977-78, District A was allotted

75 students.- After persuasive arguments by the Collaborative Director, the

allotment was changed to 100. Since that time, bec ;use of the persistence of

.
. . .,

/the Collaborative Office, the number has gradually increased'to over 16(5.

z

-

-Counter7pressure comes fropl faculty, at the Department level, according to the

//

1 ', '

Director of the CollabOrative:
.

i
,

: v.
. .

Irthe:priority within the School becomes clustbring,-
then those af.the faculty who are in it...now have
this clustering as their priority which they are
attempting to legitimate within the SChool of Ed itselfk
and to maintain and h6ld its operation. So Boston
really becomes a thorn in the side. 4 4

,...,4
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Furthermore, tI Consortium Council whichmakes decisions for the

Clustering is dominated by non-Boston interests. Vigorous adveCy

by the Director on behalf of Boston is frequently required at points of decision

by the Consortium Council.

This situation is complicated by the fact that the supply of Harris.

University students contindes to decline, bong with enrollments in the School

of Education generally, while demand from the District increases.cIn 1979-80,

District A received 30% of the students available, which figure suggests that further'

erosion of commitment to urban education has been succ ssfully resisted.

The Collaborative Director feels that Harris presence in the District has

lessened over five yearS, but that the current level is adequate. The placements

are in general positivelf received by the teachers and principals of the District,

and since they come at no cost, the Consortium is endorsed at the District Office

level also, especially by the District Reading Coordinator.

There is further burden on the Collaborative Office. The placement of 160
AO

t i
II

s ents in more than a dozen sites,Itunder the sponsorthi of more than a dozen.

University faculty' members, requires planning,iconsistency, and mastery of

logistical detail. The Collaborative Office uses $9000. (plus fringe benefits)

of its precious 636 funds to employ a half-time Field Placement CoordinatOr to

discharge the'se.responsibilities.

The other function of the Consortium, the allocation of funds

to the District for - projects, includes both plimses and

policy level. Both the District Offide and the CollabOra

for those at the

Office value the

money because oeits usefulness in stimulating planning. The rules require that

a proposal be developed at the classroom level and submitted for review tothe

AlloCations Subcommitete and to the Consortium Council.. This"process provides
/

opportunities for rationalizing the needs of the district and forces consideration

of the most efficient use of funds. Further, the planning can be more "local", az

A.
since the proposals are not reviewed beyond the District level, as 636 funds Are.

rd
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While proposals are reviewed by agents of the Consortium Council, these are

people at the same organi 'onal levels as the proposers (i.e., teachers and ,

P A

n the other hand, there are disadvarita4es for both offices. One,is

the burden of paperwOrk, citedy the Collaborative Director as "much more

involved than 636." First, there is the sheer volume: each proposal is

genelkated and evaluated individually, 35 or more proposals are processed ,

each year, with fa-mat requirements' as elaborate as those employed in the yearly.
0

636 proposal for the District thatAncludOs all of the planned activities for-the

coming schoor year. The task of proposal writing usually also falls to the
1

Collaborative Director. Second: there are requests from the Allocations

Subcommittee io3;_ the full Consortium Council for further information, and for

evaluation data at completion. The Director reports that, in her opinion, requests

for more information and the pressure for evaluation are manifestations of the
04.

light regard in which Boston educators are held by non-Boston school people.

w In these nd less formal ways, the Consortium Council exhibits a denigraeting

attitude d suspicion of motives. One incident is reported by the Director'

as an exam le:

We tried to use up whatever money was remaining in. order
to fund the, teachers during the summer -for planning at (the)
High School-....(The District Coordinator) and I wrote

th roposal...We submitted that and didn't have the
He ster's signature on it and it came back to us....
I have gone back to (the District Coordinator) now
four times. The amount of time I'm spending...to comply
their requirement is absolutely absurd. I mean, I don't
think I'm exaggerating the level of nonsense to meet pre-
eitablished standardi which, to me, Ought to be less. It's

a basic distrust....Now, the procedures which are no problem
at all for the suburban areas are a severe problem for us,
and it's not because we don't intend to spend the money the
way it's been spent; it's that certain situations make it
untimely to do that. You add to that what I've found to be
consistently over thiee years, a constant attitude from the'
former top-level administrator, of the program, from the
faculty associated 4,34...th the program; froM-they staff people in

the bureaucracy, and-from the members of the Consortium

from the suburbs, and attitudes of disdain, of belittling,
of denigration of Boston.
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Teachers, principals, and professors mention other positive and negative'

aspects of the program. For the most part, the teachers and principals. of

District A feel that they profit by having outside assistance in their work.' 45
They worked through an unorganized early period, and have now estabYished procedures

for - maximizing the p oductivity of outsiders, while minimizingl.the burden of

management. They profit from the Field PlacemeneCoordinator's work and'through

her 'enjoy an additional communication with tRe University. They look forward to a

corgplete structure of community resource persons at all schools, working with the

Community Resources, Coordinator at the District Office. Teachers and administrators

still voice complaints about inadequate preparation _and/or orientation of Harris

students for work in city schools, but thelicknowledge great improvement and

do not advocate a special program at this time, except efforts t9 push studehts

to honor their commitments. One teacher representative's comment was "H.U.

4_, should not pander to the wishes of their students so much."

There is also evidence that informal relationships.have developed with

educators from outside the city among those from Boston who serve on the Consorti

4

Council. One eleMentary school principal, for instance, feels free to call prin 1

in other districts with whom he has worked on the Council to seek advice-on

educational matters, and avails himself ofthe opportunity periodically. He also says:
I

. o

-It is a very positive experience to sit on a committee
_ with people,from suburban cities and towns. I am

1

surprised to find that many of their problems a
. similar. The urban` problems are not as different 'as I

once thought. .I receive ideas which are workable and
practical...for our school.

It remains true that some teachers still deeply resent the loss of personal

compensation via tuition vouchers, and others deeply resent "the way it was

"handled, even though they do not seek personal reward. One principal said ihat'', hfi ,
'c

/

4 -
II

and probably other principals, still need to nurture interest among some teachers '"

in their buildings. All things being equal, projects which are most visible to

the teachers (e.g., equipment for teachers' use, and "showy" student projects)

A
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are favored in the continuing attempt to sell the concept of compensation to

the building rather than to the individual. So far, it is accepted unevenly
- p

throughout the District.' Teachers and principals yet to serve clithe Consortium ,

1-

Council are still reluctant to share their ,ideas for projects with other buil ings.
.

They do, however, show some'tiesire to contribute ,to therealization of the
-

District-wide plan generated at h'b District Offi Teachers often attribute

this last point to the trust and respect they hold fpr thiDistrict Curriculum

Coordinator.

Finally, the Consortium provides an effective mech;itism for the school

people of the District, especially at the classroom leyel, to impact on the

instructional program at the School of Education. First, as a direct outcome

of tlieConsortium, the School of Education developed two new courses, each

required as preparation for all. student's prior to practice teaching. These courses

were developed withpajor hipfrom:t Consortium Council and much of the course

content was,dictated Jloy tAM. The Council also evaluates the effectiveness of these

courses at the end of each semester. Second, pressure for better orientation and

better supervision of studentsemanates from the Council, which wishes to ensure

consistency across clutters. For example, supervisors are required to visit

4
weekly,and to holdconferences with the sponsoring teacher and the student.

,Third, the Competency Committee o
At-\

f,the Contortium dictates the content of the
4

field experience by specifying the demonstrable learnings thstudent will acquire.

It is also likely that Consortium activities influence individual professors

who rerticipate in student.placements, Two professors report feeling a higher

level of consciousness about "the reality of teaching and the reality of urban

schools" as a consequence of their visiting classrooms'and of feedback from

rtheir.students.
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6. Project 5: Other Pairing Activities
Harris University- district A

From 1975 to the end ofthe 1979-80 school year, the District
4:4 .

A/Harris University Pairing implemented.a large number of activities providing

direct and indirect services to students. These activities can be placed in three

categories: Chapter 636 activities, Clustering Program (i.e., Consortium)

activities, and other services.

Representative Chapter 636 activities are described in detail as

Projects 1-4 of this case study. The major enterprise of the'Clustering

Program is included also as Project 4. This section will focus on the

"other" activities, since they may.significantly influence the long-term'

future of the pairing, and since they are less well documented in official

reports tha9. the other two classes of activities. Furthermore, the collaborative

process may have-greater impact and permanence if two or three of the sources

of support, rather than one, are arrayed behind them.

One example of the, blending of all three'categories is the

pairing's approach to improvement of readingoskills: Chapter 636 monies purchase

reading lab materials and diagnostic-prescriptive tests; Clustering funds
0

provide a.poet-in-resident at five schools and a materials/resource person to

assist in criterion-referenced testing; and the Universityls core budget supplies

reading consultants, access to the reading clinic, and preparation of students

04,

to tutor pupils for the criterion-referenced tests. The impact of any single

contribution is limited, but thlir sustai,ned focus has considerable impact

on tkte teaching of reading in the schOols in District A.

Because they bear directly on the provision -of other.serviCes, two

characteristics of the pairing's use of 6364Undi deserve notice: 1) the initial

targeting of five schools (High School, 2 middle, 2 elementary) as demonstration

sites. and then expanding the others in the District; and 2) the emphasis on

"technical assistance" (especially to the five target schools in the early days),'.
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for example, through the purchase with 636 funds_of one-sixth of the faculty

members (at a total cost of $11,723 in 1976-77, or 16% of the University's

allocation), and commitment of an equal amount of time of two other faculty

members at no 636 cost.' Both of these policies,i2underscore Harris', early

and sustained commitment -to District-wide,,long-term. planning. As 636

funds declined, the relative importance of services otherwige funded grew.

Also, in _1979-80, almost. all of,the University's 636 allotment supported

"technical assistance," rather than the operation of specific projects.

A The "liaison faculty" appointed to provide technical assistance not

only delivered advice and skills within their own area of expertise, but also-
'

provided pbinte cif contact for identifying and recruiting no-cost "other

services" fromthe University and, to a lesser extent, from the schooiq to the

University.

"gther services" include a myriad of activities, many
, !

scope end with a lov.level of visibility. While participants

categorize them, they are divided-here'into four types to aid

understanding: 1) responses to individual requests; 2). place

of them small in

do not formally

"they reader's

of eXternally-
..

-

funded, University-sponsored research and development activities; 3Yinclusion

of the schools in University-funded activities; and 4)gifts from the University.

Responses to individual Requests

Because University representatives were frequentlyand regularly present

in the schools, they became known as.individuals.and some thus emerged in

the eyes of teachers and-others as approachable about problems that the school

people thought might be seen. as trivial at,higher echelons. Some inquiries involved

only point-of-ery data about th4University, which was regarded by school people

as an exceedingly complex array of schools, divisions, departments,.and other '

sub - units. Many of the resultant activities were small in scope, but,they
. . _.'

i
w e important to participants and helped to bring overall credibility to the

4.
4.

,
Un versity's efforts. They were also useful in engaging the support and, participation

. ,,
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of units and individuals throughout the University not otherwise included

in the larger and more formal 636 and Clustering effort.

One example of this type of activity is an assistant headmaster's

request that the High School- University liaison person use his informal

"connections" to clarify the perceived misassignment of ten Students in the

Court-ordered desegregation program. Another is a high School guidance counselor's

communications with the University concerning admission for a boy whose formal

transcript' lmiously did not include evidence of the dnressing effects of
4

his personal environment. A third is a request from an elementary school faculty

for a speaker .for a workshop.

Pltement of R & D Projects

. .

Another form of "other services" was the placement of University-

, _sponsored research and demonstration Projects in District A. For example, a special
.

. .

education professor conducted seminars for middle school parents and teachers

on "Problem-Stiving in the Classroom", through.a Bureau of Educationally

Handicapped (USOE) grant. Another. example was a reading grant gained by

two professors and the District Reading Coordinator which was condutted in
o

District A.

. The University also played a significant role in attracting to the

District, funded activities by agencies unaffiliated with Harris. A career c seling

program for high school females is one example of Such a venture. Also, a regional

0 0
..

R & D center used District A as one of its sites to validate an elementary testing

development, and a program in language development in which older, students tutored

younger- ones is still another.

University-funded Activities

The third form of other services was the inclu6ion of District A

'ongoing Univerqty activities. :For example, the School for the Arts intends to

collaborate with a High School drama class in dramatic presentations at the

University, and its touring company has appeared at the High School. The

5
.0

2
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School for Public Communications now includeg West High School students in its

regional Scholastic Press Confererice, and the Program in Artisanry conducts

demonstrations at the High'Cchool. SED's Physical'Educatioff Department offers

classes and facilities to District A elementary children as part of its teacher

training program.;

Another sub-tkpe of University service is distribution of tickets

to sports events by the Alumni Offidg to 45trict students and fadulty. The

A4mission Office staff assist students in the college application procedures, and

meets' with District guidance counselors on topics of common concern. The Student

Union provides space for meetings of parents, teachers, and students. High'

School upperclassmen nowh)ave free access to courses at the University on an

audit basis, on. certain topics (e.g., calculds, psychology) not available

at the High.School. University library cards have been issued to all teachers

and adMinistrators in the District, and to all students who requestshem.

The University has also responded to explicit requests.by creating new

ventures at no cost to the schools.' For example, thb Law School has offered

to teach a course in "Street.Law!' at the-High Schoo )1, the School of Nursing

has already provided six' seminars in medicine for High School students, and the

School for the Arts gives large-scale musical instrument training (at partial-

cot for instruments) in one of the elementary.schools.

Gifts

Finally, the University provides outright gifts to the District, with.

no obviots benefits to itself. They range from an electronic scoreboard for

7

the High School gymnasium to summer course scholarships for ten parents and teachers

who have given outstanding service to District A. The most costly gifts are four-

year tuition scholarships to up to six high school studdnts each year for the

'pest five years.
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cting-on-behalf of the schools, the Collaborative Director-reports

that she presented background information about the city of Boston and the
4

school system to University students prior to their' placement in District schools.

Services'are also provided by the schools and the parents to the University. Teachers',

administrators, students, and parents of District A frequently appear-as panelists

at University-sponsored symposia, gueSt-lecture in classes, and contribute
11.

advice-to individuals.

Implementation'

The provision of "other services" froM'and to the Univeriity is much less

'complex, organizationally, than is true, for the other two categories. The two

parties are freer to agree on strategies and implement them then they are

with 636 or ClusV ring projects, which require more docilmentation,'more levels

of approval, more monitoring, and more accounting. For the msot part, an

,, 4

individual or a small grOup expre s a need and contacts are made through the
'

, .

Collaborative Office or the appropriate lialson.faculty members,. in the case of

the University, andthrough the District Office or appointed liaison teachers/

administrators in the individual schools. Services are deliVered,by individuals

or small grAps, usually without official Sanection and sometimes without official

knowledge. According to the Collaborative Director:

Individual directors, departments, and faculty
have been very helpful in contributing a great
deal...I have not approached any single peilon
for assistance that was'not forthcoming,
the Admissions Office and the Advisory,Resource
Center are sitting therelwaiting-tt be helpAll.
Anytime I have contacted a place, ;they have shown'
appropriate activity, but they take it out of
their hides.

Approval is not often-sought from parents or parent groups and sometimes

parents are not aware of'an activity.

The operational style prevailing in the ."other services" sector is

illuitrated in the following description of one small incident in the life of

the pairing. A High School arf teacher approached the Scho.,l's liaison person
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About a senior boy who was physically handicapped, showed artistic talent,

hilt had no plans to attend college, since Jiffs single-parent home could not

support him financially and would miss his potential income. His Hispanic

mother did not understand college life well enough to be more than psychologically

supportive. The'art teacher arranged an interview between the Harris liaison

person and the boy in which it emerged that the boy aspired to a career in
/'

the application of artistic forms of physical therapy and rehabilitation.

The liaison faculty, after inquiries at the School for the Atts and the

Physical Therapy Department, contacted a friend in the'Psychology Department,

who suggested a departmental colleague who might be particularly responsive

to the boy's circumstances. A phone call from the liaison faculty, followed

by a letter provided no-cost, no-credit access for the boy toa freshman

.psychology,. class and some special-attention from the instructor. Meanwhile,

the, art teacher and the Headmaster of the High School arranged release time

for the student, via the School's Extended Campus Program. The student attended

the psychology class on a regular basis. Through its he was able to explore

possible career options, acquire a deeper understanding of the psychology of art,

become clearer about the nature of college life, and begin investigation of

sources of financial assistance.

In this case, and others like it, what does not appear on the surface is

the enormous energy and time required for productive outcomes. The provision-

of "other services" occurs primarily through an informal network of personal'.

,

relationships. Itis often clear that the official organizational channels are

not helpful and that timely delivery requires by-passing of them. The

Collaborative Director illustrated the problem:

1111111111

(The High School liaison) and I visited the chair-
persons in the Departments of-Biology, Chemistry,
and Science...it takes timeto do at, but at
first they were willing and eag ana interested.'
The first feedback we had was that (a chairian)
sent a memo, in January, to all his faculty and
graduate students indicating that there were
about seven..different things and ways they could
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contribute to this pairing...Now, we'll
wait for the responses, but it's been four
months...But, the work it takes to make. those
contacts, explain the needs - tt's an impos-
sible burden'when you don't have an adequate
staff....It just means that so much of that
developmental work of building those t

4 ''. resources, which is the way the pairing is going to
-(Continue once the 636money is gone,°gets diverted
to...the ad hoc, immediate one-on-one-things,
and then you do''tdo the work that would make this
a permanent highly interactive relations4p.

6
.

Other,examples, like the ppvision Of library cards, offers of..

space and'facilities, distribution of eakets, etc., are arranged more

fornally,.but still, at a sub-organizationallevel. In these ,cases, the

request often arises from a small group and then is logically extended

to an entire population. This kind of service is most often operationalized

through the District Office and the Collaborative Office. Within the

a

- University, the Director of the Collaborative contacts the appropriate

-
University ag ncy,(e.g.,

4
Library Alumni Office) direaltly, reminds them

of'the pniver 'ty's commitment to the pairing., and seeki coopera&n. Usually,

these negotiations are conducted verbally, with written verification, and

Publicized within the University and District as needed and possible. One

'

'could'argue thWt.these arrangements, too;, materialize more out otpersonal"

connections than fromformal interorganizational relationships.
...

.
k third example of the process out of which these small projects arise

.

as,a,servi that emerged as a by-product of another more,fOrmal activity.

A social psychology professor had 'coinpleted a small 636 - funded project designed

to help Chinese-speaking bilingual students to perform better college admissions

and job interviews. As a consequence of this work, a very strong affiliation

developed between Chinese-American university students and Chinese-American

high school students who had been associated in the 636 work. The college students

took their younger friends bowling, exposed them to American customs in other

ways, entertained them in the University dormitories, and involved them in

other aspedts of College social life. These unplanned outcomes are recognized by
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the Collaborative Director, who said in response to a question about a later

vocational education program for Chinese bilingual students, "You have'to

trace it back...because in some ways"It goes back to the volunteer work that

(the social psychol'ogy professor) did that first year or so." Av

There are other examples of.this kind .of "spin-off" activity,

`also based on personal networks. A typical comment which was madeby several

teachers and the Reading Coordinator'is summarized by the Collaborative Director:

"The reason (the District Curriculum Coordinator) gets so much from the Reading

and Language Department is not -interorganizational.,It
is.becatise she feels

she can pick up the phone and call (the Reading Department Chairman) and \rice

versa."

Analysis

"Other services" constitute a kind of collaboration between the University

and the schools of District A in addition to the projects previously desCribed,

In some cases, other services provide an impOrtant supplement to activities funded

under 636 money or'Clustering auspices. Other'services are. sometimes also
z.

independent of 636 and Clustering projects.
.

In all caSes., other activities operate through an, informal interpersonal

style, at Suborganizational levels;,with a minimum of hindrancesfrom-formal'

rgquirements of review, and approval. This procedural directness provides. the

obvious advahtage of'quick response, but also brings two disadvantages: lack of

stability and lack of Visibility. Since the procedures do not require scrutiny att

a number of levels, only rarely do people who are not direct participants.acknowledge

the existence of a given activity. For example, both CDAC members and District teachers

who were interviewed were unaware of some activities (e.g., college admisSions

sistance). Some "other services" are listed in official publications but were

acknowledged by teachers, parents, and University faculty only when'reminded by

the interviewer. Even when acknowledged, they were not perceived, as important

except 'by the parties directly involved. There was, for instance,' little interest
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'in the process of the criteria for selection of recipients of University scholarships,
,

.

. .

-'. . . _

,

.
. ,

. except by one CDAC member' whode daughter was a potential.candidate. Even then, 1
.

. 0.
this member-was interested as a parent,enot ad a CDACmember. It is. surprising

. .

that there was so little interest i n the scholarshi.program,
4^

since its

,*-r*

7

.

involvecra dollar contribution in excess of $100,000,, and since the University

encouraged application to it.

Many "other service" activities are hoc, ."one -shot. deals," A few

are repeated each year, but were still- defined by4nterviewees as temporary.

very few cases, "other activities" were pi1o0Cests that later 'blossomed into.
a, as

funded projects' (e.g., the Chinese vocational education effort):

Eyen with the disadvantages_of low visibility and lack ofperManenbe, other
,

cfj

services made and make a valuablq.contribution to the pairigt pro am. They are

Se

seen at minimum by all parties as gestures'of good willanersolida4ty. st

teachers and parents who Were interviewed knew that a University repr sentative

was frequently present in their scho4s and that helsheipas4toing something

heiiful,,even if they were unclear about.the precise details. Most-University.
e ..6

o

vaguelyfaculty were v award that school people do things that are useful to

.0 _
,.-

.

the University, and that parents and community leaders do not refuse invitations

to contki te
.

to 'the University's mission.

a
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Cross Project Analysis
Harris''University - District A

Chronological Development

.

Phase I - Plannin4 and Organizing (Summer 1975 and early 1975-76)

, .

-

When the pairing began in 197 the parties to the collaboration engaged
.

heavily in needS as.jessment and,problemidentification. At the summe workshop

of 1975, parents and community leaders, teachers and Administrators, professors
A

and university administratori met daily for three weeks. Participants had

bel.pselected by their constituencies'and paid to attend. The University

perbonnel-who participated were a mix of persons experienced in field work '

t ,. /
in schools including 59ston schools; some were interested in Boston,

. , s
, .---i

butnot particularly in schools; and of rs are strongly committe4 to

desegregation.' The parents included ose who quietly supported the Court

bider and,a largernumber whdbpenly opposed it, but wanted to protect

their own and thdlr children'sjinterests.' None of the participating school-
,

1. .

people would admit to supporting the Court Order even privately, and a few

had publicly and strongly opposed it. In short, participants' positions toward

-
the.Court Order:and desegregation were important but covert influences at

collaboration. Sparring and seeking understanding of varying perspectives

,
consumed clic.:Ihtime during the three weeks.

Group leaders from the UniverAity sector helped partipants break up

into dueller groups around special interests (e.g., reading-, physicAl education).

Each group undertook the collectille task of proposal development. Each

screened and synthesized members' ideas, converted ideas into projects, and

r

translated projects to dollars. Project proposals were coilected and summarized

and, asmigilt-be exPectee,'returned for revision since the total amount of money

'requested far exceeded the allocation. Finally, an overall proposal for the

pairing emerged araunp those projects which had the broadest base of support
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among school, Universiiy, and community representatives.

Participants in the workshop depatted with high hopes. They had

accomplished several things: increased understanding of each other, both

within and between groups; momentum towards project implementation; and a shift

of concern away from the Court Order.Te-pairing had gotten off to a good start.

There were, however, two features of the early days which affected the

Collaborative negatively for some time, after: a focus on "projects, whictl.were

relatively uncoordinated with each other and with a true master plan, and a.

partial role fpr the University as a vendor of services. A style of opeiation

quickly evolved in which teachers produced lists of problems and the Universityj

tried to respond to the lists. There were few occasions when the University

challenged the teachers' specifications or,suggested directions.

Phase II - Pilot Testing (1975' -76)

One decision made during the workshop and incorporated into the .planning

and the first proposal for funding was that five schools were to be targeted

for early and intensive implementation or"pairing activities. The High School,

two middle schools, and two elementary schools thus became the pairing's

demonstration centers. In each a School Liaison person was designated, and the

University Collaborative Office also seleoted a faculty member from the School

of Education as University Liaison td each of the schools. Projects were first

implemented in these schools. Further, District and University officials sought

to advance collaboration in general by focusing the provision of "other services"

in and from them, so far as possible.

During this period the University Liaison was physically present in the

school building at least one day per week. The standard practice was to monitor

Iongoing projects (at least one in each of the target schools) and begin planning

future projeots. Project funding cyclei were short; and with little time to

develop new projects, often a decision to continue a first-year project into the
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seconeschool year wag,the only practicable possibility. For example, in

to continuing and ,expanding the High School Developmental Reading Program

,(see Project 4/above), the formal proposal for the second part of 1975-76
y

included a comppnent in the High School with the objective of preparing

"a reliable profile of the unique problems of Chinese bilingual students",

at the small cost of $2500 for stiPeods,for two graduate assistants. This sort

of pattern was followed in the other 'target schools As well: continuation of the

original projects to give them time to work, and Initiation ofopew projects of'a

modest nature that crystallized during the process of problem identification

during 'ihe firt part of the school year.

The other'major activity of this, period, was the expansion of informal

contacts by both the School Liaison and the University Liaison. The partners were

conscious that only a all percentage of teachers and University faculty had&

participated In the, summer workshop, so a deliberate attempt was made to"seek

.S.

out additional individuals and groups (e.g., departments) to elicit their involvement-
*

or at least their support. "Doing favors", was the dominant style, and "other

e

services," outride the formal structure used for proposal development, was the

dominant delivery system.

For example, a High School guidance counselor approached the University

.
Liaison for help for a senior boy who had become an alcoholic while a'high

school sophomore and who subsequently h.10 "gone dry" by virtue'of his own

efforts and determination. He expressed a strong desire to attend college, but

his excessive absences and poor aoadegic work during his sophomore and junior

years negatively affected his grade-point erage and obscured his good grades

as a senior& After meeting. several times,wi h the boy and contacting his parwts,

4
the University Liaison eventually arranged his admission to the University

with a full tuition scholarship.

1
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Parents And parent groups were largely inactive during this phase,

but University and schoolLpersonnel came to respeCt the intentions of each other.

From the University's point of view.there was a shift from attributing evil

motives-, apathy, or ignorance to teachers

of the situations that school people face.

in the development of t High School Reading Laboratory said that he learned

and administrators, to understanding

For example, one professor involved

a great deal from results of the diagnostic test. He had been appalled at the

results and he observed that the teachers were equally upset. It bedame clear

that high school teachers could not be blamed for students' low achievement at

entrance to high school. This professor and others became sympathetic to the

plight of the teachers who faced overwhelming problems with little material or

human resources.
It,

Furthermore, professors began to peYceive that.teachers were workifik

within, an unwieldy and unresponsive bureaucracy. One professor attempted to help

history teachers develop plans for a ninth grade social studies curriculum, but '1

found that "regulations" Confined the teachers to teaching history, rather- than

social studies, and that no histbry materials or texts were available for the

teachers to use. He began to sympathize with the teachers and to see them as well-,

intentioned and capable of planning, but powerless-
.

Phase III - Expansion (1976-77)'

As the second full year of impleffientationbegan, evidence began to emerge

of mutual respect and understanding among school and University personnel. Each

group had become more realistic about the other and had tested their own

organization's capacities tdo,respdnd. The scope of their work had narrowed to

those areas that Seemed important. Both parties were anxious for success so

they focused on Projects for which success was most likely.
.100.
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Parent groups had by now/gotten themselves organized, especially at the

CDAC level, and some REPC's became operational. Parents were aware that they

had lacked the collective voice that they perceived school people and°University

people to exercise. They were also pushed toward cohesiveness by repeated requests

to review funding proposals, and especially in CDAC, by pressure from the

University Coordinator to exercise the prerogatives accorded them by the Court

Ord --Parents also hoped to promote mutual understandl and respect among the
._

.

. ,
.

; . .--

disparate ethnic and racial groUts that they represented. They arranged meetings
.

among various components of the community, especially among white and black/
.. .

Hispanic elements; and between community representatives and members of larger,

city-wide groups. they began to act collectively as a critical audience, and sometimes

as watchdogs, to the activities of the University and the schools.

Both University and school people felt that progress had been made-and_

that further achievements were possible. Parents heartily endorsed the High School

Reading Project which became the first example of an activity that satisfied the

needs of all three parties. Important to this sense of progress was thA fact

that clear criteria for evalUation ----students' scores on reading tests----

were available and utili.Zed.

Phase IV - Trust (1977-78)

The third year constituted the phase of trust. At this,,point both teachers

and professors had identified inclividuals and work urlits with whom they could

11pollaborate, even if they still did not completely trust each others' total

organizations. -For example, the teachers greatlytrdspected the University's

. I

Reading Department, especially one professor. When they formed their "Reading

Support Team" (see Projedt 3), they called on this professor for 'his knowledge.
. 0

He responded generously because he hrelieved. in the motives and competency of

the Reading Coordinator and the teachers.
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Other examples of the results of mutual trust appear among the
t.

"Other Activities" discussZin Project 5. The successful placement of many'

'University-sponsored research olSerations in the District may be attributed'

to the teachers' growing willingness to participate in knowledge generation

and to the pr4essors' increasing recognition of the craft! knowledge

possessed by the teachers.

In general, the roles-of the partners shifted in this phase. The schools

began to initiate their own projects, rather than reacting to the University's

'initiatives', proceeding then to seek'the help of the University. The University

shifted from a project to a technical assistance orientation. It-became Cts

mbre-difficult to,distinguish the activities of the Collaborative from

the ongoing business of the schools. The two parties sought to influence

larger numbers of students in a wider variety of settings, and became

ti

less interested in cleanly designed projects that served the needs of a

delimited population.

Roles also shifted in another way: the number of school people collaborating

with the University increasedwhile the number of University people declined,

becoming concentrated in fewer hands.

Phase V Independence from 636 (1978-80)

These two years were characterized by less reliance on 66 funding,

with projects funded from a variety of sources. The 636 budget allocatiOn to

the University directly reflected the previously described movement, from "projects"

to echnical- assistance. During.this phase, the University made many small

contributions to the schooIs.at no cost to the schoolsior.to the, 636 budget:

The biggest single contribution to the Collaborative was the money and human

resources supplied'by the Clustering Consortium out of Univeriit fkinds.
./t

The leaders of the Collaborative-became increasingly aware that 636

money was declining, in relative. terms,' and planning proceeded under the
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assuMp on that 636 funds ould continue to decrease and soon disappear. Over

the five yeariocovered by the study, 636 allocations declined and in a period

of double digit "inflation the remainder did not stretch as far. It is a tribute

to careful planning and the spirit of collaboration that services expanded as 636

funds declined. By 1980, th,/schools were improving their basic programs,

expandIng into new ventures, and building themselves into an authentic District-

wide network, and the University's presence was felt everywhere. When this

study began, it was impossible for most participants, other than the Reading

Coordinator and the Collaborative Director, to identify the precise forms of

University' assistance. It was expected thatethe University would be involved

in virtually anything and everything.

rqt,

At this phase, and since, a much larger number of University administrators,

faculty and students became involved in the District schools, whi1e only a few

devoted a:major proportiorAof their efforts to the Collaborative.

I

4°4
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Introduction

ROLE ANALYSIS

This was, and is, a successful pairing. Some of the success can be

attributed to

shaped thede

The Schools

les that.wpre fashioned and the ways that persons

, -243

.
,

The'District Office generally played a policy role in the pairing, by,

fitting operations and activities into a District plan and -aAppting the

plans in light of emerging activities. The District Office also reconciled .0.

While ot14100iserict Office personnel, (e.g., Bilingual Coordinator,'Special%

District policy with school system_priorities.

Education Coordipatpr) touched on the pairing at appropriate points, the key

actofs were District Superintendent and the Curriculum Coordinator. The

District Superintendent appointed and supported the Curriculum Coordinator,

was directly involved with CDAC and other.parents' groups, and represented

the District in its dealings with the Central Office when called upon. She
44.

was kept very busy with activities other than the pairing, however, and largely

delegated the management of the pairing to the Curriculum Coordinator.

The Curriculum Coordinator, originally named as Reading Coordinator, set the .

.40

dikection of the District's collaboration, planned and often wrote projects and

activities, assured implementation of activities, a morii red progress:, In some

ways, the success of the pairing can be attributed. to the fact that in the

Coordinator a single point of contact existed and that the role was continuous

throughout the five year history of the pairing;. In other ways, however,

success can be attributed to the person who.played the role. Much of the power

and influence of the role grew out of respect and trust that R 41-Mer earned

in 'hei interaction with teachers, University personnel, and city s&iool

administratdts. Most often cited by.other pgiciPlants are her dedication to
,
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A

educational ideals, her loyalty to the District and the school system, an

her willingness to work hard and meet deadlines. One might conclude that

following ingredients are important to a successful pairing: 1) a staff

structure that includes a central point of contact, thereby providing clarity;

2) continuity over time for such administrative arrangements, thereby assuring

.
stability; 3) personal attributes in the incumbent coordinator that supply

JP

earned power and influence to the role; and 4) the un,:ibalifi0 support oft
the District Superiritendent.

b.
School building administrators (principals, headmasters, assistint prificipald/

headmasters) played roles as gatekeepers in this pairing. With a feW notable

exceptions, administrators either narrowed or widened opportunities for

communication betweerc,teachers or departments/grade levels and University faculty,'

or departments; there were practically no cases of gate-closing, probably

because all feared being described as defiant of the Court Order. The one

important exception, at the High School, will be discussed later. Neither were

ttlere many. cases of completely opening a school as a laboratory for the University,

probably because administrators feared being described as weak and disloyal.

2
The usual strategy wakto receive a proposal from the teachers, the University.

,
."

or the-District Office, and then proceed autiously until the parties to it were

in substantia', agreement before.granting permission.

School administrators beyond the District level were not influential
/ \

in the pairing, except the individual in the Central Officelkho coordinated

and managed and 636 proposal process. His Positive influence was cited by the

University Coordinator, the District Curriculum Coordinator, the District

,

uperintendent-and Members of CDAC. His Willingness to listen, his Patience,

. and his skill at translating ideas into proposal language were very helpful,
NN4k

especially in the confusing days early in the pairing. ,

1

Th-6*School Superintendent's influence was felt indirectly in the District's
.

curriculum planning: "Superintendent's Circular #33" was frequently cited as
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support _for _strict planning'. 'Subject matter Directors, operating out of the

Central Office, were of varying influence in the secondary schools. At list

in the early days,, some High School.teachers felt a tension between the

District's curriculum plan and the cityywide curriculum for a given subject,

and were consequently confused as ilbw to prOceed.

The central actors in the pairing at the operational level were undoubtedly

the teachers. No, projects could be launched by the University, no matter

how well-conceived, without the active support and internal advocacy of one

or more teachers. The unconscious. strategy of the University became

standardized: get access to and then ersuade teacheri. The success of the

pairing may be partly dug to the capacities of the various Liaison's to arrange

technical assistance that in turn facilitated access by University persons.

4110

who "did favors" in anticipation of future returns.

While the evidence is not compelling, the data suggest a set of stages pf

teacher involvenivt. In the first year or so teachers acted collectively and were

approached as such. Interest groups within a school formed during the summer

workshop. In the late second, third, and early fourth years, contact with

t
teachers became highly, individualized and persuasion and negotiation occurred

I

-with one teacher at a time. In the late fourth and all of the fifth year,

contact again became collective, but a the interschool as a consequence
. .

of District planning. The School Planning Teams, which were multi- subject extensions

of the

S
chool Reading Support1Teams (see Project 1) became crucial elements in

the pairing; sinie through them one or more advocates of a project or of collaboration

7,

. °There were only a few times that teachers' Uhion loyalties affected' the

...pairing. On one occasion, the High School faculty became sensitive about a

in general could be located in a building.

.

Irmassive, invasion" of University student teachers, and the effects it could

have on teacher laYbffs. Also, on a few occasions it became ,difficult to work

with teachers after.school hours when the Union objected to this'apparent extension
\s
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of the school day.

Teacher aides were of some importance, also. Many aides were local parents

and connected to the parent networks. While they resisted controversy and

avoided spying on the schools, they publicly supported "good" Rrograms,

projects, and people; when they 41fte mute on a project, their silence was

taken as a negative sign. Some aides also delivered valuable services"ttothe
,

children, especially in reading programs.

The University

The University's administrators played an indirect role'in the pairing.

The President's public verbal support gave impetus in the early days, but

the institution's failure to fund the salaries of the Collaborative Director

and secretary strained the 636 budget and increasingly restricted expansion.,

Sub-units of the University administration consistently made facilities

available, and the Alumni Office, the Financial Aid,Office, and the Admissions

Office gave their services generously.

The college deans were suppottive but offered no aggressive assistance,

except for the Dean of Education who urged his faculty, collectively and

individually, to support the pairing. ,Since this Dean and his assistant were

also two of the four Court- appointed experts in the desegregation case, his

exhortations were received skeptically,, if not negatively, by some teachers

and patents, but there is no evidence of negative impact on Univetsity personnel.

Most of the other deans functioned only` as gate-keepers for, faculty involvement

in the Collaborative.

Most faCulty participation was ,individual, but a few apartments developed

corporate involvement. The departments most engaged were those in whicft collaboration

$
among individuals had a previous history. The pairing did not stimulate

or create collaboration within departments where none previously-existed. Very
0

indirectly, the pairing enhanced collaboration among individuals across
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department lines. Also, the increase in student field placements led to an inTormal
2

"team teaching" pattern among a small group, of faculty and graduate students

the teacher educatiol program.
7

By far, the most influential role in the University.was played by the,

Pairing Coordinator. and by extension,

success of this pairing was that thi

While the incumbent belonged to the S

her staff. One reason for the

ole was centralized and continuous,

chbol of Education and used SED space,

the Office and the role were formally all-University,units that were to serve

and be served by other schools and colleges. In a University as large and

diverse as Harris, it was important to establish and maintain a central point

of collaboration. Respondents from the University, the comtunity, the .

schools had little trouble identifying the Coordinator as thislooint of

contact.

'The Director operated with little pressure fbr direction from any 'unit

of the University, exercising considerable autonomy within budget constraints?

In- this sense, the Office operated like a department or project. There were

times when the CollaborativeOffice was overburdened with requests for data

for use in public relations, efforts on behalf of the pairing. The Director

also felt caught at, times between the expectatiofts of the administrations of ,

the Schoql of Education end of the University.
.

1 :
As is true with the counterpart role in the schools, the fact that the

. .

. .

same, person operated continuously as Collaborative Director constituted an ,

enortous

,

p
, .

- - it .All.'

advantage. The airing,
r
especially in the7arly days, was potentially

4
. .

confusing and frustrating, but the 1)
ti

rector's permanence promoted feelings
..

.

. ,
1 .

- i
of stability and invigorated the planning at all levels. That the person in*'

.s

the position was respected fo,her earlier' work with the Boston -fschools and
.

.

for her scholarship were also positive influences on the collaboration.

4

ti
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The individual faculty member was the primary University protogonist

in the schools. Some denerali sis were assigned as liaisons to indiyidual

schools; others were generalists by function (e.g., bilingual specialists).

Both tended to be good communicators who spoke both the language of the schools -

and that of the University, and could translate from one to the other.

They were also knowledgeable about the University system and were able to locate

resources within it. They were respectful of the ools' organizational

structure, modest in their demands on schools, and cautious in their politics.

However, most faculty encountered the schools epis dically, for special

purpoies, and were engaged in only one or two. pr ects or requests for assistance

at a time. A significant number of specialists cam from units other than the

School of Education, perhap's'even a slight majority. For alMost all of the

specialist faculty, pairing activities were minor and/or temporary components

of theirsassignments as professors andoinstructors.- The University faculty

role ultimately crystalized as a supplier of tec4ical assistance when

requests were made. In onlj a few instances did a unit or'a professor

volunteer its/his/her services or ideas in the absence of'a request from the

schools through the Collaborative Offi'Oe.

Parents
41

The fortally organized parent groups at the school building level,-the

REPC's were not directly influential in the pairing, with a few exceptions
,N,

At best, REPC's 'stimulated action and monitored, implementation. There were

to projects developed by the schools

o .)

.

variations, but most were only

and the University.

and was involved or concerned to a lesser extent with non-636 activities.

in the planning, development, and evaluation of programs funded by 636-money,

7a

4

[ V
41V

CDAC, the community council at the District level, consistently participated



Especially in dig early years, parent members of' CDAC focused on the equitable

distribution of resources. .The CDAC was proactive on only a few occasions.

Its usual role was that of reviewer-, interrogator, prioritizer,.and finally

supporter of project ideas presented by Ruth4Palmer, or the

'University Coordinator. These two usually backed...each other and appeared to

plan together.

The abovescomments should not be interpreted to mean that CDAC pkayed a weak

role in the Distritt. CDAC faced unprecedented probltms in conforming to the

Court Order. and building cohesion in the artificial community created'by

the Judge. In the face of these and other pTtblems, CDAC was usually willing

to endorse the efforts of the schools and University.

The clearest example of CDAC's power also demonstrates the indirect connections

with the pairing. After more than four years of trying, the University.

Coordinator became frustrated at the lack of meaningful impact in the High

School.' She sent a formal memo describing her feelings to the Headmaster,

and requested hiveaction. His response was to terminate formal relationships

with the University. Shortly after, CDAC also expressed concern with the e

general effectiveness of the High School and asked for hard data in response

to a series of questions (e.g., SAT scores, percent of failures in Grade Nine).

This conflict culminated at the level of the School Superintendent, who

publicly supported the Headmaster but ordered drastic changes in the

'organizational structure of the High School.

Theipadmaster, and other school personnel at the High School, saw CDAC

and the University (at least the University Coordinator)kas indistinguishable

allies. While not accurate, some perceived the Coordinator's letter and CDAC's

request as two steps in a well-planned conspiracy.

---CDAD's right to raise questions was verified in the and its power

to generate review at higher-levelk was affirmed. While 'this Chas been recent,

it appears that school'people, especially administiators, now attribute power
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to CDAC, and the threat of its use may affect the future actions of the schools.

Within 'CDAC, the most powerful role over time was that of the Community

Coordinator, a paid staff position. The second Coordinator served only for

six months,.but had epdWerful impact and strengthened the role in ways,

coniinued'by the present'incumbent. For the last three of the five years of

this studY, the influence of the Coordinator grew significantly, partly

because the job became full-time and was occupied continuously by the same person.
4

The CDAC Chairperson's role, on the other'hand, remained weaker because it was

apart- time and temporary by Court Order: Strong individuals served as Chairperson,

butApnly for one-year terms.

The role of,the parents in the pairing can best By described as person -

centered. While the REPC's and CDAG's power was;formally constrained, there

were ten or more individuals from the community whose.power and influence grew

greatly as a result of serially occupying various formal roles. Tracing

the "careers" of these figures reveals that they filled formal positions eaeh=Year

of the collaboration, moving from-a seat on a REPC, to CDAC, back to another
A -

ow/

REPC, to a paid position as aide, monitor or coordinator, and to membership on

CPAC or some other city-wide group. The opposite is not true: no powerful

figure emerged who did not first occupy/legitimate roles in a series of formally

prescribe& community organizations.

t

'

pcentives /Disincentives
4

*

Since the Court Order manClated inter - institutional, collaboration, it might be

inferrad that University, schoo d parent groups came together mainly out of

fear-of-contempt of court charge ich might result from their refusal°to

participate. The University President, atleast, proclaimed more positive motives

agreeing to cooperate with the,schools. There was no corresponding'official

exprebsions of commitment from school officials. Thus, with only minimal support
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from their leaders, the three parties began the collaboration, motivated

primarily by desires to avoid legal complications.

Disincentives to collaboration for participants surfaced immedigtely,

du4ng the stmmer-wo5pshops1 The partner had little first-hand experience with
.7..

....'each other, and thus did not openly label each other as enemies, But Covert
di'

)
.

,

feelings of this sort were clearly present. Some of the suspicion that the others

were their enemies arose out of the positions attributed by each to the others

concerning racial desegregation, rather, than collaboration.,

. The 'teachers and other school' people were.tniform in opposing the

desegregation provisions of the Court Or er, at resigned to it. Parents'

attitudes ranged much more widely,from stro pport totatrong opposition./

Both teachers.and parents perceived the University as liberal and overtly

supportiVe of desegregation.

Beyond these contradictory attitudes toward desegregation, other

perceptions were's one might expect. Teachers and parents defined University

people'as outsiders, some "liberal reformers" and others as persons who "meant

well" but would blunder because "they don't understand the waywe do'things."

A few parents suspected the motives of the University people. Even five years

later, one parent recaled: "Going way back to the very be4nning, I really had

a great deal of negative input toward the University...A proposal was
4

before us

in which there was no mechanism by which we could checX what they were doing because

everything - salaries and everything - was so vague. It seems'to me that they

were using the kids to better their lot."

On the other hand, teachers and professors, es ecially professcrrsof education,°

felt some affinity for each other and regarded par nts as potentially hostile

outsiders who didn't understand how education works and would be unrealistic 'in

their demands. One teacher said, for instance, "These parents don't realize that
,

0. this is a small group of parents who care. It's not their kids who are trouble.

They don't know how tough it is with other kids." However, teachers also rejected
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a strong alliance with parents because they did not share parents' commitment

to the community. Originally, teachers and other school people felt primary

allegiance to the city school system. T ey believed that they could transfer easily

to another district, if they wished, and that their career prospects resided in

the school system, not the community or District.

. All three partners perceived the University as possessing immense power,

but University representatives rejected this as a myth, Many University pliticipants

sawthe summer workshop as an occasion to meet and get to know each other since they

had rarely worked together before, especially the representatives from various

schools and colleges
,

withi the University. Professors discovered that each was

expert in a narrow field, and that even collectively, their power arid their joint

knowledge were fragmentary and not equal to the overwhelming task they faced.

However, they would not publicly admit their labk of omniscience or their sense

of the overwhelming dimensions of the probfems facing the pairing. As the parent

quoted above sensed, the professors were concerned with the salaries they would

receive for their services to the District. Self-preservation dominated their

thoughts, as it did the thoughts of parents and teachers.
a

Over time, the teachers began to see the usefulness of obtaining help, including

materials and supplies, from a source other than their own organization, and

possibilities of impleMenting ideas which they had been prevented from testing

%

through useful channels. These factors remained incentives $for teachers through the

five year period. For the most part, teachers favored pr cts which provided them

, with released time. It is a tribute to the teachers that some of them attempted to

help p4.4 through the pairing even though*no apparent benefits came to them

for thei5efforts.

Then or disincentive for,teachers was job insecurity. Since the

pairing occurred simultaneously with deClining enrollments, tighter economic

conditions and reductions-im:force in the school system, teachers sometimes
a

resisted the intrusion of the University, fearing that free services from that
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source might cause further erosion of jobS in the District.
I ere were t3 e

when the Tchers4Union acted as a disincentive for the tea hers' participation

in p#ring. \Because of theiconcern for job security, exacer atet during contract
. ,

'''.
1 '

negotiations,.tbe Union insistedlon intepretations

For example, for a Period the'teachers'felt unable to stay school one

'minute beyond the time specified, in'theontiact. This beha Pr elrec,tively

limited meetings aneworkshou sponsored by the pairing,

contract terms:

,41), ;

The other key., articipants the individual prpfessors, had few inCen Ives

other than personal Osires to be,dsefulipr to use the schools as labors orkes

for the field'tesiing Of;his or 'her i as, There were some attetpt,S, usually

o',.,.,.

rebuffed by the Collaborative Director, to.exabit the District, its teachers,-

'and-its students by exaggerating the.irolve t of minorities in a project

in order tb be successful'in grant propps 1s1 HOWever, no individual professor

4. profited monetarily from involvement. Some were aid for their work in order

4

to compensate them for other paid activities forgone; their total paychecks
,te

4

. The disincentives for the individual professor were greateehan the inventives.

.11W

remained the same but came from a wider variety of sources, witfiqnp financial

gain for the individual.

The were no institutional rewards for participation, even non-monetarily. Service

ihe pairing did 'lot reduce teaching, or advising 1 s except for the few 4k .,

- .

l ! J #
a porrO.on of whose time was transferred to the CollaboritiIsbudget. Service in

Wthe pairing was of nospecial consequence in tenure, promotion; or Merit pay.

decisions. Those who `stayed in the ivory tower, taught, and published were those
. .

who were rewarded: pairift activities' counted for little. For all but the, very
v.

nai3e and the very secure,%this was a powerful.disincentive at/a time when the
f

.
..,

faculty was shrinking'due to declining enrollmepts and `more Olgorous tenure 4

review, A lesS.powerful disincentive was the difficu y of collabotation adross
L......., . 4.

1

units of the University. Such' cooperation had been i requent prior to-the pairing.
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Specialization and'dobpetition seemed-to the dominant values, rather than

generalism and'callaboration.

Knowledge Exchange ,_

/
It is not

e
4easy to trace knowledge exchange in these projects, since pairing .A., , 'r .

..,/ s.
',...

.

Was not-""project"-oriented, It was charaOterized by a high'dpgree of
.

.
,r . .

.- intermingling of sourcesVagencies, and people in each activity, and by a higiey
reliance on tedhnicil assistance rather than the impact of specific sets of

materials. But examining the pairing as a whole rather than:looking separately

at the individual projects, it becomet clear that important knowledge. exchange

did occur in two ways.:,at intergroup meetings and as criteria in judging

At all meetings of the three groups and in meetings attenld only by school

and University personnel, knowledge exchange occurred.

groups during the summer workshop (the' mode was twelve
.

Especially in the small

4
embers drawn equally

frOm the, three 'constituencies); University personnel offered research knowledge,

schoOl people contributed- 'craft knowledge, and parents supplied situational

k. knowledge. This.knowledgp transfer was helpful to all parties at .t siege of
.-

proposal evaluation. Some proposals sere unanimouslyrejected by the three

r
° patties because theydid-not, satisk.the knowledge criteria of one' or more of them. /

s . -

. .

4.,

Those that received approval met on apprpached'the standard§ of all thrp partners."
,

.-' . ..°.
.

.
-

.
The'individual value-Of.partiOtipants also depended In large part ,on their

ft

i
. .

ability to exckange appr6priate.knowledge. Fbr,example,.the ideal prafegsor,

"3" Q,

was characterkled by informants asobntributing.65% research- knowledge,,
)(

.

,..,

, .
.

ii. 26% craft knowledge, and 10% situational knOWle'dge.' All professors whose con-,,,...

'tributions were vaiued by school dtaff wbdld roughly fit this profile. Those who
.

diehot-fit the profile and faiZeddid\notcontinue i, the pairing. ;Some

4professbrs posdesed consideLble research knowledge, but it Was useless since
AP' '

- \
.

%

their lack of craft, knowledge made cOmmunicati and'ranslation to the classroom

diffifult.

.

While pn1S, a little- is needed/ 'so

.
4.-11

e situational knowledge helped
ft



effective academics make apprOpriate assumptions about students andlheir environ-
.

merfts and. teachers and their environments. It is significant that some who

understood the situation very well were not valued unless they also brought

useful researchor craft information, The same could be said-if a professor's

craft knowledge was similar in scope fo the teachers'.

In a parallel way, professors found that their most successful interactions
-

.

were with teachers who possessed-considerable craft knowledge but also under-

stood and valued research knowledge and could' comprehend the UniverV.ty

situation withinwithin which)the phpfessor.was working;

Thoe patents were mostalued'who'had situational knowledge, especially

._

abOut selling ideas anrf gaining api)roval. for projects in the community and in
1 '. ,

the school, bureaucraCy.' It 'was also essential for successful collaborafion

that a parent know'the craft of'education at a gross level, and appreciate

the Value of research. As was true for professors and teachers, parents who

were uaidimensional, no matter how strongtheir base of knowledge of-one type,
9 ,

1

were not continuously useful to ttle,pairing:

ConclUsl'on

This is an example of successful collaboratiori.-' The University, the gchools,

and the parents grew to respect each others' contributions- A Collaborative mood

now exists, as well as ease of access for all parties to each other. Many in-

dividuals: if not most, express frustration'at the limited success they feel they

have achieved, but if one examines the'pairing span, -the resUlts-are impressive.
..- _

V
The schools aredeliNering programs more effectively, and problem identification 4nd.

e
planning now occur in a vigorous and healthy Tanner. The best indication of

. , ,

successfUl collaborate is that the E*.ring is institutionalized and is therefore
, .

likely to continue evep if E66 funds disappear.
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B. DUNFEY UNIVERSITY AND DISTRICT B - COLLABORATION

1. Overview ,

\_

,During the-first year of the Court-ordered school/unive rsity pairings,
. ..

U.S. District Judge W. Arthur Garrity, Jr. wanted the paired universities to
.

concentrate on magnet schools. As a result, Dunfey University gave its

attention to Henry 'Reid High School. It, was skated to,be the biggest

high school in Boston with a capacity of 2500 students. Henry Reid was

under construction in 1975-76 in the Norwalk neighkorhood, just south of

the UniyerSity campus. The school opened in temporary facilities in that''

first7year. Dunfey'g pairing, therefore:was initiated in a brand new
4

schoolthat ced significant challenges.

//t71 In the following year (1176-77) Dunfey began full colfaborative

'

activitieswith Boston's SChool District B.' District B istunique among the

. City'? school districts
-

with:relpect to its communities' size and cultu °ral/
. - .,.., , k-,,,

social b.erogeneity,. The District extends across a broad cross - section
7 .

,
.

. . . .1
of the city frown Norwalk, its 'southern border, to.Hbover, its no rthernmost

. .
. , s

neighborhood. With respect to ethnic and social class composition, District B
/

, , .411(

includes Norwalk (essentially black and low-to Fiddle socioeconomic class),
.

.4

Newtomn (a densely populated and economically:hard-pressed Chinese-Amervican

-. 't -
- --I

neighborhood), Hoover (mainly white and Italian), Light Hill (a wealthy, White
':1 - 4...--.`"' .

. ....., A .
...-

,

enclave), Easton (with a large Latino and.' lac)
t

lack population, and a sprinkling -

t- .-'

of White"professlionals returning to the City), and smaller groups'of Greeks,
' ... ip ,

4Armeniaps,-cape'verdfans, Iriph, and Native AmerIcans.-

t
. 11 - ill r. , . .

- ;-.

= In the cprrent year, .1979-$0, the'Districehas a.total of 512 students.*
'

-",....

Of that total, 41% is black, 22% s white, '2 -%

°

7% iS.Agian', lisPanic, And only
.

.
'" L : :-

.

. . ,

- few are native Americans. The percentage Ze blaCk students has inoreased,
. . i

. .

. \

. . ,

slightlY.from a4ow of 39% since court-ordered- dese.grelaikion in 1975=76.\
. .

. .

The percentag e Of wytite Students, however, has.steadily decrees0 since.1"975.

,

7? 1.

.. *...,

"

f.

I
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o

In 1975, there were 2,365 white students, which waegapproximately 34% of the

\rt_______ total number of students. In condas to the decreasing percentage of .

4
white students, Asian and Hispanic studentd have increased proportionately.

In 1976, the first year for which figures are available in these categories,

there were 997 Asian students,,or 15% of the District's pupil population. Today

that figure is 20%. In 1976-77, there were 942 Hispanic st eptS, roughly

14% of the populationrtoday it is 17%.

DunfeyUniversity

" Dunfey University is a community service institutio which...tries to

apply' its energies.and facilities to educational enterprises tha will yield

maximum advantages to the community," said Robert Marsten ina book entitled

Origin and De4elopment of Dunfey University. Dunfey was established in 1898

t
',as the Evefiing Institute of the Boston YMCA in response to

"

speci,'fic educational P'

,

needs in Boston which :were not being met by e xisting colleges. The Evening

Institute accepted working male students, includihsg those without high school
. .

diplomas. Though'initially confronted by scepticism and resi tance from New

England's conservative educational thinkers, Dunfey continued to'define, its mission

in terms of providing a practical for BOston's workiv class studen

as well as providing services to its Surrounding coMmuhity.

Today, Dunfey'is one Of the largest private universities in the world,
de- .

_ ,

., -,

k.

enrolling approximately.50,006 students. ,Located hear the center: of Boston;
. . ,

..,

40
the University is comprised of nine colleges and professional schools offering

. A
'

.

deg
,---

rees ranging from tie Associates/to the Ph.D.., 4'.n bapy disciplines. The
. ,

*
. r ,., ' /

% -,University is best known for its piogram of cooperative education -- a program
PO e

I .
.

that combines alternate quartets (:).on-calispus study-with'quarters of paid work
. . ,

An fields. of the student's choice. Students participating in cooperative education

.
11,11 4.'"

are able to rinance a substantial portion of ,their college education while
,..-*

v

gainirkdn-the-job training 'in the yocrld of work. The cooperative education

program also TeRuires aiconcrete'link betwpen the'University's educational prograM
,

t
' I a
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O

(./

.-, o'

and the economic life of the city.

Dunfey is primarily a teaching institution and only recently has grown with

respect tO researchlproductivit
. Current , however, it places a great emphasis

on the research productiyity of its facultyand adMinistrative stdff% In

the last twenty years, research contracts and grants have risen from a total
,

of $1 million to $9 5 million annuIlly.
,

:-. ,,
- t'

Dunfey is unique among: Boston's'u)-niversities in terms 'of its locati : .4/e
A i ''.V.

..' .
4 .. .

it is adjacent to BOston's largest black community where over lomikpo black people

reside in an area stretchingfor several miles to the east and south. Although

the Boston Museum, Boston's Music Center, and several other educational and

cultural institutions are in Dunfey'.5 front yard,,its back yard is black. Given

the location, character, and size of Dunfey, it is not surprising that this

yniversity would feel the need to Make a significant contribution to its

G

surrounding comvunity. In testimony given to a Congressidnal Committee, the

President of Dunfey spoke optimistically about opportunities for collaboration

:among the city's government, its residents, anditsurban universities.k In
.

suppo ng'his claim to optimism the Presidea.t.cited a number of examples froffi

Dunfey%s history of collaboration with its

,taeyeloping-a course' for housing development
,

for storing and organizing police records,

surrounding c9mmunity,. including

project residents, planning a system

and working with 'police on a
rs

citizen participation program.

11'

With reSpect to the'court-ordered collaboratibh between Dunfey and

District Dunfey established the Office of the City Schools'Collaborative
4 *

August l9-75. The City Schools Collaborative Office OCSCO) Was,established as

an a nWrative office under the overall direction of the Senior'Vice

President for Aa.mlistrative-Services. In this manner, CSCO became a University-
0

wide agencyAather than a component of a-single college or department. Also
1 r

hy placing the new, office under the aegis of the University's Administrative

Services, the signal was given that ft would draw upon human and physical resources

81 y
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9 .
, ,,A 0from a diverse range of a ademic

..
and

4nonacademiC departments. 4 professor

(
of education, Ur. Tom Burns, prdviously a school superintenden'in Michigan,

'

was appointed the first Director -01rds,, rcb. Dr. Burns continues to seve in
4

that capacity.

From the beginning of the Court-ordered school/university pairings, Dunfey

perso el played important leadership roles. When the Masters of the Court invited

the college presidents on ,March 14,-11975, to voice their reactions to the proposed'

pairings scheme, it was the then-President of Dunfey who called a fdWlow-up

meeting of his peers to discuss their responses. Dunfey's President was

also the first Chairman of the Presidents' Steering Committee, and his successor

at Dunfey, Philip Connor, became Chairman of that Committee two years later.
4

Among the coordinators of the school/university pairings,' Dunfey's Dr. Burns

was continuously influential in'the deliberations of the Coordinators' Group,

and i4as its Chairman during 1:978-79. A
4 0

The Dunfey-District B pairing operated within an administrative framework

41414
in which para el administrative/personnel structures existed in the school

f , g
and university ectors. e structure. culminated in a collaborative relationship

between, the Distri t Superintendent and the University Coordinator. The Zilple

. management levels consisted of the principals and District Office staff within

the schools, and on the university side, the Assistant to the University Coordinator.

4 . r
With respect to interorganizational communication, the tub sides of

.

ogler.middle management regulafly interacted with .each other. Th University Coordinator x

also had muchcontact with the schoolS' riddle managers, although mostly to the

end of clarifying operatiops. lUnlike his communication wit: the District

Superintendent, it did not, involve policymaking. The third ier'of...the

arrangement consisted o' direCt peryice staffs. including teacher and University
- .

d'
consultants. University consultants usually had no managerial rasponsribiliti.

,r _

Individual concerns regarding project fpnctioninsg at the'sere.deliVery level
ri

.;O ,

were usually channeled. upward from the individual's,home=babeclAinstitgt ion and



1

shared'at the middle management level between the two organizations.

4
Middle managers were free to?tgrirre. their concerns with their counterparts,

in the other organization. The community/parent organization was disconnected

from this'par41 structure, iffterfacing'with it cyclically, specifically

during the proposal approval process in the late winter and early spring.

CP

?

A

I
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METHODOLOGY

This case study derives primarily from in-depth'analyses of four

pairing projects implemented*over the past five years. These projects are a

sample of pairing activities over that period of tike. A number Of factors
.

influenced th selection of these particular projects. First, it was decided
.

that the four selected Should represent different specific content areas, to

permit comparisons among different projects within each case as well as across

the three cases comprising the overall study. The specified content areas

included:., a) a project designed to promote educational equity, b) a project

designed, to improve basic skills and, c) a gysical education project. For

the DunfeysPairingc the eqUity project selected was the Multicultural

a
Curriculum Project; basin skills projects'included the Basic Reading Skills

,

Programs and the Student Publications Projects; and, the Physical Education Project

at Henry Reid High School filledthe final slot.

In addition to this criterion, projects selected also varied with respect

to size and scope and their different points of origin in thepairin 't history.

With respect to project size and'sdope,. the Basic Reading Skills Project and the -

Multicultural Curriculum Project are District-wide ef4or 4, while'the Student
.

,

(7111icaZion Project is limited.to five schdols and t e Ph sical° Education Project

.

involved only the High School. The Reading Project commenced in the pairing's

Alp first year while the Multicultural Project and:the Student Publications began 1

in the pairing's third year. The Physical Education' Project is different in

t
that it occurred with a school, Henry Reid, that is not part of District B,

.7.4,..

but as igned toSDistL!A H, the city-side Magnet District. Dunfey-Magritt High i

pf
SChool collaborAion began oneyear before the Univere4y's pairing with

a District B. This particular projet started in the fdurth year of the pairing it'

6etween the University and the High School,.
11/4

In addition to these four projects, a fi?th "project" is incrUJA. This

81.



fifth project is a compilation of allschool-U ii4rsity activities - initiated
9lit

during the pairin 's five .year hiStory t were not directly supported by

Chapter 636 funds. This fifth description appears to provide an indication of

the full range of pairing 'activities, particularly those not formally mentioned
4

under the Aegis of Chapter 636.

With the -exception df the fifth project, the ptimary means of data

collection consisted of semi-structured interviews with a.sample of. project

at

participants. In additjszn to these interviews, the ,case writer had access

to project-related documents and attended project and policy meetings during

the year in which the study was conducted. Data regarding the fifth project

consisted primarily of documentary evidence and interviews with the University

Coordinator.
.....ar . .

Interviews with project'participants focused on capturing their history.

of invorVementwith,the specific project, their responsibilities within the

projedt; and their Perceptions of project goals, interorganizational arrangements,
*

knowledge utilization procesges, and projeCt outcomes. Participants interviewed

were selected from each of the-three sectors of the pairing's interorganizational

structure: University personnel, school personnel, and parent's. In addition,

several key reSpondents were selected W,ho had a broader overview.of the pairing's

activities. 'These included the University Coordinator, the District Superintendent,

the district 616 Facilitator,, and the Associate DireCtor ofehe parents and

community group. As with project paiticipants,'tliese respondents represent:the

three sectors of the interorganAzational arrangement. In asei, interviews

..-

were tape recorded and transcribed. One participant dithnot wish to hive the
r

interview reCorded,and in several cases information from interviews coufd be

. included4rAft and fittaf project prop , formal project evaluatiarli,

V
.

. 6
readily obtained without transcription. --.....

. r.,

\
'

range of docUmente supplemented the interview data. These documents
.. 0

internal and inter -ofTice memoranda,-and minutes of 'policy grOup meetings.

i

.

. .

.
In
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.' k__

addition, the case writer attended Advisory Board and project meetings during

4
the year of the study to provide for him a reality-based context for.

1k ,

interpreting the documents.
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2. Project 1:-.Mu lticultural Curriculum Project
Dunfey University - District B

The Multicultural Social, - Science Curriculum Project was a major

component of the Dunfey-District B collaborative. It was funded for a total
-

_of $103,098in the FY 79. Of this, the District B Office allocated $31,577,

or 'half of the District's 636 budget for the year. DuringFY 79, Dunfey

University received.approximately anadflilidial $45,000 to proceed with
0 4

1 the Multicultural Project and several other smaller ones. BEE() approved these .

. ,

funds on the ]basis of as proposal submitted. by the District B/Dunfeyaltdvisory

n

Board.'

The Multicultural Project was intended to serve the District's

professional staff of 249 teachers; assistant teachers, and aides. The project

was also aimed at a total of 4,985 pupils in grades K-8. Of the students,
r°

25% were write, 40% 'were black,' and 35% were, "other minority." No parallel
$

figures.,are available concerning the professional staff.
- ,

.The'Muiippltual Project aimed at revising the Boston Public Sc 's

,,2.970-Social"ScienCe Curriculum Guide. The 1970 Guide provides background

)'t

. T

.
,

inf6rmation and lesson plans on seven ethnic groups residing in the Greater

Boston area: Afro - Americans, Native Americans, Chinese, Irish,Italian, sh,
. *

.

and Puerto Rican: The,revision was intended to provide updated information and

4
contepporary resorces and lessons.for

i

the ,study of these seven ethnic gro p

For examp1e, project staff rewrote and modernized the treatment of Native Americans'

perceptions of Thanksgiving Day celebration-se From a Native American perspective;

,

Thanksgiving is not a day of celehration, but of peaceftl mourning. These newer
0

perspectives about and from the Seven ethnic groups were to be included in

the-teagher-orientdd materials provided ix" aplanned Curricul Guide.
".

co,
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The work of this project was completed by a Curriculum Development
0

Committee. Its tasks included:

1) hands-on construction of relevant materials for classroom use;
2) sharing of ideas among teachers for classroom activities;
3) demonstration classes;
4) techniquesfor the integration of basic skills in the social studies area;
5), development of social studies materials for individual'needs, e.g.,

enrichment level materials and activities for average and.above-
,

- averaqdllearners, including bilingual and special needs students;
6) full implementation of the present social studies curriculum; A

7) development and dissemination of learning packets for teachers;
8) continuous'inviblVement and dissemination'of information;

.0) pririting and distribution of a supplementary guide to each District C teacher.

3'

The Committee consisted of one teacher from each school in the District.

In addition ,gyp having a majority'f teachers as members, it included one elementary
'I=

and one middle school principal, two parents participating on a rotating basis,
'

two District B staff members, one bunfey University staff Detber, and resource

consultants as needed:e° This Curriculum Development ComRittee met monthly between
/

.0

September 1978 and May/ 1979. In these meetings, the Committee Members were. .._

expected to: a _

B) observe demonstrations of exemplary social science programs in the District
B area;

C) develop social studies lesdon plans'at each grade level with assistance
from technical advisors;

D) provide input for the further development of classroom and resource

- .

E) receive suggeStions and assistance from advisors on the integration bf
multictltura1,0murtiethnic themes into other-instructional areas.

A) participate in information-sharing sessions;

materials;

P

During 1978-79, the Curriculum Committee produced 85*lesson plans; 15

Native American, 15 Afro-American 9 Jewish American, la Irish American, 10

Puerto Rican, 7 Italian American, 8 Chinese American, and 8

\
ementary lessons.

Each lesson plan contained specific activities and suppleMentary materials. The

-learning packets also included support materials for teachers' use, such as ditto,_.--

masters and transparencies. The Curriculum Committee met once a month, for a
e

full day, eight times over the academic year. During most of the meetings the

group heard from an ethnic consultant who provided information relative to.the

4

94



ethnic group under discussion that day. After an approximately 11/2 hour lectUre/

discussion, the group broke up into small workgroups according to grade level.

They reconvened after lunch to write lessons related to the material discussed

and presented in the morning. `At pie end of each day, the lessons were turned/ /
in to the co-chairpersons who gave them to A Curliculum:Consultant for review

andeditorial"revision. Two of the eight monthly sessions were primarily devoted

to organizational issues and did not include ethnic consultant presentations.

The 1978-79 Projct proposal referred to an October, 1977 District -wide

needs assessment as the basis for initiating the Project itself. It is not

immediately apparent, however, that this needs assessment documents any strong

''`N.interest in multicultural curriculum development. The proposal states that 99%

of teachers feel that social studies is an "important".area. However, the A

assessments' document itself says that 58% of teachers feel that social studies

is "very important," as compared to 99%, 96%,,And 94% "very important" for

reading, math, and English, respectively. Also thecieeds assessment shows
Ct

that 73% of teachers and 70% of parents feel that social studies s taught

successfully, and than they designate other subjects as=requiring improvement.

In providing a rationale for the project the proposal states that 93.6%-

of.the teachers and 80% Of the Parents surveyed feel that democratic values

are very important but need to .be taught more effectively. The proposal states

also that 88i'of the teachers And 30% of the parents advocate learning
VP, P

'mord about other peoples' customs. It coppudes that.inaccurAte and unrealistic

perceptions of ethnic and-racial matters continues isolation and misunderstandi4g .

among groups in the District, and, that the needs assessment demonstrates the

community's concern ogthese conditions.
qr

Most persons familiar with the origins of the prol6ct cite the needs

assissment as the primary rationale for designing the social studies project.

For example, tom-Burns, Director of the City Schools Collaborative, claimed that
.

,

the survey indicated the need for multicultural, urriculum development. However,
t

,
. 4

' ,

"__,
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he also expressed some confusiOn about how this part lar need hadrijoeen splected

,
for attention,out of all the others identified in the needs assessment. Prior

4

to the assessment, the Community District Superintendett had asged principals
0

to brainstorm a list of needs. Mr. Burns recalled that among the list
,

produces was one that called fsr increased multic$1tUral awareness., and nOted

that state 636 guidelines identify priorities parallel to those the Multiculturil

Project was designed to address, including teacher training and curriculum

development. The District 636 Coordinator felt that the'idea for thaNproject

originated in the University, although she did not name Tom Burns as its

0

protagonist. Two other District stiffimembers felt that the idea evolved out

of a consensus among members of the Advisory Committee.
i/

'Pal ing Leaders' Perspectives on Project Gbals

e

The original proposal Provided enough range for different
0

r

people to

P

emphasize contrasting aspects of the project's intentions. Tom Burns sa0-it

as a direct service to both teachers and students with respect to cultural awareness:
O ,

He felt that the project would expand >in waves, starting with a small cadre.'
-* it,

of involved teachers, then all of the'tea ers in D4trict B, and Wally all of .

the students of those .eachers. Eebelieved that cognitive.information about

cultural differences is a key to producing attitudinal change in the dirtion
A

of intercultural and interracial'wderstanding. Burns further believed that

the project shoulid eMphasiie the. value of 'differences'as a strategy for influencing

attitudes favorably.Q He was espeally mistrustful of approaches that highllired

' only cultural similarities aming divergent groups of people, 'although many

teachers held this more assimilationist perspectiveHe tried to limit ite._role
* ,

,tN

in the curriculum, although he'was unable to eradicate it completely.

Thesteacher-interviewed for this report expressed the similar belief

that information given to students would' help them to achieVe intercultural

and im prrad'ial undetstanding. But she was'a,little more cautious' in her/

wectations of what teachers can do-to influence deep-seated attitudes.' She

i 90
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-felt that teachers. could provide more intercultural' understanding by

themselves modeling respect tor cultural differences, and that such modeling

by the teacher makes it difficult for students to counter with, negative feelings.

She also felt that through skillfully led discussions of-oensitive issues

children can learn new patterns of positive interaction.

The Assistant Director of the City Schools Collaborative saw the

prbject as a means of fost9ring better understanding among diverse ethnic groups.,

But she also wanted the curriculum to help reduce the disparity in academic

achievement among students in the District. .She noted that the curriculum

guide would extend the old guide to grades seven and eight, which were not-,

included in the original curriculum, guide. She felt that tie content should

,emphasize cultural similarities to help both teachers and students realize that

there are things about people other than their ethnic group membership._ She
4

- :,hoped the pfojeCt would help teachers proceed beyond ethnicity in dealing with4

children,aand ,ne lp children see beyond ethnicity in dealing with each other.

fle'also felt it was important that the curriculum make clear that broad differences
4.

exist among members of any one ethnic group,

The '636 Curricplum Coordinator felt that emphasis should be placed on
ri

encouraging teacher use of the updated multicultxfral curriculum guide that

emerged. She felt that extensive writingand rewriting of letsbn plans
.

,as
A

unnecessary, because the old curriculum guide contained sufficient content and

because the important need was for teachers to. learn how to use'the guide, in their

Okassrooms. The 636 Facilitator also felt that the curriculum guide would foster

interethnic understanding.

The Curriculum and Ethnic Consultant to the Curriculum Development
,

Committee, a University appointee, insisted that the primary objective of the

° project was to deVelop curriculum and to field test that curriculum as a atep

towards producing a usable guide for the District. He felt that the product

of the groupshould be evaluated in terms of their use in th9(classrooms.i
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Pax'ticipants' Perspectives on Project Operation

All participants interviewed agreed that the project suffered-from lack of

time: The Curriculum Consultant, noted that there was not enough time to develop

an effective curriculum package. To develop such a package, it is important to

field test materials that are written by teachers. The Curriculum Consultant
tro

also felt that, while it was useful for parents to attend and participate, it

was also very difficult for one parent to do so alone because it was not clear

1-

whom he/she was representing. Hepalso noted some difficulties in administration

of the project,, including conflicts among project leaders over, responsibilities.

There were at least three designated leaders of this project: the Assistant

Director of City Schools Collaborative; the 636 Coordinator, and the 636 Facilitator.

The Consultant himself was perceived by offers as part of the administrative

leadership team, although he did not feel,himself a part of that structure.
.

Also, a staff member of the District B Office attended curriculum development

meetings regularly. ,He meeseen by tl?e teachers as exercising leadership in these

'

settings.

The Curriculum Consultant also,felt that the proposal was very vague

and contained only a broad outline With few specifics of what the group's task,_

was. Not everyone agreed that the proposal is vague. Most, however,-'

acknowledge that it is very, ver ambitious, given the resources availab).e to

the Committee. Tlyaevarriculum.Consultant reported that only a small number

of teachers, perhaps 510,a, participated regularly in meetings. He reported

that the lessons produced by the group are Very uneven-in quality and that an

extraordinary amoung of Work was required of him to revise the drafts submitted

to him. He was, unconvinced about the quality of the Committee's work but felt this

could be rectified through field teing of the materials and subsequent revision

of the,curriculum package.
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The Assistant Director believed that the project's goals were.overly

ambitious, given the time and money available to the Committee, but that the
A

Committee had been eventually able to develop lesson plan§ for each of the

seven ethnic groups. She felt that practice was responsible for increasing

the Committee's efficiency, and that this increased productivity directly

influenbed teacher motivation and 3orale and enthusiast. According to her,

the Curriculum Consultant was partially responsible for some of the

Committeei-S initial difficulties b6cause he did not get the materials revised

and back in time for the teachers to do field testing. She also suspected

that parents did not-understand what they were supposed to provide. She noted

that as time went on parents were more and more able to participate. However,
per

this change did nota=ur as a result of an orientation for them, but as a result

of improved selection of indikiduals prepared to participate in this work.

Therefore, in the latter months',of the project parenti who had teaching

and other professional experience were invited and soon p ticipated almost

as consult&its to the group.

I I .

A teacher who participated in the project expressed particular alarm

-
at the fact that there had been no orientation., The group's first meeting was a

workshop on Native American history and culture. at was planned that 4eachers would

immediately use the informotion presented to them in lessons that they were to

develop. No format was established for writing,the lesson plans at the end of

their first day. The teacher further complained that the Committee's early progress

suffered, from the very etotional presentation of the NativeAmerican consultants.

Apparently the first session departed from the agenda origihally set between the

cons
.

tants and the project administrators, developing ihto.a very accusatory

a ack on teachers And schools. She was knowledgeable about Native Amen art,
.

and she was aware of the superficiality of the coverage if that subject during

the etheic consultants' presentation. In addition to these initial difficulties,

she noted that thorough curriculum writing could really not be dpne within the limits
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established in the project. Thele simply was not enough time. She also felt

that the lesson plan format finally adopted was very confusing.

The'636 Coordinator and'Co-chairperson of the Curriculum Development

Committee also had difficulty with the overall structure d format of the

Curridillum Committee. meetings. She felt that, given the constraints on time,

the Committee spent too much time developing lesson plans and not enough

identifying contemporary and good multicultural resource materials. She also

felt that the teacherl needed an established lesson plan format, which .

was not provided initially. She was encouraged during the second meeting when

the Committee reviewed*the lesson plan format used in the original Curriculum

guPe, She also noted that the University did not' have access to the expertise

.11.at she expected it to have. ,Especially ethnic group consultants did not come

from Minfey University, but from other sources.

Knowledge Exchange and .Transfer ... \,

It is easier to identify knowledge exchange and transfer during
r

implementation-than during the planning process. Almost all bf the inte4iviewees

\noted that the original idea of the project seems tp'have evolved from

.consensus among the different partipants. Despite this condsus, actual

implementation necessitated the delineation of priorities among the tasks

laid out'in the proposal. This selection procegs highlighted four petiole's

diverging and, converging goals, as well as their sometimes'conflicting efforts

to influence that process.
,

In the earliest planning stages, attempts were made to contact external

sources for information about curriculum design, specifically multicultural

Curriculum design: The Direbtor indicated that an extensive effort occurred

to contact school districts across the country that would send curriculum guides
4

4

to the#District B office. The Project currently has a library of much of the -1

curriculum material eventually forwarded to them. It is not clear, however,

4' how mule of this material was actually 'used, although teachers could consult

-kr



it during the curriculum development workshops. In addition to curriculum materials

the,Project also owns several articles of a more theoretical nature published

by ERIC. Again, it is not clear if these were used by project participants.

Tom burns, the Director, feels,that although the most significant amount

of knowledge transferred flowed from ethnic consultants to participating teachers,

1 ,-- -
.

. knowledge was also exchanged between teachers and University personnel. For

instance, much of the structure of the curriculum packet is a result of teacher

input. Fie feels the tactic of 'placing prepared ditto masters and, transparencies

at teacfiers' fingertips evolved directly from interactions with the teachers

-
as they expressed their needs. Personally, he would have given more attetion

to unit development in terms of ideas, permitting
.

teachers to develop such

themes further on their own. However, he feels he 'Subordinated this preference

to the one overthlelmingly expressed by-teachers. 4

In addition to the cultural, historical:, and social information about

the, ethnic groups provided by the ethnic consultants, the CUrriculum Consultant

feels that there was a need for a theoretical framework relatedTo curriculum

dgvelopmeAt-thaf na(Ter clearly emerged. He feels that the Curriculum Committee

shAuld have examined interdisciplinary approaches $o teaching social stuoliesq,,

and that could have employed a "concept" approach, exalilining how ideas such

as social protest, employment, immigration, etc., are related to a range of

ethnic groups. In his view there are various disciplines -- history,

geography, economics -- that are not being taugpt.on certain grade levelS and/or

with respect to certain ethnic groups. The final unitS,also avoid certain concepts:
I 4 I -

e.g., protep-. He believes A woul& have been more valuable to develop model

lessons for a few groups than ,full sets o4 mediocre units for all seven groups. He

i I )

senses that he did not;prevail because he Was part-time and removed from the
, .

.
i

1

. 4ecision-making process. HoWever, within the CurriculUm Committee's
... , ). .

activities, he was.ablb to address s n of his concerns. 'For, example, he

,

.conducted a special sessiOn for the Committee membert on problems related to

A
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L
the thtoretical andpractical gaps in the curriculum packet. He also gave

a presentation on less n'plan'development, using Afro-American background for

Ilessons.

,
-...

.

However, as one of the teachers emphasized, due to they task orientation and

I . the lack of time f aparticipants often came to Committee meetings with pre- 1

. \
.

4 1 4
t

conceived activities. In that sense; as one of the teachers put it, the
,

CI

ft

ethnic consultants were a partial intrusion. The, Curriculum ConsultantV

I
noted that the Committee had access to a variety of reference books, and

thatlhe himself provided reference material during his presentations. However,

he didn't feel the teachers were exploiting these materials in an appropriate
, \

i

manner because they had not been thoroughly introduced to it, and because

they had,sO much verbal material to assimilate from each ethnic consultant's

1

, presentation, and so much work to-do in developing,lesson planson the basis
,,,.., . :,'

of both
t

sources of'informaticin. ...

,

Ir .

, 4114. .
Iri response to a question about his on teaching experience,'Consultanthe Coultant

. ,
.

.
, .

t ' indicated that, although he had substantial teaching experience in multicultural

I

,

4 education, he had feltit inappropriate to deal with that aspect o£ 'his background.0.-..
: '

,. . -

.

0

k.-

II

I.
to provide a model for all ethnic consultants to.use in presenting to the Committee.o., -, -. - , ,- , , .

However,.hig model was.not-adopted by the others.

I

;

-The 636 Facilitator felt that she represented the school system's point 4.

-1 ) .

. .

.,

,

1

of view. She had-originally been concerned that this particular role would limit

her pertpeciive and ability to contribute, so at times she self=consciously.a. ....,
.

.

devil's advocated vi s other 'school personnel, adopting what she thought would '

% . be the persvective of the University. She felt she was able to d9 this

I

.

becatise she had worked clbsely with &e University wrior tO.becoming more involved

. .

. ..._ ..
. ,

with the 011iing project. She was one of,the teachers involved in the needs

I

'in his dealings with the Committee. He took the tack*that as a consultant he

".,

should present a theoretical-rather than a personal perspective. He also attempted
I- .

, &

assessment,project which received help from To Bun's office. Prior tolphat she

,o
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h 11 d also worked with the University enough to feel aware of how academic'types

think and behave. She felt that she learned quite a bit from the Curriculum

Consultant.
7r.

One possible descriptor of the kind.of knowledge both transferred and

received in this project is "incomplete'''. The teachers on the Committee were not

completely informed abouetheir task although apparently the Assistant Director

was supposed,to have done this. She restricted herself to the transfer of
P

logistical information, and, given the requireMents of that task, felt that

the theoretical issues related to it would have to wait. She ways that she had
, It

gathered that kind-of information, and that it was "at my finger tips, but we had

too much trouble dbing what we were doing". She felt that she Could have

used more assistance translating ethnic background material into lesson plans.r

She and others would often come to the workshops'with preconceived notions'.

of activities they wanted to develop and would continue to develop those

regardless of input Provided by the ethnic consultant for that day. She felt

that is stc4egy was necessary because of the pressure on project members

to produce materials'in a short amount of time. She also believed that

she was able to make a number of suggestions to the workshop organizers.

A

For example, she informed them about a Native American consultant-whom

the CoMmittee eventually used as a follow-up to their first_session. She also

recommended a parent as a consultant during the I i American presentation. Toward

the end'of the year, several parents began to serve as resource_persons,'sup-,

plementing the ethnic consultants. The Jewish-American, Chinese-American, and

Italian-American parents all served in this capacity.
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3. Project 2: Student Publication Project
Dunfey University District B

The Dunfey-District B. Student Publication Project igione of several

sponsored by the Collaborative that are designed_to_promate_better

communications between home and school, among teachers, and among, students.

Although each of these projects had other primary objectives, improved

comMtnication was an important secondary goal. or example, thetCollaborative

sponsored a District Handbook for teachers and parents, a District B

newsletter, and a series of,Arithologies showcasing student writing.

// In 1978 six schools from the District agreed to purchase Dunfey

University's services toward the publication of four,issues of a school

0 newspaper composed of students' writing. The cosefot thesk services was $850

,

pet school. The relatively small cost of this pairing activity is clear

when contrasteSwithwthe $31,577'cost to the District for the Multicultural

Curriculum beve'lopment Project (Project 1), or even the $16,023

expended in writing, printing, and distributing the District,Handbook,1

Staff for the student newspapers included one part-time Coordinator hired

by the Collaborative Director ana supervised by the Collaborative Assistant.

41V, .

Director. At theSate of 11 hours per issue, and four issues per year, a.tetal . ,

r

of less than 200 hours was allpcated for this'project, The Student Newspaper g

'-Coordinator worked with teacher volunteers in the schools that had purchased
,

this service. The nature of the work varied,grehtly from school to school

a circumstance that will,be discussed latet.

The planners of this project intended to motivate students to,write and
. r

read by seeing their own and other students' work in print. The needs assessi1ent

surveI had indicated interest among teachers and parents of the District in

student improvement in eadin and
c
writing.' The planners intended that the

dev4lopment of reading and writing 'skills would occur in CircumstancesAl.
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which meaningful end products were also being produced. They also hoped

"to work intensively with other students in a variety of 4mall group experiences,

providing opportunities. for student leadership, initiative, decision making,

etc." The newspaper would be produced brstudents in work groupg, with the

assistance of a teacher volunteer.

---T1 student newspaper was planned as an in-class activity. Anticipatgd
'

Ireproject activities are described as follows:

A class of students or a group of volunteers is selected based
on interest, time, and commitment.' In previous cases, a teacher
volunteer used his/hex own classtime for writing and selection
of materials. This structure made it possible for the teacher
to help studnts individually with grammar and spelling mistakes.
...There will be a Halloween (October), Christmas (December),
Valentine (Ftbruary) , and_Spri\ng-(APrill., issue.... The articles
will be chosen by a local student-teacher committee and a
successful layout will be planned by each group..,..A part-time
staff,person...will oversee all publications and assist each school .

group with the set-up and operation of their particular publication.

In thelprior) 1977-8school year, three schools in District B

published student newspapers. Althougthis activity was not,a formal

collaborative undertakinli Dunferdid lend logiAical support (printing and

assistance in'distripution) to the efforts. Tom Burns, Director of the

Collaborative, had previous teaching experience using*dtudent materials in

pewspapers published by the schools. He believed that such projects motivate

students to write more and to read the writing of their peers.

In the planning of the 1978-79 project, two groups' strongly endorsed

the idea of student publications: The District,Advisory Comffiittee (not

1'

the same as CDAC) and the .principals' group, the latter composed of all the

40principals and h admasters of the schools, n the District, meeting monthly at the

District Office. T4 student newspaper'idea built on several schools' current

achievements and adaressed the need for basic skill teaching articulated by

thalpaxents and teachers in the needs assessment and the emphasized 636

guidelines for the year. In.these initial discusiions (winter, 1978), the

"`newspaper idea included the possibility that teachers would share their ideasjC

with parents and that parents would be informed about the school through the paper.



Although the Advisory Committee (the group primarily responsible for hon ing

( ideas to be included in the final District proposal) developed consensus around

these and other components, CDAC did not endorse the objectives of that group.

Several Advisory* Committee members noted that CDAC members did of attend
f

, Advisory Committee Meetings although they had official standing on it.

When the first draft of the 1978-79 propotal was presented o CDAC they

0

vetoe the School P ublication component, approving instead a procedure thereby

indi44dual schoo1s could buy into the program for the allocated costs ($850).

Thii',;was the format included in the final proposal: Nonetheless, the CDAC
r

CorChair, Sue Tenney, did not approve'this component of the 636 proposal in the

final review at the District level.

C1AC's main difficulty with the Student Publication Project, from the ti

beginning, has resolved around purported high staffing costs. CDAC is

Unenthusiastic about allocating money to be spent-at the Univ'rsity's

'discretion",to_hire staff that do-not seem to be delivering the quantity of

'services for the costs thAi CDAC expects. In this instance, Sue Tenney feels

that the costs for buying Dunfoy's services are too high. Indeed, the

part-time Coordinator hired by the University to oversee the process agrees

that the schools could do'much better financially by publishing the 'paper

Outside Dunfey. A,parent member of CDAC has suggested that the sch ols examine

this passibility.

Although CDAC it suspicious about the costs to be charged by Dunfey

for publishing the it is even more wary of District-wide projects

that channel large amounts of 636 money to the University-,while promising .

the District services of questionable quality. CDAC is in favoroof the -5)

Univel-sity offering servjces which individual schools would be free to buy or

purch'ase elsewhere. CDAC members feel strongly that the 636 funds should be

used primarily to redress inequities among the schools. That is, each school

has a qnique set of needs vis a vis the quantity and quality of specific
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services its students require. -Programs that supply resources uniformly

across the District cannot satisfy the individual needs of'each school. -

Fprther, programs receiving 636 funds area utilizing resources that might

otherwise be directed toward the more important problems of
,

the District.

_Basically, CDAC. wants to expand the range of options the individual school

can purchase with the 636 monies:,

CDAC also sees the University as responsible for initiating and

developing proposal ideas with' inpUt from the Advisory Committee, which

includes only one CDAC member. CDAC felt that the Publication proposal was
An*

not as creative.as it could have been. For_example, one parent suggested

that the newspapers be printed at the nearby Boston Technical'High School,

or by one bf'the vocational programs in graphic arts. She saw that as a

tactic for getting more direct service to students for the money. This

parent also noted that the proposal did not include provisions for the

children to learn layout. In fact, this parent- felt she could think of several

more creative and Cost-effective approaches for the Publications Project.

for example, in addition to using thEon

and to provide high school students with

spaper to promote reading and writing

practiCal publishing experience, it

could offer elementary and middle,1chool students a range of career awareness

experiences. She remarked also that the only chance she had to provide input
4

was the final 636 review session. '(Parents repeatedly complain that the

red tape for becoming involved in pairing activities as a volunteer parent

presents a challenge that often feels overwhelming. :They feel they have

neither the personTpbwer nor the resources to operate on all the frontA

'expected of them.)

_Program.Implementation

1/4

.

Mary Hughes, the second and'current Coordinator of the School Publications

Project, expressed a number of concerns about the project's operation. During
*

the 1978-79 year she felt a tendency of the University to try to impose.

>
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uniformity among the newspapers. Theke were several arguments over the

:inclusion/exclusion of photographs, the number of student drawings, the

number of pages, etc. Hughes feels that the budget contains enough funds to

accommodate the options requested by the individual schools. She is now given

more latitude by the current Assistant Director, which she extends to the

individual schools.

Hughes has tried to assist schools in.using the newspaper. However,

during the project's first year (1978-79), her'role was more that of a tki

4

facilities coordinator than a resource person to teachers and students.
Na

0
Still,iphe feels she managed to help several teachers solicit student materials.

Where the'teacher volunteers did not have layout skills,,she would do the 4

layout herself. Hughes also found that she could help to dissemirnate interesting

ideas attempted with their students by one or two especially creative teacher

volunteers. (For example, having student "reporters" cover an in-school

.

softball game in gymi, or juxtaposing student poetry with student art inspired

by the poetry.] She discovered several designated "volunteers" who spent the
0 -

year trying to work themselves out of the job. In these instances, there was

little exchange of ideas,

The CDAC Co-chair, Sue Tenney, feels that a Uniyersity should capitalize
oN

A

on its presumed expertise in-staff development so that the school personnel

become incteasingly independent. Heperception of the Upiversity's oPeration
a4

of the student publications is that it promotes dependence. The Newspaper

Coordinator'agrees. She suggested conducting a workshop for teacher volunteers

at the beginning of the second year. This did take place, and teachers had

the opportunity to share experiences and ideas regarding soliciting materials
. v.

and layout". Also, for the program's third year of operation, Hughes

recommended that the proposal budget decrease", time for her involvement

in layout and increase responsibility for the school volunteers in this area.
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Although there is significant sentiment for increased training

and independence from the University for t4g teachers, the voluntary nature of

the staff's involvement poses structural impediments to these promising ideas.

To increase the time allocated to teachers' (and students') teainAg,

significant changes in the project''s design and level bf funding would be

49
required. These changes do not appear likely given the numerous educational

priorities to be addressed by a reduced level of 636 fundint:

4

1

C
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4. Project 3: Basic Skills Reading Program
Dunfey University - District B\

The Basic Reading Skills Program began in the first year (1976-77) of

the District B Collaborative and, with significant modifications, extended

into the Collaboiative's second year. During, the first year the program

consisted of a teacher training component and a Reading Clinic and tutorial

outreach service to students- The teacher training component included a

graduate course planned for 48 teachers from the District's thirteen schools and

twenty hours of inservice workshops for teachers in the District. The

second component involved direct service to approximately 600 selected students,

including remedial reading instruction by Dunfey University reading clinicians

and Dunfey undergradUate tutors. The Basic Reading Skills Programmes
11

significantly reduced during the second year of the collabOrative and consisted

of Reading Clinic and tutorial outreach to students frog thre*of the Distfict's

schools.

,The planning for the Basic Reading Shills Prograin in the winter and

spring of the 1975-76 school year proceeded as'a direct service to teachers and

.students without extensive input from the needs assessment that occurred during

the same months. The eventual proposal summarized several pressing goals for
Vs.

the District to which the project was addressed, such as strengthening average=

students'. basic reading skills, attending to the particular reading proble4ms of

bilingual and special needs students', and integrating achievement in reading with
o

achievement in content areas (e.g., science, mathematics, and social studiep).

Tom Burns, University Coordinator, asked Professor John Leary to shape

a general programmati6 response to these needs. Planning proceeded through

successive draftp of alternatives and presentation of these to the University Pairing

Planning Committee throughout tfie late winter and early sprin4 of 1976.

Throughout this process several program components that enjoyed broad and general
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support among Committee members began to emerge: a graduate reading,course,

inservice workshpps'in reading,, and direct" remedial services to students.

.Throughout this planning process the committee members could direct

their attention to only the most general aspects of the proposal. Attention

also had to be given to the other initiatives under consideration (i.e., workshops,

newsletter, and needs asdessment), as well as their relative merits, given the

uncertain level of funding.. For example,, a specific concern raised ;by school

personnel was.how this new initiative in reading would mesh with of

programs available on the schoOlsx(e.g., Title I, bilingual and ESL programs, -

766 or special needs programs) .

reading .

The Planning Committee wag-unable to specify how these various reading

programs would be integrated but deferred this and other decisions by creating

several ad hoc committees to address thede problems during the implementation year.

FOr example, ia Student selection committee of five reading specialists from

District B, two members of the University Reading Department staff, and two parents

would decide which students would be served by the Dunfey Program. The selection

Je
policy agreed upon would in effect determine the distribution of reading services

. for the District's students.

When the level ad funding was determined, the specific content of,the

Program"took shape. Funds were allocated for tuition for 48 teachers for a one-

terp-graduate course in reading to be taught by John Leary at the James school.

design for the inservite workshops for teachers was influenced by competing
N'

programmatic demands for available 636 funds. The. original plan slated the
°

Dunfey 'Reading diinic staff to lead the workshops.,, However, the final decision

called for the. teachers in the graduate course to conduct the workshops for their

colleagues back in the schools. This arrangement was less costly and minimally

acceptable to the clinic staff, due to the high costs of the reading course

($12,810 in tuition alone) and clinician/tutorial services (to be discussed shortly)

and their interest in establishing a cooperative, working relationship with the
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,District. The compromise'cannot be directly associated with any particular

interest group (e.g., school personnel, parents, orCDAC) bueseemed to

-ene'rge as-the' planning group's response to competing claims for financiai.

resources.

Finally, a clinical program was planned in Which 0 student rom

the District would leceive remedial reading instruction at th\ University's

,Reading Clinic. Seven or eight part-time clinicians from the R ading Clinic

were scheduled to work approximately twenty hours-per week, and Dunfey

undergraduates on work -study were budgeted for 844 hours, at the total,coSt ,

of approximately $66,000.

Implementation of the Basic Reading Skills Program encountered

serious difficulties, although tremendous efforrwas devoted by all participants

to'remedy them. The University Pairing Committee was temporarily replaced by

two committees that assumed responsibility for monitoridg'the program. There

was a Teacher Training Committee, made up of elementary and middle schoOl teachers,

principals, representatives froM''the District B Office, and Dunfey Uni ersity

persons (Reading Clinic and CSCO stafe. This Committee was respons ble for

continued p1alning and implementation of the teacher training compon nts of

the program. Second, there was a Clinic- Tutorial Service Committee with similar

representation that was responsible for overseeing the direct service component

of the program. The adaitio ad hoc committees envisioned in't e original

proposal were subsumed under one of these two.

TEACHER TRAINING COMPONENT: GRADUATE READING COURSE

Teachers enrolled in this course from all thirteen schools in the
,

District. Although the budget allowed for 48 teachers in the course only 43 teachers

signed up. Participants/ initial expectations regarding the course were generally vasue,

but high when specific to their individual concerns and needs. The course was

intended to be a programmatic response to a variety of the training needs of

(

reading instructors, including bilingual, W.', specific content areas, and special
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needs reading teachers.

The course did not addirdsg this variety of needs as separate areas
*

of study, but inttead presented a general approach to reading instruction that

'
teachers were expected to adapt totheir specific concerns. The course was

intended to help teachers.kearn'hoio to diagnose, informally and individually,

the strengths and weaknesses of the reading performance of each student; to-

form small instructional groups for reading/writing acti4ities; to integrate

reading instruction with content area subjects; and to collect and maintain

individualized evaluative records.

The course's approach was perceived by the course instructor and the

participating teachers asa specific model for reading instruction. The course

instructor. felt. that his use of informal and individualized diagnosis and

teaching reflects a unique psychology /philosophy of learning that is especially

.

applicable to students who experience persistent difficulties in reading.' He

141/4:"felt that Title I, controlled reading machines, and other so-called innovative

reading methods are simply new packages of old programs that have proven,

ineffective in the past. He feft from the beginfiing that his approach would

significantly challenge the teachers' assumptions about reading instruction,

and that his style of teaching would reinforce this message. He viewed himself

as a crusadeK who has had remarkable success when allowed to implement his

program on his own terms. He is also aware, however, that he had not
9

had much success in implementing his approach within the context of the Boston

School' Department's normal instructional operations. Still, he hoped that he

. might prevail within this new program and that, with support from principals

and key administrative personnel; he might be able to initiate instructional

changes in reading.

From the beginning of the course, teachers expressed doubt about

1
.,....)ts relevance to their needs and their situations. The 636 Facilitator who

was enrolled in the course heaid these reactions. She made two responses to

I 1 107,
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the comments: she appointed a committee to monitor the course and influence

its content", and she established a written mechanism for the evaluation of

the course session each"week.

However, the teachers would ilot express their negative opinions on

the feedback form. Informally, they reported that course content was not appropriate

to their circ tances, particularly that the degree of individualized and

un1411U

1

small group in ction advocated by the professor left little room for
/

..,

what they felt. were the required aspects of instruction (e.g., standardized

testing of read4ng, ascertaining students' ieading levels, 'e

,

tc.). However,

the teachers' formal evaluations of the course were very high. With fewer

exceptions, teachers rated the course content and the course leader's presentation

as "good"'to "excellent." The one aspect of the course that received less

.,(1. than positive feedback was "participant's involvement."

In retrospect, there are several possible reasons for the difference

between teachers' forffik and informal feedback. The first is the recipient of

the informal feedback: the 636 Facilitor, Barbara Dunn, who was perceived as a

colleague and whom they perhaps hoped would exert her political influence to

institute changers vs. the course instructor, who was perceived as an "immovable

object., Also, the teachers may have been unwilling to confront the authority

of the course instructor, even anonymously, when. they had so few answers to

their difficulties themselves. The request for 'feedback at the end of each

course session may have -produced a halo effect through which tie teachers felt

more positive about what they had learned in the class but which was offset when

they returned to their'classrooms and encountered serious difficulties in application.

Finally, the teachers may have felt that the formal feedback would concretize

negative assessments not only of the course, but of the pairing itself and that

the repercussions might extend beyond their original intentions.

Throughout the course

he and the group were making.

,the instructor.was ambivalent about the progress

The formal evaluations were generally positive,
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°`-teachers appetred t be learning a new and complex instructional system, and

several teachers actually began to implement aspects of the reading program

in their classroo Still, he waslaware that a majority of teachers

was unable to use the ;course's content in their classroom situations.

When he felt teac ers, were skeptical of his program's capacity to producethe

results they wan ed, he would demonstrate (live and with videotape) the program

in operation B -ing familiar with the structural barriers to implementing

/his approach, h provided suggestions for how teachers might adapt features
I

of their schools and classes to facilitate implementation.

Ultima ely,he ;felt that there were two additional requirements for

implementation that were not available to the 1976 group. "The'firs

k
was more

litime. Anothe1 quarter would give an opportunity to move beyond learning the

system to the' challenges of adapting it to their varying circumstances. Second,

his theory of instructional changes depended heavily on administrative fiat.

Although be as willing to rationalize and persuade, he was convinced that only

an'' inistrative order would lead to implementation on a large scale. He felt

that he might reach a few teachers through the course, but even then its

generalized and broad aturqwouldlorevent him from thoroughly 'supporting these
.

teachers' initiatives.

)
This component of the Basic Reading Skills Program/Was not pro .ised for

inclusion in the 1977-78 proposal. The 636 guidelines for19,77-78 did not allow

for tuition payment with'636 funds. However, even before the guiiplines

appeared there was a general consensus among the University Pairing Planning

Committee that this component could not comio@te with the other program options

that were emerging/

TEACHER TRAINING: INSERVICE WORKSHOPS

The inservice workshop component of the Basic Reading Skills Program

called for"participants in the graduate course to conduct in-service reading

workshops in their respective schools.. The series occurred in all thirteen
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schools in the District; 55 teachers,completed the, series, each receiving

one inservice credit from the school system. Because the teachers-who

conducte the inservice workshops were themselves simultaneously learning

the Content in. the course, significant difficulties emerged in transferring

knowledge from the tirst setting to the second. It is not clear why the

in=service workShops and the graduaWcourse were conducted concurrently.
.

Nevertheless, a few special provisions were made to facilitate knowledge

transfer under these difficult circumstances. In-service workshop leaders

received a detailed course guide which they were urged to use to structure

the .workshop sessions. .Workshop leaders designed their own methods Of pre-

sentation, however. Leaders could also request assistance from the Reading

Clinic Staff although the nature of such requests had to be based on the

overall design andcontent of the workshop series.
5

Evaluative data, compiled by the outside firm contracted to assess

District B's 636 programs: during the first years suggest that the content

and format of the inservice workshopg varied widely from school to school. Some

workshop leaders attempted to recreate the 3,ectures given in the course. Others
ft.

abandoned the course material entirely and held informal discussions in which

teachers shared their ideas and approaches to the teaching of reading. A few

workshop leaders invited Reading Clinic staff to their schools to demonstrate

various aspects of the Clinic's program (e.g.,pinformal.diagnostic testing).

Only a few teachers felt well prepared for the role they assumed as workshop

leaders. The Teacher Training Committee, aware of theestructural difficulties

of implementing this component of the program and unable to resolve them,

provided only moral support to the workshop leaders.

Teachers attending the inservice workshops felt, that the greatest

benefit of th m' was the opportunity to gather with peers to discuss general

educational pr ems and programs in their schools. Most felt that the workshops

did not make an difference in the way they taught reading.. They felt that the
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content was too general to be applied to their particular circumstances.
ti

Others were reluctant to accept the knowledge presented by peers who probably

had not mastered the concepts, in thgory or in practice. Also, many workshop.

leaders were.not committed to implementatistl of the concepts, and this was

communicated to the teachers.
N..

As with the graduate course in reading, the iniervice comionent of the
b

.Baiic Reading Skills 'Program was not'included in the 1977-78 following year's
_._

636 proposal. SchOol personnel (teachers and principals) felt that neither

the course nor the inservice workshop series had any, impact on,teaching practice.

CLINIC/TUTORIAL SERVICES

In comparison with the teacher training components of the Basic Skills
F

Reading Program, the Clinic/Tutorial Service component experienced significantly

. . ,

greater structural impediments to its operation. These structural impediments

affected not only knowledge exchange, but also basic service delivery.

Because of an oversight in planning, money was not allacated to,transport

students to Dunfey's Reading Clinic. This oversight required an immediate

response( and the Clinic/Tutorial Services Committee was formed to shape it._

After initial efforts to obtain additional funding failed, the committee, decided

to conduct clinic/tutorial service in the schools.

For some committee members, this arrangement was preferable to-busing

students to Dunfey because they wa nted to minimize the time students spent out

of the, classroom. They also felt that it would be useful for clinicians and

,tutors to observe and work with students in their normal learning environments.

How ever, the adjustment.created,significant difficulties for the seven.part7

'time clinicians. (Tutors were'less affected because they worked fewer hours
-

'per week with students.) The seven clinicians averaged twenty hours per week

and traveled to four or five different schools during the course of the week.

The resulting accUulatibn Of travel time reduced phe hours they could devote

to planning as well as to interacting with teachers a0 reading specialists

a



in the schools. Also, Cer tain instructional materials available at the
o

Reading, Clinic were not available in the schools. Thus, the Clipic/Tutorial -

Services, component encountered sigeificant problems in the first stage

of implementation.

' The intent of the program, as interpreted by the Reading clinic staff,'

was to use the 6rinicians to provide diagnostic and small group reading instr ction'
4°

to students with. severe reading, problems who were not being served by Title I,

bilingual, or Chapter 766.resources. The stude# population, included bili- ngual

0 0

and special needs students,but services already available "o individual students

.

would not be ..duplicated. The tutors (Dunfey University juniors and seniors

who had taken several clinical courses in reading) were toqprovide remedial

instruction in small groups to students with less severe difficulties. However,

the Dunfey staff and the school people did not reach concensus on these matters

during program planning. Decisions were deferred,until,Programimplementation,

and the Programs operating principles turned out tp,be quite differeht than
1.

A

originally conceived biy the Dunfey clinicians.

The Clinic/Tutorial Services Committee estab lished a policy Whereby local

school personnel (classroOm teachers, Title I teachers, 766 resource teachers)
4eP

could recommend students for services from this program. Guidelines for Student

selection developed by the Committee gave classroom staff a great. deal of

authority in selecting students. Thus, although students, Who already received

suppl eptary reading instruction_ were to receive lower priority, it was stild

pos le to include some of'them in the Reading Program.

Of the 400 students selected to receive clinical services, about 50%

were also receiving supplementary reading instruction from Title 1,,bilingual,
,

''or Chapter 766 reading programs. To the dismay Of the Reading Clinic Director,

,

many children experienced as many as three types of 4remed1 reading services

per week. School personnel, on the other hantsr, felt that provit&on of
4 /

addi.Elonal assistance to students with severe leading difficulties was an
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appropriate rolefor.the Durifey Reading Progam. heReadihg Clinic staff

acceded to the wishes of the school personnel on this issue.

The policy for
4
assigning students to clinicians anetutorlias intended.

.(:) provide more intensive service to students with greater needs. This

policy, however, was not operationalized as intended. The breakdown seemed to

ocOr in.the assignment of Students to tutorials. After the clinicians had

accumulated their case loads, the next batchlof students was assigned tutors.

However, the clinicians also referred some of their clients to tutors. These

latterleferrals wete:stemmed from the clinicians' diagnoses ttiap students

with less than severe reading difficulties had been "incorrectly" assigned

to them:.. The result of the two-track referral system was that tutorials

often'grew beyond an effective size. Several tutors saw as many as forty
c

students per week in groups as large as seven and eight.

These difficulties highlight one of the most perplexing problems of

the Reading 'Program during -its first year,-namely, commun-ication and

coordination between school. and University participants. 'These difficulties

persisted despite the involvement of key participants in structures that were

.designed to alleviate them (e.g., Cli l/Tutorial Bervices Committee, Exedutives

Committee, District B Principals and Hea asters Committee). These groups

could mot keep up with the number of personal and organizational interfaces
.

A generated by this new programOg.g., tutor-clinician, teacher=clinician,
AP.

teacher- tutor, etc.). Difficulties were, also evident in the scheduling process.

For ekample, tutors andalinicians.reported instances in which they arrived at

schools only 'to find that students had gone on field trips or were involved

in special adtivities that could not be interrupted. Also', the turnover of

tutors betopen University terms aid. the differences between schools and University

calendars often left classroom teachers without the tutors they expected to

-
be assisting them. Because of these difficulties, three schools dropped the

tutorial service from their reading pro§ram during the second half of the school year.
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Finally, in response to the interorganizational problems encountered

during the first four months of operation, the 636 Proposal was amended

in January, 1977, to reduce the number of clinicians from seven part-time

to fdUr full-time. Each clinician was assigned to three schooli. This

change did not alter budget allocations, but it significantly decreased

travel time And produced-100re sustained contact between the clinician,,nd a

stable group of teachers. The reorganizatiori was proposed by the Reading Clinic
..

staff and accepted by the linical/Tutorial Serviced-Committee. It went into

dh---effect during the secon half of the school year.

Despite this revamping, the Clinic/Tutoial Services Program was not very

favorable when evaluated after its first year of operation. On 'theloositive side,

a total of 684 students received servi9es4 more than projected in the proposal.,

Pre-test and, post -test 'data revealed that -students who received the clinic/

tutorial services gained an average of one-half ilear, in reading, as measured by

an individual diagnostic analysis. Approximately 35%of students who received

services gained one year or more, 42% gained one"-half year, and 30% showed no

gain. The average length of time which students spent in the program was
1In

5.3 ionths. 'Informal observtions of the clinic and tutorial sessions and

feedback from cli,ians, tutors, and teachers (dbmpiled by the extumal evaluator)

suggest that the sessions Were beneficial to the students."

Still, approximately half of the persons involved in operating the

program recommended that it not be continued. Thrkprimary reason for this

negative recommendation was the tremendous logistical pkoblems experienced

.throughout the year. It also became clear toward the end of the year

/4\

that many teachers were Unaware of the broad obiectiires of the reading prograrri'and

",how these were to be integrated with their school's ongoing programs. Several

teachers were disappointed that the program did not include techniques such as

thedrerpf the controlled readers. The Reading Clinic staff, however, did
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not perceive controlled readers as an innovative approach. It appears

the assumptions and foundations of the University's approach to reading

instruction had not been communicated to teachers.

Also, many teachers and principals became convinced throughout the

year that the Dunfey Program was a duplication of existing reading sedices

And that the cost of- that duplication in planning time was not worth the outcome

in student gains. heir experiences also began to suggest that students were out

of class too often andthat students' reading instruction was becoming too
a

fragmented.

. Althougt most teachers felt that the clinicians and tutors were well

prepared academically to teeth xeading, theywere not favorably impressed with the

clinicians' and tutors' ability to manage students' occasionally disruptive

behavior. Clinicians and tutors would sometimes send unruly students back to

, their regular classes: Clinicians 4114 tutorsofelt, however, that their tit&

could be more profitable spent with students who were willing to learn.

Again, there seems td have been a communication gap between teachers and University

-staff regarding fundamental aspects of the program's operation.

These logistical difficulties led tva signikieant reduction in the

number/of the District schools that chose to participate in.the Dunfey clinic/

tutorial program duiing the following year. Only three of the District's twelve

schools exercised the option to participate a second time.

CLINICAL/TUTORIAL SERVICES: SECOND) EAR (1977-78)

The money allocated for 636 collaborative activities during the second

year of the pairing was less than, that allocated fdi the first year .($91,537 vs.

'0.25,000). COrrespondingly, fewer collaborative-sponsored programs transpired

during the second year of operation. Still, the drop-off in pairing activities

was disproportionate to the decrease an the le4t of funds available.

In the second year, only five of the District's thirteen schools participated in

.the two programs sponsored by the collaborative. Furthermore, one of them

t,

a
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the SEED Math Program, was pre-packaged (i.e.., not designed by the collaborative),

and only three schools chose to use it. The otle. r was the clinic/futorial'component

of the Basic Skills Reading Program, which was also chosen by three schools

(one school contracted for both programs). In sum, most of the District's schools

were not involved in collaborative aCtivitiesAUringthis second'year.

A
,

1

,The stated rationale for including basic reading and math programs ina (

the 636 proposal was the Dntrict-wide needs assessment completed in 'the first
0

year of the Collaborative. Specific data from that needs assessment, however,

does not appear in the second year proposal because it was, till being,an lyzed

.

-.1"
--

when the proposal was written. As in the first year, the proposal, was written

by the Assistant Director of CSCO, in consultation wite-the University Pairing

Planning Committee.

Bepause only three schools had signed up, the'scope of the program

)
was reduced from the previous year. Only 420 students were targeted for services,

'kr vt.)9aothe previous year. Although the number of school participating was down.

( 75%, the number of students expected to be-sexyed was pared only 30% Staff

included two full-time clinicians, two full-tiMe tutors, and one part-time Liaison/

SuperVisor, plus consultant-services from the Reading Lab Director (Dr. Leary).

The inclusion of a Liaison/Supervisor was a new feature Of program staffing.

Also, upgrading the tutorial role from part-time to full-time brought these

°

staff members into parallef-'with theclinicians who had become full-time at

the mid-point of the previous year.

A 4ecific policy regarding student referrals was established, aimed

at avoiding duplication of services which by consenses became target for

reduction/after the planning group's assessment of the first }ear's operation.
A

- Also, the proposal explicitly stated the intention of.the clinicians and tutors
,

to integrate subject matter4from content areas (e.g., history, geography,

science, etc.) with reading instruction.

0
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During year two the Reading Program served fewer students that intended

(361 vs: 420), although the average gain i)2 reading scores seemed to be higher

than the preyious year's (.0 years vs., .50). However, these results come from
1

only 1/3 of the participating students and may be inflated due to the likely

exclusion from the testing of less successful students.

The group addressed the following logistical problems during the year:

a) student testing and referrals; b) allocation of space for clinical/tutorial

sessions; c) establishment of communication networks among teachers and clinician/

tutors; d) obtaining instructional materials for clinicians and tutors. Each of

these problems had been signaled during the progrgm's first year of operation and

were only par Willy resolved during the second year.

Although thg planners sought to avoid duplicate provision of readipg

services, approximately 20% of the students, involved in the Dunfey program also

received instruction under Title 1, bilingual, and Chapted5/766 programs. This
0

was a reduction from the 50% figure of the previous year, but still higher than

intended. The Reading Center-Staff, more than school personnel, were concerned

about this overlap. The roots of the problem lay in the decenttalized.process

for student referrals, which both teach4s and reading specialists could avoid

the strict-referral guidelines -developed by Reading Center staff. The consensus

among school persOnnel on the Monitoring Committee was that this amount of

rduplication was acceptable. The Reading Center Staff abided by this consensus.

Allocation of instructional space for clinicians and tutors was a

problem in the beginning of the year (as it had been the previous year). Because

school principals were responsible for assigning. space and because they were not

meMbers of'the Monitoring Com4ittee, the Committee could not address this problem

concluSively. Specific diffi lties were solved on an ad hoc basis with----77
cooperation from,teacfier representatives. However, problems with space plagued

0

the program throughout the year,

Cbmmunication among teachers and clinician/tutors remained a problem. The
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The teachers wa

L
ted to knob what clinicians/tutors were doing with their

students. They quested monthly reports from clinicians/tutors but they were not
%

willing to formalize conference times for such reporting. Therefore, the O

problem continued despite ad hoc meetings among teachers and clinicians/tutors before

and after school, during lunch'periods, recess, etc. Clinicians/tutors followed
I

the teachers' recommendations to maintain "on-site" records (in addition

to the records kept at the,, Reading Clinic), which included test data and lesson

plans. Although.the proposal suggested that there would be coordination between

teachers and clinicians/tutors to integrate subject matter and reading instruction,

clinician/tutors planned their lessons apart from the teachers' classroom instruction.

Finally, icians/tutors continued to have difficulty obtaining

instructional materials for their sessions. There was no budget for such materials.

The Monitor#6 Committee ,could not solve this problem altlibugh they did try to

assist clinician/tutors to locate materials in the individual schools. Still;

the latter spent considerable time searching in the schools and at the Reading

Clinic. Ultimately, most obtained the needed supplies but the prevailing

feeling was that these conditions reduced their instructional efficiency.

The 636 Monitoring Committee attempted to supplement the Reading Program

throughout the year. For example, the District B Reading Coordinator suggested

that clinicians and /or \tutors co-teach with the regular classroom teachers. The

Reading Cliniic Director and the Liaison/Supervisor vigorously supported this

idea. The Liaison/Supervisor approached the staff members of each school with
411'

the idea, but there was little support for it. Basically teachers felt arguments

against the idea outweighed arguments for it.

But the proposal was not dropped altogether. It was suggested, for example,

that a series of videotapes be produced that demonstrated the University's approach

to reading instruction and the integration of reading/language teaching with

various content subjects. The particular shaping of this proposal suggests that

one force behind it as well as the co-teaching idea was to demonstrate the "Dunfey
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/
approach" to reading instruction. The proposal for videotaping received more support

than the co-teaching notion, probably because it required fewer changes in the

participants' normal activities. The University agreed to provide the necessary

financial support for the project.

/.

Despite minimal requirements for this project to proceed; the principal

of the school involved objected and the idea died in committee. Apparently,

she is not been adequately consulted in devising procedures for imIlementation

(e.g.,'..student-transportation to the Dunfey TV studio, parental permission slips,

etc.,) nor was she convinced of the project's value. Despite the University's

willingness to videotape at the school and re-write the parents' permission

Slips, the project did not get started.

The notion of demonstivation teaching was revived yet again when the SEED

Math Program was more fully described to the Monitoring Committee in March of

1978. The Reading Clinic Director asked the SEED Project Director how SEES 's

discovery teaching approach was being integrated into the regular math curriculum.

In SEED, regular teachers observe SEED teachers using project materials in the

clasp and are encouraged to use the observed methods in their own teaching while

they are observed by SEED teachers. Also, SEED builds weekly meetings with

teachers into its operations. However, the response received by Dr. Leary to

his'question was not directly related to it. Instead, he was told about various

* strategies for dieseMinating the SEED approach, including the videotaping of a

SEED class at,Dunfey.

At this point Professor Leary suggested that the, Reading Program spOnsor

a six -week pilot prograM based on'the SEED Model and include videotaping of

the demonstration classes. His objectives were three-fold. First, he wanted to

conduct a mini-experiment that would demonstrate the impact of Dunfey's reading
t

program vis a vis other reading programs in the_schools. Second, he was interested

in pursuing the idea of demopstration videotapes which had been proposed earlier,

but had not received much operational support. Third, he wanted to exploit the
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SEED model to disseminate the Dunfey reading approach, by means of which the

participating teachers would be immersed in the Dunfey system through

observation and practice teaching.

This proposal did not receive the immediate support it needed for
F

implementation because the Monitoring Committee-was beginning to look to

program development for the following year and the position of the Reading

Program was becoming tenuous with respect to those plans.

S
ideas into the social studies program. The resulting project would serve

The Advisory Committee and the Principal's Group, with the benefit

of data from the previous year's needs assessment, had focused on three program`

options: revision/implementation of the multicultural social studieb

curriculum (see Project 1), a District-wide handbook for teachers and^parents,

and student publications (newspapers and anthologies; see Project 2). The

AMani ihg Committee began to think of ways of incorporating Reading Program

as a pilot for the Multicultural Social Studies Project in the proposal for

the following year.

a

Dr. Leary now suggested using components, of the emerging social studies
Cr

project as vehicles for creating an inttrdisciplinary curriculum guide,

with a team of teachers, reading clinicians, and ethnic consultants revi:'ging the

existing multicultural social studies curriculum over a twelve-week period.

Teachers would receivelg raduate credit from Dunfey fortheir participation,

thereby rescuscitayng the graduate course, format employed in the first year of (

4

the Reading Program.'

He also proposed an orientation period during *hich the curriculum guide

would 4 introduced by reading clinicians to teacher volunteers. This would be

followed by a " teaching component" very similar to that utilized in Project SEED.

The reading clinician would use the curriculum guide and be observed by teachers

who had volunteered to participate; One feature of the SEED Pr ject that was
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absent'from his proposal was the oppOrtunity for the teacher volunteers to use

the materials while being observed by the clinicians. However, the classes

conducted by the clinididhs would be videotaped.

This proposal was not adopted by the Advisory Committee. The

Multicultural Social StudiesProject that was eventually approved concentrated

mainly on the curriculum revision. It did not include graduatbffourse credit,

teacher training (via demonstration or videotape), or field testing of the

revised curriculum.' Perhaps the training in multicultural understanding.

emphasized in the proposal finally accepted seemed more urgent to the Committee.

04>
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5. Project 4: Henry Reid High School Physical Education Project
Dunfey University - District B

/

During the summer of 1976, the Director of CSCO at Dunfey convened

several meetings at the Dunfey School of Education that included faculty from

that college and department heads from Henry Reid High School. The focus

of these meetings was the determination of pairing activities to be under-%

17`
taken during-the coming year. A maibr need at Henry Reid was physical

education facilities.( At this.time the new Reid facility was under con-
.

00^
struction, and students and staff were housed in several temporary locations

in the city. Dr. Ken Hurd, head of the University's Physical Education

Department, agreed to accommodate Henry Reid students in the University's

physical education facilities. For two years (1976-77, 1977-38) the major

thrust of the Physical Education Project was providing facilities for

Henry ReidIStaff and students.

Because Reid did not have a physical education plant, the head

of the Phypical Education Department at the High School located his program

in a range of other facilities, such as publi playgrounds, the YMCA, the

1YWCA, and Dunfey builaings. His responsibilities included scheduling classes

and planning. transportation for students to d from-those classes. The

logistidal obstacles encountered wele consid rable, one of the unfortunate

outcomes being a serious decline in student attendance and the subsequent

failure of'a large percentage of students enrolled in gym classes. For

example,during the first two marking periods of'the 1977-78 school year,
4*

76% of Henry Re
k
id's students failed their required physical educationicourspe.

The school's adminf)tration and its REPC began to'pressure-the P.E. Department

4f4P

to improve student attindance*And success within those clabses.
4
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a
Dunfey made its facilities,available to Henry Reid without cost.

Although community service is anestablished tradition at the 'University,

acts of providing such service receive negligible attention when the

University considers the tenure, promotion, and merit pay applications of

participating faculty. Still, as can best be determined, Dunfey faculty
A

Were willing to donate their time tofacilitatif-these early arrangements,

between Dunfey and Henry Reid.

.

The scheduling ofeHigh School activities at Dunfey encountered

serious initial difficulties. Adequate transportation for students and staff

between Henry Reid and Dunfey could not be arranged until the %Ater of 1977.

Even then, the. lack of correspondence between Dunfey's quarter system and

the High School's semesters caused further confusion. klso, the schedules

stabilized, Henry Reid students began to use Dunfey facilities on their own,

outside of school time, producing conflicts between University and High

40)

School students.

There were also incidentsof vandalism by Henry Reich students in the

Dunfey gymnasium. All of these problems were eventually solved via a series

of strategy meetings between,the Reid P.E. Chairman and University staff.

None of these arrangements for the use of Dunfey ,facilities were

included in the636 proposals for the 1976-77 or 1977-78 school years.' Some

preliminary meetings on curriculum development in physical education took place

in the fall of 1976, but they were broken off in order to give attention to

. Aathe more immediate issue of finding adequate athletic facilities for .the. current
' \ ,a. -,. 4.

. ._....%group of Reid students. Ding the 1977-78 year, the school moved into its
, x

new facility, creating a new impetus for meetings on iculum development and

on ways of making maximum use of the new building.

e
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The curriculum development meetings were initiated by Joe Payhe,

who was the new Chairman of the High School Physical Education Department

and previously responsible for scheduling school baskdtball practice sessionsN

at Dunfey. They were an informal outgrowth of his continuing meetings with

Ken Hurd. Payne requested consultation from Hurd and his staff regarding the
4

most effective use of the prospective Henry Reid facilities. Hutd, his

I'colleagues, and the High'School physical education teachers toured the new plant

and brainstormed ideas for using it. During these informal visits, the High

School teachers presented their philosophies and priorities regarding physical

education instruction, and the Univer'sity consultants develf5rdd instructional

options within that context. (
The High School staff had very clear priorities regarding physical

education insfruction, intending to offer a program attractive to a broad

cross-section of students. They hoped thereby to increase student attendance

and involv ment in physical education; break down student stereotypes regarding

particular) activities (e.g., blacks'play basketball, whites ice hockey, and

girls field hockey); help students develop lifelong recreational ,interests

(e.g., tennis, archery, outdoor recreation, etc.); minimitze regimentation as

a theme in physical education (e.g., marching); and deemphasize physical contact

sports (e.g., touch football) that might lead to interracial strife in gym classes.

These priorities dmerged during the informal meetings betweet

High School staff and the University professors. The Dunfey professors made

several suggestions regarding the use Of the new facilities: using outdoor areas

for outdOor education (e.g., climbing activities); icing over small courtyards

for recreational skating; playing paddle tennis in isolated hall spaces; and

creating diversified activiteations within the large gymnasium. '

The teachers praised and appreciated the professors' ideas, although

n retrospect the professors felt that they had offered more suggestions than

were used by tht school's staff. The professors' disappointment was related
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to their fear that the new school's excellent facilities would not be utilized
. ,

. -

to the fullest. The physical education teachers, on the other hand, felt close

to overwhelmed by the multitudinous opportunities they would soon ha tend,

consequently that they could follot, up only a small percentage of the
0

These informal discusions also established a working relationship'

between the professors and the teachers that served as background for the more 0

formal work of the 1978-79 school year. Prior to the 1977-78 school year,',.

only the Department Chairmen and 4 few coaches had'continuous contact (and

Dunfey),, that limited to discussionS of scheduling'.

During the tours of the new building, the staff pf each organization

tested and revised their initial assumptionSt regarding each other. For example,

the High School teachers originally suspected that:University faculty members were

primarily interested in the money they could gain through work in the pairing.

)

wever, because none of the pairing activities in physical educe ion during
, .

the first two years receTbeas 6 6 funds, this suspicion dissipated. The tea
r

ers

.

.

also predicted that the professors would not be able-to ielate to their

immediate groblems,but this, too, did not eventuate:' Duntey faculty we e not

certain that the High Scho 1 staff would be'willing to work to make maxi

N\

use of the new facilities an the expertise the professors felt they had to offer.

What they found, however, that a significant number of the teachers were

willing to devote extra time to develop the new program. They also came to

understand the logistical constraints under which the teachers operated, and,
ti

although they did not often accept the limits on innovation' observed by the

teachers, they dill come to appreciate the seriousness of intent of most members.

of the Department.

During the spring of 1978, At the request of Tom Burns, the

Director of CSCO, Dr. Hurd drafted b. proposal for a projeot to develop a

comprehensive physical education program at Henry Reid. This activity iaas to

'be included in the 636 program
*

for the 19 8-79 school year.

1 5
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With other collaborative-sponsoredprojects involving Dunfey, the first.draft

was more ambitious than the version eventually approved, and implemented with 636

funding. Dr. Hurd's plan'ttfitained three elements: a curriculum planning

and development committee, an intramural sportS component employing University
4

student on cooperative assignment, and a,High\School fadulty development

component. The cost was approximately$60,000.'
.

.Dr. Hurd proposed that a committee consisLng of Reid students,

faculty, and administrators, and Dunfey physical education professors, meet

for four weeks,,five days per week, during the summer of 1978, to develop a

curriculum guide for the required and the magnet physical edutation programs.

1 4.
A career-oriented physical education program waslanned for Reid, consistent

with its designation as a magnet school. The committee would also plan and

schedule intramural activities for the 1978-79school year. Finally, thg

committee would identify staff development needs to be addressed during the

1978-79 School year.

Dr. Hurd's proposal also included provisions for the employment

of Univer i y co-op students to work with Righ School faculty in the intramural
.°

activities scheduled for-the 1978-79 school year. Finally, the:faculty /

development section 6f his proposal outlined a series of inservice' workshops,
.e,

demonstrations', and courses to be conducted by University faculty and attended by

'Reidte'achers.

The 6.36;Advisory Committee cut back these plans significantly. It

<00

dropped the intramural component, thereby eliminating the chief direct

benefit the proposal, offered to the UniversitS, via employment for its students.

The Reid facu recognized that the Dunfey students might provider useful services:

to the High School population but were not ready to think beyond planning. and

. implementing the required physical education program for the school. In '

fact, they only accepted the provision for developing thh magnet program

because this work would be undertgken after the general physical education program
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was in place.

Also, developing the curriculum guide for the required and the

magnet programs was shifted from the summer months to the academic year.

This timing was more consistent with the award of 636 funds. Instead of one

--committee to handle -both-program-s, two committees were created to work on one each.

This, decision increased the tot amount of time devoted to curriculum

(development, with each committee meeting fifteen times during the year. Two

Dunfey faculty members were to serve ae-consultants to the committees, with

overall management of them assumed by a Henry Reid teacher.

The staff development component was also decreased in scope from
cdor.-

a broad array of workshopS, demonstrations, and courses to a more specific

cdncentration on two areas of pArticular concdrn to the High School Staff:

training in gymnastics and outdoor recreation. Resources for training in these

areas were identified outside of Dunfey. The teachers explained this shift

as recognitiontthat more appropriate resources for these concerns existed outside

Dufey, not as a negative r flectiion on the University. Thus, four teachers
d

were scheduled to participat in intensivOrtraining in gymnastics at the

Gymnastium Chop in Stamford, Ma sachusetts, and a selected group of teachers and

students was designated to participate in an intensive, one-week residential

program in outdoor.recreation in the spring of 1979.

The 'Physical Education Curriculum Committee

During the 1978-79 school year, the two curriculum committees

completed the curriculum'guides for thejequired and magnet Physical education

programs. The school's physical education program prior to this had been

a hodgepodge of activities originally shaped by the need to offer it in four widely
1

separated locations in the Norwalk area. The new curriculum guide establishes

\a deliberate sequetIce of activities throughout the year in the. new facility.

The magnet program provides an option for students to concentrate in physical

education by taking several courses in it throughout the year.
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When asked about the curriculum development process, the teachers

described the University consultants as extremely helpful in claIsifying the

philosophies and values of>the teachers and helping them to translate those

perspectives into specific activities and place them in developmental sequences,

throughout the year. Several new components were added.to the education

program that grew out of this process: outdoor recreation, corrective and

adaptive physical education (for special needs students), student leadership

training (to promote integrated physical education), and boating. Also,

the committee on the required program designel (e.g., scuba diving, moppern dance,

long distance running) that helped to diversify the Department's offerings.

It appears that the primary..!unction of the committees, including

the University ,consultants, was organizatiOnal and not exchange of new information,

although this did occur incidentally in the course of planning. For example,

the University consultants prOvided information on how to train students in the

School's crew tank, with which the High School staff was unfamiliar, and-
arranged fax the staff to have. contact with even more expert sources regarding

7

use of the tank. Still, knowledge exchange seemed of less concern than. melding

-the expertise and competencies of the MPHS staff into a coherent physical education

program for the new school.

Staff Training in Gymnastics and Outdoor Recreation

A great deal more kiowledge transfer took place in the direct training

in gymnastics and outdoor recreation provided by the Gymnastics Coop and Stowe

Village,. an outdoor recreation center. Reid teachers desCribed their .prior

training in each of these fields as very superficial, and were unfamiliar with

the'newest appargtus and techniques in these fields: In the intensive gymnastics

training,,four teachers learned the latest coaching techniques and gymnastics

routines for all the apparatus available at Henry Reid,. plus ways of providing

gymnastic instruction for co-ed classes: This information was both research-

and craft-based, the medium of exchange being primarily demonstration, although
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written materials were distribute4 to the* teachers as well. Staff members -

Qho received thii intensive training transmitted their new knowledge to their

colleaguesfirst in scheduled sessions at the school and later informally

among the staff when time was available. This shift occurred as the result-2-

of the generally overcrowded agenda of inservice meetingi. The consensus among

the teachers was'that the training provided by their colleagues was excellent and that

* it provided concrete information they needed and valued. It also helped to

boost their morale as a group. The teachers vfelt that this, was one of their

most valuable training experiences at the High School..

r-

A( similar teacher training and knowledge transfer design developed

out of the outdoor recreation program at Stowe Village. A selected group of

teachers and students spent one week in the spring of 1979 participating in

structured outdoor recreational activities organized by the StOwe Village staff.

'Teachers and students worked together in teams to accomplish tasks r uiring
. r

skills in areab such as orienteerin6- canoeing, reck climbing, pave loratibn,

etc:-..-These experiences are designed to confront with both participants with-their

individudt strengths and weaknesses in an unfamiliar arena. In this sense, the

objectifies of the progb.m are both recreational-instruction and social-affective.

Participants are encouraged to share with eaph other what they feel and learn

during the activities. As with the gymnastics trainees, participating teachers

transferred their knowledge to their colleagues in informal meetings back,at

ansferred was limited to the recreationalthe High School. The knowled

skills that could 'he incorporated into the lipid physical education program:

theVbcial/affectiVe components of the program were omitted, since these

require facilities and scheduling not easily available at the school. The

tethers valued theSe training experiences highly.

636 Physical Education Programs: 1979-80 and 1980-81

The major thrust of the 636 proposals for the 1979-80 and the
I

1980-81 schbol years was to pontinue and augment an intramural program started

through an ESEA pilot program during the 1978-79 school year. The basic objectifies
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of the intramural program re to 1) supplement the required physical education
,

...-.A ,

program; 2) increase participation in'physical education of males and females

of all race's; including students with special needs, and 3) provide an environment

that promote's soRial interaction among a diverse student_populat4on. The direct

teacher training and curriculum development components of the previous year's

636 proposal'werg dropped: the funding level reflects this shift ($6809 for

78-79; $3000 for 79-80 and for 80-81). During those years, teachers' interests

in training and curriculum development activities seem to have decreased,

although the teachers interviewed expressed interest in obtaining more training

in subsequent years. With respect to curriculum devel9pment, teachers felt

they had accomplished their Original objectives and were very satisfied with

the impetus provided by 636 fudaing, Dunfey's involvement, and the results

of their joint effort. There'appears to be little enthusiasm for refinement

or expansion of the curriculum guide, however.

e
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6. Project 5: Other Pairing Activities

Dunfey University - District B

The project report that fowl is-a description of activities
4

underthken in the Dunfey- District B pairing that were not funded by Chapter 636.

Those described do not include all of the partners' projects of this type,

but they provide an overview Of the kind of involvement Dunfey has

sought to maintain'wit the Boston Schools and other supportive agencies. Dunfey's

-work with the'schools and these agencies falls under four major headings:

1) hosting various planning efforts and forums for information exchange;

2) directly assisting.tpe public schools, especially students within the

bittricts and High School to which it'is paired; 3) establishing mutually

beneficial/reciprocararraugements with the schools; and 4) serving as 4

broker in directing external resources to the schools.
, .

more even level.

The University's participation in these areas increased steadily

duri the-i irst three yearsof collaboration, at which point it assumed a.

A

ng

Hosting activities were more prominent during the first two year

and'have decreased slightly in recent years. In most instances, Dunfey
o

assumed the initiative in all,four of these categories, whereas the schools

originated most,ideas leading to formal 636 funding. Parents of schoo' children

wer' seldot the direct or targeted beneficiaries of Dunfey's initiatives,

although many activities were undertaken for the benefit of the community.

The Director-loLCSCO at Dunfey was most often involved in initiating non-636.

funded activities althOugh'ieveral of them originate with other administrators and

faculty'at the Unive0ity. All 'otivaties required the partners to engage in

. .

some degree of joint planning and implementation, though the extent of
0

interorgani;ational.contacts varied.

A

Ow

,*
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Dunfey University as Host
.

Soon after the pairings were established, the concept of

collaboration between the universities and schools received significant public

support from the presidents of the universities. Barbara Wright, the

outgoing President of Dunfey', and Philip Comer, the newly appointed President,

played active roles in communicating their support for the pairings both to

the public at large and within the University. A continuing demonstration

of that support occurred in the cost-free use of facilities extended by the

University to various groups concerned with desegregation and the improvement

of race relations and opportunities for minorities.'

In June of 1976, for example, Dunfey hosted an "Ad-hoc Assembly

on Desegregation in Boston," at the University Faculty Center. The structpre

of the assembly was a series of workshops on "options and strategies for

achieving educational equality under desegregation in Boston." The

4
series was sponsored by,Community House, a non-profit action agency in Norwalk,

and co-chaired by its Executive Director and the Executive Director of Norwalk

Service Center. Several Dunfey University adminiitrators, including the CSCO

Director, participated. The workshops produced a report.dedicated to an

administrator at Community House, who was later appointed the Affirmative

Action Officer at Dunfey.

Several months following Dunfey hosted a city-wide workshop for

all school, university, and cultural institution pesonnel.involved in the Court-
.

ordered pairings:. The=workkp was sponsored by the State Department's Bureau

of Equal Educational Oppoltunify and included the State Education Commissioner

and the Boston School Superintendent. Dunfey organized the program and provided

hospitality, while city and state officials outlined Policy and the intentions

of state policymakers regarding interorganAational collaboration and the expenditure

of state funds.

Later the same year, Dunfey hoited a planning conference fir the
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coordinators of the school-university collaboratives. Dunfey's CSCO Director, Tom

Burns, served as'Chairperson of the conference's coordinating committee. The

conference reviewed the roles played by the universities in the collaboratives

and produced a position paper that addressed key issues in the collaboratives'

....,history and future. That evolved into a published document in which the

coordinators analyzed various models for university collaboration with schools.

Their major concern, which surfaced at the conference and later appeared in

the document was the need for the universities to resist pressures from the
9

schools and communities to provide short-term and'Short-lived resources

and facilities, and instead, to concentrate their efforts on long-term

planning and development and provision of expertise in curriculum and,

school organization. These, they felt, would make better use of what the

universities had to offer. The conference greatly facilitated the process

through which the coordinators developed consensus regarding policies for

collaborAion with the schools.

In October, 1978, Dunfey hosted a luncheon meeting for the university,

business and cultural affiliates of Henry Reid High School. The meeting was

attended by President Comer, and was convened to provide a forum at which

representatives from the organizations affiliated with Reid could share information-

regarding current and anticipated activities, and to encourage Coordination

of sponsored activities and maximize the impact of 636 tesources within the

High,School. This initial meeting launched a series of. such sessions held

throughout the academic,year. The diversity of 636-sponsored activities

among the groups tepresehied was such that few joint efforts were Odertaken,
- 4. .e

.

but the information shared contributed to the partners' awareness. And.-Support

of activities sponsored by each other:
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a' In addition tb assisting with'meetings and conferences directly

related to school desegregation and 636 activities, Dunfey provided assistance

to organizations concerned about improving student welfare more generally.

For example, the members of a working seminar in May, 1978, shared information

and attempted to improve'the coordination of agencies concerned with youth

employment in Boston. This conference,was attended by approximately fifty

Boston leaders.

Dunfey also hosted two conferences Of the National Scholarship

Service and Fund for Negro Students (NSSFNS) and a Black Respect Day sponsored

by the METCO program. These conferences and meetings were planned by Dunfey's

Office of Community Development, but were attended and promoted by theCSCO

as well. Their primary,purpose was'to provide minority students with information

about financial assistance for college, career oPportunities,and strategies
Av

for achieving professional goals after high school. In each instance, the meetings

required coordination among various offices within the University (e.g.,

Office of Community Development, Admissions and Financial Aid, CSCO), and

various external agencies (METCO, NSSFNS).

Dunfey has alsib sponsored smaller meetings that concern emerging and

ongoing programs in the schools with which it isaffiliated. For example,

President Comer hosted a luncheon honoring an Area I Commander-df the ROTC,

at the request of-a High School math teacher who had initiated an application
0 ,

-for an Army ROTC Junior Program at the High Scholl. A professor' of military'

science at Dunfey University attended and subsegdently volunteered in his

.assistance in the application *ocesa. The UniveIrsIty loaned its stage for
.

plays sponsored by Theater Arts Department of the High Sch8ol, contributed t4

space for a student council workshop for Henry Reid students, and-annually invites

Children from all Of'Boston schbols to art exhibits sponsored. by the University's

Afro-Ameridan'Artists in Residence Prpgram (AMARP). Although none of these
,

.

benefit from 636 funds, the CSCO Office coordinates and promotes them, and
mom<
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consistently looks for similar ventures to assist.

Dunfey's direct assistance to the public schools

In addition to hosting meetings, the University provides direct

assistance to Boston Public School students within and outside the districts

with which it is affiliated. Although some of these activities have either

evolved from or led to supportunder 636 funding,at some point in the history

of each'the University sponsored them through its own resources.

t

O

Two years before the court-ordered pairing, Dunfey established

an open campus program for high schoo,, seniors. Under the direct n of the

Dean of Admissions, the University offered 39 courses from seventeen departments

sEt

A
on a tuition free basis to Boston. public school seniors interested in

obtaining college experience before graduating' from high school. After

the implementation of the pairing with Henry Reid, the open campus program

continued to be open to all 4oston seniors, but a concerted effort was m

to attract Reid's students. A coordinator was assigned from within the

High School and nerved as liaison 'between Reid and Dunfey's Assistant

Director of Admissions, who coordinated the University's end. In the second

year of Dunfey's affiliation with Reid (197'6-77), fifteen seniors enrolled in

nine freshmen courses. It was expected that some of the students would have problems

in the college courses, and undergraduate tutors were made available. This

effort was most successful in a general biology where the Reid Science

Department Chairman and a Dunfey professor coordinated the tutoring. This

roogram developed into a 636ctivity (the Biology "Buddy". Program) that

paired Reid seniors with Dunfey biology majors when the high school students

attended Dunfey classes in biology.

As a part of the Dunfey-Reid pairing, Dunfey proVided information

toetudents regarding financiakaid and scholarlhips. The Reid Guidance Office

. ,
. .

offered annual sessions at which personnel from Dunfey's ,Financial Aid Office

cltscribed sources of financial aid and pfocedures for applying and distributed
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relevant literature. One year Dunfey's Vice-President for Administration spoke

to Reid seniors at a college4reparatory program organized bcthe Reid Assistant

Headmaster. In addition to providing aid information, Diinfey an ally awards

approximately fifty sCholarships to Boston highs school seniors.

In February of 1977, the CSCO Director joined a city-wide

committee formed to design educational programs in conjunction with the

,4.

celebration of Boston's 350th niversary. This Boston 350 Committee4as

7composed of representatives of public and private agencies, private citizens,

public school perscothel, and faculty from several Boston area colleges

and universities. Its first4project,'planned without the benefit of

outside funding, was the restoration of two 18th century frame buildings

in Norwalk. Recruited high school students (were recruited who) learned preservation

and restoration skills (carpentry, masonry, etc.) while simultaneously improving

their community. Funds from local foundations, and the Massachusetts Department

of Education's Division of Occupational and Vocational Education were
.

eventually secured with the assistance of Dunfey's Development Office. Fifteen

students from a Boston vocational high school worked on the restoration project

during the 1977-78 school yea; and a num* of these later participated in an

'archeological dig in Norwalk sponsored and supervised by the Mu*S'eum of Afro-
.

American HiStory.

In 1978, under the federally-funded Youth Employment and DemonStration

Projects Act (Y.E.S.) seventeen Dunfey departments employed 25 Reid students who

3 t
constituted the first group of high school students served bythis program to be

employed at a Boston college or university. Under,the program; eligible
Ok

students receive part-time employment during the school year and full-time
ik

employment during vacations in a variety of jobs at the University. Salaries

40
are paid by, federal funds. The program is a major attempt,to reduce youth

unemployment, provide marketable skills, and keep students in school.
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On a much more limited basis; Dunfey has provided direct assistance

to school personnel without the support of 636 funds. Dunfey's Directo r

of Public Safety, at t request of CSCO Director, included five new

Henry Reid security officers in a training program organized for Dunfey

security officers. This arrangement requilcd collaboration between Dunfey's

Director of Public Safety and the Boston

The Dunfey Psychology

establish the Eastern

as an outgrowth ofan

teachers sponsored by

ool Departmentks Personnel Office.,

Department Chairman helped a Reid psychology teacher c)

.0
Massachusetts High School Psychology Teachers Cooperative

open house for metropolitan Boston high school psycholy

the University's Psychology Department and the CSCO Office.

Finally, Dunfey University professors have donated new and old
f.

books to various departments at Bevy Reid.f Thege books are used in the Reid

CareerResource Library and in several academic departments. Cartons of

laborathry instruments and apparatus have also been donated to the Reid Physics

Department. Special arrangements exist for Reid music students to use

Dunfey's Learning Resource Center on a regular basis and for music teachers to

borrow from Dunfey's record collection for classroom teaching.

MptuallY beneficial arrangements .
The schools as learning laboratories, a third category of non-636

funded activities, is the rubric under whiai Dunfey places it students in

schools as learning laboratories and in return delivers services to these

schools. From,the beginning aNthe pairing, Dunfey attempted to assign

4t
student teachers to schoeTs in the pairing. In the second year, six assisted

District B schools and three in Henry Reid; several speech and hearing majors

also had clinical placements in District B. The following years eleven

student teachers taught in twoeLigtrict B Schools..

In addition to student teacher placement, Dunfey assigned work-
,

study students to schools in other districts and to Henry Reid High School.

The Physical Education Department is the only. one to place co-op studpnts in the
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1.

schools on a regular basis, working in several high schools' intramural

programs. Their placement requires continuous collaboration among the

University's Physical Education and Recreation Co-op Coordinator and the

physical education department chairpersons in the various schools.

In numerous instances, classes conducted by Dunfey professors include

fieldwork in the District B/Henry Reid pairing, as either a course}equirement

or as a supplementary learning activity. Regularly a staff member from the

School Volunteers for Boston recruits undergraduates from these classes to

assist in District B schools.

Dunfey has attempted to recruit graduate students from the Henry

Reid staff. In February of 1979 a seminar was held at Henry Reid to acquaint

%-

etaff with graduate programs and courses at Dunfey's College of Education.

The idea for the seminar arose in a discussion among Dunfdy's CSCO Director

and the High School Headmaster and Administrative Assistant. The the

1
College of Education and a professor summarized the graduate program, admission

procedures, and financial aid opportunities.
, ( o

These are some instances of mutually helppil activities involving
.-1

. .

,..

Dunfey and District°B/Henry Reid. The two Dunfey units most, clearly involved

.. ,

in these arrangements,are' the College of*Education and the College of Physical
is

Education and. Recreation., Typically, the CSCO Director, who is a faculty
. \ .

member in'the Col ege ofcation,cation, plays a key role in getting potentially

-.interested parties together, and;in all instances, promotes and publicizes

the resulting arrangements.

/

4,frDunfey University as broker 45

Dunfey has also played an active role in locating external

resources for trr schools.,'In the winter bf 1979 the Perry Corporation of Darien

approached a Dunfey official in an initial effort to recruit minority applicants

to the company. In addition to directing the personnel officers to Dunfey's

Placement Office,the Dunfey official directed company officials to the CSCO.
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Director who then initiated a corporate recruitment program at Henry Reid.

Tile recruitment program was coordinated by Reid guidance counselors who

selected eight seniors to participate in.a new employee orientation session,.

student7employeeorelations sessions, tours1, and work rotations. These

students were then placed in,entry level positions in the summer. The

program is now in its second year.

In another instance a professor of cooperative education assisted

the Reid Guidance Office in securing a grant from.the Division of Occupational

Education to establigh a computer-based occupational information counseling system

forlippschool. Also, two District B schools are includedin a TeaCher Corps
,

Project at Dunfey. The Teacher Corps proposal originated with the Dean of

the College of Education, whose faculty commitCNtncluded the CSCO Director.,

The schools consented to participate in a five-year project but were

actitively involved in proposal development.

A Teacher Center proposal, initiated with Dunfey by a teacher,'

from a high school not paired with Dunfey, was submitted to HEWIin 1979.

If funded, the program will.serve teachers from the two high schools.

Finally, in two instances, 636 projects have also received

ESAA funds. The.Physical Edtcation Project (Project 4 of this case) is oner

example. Also, a media magnets program, funded by 636 and ESAA funds operates

.
at Henry Reid. Students are producing featUre stories which broadcast

to the student bOdy during homeroom and lunch periods. Severe Dunfey staff

40
associated with the University's Office of Learning Resources serve as

consultants to Reid thedia faculty and have provided direct assistance
4

in the broadcasting.
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initiAl,small-scale effort. Inkaddition, many felt
,*

'

.
fi. '

Chapter 636 fundS allocated to the pairing would jea ardize thq :Pairing's funding
. .

7. Cross-Project,Amaly4s
Dunfey University.- bistrictB

Chronology - Changes Over Time

The First Year: 1976-1977
.11,1'

Although the participants were initially uncertain of their

partners' intentions, strengths, and weaknesses, as well as their abilities

to maintain their own organization's interest and commitment, they commenced

collaboration in the first year with the resolve to be Conspicuously ambitious.

and successful. This determination arose not only from the Court mandate and

the glare of publicity, but also from a feeling of campetiveness with other

pairings. The consensus among key respondents was.that participants wanted

Pto prove themselves to the general public, and that such proof would consist

of immediate. visible; andtdrge-scale progrs.
4 ..

The neekfor,success was, perhaps ,greater an this pairing
-,,.=,, ,

..

.

because Dunfey becotlephir.vasible praponent of the pairing concept.

46'Dunfey's two presidents; sequentially,; emerges -as ldaderS,in the Presidents',
Steering Committee. Also, Dunggy affiliated with Henry .Riid';, one,of the

la

largest magnet :high schools in the city. ,Many assumed that'Tunfey would be

especially able to address the problems of urban Achadls'Aue,teiti location4 r
,

Mk
in the inner city and, its image as A service-orient

4

°Conditions, it would hdve been surprising for the

9

iversaty. Given these
d1 , ,

iring'io settle fOr an
5 le-

hat undersp4nding

in the future.

V.
In November of 1975, a University Pairing larining CoMmittee was

ves, Distoict Office 4
formd included several District B CDACreiresentat

personnel, theDistrict Superintendent, parent represent

NO

'ves from eachlkhool's



REPC, several teacher representatives from District schools, and the Pairing/

Coordinator (later, CSCO Director)'and his assistant. University faculty,

members periodically.attended, at the invitation of the Pairing Coordinator.

University faculty were requested to assist in program development in their

areas of expertise. Tiis committee met',15 times throughout the,1975-76 school

4/, respondents,. theAccor ing to all key respondents, the first year was characterized

by vigorous efforts dty All participants to establish and utilize intra-

and inter-org izational communication networks to achieve consensus regarding

programmatic prio ities.

The outcome, of the planning was an ambitious array of projects

to be implemc,E.Eed in the 1976-77 schok year. The projects addressed two

broad, problem areas identified by school, administrators: 1) improving basic

heading skills, and 2) improving communication between parents and teachers.
401.

The Basic SkillsNReading Project examined as Project 1 in this-Case, began

. at this time. Included among the parent - teacher communication projects was a

-
District-wide needs assessment intended to serve as a guide for future planning-

1
irt was assumed from the beginriting by all that the school and, to the

extent possible, the District's parents would establish pairing priorities that

the University would help address. Tie. first year by agenda-
/

driven meetings in which University personnel responded to school tequests with

increasing specificity. According to most participants' recollections, the mljor

bretk was lack of time. Interorganization stress qas minimal. Participants

felt-a great sense of accomplishmdnt when their first proposal for pairing

activities received relatively quick approval frormt1;ie central adtinigtration,

Sch4 Committee, And BEEO.

The Second Year: "j977-78

Plafihing during- -the pairing's second year was different than

the first. School personnel and CDAC representatives began to hear of the
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district-wide efforts to offexing District schopls t1le option to participate in

\.,3.many logistical di 'culties encountered in the Reading Project. Questions
r

//---- 'were raised, first by leachers and later among the District principals about the

compatibility of the University's apRroach to reading instruction with the (:

reading programs in the schools. Also) CDAC representtitives became increasingly

dissatisfied with the limited amount of 636 funds available for direct

assist o their children. While CDAC members felt that teacher training

was imloortant, the costs of mounting a District-wide project to re-train
. -

reading teachers left less than they had hoped for the individual school's

discretionary use. Competing with this view, however,,was the University's

emerging interest in maintaining a District-wide teacher training focus.

Thus, instead of the convergence of interests postulated in the proposal for

this research, a divergence began to emerge.

Due to pressures from several district principals and, especially,

from CDAC representatives', the Pairing Advisory Committee (formerly, the

University Pairing Panning Committee) shifted its emphasis from designing

programs designed by the committee. That only three of the District's twelve

schools chOse to participate in the instructional component of. the Reading ,

Program is indicative of the District's dissatisfaction with the Program's first

year of operation. Although the scope of the pairing's second year projects

was significantly smaller than the first year, the level of funding was reduced.

by only 25%, indicating a greater concentration of finance :l resources. With

respect...to the Reading Project, this should have increased the project's

A
effectiveness and thus general support for it.

Events did not proceed in this fashion, however. Although the

Reading Project e;ountered significantly fewer logistical difficulties'-in

its second year, there was increasing skepticism about the relative value of the

Program given its financial costs and the time required.fo-4.Zcoordination. In
A

addition, those who felt the project was valuable had no means of diweminating
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information regarding its effiCacy. Finally, there was increased concern in

the schools over duplication of remedial reading services. During the planning

process of the second year the Reading Program gradually lost support and,eas

not included in the pairing's subsequent proposal.

Planning during the second year was facilitated by the completion
jt

of the analysis of the District-wide needs assessment. The needs assessment

was interpreted as having identified a need for initiating and/or improving

multicUltural education throughopt the District. Similarly;-a needs assessment

o,

among the District's principals and headmasters identified multicultural education e

as a Distr4ct-wide priority. The Pairing Advisory Committee designed a

project to revise the official Boston Public Schools Social Studies Curriculum.

The Planning Committee also decid9d to write an informational handbook for the.

4

District's parents and distribute it throughout the District. Finally, the

Committee agreed to extend a pilot student newspaper project undertaken in two

schools the previous,year to the five schools that had elected to,participate

in it. This propetal, for year three, included both the4istrict-widwand

selective participation models of the first and second years of operations

respectively.

Although less ambitious than the second year of pairing, projects

planned for thethird year were intended to involve mare parents and teachers

than the second ITapprojects.i Several factors contributed to this determination.

First, the District-:wide needs assessment had emphasized grass-roots participation,

which the District administrators endorsed in their own needs assessment.

Second, the success of efforts to achieve logistical improvements in the

Reading Project produced collective satisfaction, despite the eventual 1

demise of the project. Third, the Pdir g gbordinator (CSCO Director) was

engaged in extensive and visible network effort; within the University.

Finally, there was geneial couragement over the fact that the

leaders of the pairing had been able to negotiate a solution to a potential
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conflict over the distribution' of 636 funds. The Pairing Coordinator

agreed to allocate a pottion'of 636 funds originally earmarked for planned,

pairing'projects to the District's schools for their discretionary use.{

, This reallocatifbn, initially proposed and strong11, supported by CDAC, was

an attempt by CDAC to increase the programmatic optiOns available to

individual schools. The result, however, was less financial support for projects

designed by the Advisory Committee. /Vile ability of the pairing's leadership

t-
to negotiate this conflict amicably, however, provided some evidence that

tough interorganizational bargaining could be successful. Thus, after two

years of Tanning experience the pairing reached a stage of interorganizational

f/''''''Pdeve opment that hadabeen predicted to,pfcur somewhat earlier.
3

The Thixd Year: 1978-79

The programs designed for the pairing's third year operated

with varying degrees-of success with respect to their objectives. The Social

Studies Curriculum Revision Project encountered seri us operational obstacles

but delivered much of what had been originally propos d. It became apparent,

however, that the project's initial plan to promote t e curriculum's'ude am8141-1

the District's teachers would have to be postponed to the following year.

Similarly, the project's goal to review and. recommend he purchase of new

multicultural curriculum materials would have to be po tponed. These remaining

tasks, Ids/ever, were soon selected by the Advisory Committee is appropriate
A

for funding the following yer. In addition,-the ProjeFi was expanded to include

the production of slide -tapes and videotapes, that were expected to promote

the teachers' use of the revised curriculum.

The Student Newspaper Project also encounte ed. some procedural 41.41 ,

.
difficulties but it, too, produced the number of Iloilo tions earlier

r
anticipated. Those schools that participated in this p oject report0i satisfaction

/

with it and planned to oontinue their involvementLif th .project were offered

the following` year. The AdvisOry Committee decided/ to offer this'program.
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again to those schools that elected to use it.

Although neither-of these projects were new-initiatives by
a

the Advisory Committee and' the scope of pairing activity was reduced from the
,e

previous year, there were several indidativs that the pairing had racheq a'
a._

.

new stage of developments The-use of videotapes to disseminate the multi-
-

dulturhi curriculum was.*he NEing's first attempt to promote knowl dge

utilization with respect to-information generated in -v)airing sponsored

activity. Furthermore, the production of the vidiotapes required the

airing Coordinator to enlist the University's Media Prbduttion Department.

riot since the pairing's initial networking with the University Reading Clinic

had a University department been formally involved With'a pairing-sponsored

program. The involvement of the MOOODepartment reflected the COordinator's

willingness and ability to influence,a subunit of the University to further

the 'aims of the- pairing: In this.respect, the pairing's development was

increasingly consiStentitwith the developmental scheme initially postulated.

The SocialStudies-Project.became a symbol of success 'recognized

by'most pairing partidipants. First, it addressed a unique characteristic of

the District, namely, the district's cultural/ethnic diversity. Second, it

represented aprogram.Model that many pairing partidipants felt especially
.

likely of achieving_success.iU was a District-wide program that appeareMw.

to utilize the strengths of personnel frifam;4161' the schools'and the university.

Finally, the program's product, a curriculum package, seemed to offer-the

prospect of institutionalization, an achievement that'many participants felt

would be a true indicator of'the pairing's authenticity. Thus, as the pairing

enteredjts fourth year, participants had some reason to feel encouraged.

The Fourth Year: 1979-80
0

The Social Studies Curficulum Revision Committee, although smaller

than the group assembled during the previous year, continued to supplement

the Multicultural Curriculum with new,materials and lessons throughout the
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year. Resource Selection Committee was convened: it reviewed and recommended

$250 worth-of educational materials for each of thi District's schools. The

videotape production, however, was slowed by a reconceptualization of the task

which ultimately led to cost over-runs and production delays. Only two

of the seven videotape that 'ere proposed for production'were completed.

However, given the overall support for this project and the high quality

of the videotapes that were produced', there was support from the Advisory Committee

to extend the project into yet another year.

The State Department of-Education and the Boston Public Schools

_announced a new proposal development policy during 1979-80 that had-serious

consequences for the Advisory Committee's planning for 1980-81. Under these

regulations, each pairing is required to direct several projects towards topics

'on a system-wide list of priorities and allocate aeleast minimum amounts of 636

funding to those ptibrities. Specifically, each pairing must assign

a).a minimum of 10% of the District's allocation to programs designed to

promote the integration of bilingual students and the development of

integrated student leadership programs in all middle and high schools; and

b) a minimum of 10% of the District's allocation to one or more ofthe

following areas: reducing disparity in academic achievement among students,

promoting sex equity, recruiting students for ongoing programs, and providing
\I .

P4 programs for talented and gifted students.

These new priorities we're viewed as substantially reducing the

programmatic options available tothe District's Schools. To increase the total

of unemcumbered-636 funds allocated to a district, they would be sufficient

to cover all of the mandated activitiestand increase the District's capacity

for originating programs of its own. This approach continued CDAC's long-

standing effort to achieve autonomy for the District in proposing and implementing

636-funded projects.
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The three whose universities are associated with this District

Met and agreed to allocate their 636 funds to mandated priorities. ,Dunfey
o

agreed to work with the District B Office to develop a program'to integrate

bilingual students. In addition, DUhfey agreed to address two additional,'

priorities underscored in the District -wide needs assessment: a) redgcing

the disparity in academic achievement among students involved in dese regation;

and bi developingprograms for talented and gifted students in the District.

A portion'of the academic disparity funds were allotted to completing the

videotapes underway as a part of the Multicultural Curriculum. The assumption

here was that the Curriculum would assist in reducing, academic disparity

among students.

It is difficult to assess the impact of the hew policy'on the

pairing at this stagdot4te history. On one'level, the policy served

to bring the three sectors closer together as they dealt with this threat to

their collective .autonomy. -Their cohesiveness was demonstrated in the relative

tease with which they were able to reapportion activities anal funding. Of course,

the pre;ious experience of the pairin4,had established a foundation tot,
A

collective problem - lying.

. ,

The new pol cy also reduced program options for the pairinl/Which,

in turn,.,-cut.ihto the t
I

required for planning and debating, competing

proposals for 636 funds. instead, the Advisory C uncil and coordinatOrs'directed

their attention to designing projefts An the area of the priorities established

, by the new policy and, the District survey., Debates over "means" were usually

less complex than debates over "ends," because "means" questions were usually

delegated to sub-committees or individual planners. The new policy could be vieAti

/
therefore, as reducing'interorganizational'conflict.

From another perspective, however, it can be argued that the

1

pairihiPs allocation of mandated priorities to the universities May not have

...1 most
.

.

stimulated formation of the prodpctive interorganizational networks within
.
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the pairing.,_ The developmental model present irn the proposal suggests that

productive interorganizational networks match tlantreAk available institutional

resources with consensually identified problems, but under the new policy,

the matching of resources and, needs departed from that model. The

consequences for the pairing's development and tA. efficady of its projects

remain to be seen.

Incentives and Disincentives

Incentives and disincentives, for participation in collaboratiye

activities are'evident at thany different levels.

Incentives operating at the District level were:

a. the genuine interest of the District Superintendent in mobilizing'

additional resources (financial andhuMan) for the.,District.to

upgrade quality of education;

b. the competitive spirit engendered in the District vis-a-vis other

pairings focused bn maximizing the number of successftl projects and

minimizing failures; the Superintendent, in particUlar, expected to

benefit proiipfionally from the successes, given his temporary,z

appointment and the positive weight of successes in reviews Of his

performance;

c the expectation that the'establishment,and the maintenance of good

working relationships with the University would yield futurezefits
.

for the District in the form of non-636 funded activities.,,,-

Thete were also several, disincentives to participation inithe pairing, from

the District Office point of view:

a. the overall increase in managerial time apd energy required to maintain

partnership activities (e.g., planning, operationalizing, monitoring);

this disincentive was overshadowed by the previously mentioned incentives

and bythe 636funds available to purchase additional staff and resources

4or the District Office;

l4g
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b. the expansion of the arena of potential conflict between the schools

and CDAC; however, because Distriot-CDAC were not new

to these administrators, this disincentive was more a continuation

than a wholly new problem.

Incentives for school staff in the buildings'were:

a. for principals, the availability of neW,reAources to upgrade their schools
1

even.though:such resouroal were usually distributed ona district-wide

basis and not-to specific schools;

b. for principals again, the possibility ofkollasing the.District Superintendent

and thus assisting,their own careers; A

c. the attractiveness to some principals of specific "buy in" projects

(e.g., Student Newspapers, Project SEED, and the Reading Project in its

*second year.)

d. for teachers, personal/professional self-development through involvement
3,

in many of the projects; often, self-development was supplemented by

inservice or graduate credits; 14 6-

e. the opportunity to comply with their principal's orders,for many
4

teachers who did not volunteer to work. in' project.

Disincentives for school.staff centered around the increased managerial

'time required of them for participation in activities such as the Reading

Project.

Role Analyses

University Administrators ,

The University administrator most influential in'providing support f

. ,

for the PairingOffice within the University was the PreSident. In addition

to establishing the Office centrally as previously described, the President

anencouraged all University departments, both academic and support service , to

(91.focus cost-free programs in the schools with which the University was ired
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(e.g., student teacher placements internships, use of'facilities, hospitality'

for meetings, etc.). During the early years of the pairing, the University

President chaired and attended numerous _planning avid 'policy meetings of District

and city-wide groups (see Project 5).

University administrators with specific expertise also served as

resource persons to pairing activties. For example, the Vice President of

Administration spoke to high school juniors and seniors about financial aid

and scholarship Opportunities. Representatives of t1e Financial Aid Office
-,

made similar presentations to high school students., Requests for such services

were usually received by the- Pairing Coordinator and relayed,to a high

official inthe appropriate University office.

UniVdtsity administrators were relatively removed from the project

planning and approval process. The Pairing Coordinator 1.epresented the

administration in these matters, keeping hi& superiors infOimed of progress

and problems via regular-meetings between the Coordinator and_the Vice President,

0
for Administration. Similar.1;Y, the University administrators did not participate

in knowledge utilization processes other than sharing with-the Coordinator situational

information about he University's resources and constraints related,to proposed

or operating pairing projects.

SS

University Pairing Coordinator tz

The University Pairing Coordinator * played. the most prominent role in
At

%

ti

establishing and maintaining relationships within the pairing., 'With respect

to the four projects examined in this case, the Pairing Coordinator received

and soricited input from District personnel. Further, the Coordinator usually
4

took initiative to explore the University's resources for and interest in

responding to the needs surfaced by school personnel. In all projects the

Coordinator served as liaison between District and University the shaping

of the program and in most served in this capacity throughout the life

of the project.
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The Coordinator was particular well suited to serve in this

capacity by virtue of his extensive experience as a former public school .

teacher and a superintendent of three public school districts, including a small

l'city school that had undergone court- ordered desegregati on. His move to

Boston marked a return tb his home area for what he referred td as'the
/

"latter stage" of his professional career, during which-he hoped. to utilize

his educational and administrative experiences in a less pressured context.

He ,chose the University as such a context. When Dunfey became involved in

the Court's deliberations regarding the school-university pairings, the Coordinator,

then a professor who,was an Outspoken advocate for school-university c911abkoration,

was the most likely choice for leading the University's neW efforts.

\The Coordinator's appointment also defused a potential difficulty

within the College of Education's*
N--.J

Department of-Educational Administration. During

1

1Pthe year prior to this appointment, the Coordinator had been denied tenure.
:a l

The Coordinator position, however, was not a tenur,e track job and therefore

permitted #im to, continue at the University and remain eligible for ether kinds

of'career adyancements. These circumstances may have increased the Coordinator's

incentives to maintain the viability of the pairing, beyond his previously

mentioned partisanship for collaboration. There is no evidence, however, that

the nature of his appointment isolated him from other faculty members who.had

more orthodox academic affiliations.

rIn establishing the University Pairing Office (later CSCO), the University

President sought to place the Coordinator in a position that would facilitate

his contacts with all sectors of the University. The President wanted to

emphasizethat collaboration with the schools at Dunfey would be a University-

wide enterprise, not restricted only to the. College of Education. Thus,

the Pairing Office and the University's Community Development Office received

(initially) common space. Further, the Pairing Coordinator was encouraged to work
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closely with the Development, Office, a central unit of the University.

Finally;, the Pairing Coordinator reported dilectly to, the Vice President of

11, Administration and received a 1,imited budget to supplement
(
66 funds. All

of these efforts were attempts to stabilize the Pairing-Office and secure it
4

access to all departments of the University. The Coordinator's proximity to

the President also served to nhance his influence when.mallin6'requests

61

of individuals within the University. This power was readily perceived by

University personnel, and the Coordinator appreciated its benefits.

The Coordinator's requests of University personnel to respond to the District's

needs wereusually taken seriously.

His experience as a public school administrator disposed the

Coordinator to adhere to theadministrative chain of command within the
.

District with respect to all'activities. He maintained direct and continuous

.contact with the District Superintendent, administrators, and principals.

,,He attended the monthly principals' meetings conducted by thetDistrict Superintendent.
V.

He was, therefore, award of the issues and concerns in the tdstrict and the
w y-

.

_ overall'context in which pairing activities operated. In addition to formal

networking, with school officials, the Coordinator enjoyed a close, informal

relationship with the District Superintendent, providing himwith access to the

informal agenda of the Distrct. When he felt information wasspertinent to the

operation of any pairing'prOject, he would discretely share it with appropriate

University personnel. In addition, access to -such information allowed the

CoOrdinator to avoid pitfall 'to project Operations.

The Coordinator and the District Superintendent also shared a sense of the

importance of the pairing. They both felt that the essential mission of the

pairing was to design and implement programs to benefit all the schools in

the District. This sense of he mission contrasted with that held by

many_CDAC reRresentatives, who placed individual schools' needs first, with

pairing, resources tc5 be allocated accordingly. The alliance- between the District
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Superintendent and the Pairing Coordinator was important in maintaining the

district-wide projects Implemented throughout the pairing's history

(e.g., the Reading Project and the Multicultural Curriculum Project), but

their alliance was ,formidable enough to keep their conception at the forefront

'within all planning arenas. Of course, the Coordinator's emphasis on District-wide

activities placed hiin in direct oonflict with CDAC representatives_and produced

a strained and tenuous relationship between him and CDAC; it also served to

decrease his Office's involvement with the REPC's at the individual schools.

However, with up to fourteen schools paired with Dunfey, a close relationshiR.

with each would not 'cave been possible under, any circumstances.

Finally, the Pairing Coordinator played a major role as publicist

for all pairingolPonsorea activities. The ultimate projeCt outcome for

the Coordinator was not merely the delivery of services and school improvement,bul-

a
also an increase in the public's awareness and appreciation Ir:if the enterprise.

His previous administrative experiences led him to believe that "good works"

alone would not justify their own continuation and that supportive

constituencies had t6 be established to retain the resources required for continued

efforts. Thus, "public relations" ranked quite high among his administrative
s

priorities. His effectiveness with thig role and task served to t

flow of negative yet constructively intended feedback, especially,when t se

arose in public arenas. Thus, formal and informal evaluations were often

not as critical as theyylight have been,and'mediocre or moderately successful

efforts could be touted as exemplary. Some project participants viewed this

outcome as beneficial. Others claimed it led to relaxed standards which were

ultimately detrimental to the quality of projects. Available evidence does

not indicate how effective this stance toward public relations was in developing

the constituencies towards whom it was aimed.
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University Faculty

7

Given the size of Dunfey University and its faculty, it is surprising

',that so few professors have been di*ectly involved in pairing activities.

Faculty members have participated in the f011owipd.projects: Basib

Reading Skills, the_District-wide needs assessment, parent-teacher workshops

a
on helping children with school work at home,'the Physical Education Project, and

(to a limited extent) 'the Multicultural Curricultun Project. - Inmost

of these instances, the Pairing Advisory Committee selected the project-area;

,,,after which the University Coordinator icliptified and invited to participate specific
.

professors Whose interests and training_ seemed appropriateto him.. The small

number df facult involved is more a reflection of the freguenoy othe
'. Si' ,,

, A,
invitations than the general willingness of the faculty*o re d.

.

Upon accepting an invitation, the faculty mernbet wrote preliminary
.

' , 4. ,

proposal including a, budget to which the Coordinatorrdeponded. The proposal

was thgn either redrafted by the gacuity member?rterwagded to the Advisory

Committee for additional input. When. consensus was obtained among tIle Advisory

o

Committee, usually with the faculty member in attendance and with the agreement

of the faculty member, the oordinator's Office rewrote the proposal for

inco ration into the District's annual proposal for the following school year.
a

s.

In almost All such instances, the scope Of the pkofessor's initial proposal

was pared down in order to accommodate other activities within the pairing's

budget. Faculty members witnessed and accepted this negotiation process, although

they were often diSpppointed by the reductions. Their disappointment related

not only to shrinkage in their own roles and correspondingly in their remuneration,

but also to the impact that could be expected from the reduced effort. The

Coordinator often convinced faculty that initijal, small successes might lead

to More intensive future efforts, although this hope was visually not realized

'(see, for example, therBasic Reading Skills Project). Faculty members accepted
4

the limited verage of their roles as a fadtof interorganizational life.
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. Given th.e'relatively few number of faculty involvedvand_the selective

manner through which they were invited to participate, it is difficult to

identify a pifticular type of faculty memo 122 prove d to be particularly effective -

in the schools. The Coordinator usually contacted colleagues who had previous

experience.in the public schools, in order to minimize the possible

conflicts between faculty and school staff. Still', a frequent re rk by

school personnel was that University faculty tended to overemphasize the importance

oftheir project in relation to everything else going on in the school. As one-

teacher expressed it: "I guess it's diffiCult'for them (University faculty) to

get a perspective of where their program fits into-the big picture. From their /

point of view, everything should revolve around their program. But in reality,

they're just onp small piece of the puzzlisTalife goes on here before they came

and after they leave." Teachers felt7tliat this was true of most University

faculty they worked with, although it was not, by itself, sufficient cause for

poor working relationships.

The District Superintendent

Among all school personnel, the District Superintendent exerted the

most influence on the direction taken by the pairing. Although he advocated

and, implemented a participatory model for project and propqsal development, all

participants, school and University alike, acknowledged that his approval was

required for implementing a pairing project. Still, there were significant

limits to his influence, especially with respect to the use of 636 funds, which
111

required CDAC School Committee, and BEM approval. Thus, he could exercise

his veto power over specific projects, but he could not always obtain the level

of funding he desired for specific projects.

The District Superintendent was surrounded by controversy stemming

from a partidular segment of the,commUnity within the District. He had been

appointed to lead this geographically and culturally diverse District after thirty

years of ekperience in the Boston Schools. During the years just prior to
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hie appointment, the central administration had come to value his mediating role

in defusing a conflict between parents and the principal of a school in the "old"

District B in which he was the superintendent (prior to the Court's reorganization

of the school system). His success was an important reason for his appointment

to had the new District B which wascconsidered potentially problematic due

to its diversity. His appointment, however, was subject to review under

Procedures established by the Court to encourage community input: regarding such

appointments. They opened-the way for a struggle over his appointment with

representatipts of the cohununity served by the District.

As he perceived it, support from the community was offered conditionally,

tied to his willingness to acquiesce to the demands of the community. A

particularly vocal grbup persisted in pursuing this strategy in order to obtain

greater control over one school in particular and, the District in general.

Initially the struggle3)etween the Superintendent and the group was

not related to the pairing. Their antagonisms were soon reflected in the 636

pairing arena, however ,

Despite the controversy with the community,the Superintendent enjoyed '

strong support from his administrative and instructional staff. Further, he

had a strong and positive relationship with the University Coordinator, stemming, '

in part, from collaborative work they haddone prior to the pairing. When he

was superintendent of the old District B he had requested the University to

provide voluntary, on-site tutoring and guidance services in one of his schools.

Also, he shared with the University Coordinator a belief in District-wide projects,

a position also endofsed by the principals, many of whom feared\their schools

would lose if projects were funded oh other than an across-the-board basis.

Finally, aside from specific subgroups within CDAC, the Superintendent had

fairly good relationships with parents throughout the District.

With respect to project development, the Superintendent strongly advocated

practitioner input and was the prime mover of needs assessment surveys among
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the principals and administrator and teacher input during project implementation.

He was 'equally interested in"incibasing citizen input, although for different

reasons: he felt that citizen involvement would create.a political constituency

actively committed to scho011 improvement apd insistent that the city government

support such.linprovement.

The Superintendent was a particular advocate for projects that promoted
r 3

interethnic understanding and those,tvthat developed students' basic skills. He,
. as,-- .

saw these as D is trict-wide priorities and attempted to have projects dealing,
T

mo
with,them implemented in all District schools. He encountered significant resisc

from CDAC in promoting District-wide projects VI reading and student publications.

Ultimately, however, he was satisfied' with the compromise of a few Ditrict-
a

wide projects running simultaneously with several that individual schools could

choose to participate in. His willingness to compromise was enhanced by his

familiarity with the 21perational difficulties several projects had encount4ted

in the early years of the pairing.

The Superintendent was very supportive of the basic thrust of.the pairing

although removed from details of project operation and the specific content

of the projects., He was in continuous contact with the University Coordinator

to whom he entrusted the task of.monitoring projects' progress. He k lt

. -

that the pairing resources significantly increased the, morale of his instructional

staff and that he pairing opened the schoOls to new ideas and public attention,

sensewhich in turn promoted an increasedsense of accountability among his administrators.

School Administrators

Because the school principals were involved from the begi %ning in

articulating the needs of their schools and were regularly briefed on the

,progress cif planning in response tp those needs, most were publicly supportive

of the projects that developed. Privately; however, many principal's had reservations

aboilt projects' benefit to cost ratios. Most were aware of the Superintendent's
O

support of the pairing and thus'reluctant to voice their complaints openly.
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They sought to solve the logistical problems that increased costs as best

they could. However, several principals, with t e support ortheir instructional

starts, exercised their options to drop out of the non-mandatory projects during

the later years of the pairing.

Principals were expected to ensure their school't participation in

District-wide pro3tcts {e.g., the first year of the Reading Project and the

Multicultural Project). The quality of a Chool's participation,-however,

ran the gamut from enthusiasfi to minima', compliance. For example, several

principals appointed faculty members tp the Multicultural 'Project teem who

could not be expected to benefit from or contribute to the project,,from which

it can be inferred that the school's involvement was essentially pro forma.

Minimal compliance, however, wAS difficult ) to criticize because administrative

pfocedwes to promote substantive involvement did not exist. For example,

while some pri'?icipals provided time during inservice meetings to disseminate

4
the products of pairing srojects, there was no organizational'requirement

1
that they do so. Aside from complying with the requirement that he/she

appoint'a school representatiye, a principal had great latitude in deciding

the support to be extended to a particular project.

The principals supported a majority of the pairing projects, alt0 hough this

support did not always result in a maximally facilitative structure for project

implementation. Even supportive principals -edountered inter- and intro- organizational

difficulties that neither, they nor the pairing in general could Tesolve.: Several

principals, stood out as excei4ionally creative in resolving implementation.

difficulties, although they did not transmit their solutions to like-minded

colleagues, ribrhaps because theiktechpiques were not generalizable. Among -&

principals not especially sueloortive of District-wide projects,those principals

not espeqially supportive of District-wide projects acted in this manner mainly
0

for their schools' administrative convenience. They did not intend theis action ,

or lack thdeof,, to thwart the projects' progress in other school's.
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The 636 Facilitator

A very important role among pairing participants was that of the 636

Facilitator who served in a liaison capacity among parent-g;/teachers, and
4

District administrators and the University's Pairing Office. Officially, this

individual worked part-time on pairing activities and part -time, as a classrooM

teacher. Inoactuality, she spent most of her time working on pairing business.

\,..ye:responsibilities she field as a teacher, in addition to her Previous work.

/r-
in the classroom and with the Teachers Union, contributed to the ease with

which teachers approached her with their problems, concerns, and recommendations

regarding the pairing. Her well-established network among school personnel was a

primary qualification for her selection for this role. Her involvement in the
_.-

pairing gave it legitimacy among some teachers who had been mistrustful of

the University. Finally, she and the University Coordinator had worked

together prior to the pairing; this history enhanced their working relationship

and their sharing of situational informatiOn about their respective organizations:

yrofi a structural point of view, the facilitator viewed her role as an
A

advocate for the school system's perspective regarding any ongoing or'planned

pairing activity. In this capacity, she signaled school-related concerns that

'mighmght not have otherwise been consideredf ,/ For example, she warned planners that,t

would not attend after-schoOl inservice sessions withou. pay.

Her warnings often avoided implementation problems University personnel had not

envisioned.

Because her role required continuous iontaot with.both school and

University people,her adherence to official school procedures became

somewhat attenuated over the course of her involvement 10/6 the pairing.

0

Input from the University sectors contained alternatives that seemed reasonable

to her although they departed rom school practice. She became increasingly 'Ailing.

to consider_and sbmetimes.to adv ate such departures. As she expressed it,

she felt more able to-distipg4ish b tween "alterable and unalterable
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(variables" operating in the schools. In this sense, her experiences in her

role as Facilitator changed the way she perceived school issues.,

Like so many pairing participants, the 636 Facilitator did not

enjoy gobd relationships with CDAC representatives, although many respondents

cited her good connections with parents involved in pairing sponsored activities.

In fact, severd1 teachers perceived her as a model for initiating productilie

teacher-parent relationships. , She perceived her role as encouraging parents

to attend and participate in meetings, and on an interpersonal level she

did h best to achieve this.

The Facilitator's influence on projects was primarily to fill in the

details of the project outlines contained in proposals. Although she

contributed to the advisory group's thinking during proposal development,

. her singular influence was far greater during project implementation. A

-great deal of her influence was a function of the time and effort she put into

developing a sound organizational structure for each project. In doing

this, she tried to delegate responsibilities to all interested in completing

-
some of nthe large umber of tasks associated with each project.

636 Coordinator
S.

.

The 66 Coordinator supervised all 636 projects including those that

did not involve the school/university pairing. A division of labor emerged

whereby the 636 Facilitator assumed major responsibility for the pairing

prdjects, while'the 636 Coordinator worked primarily with the school-based

636 projects. Thus, the role of 636 Coordinator was limited with respect'

to the pairing.

-The Coordinator's role was most prominent in the multi-cultural

project where she served as one of its three managers. Brie nas asked to serve
1

in this capacity because she had been one of the authors of the city-wide

Curriculum guide that the project sought to'revise, because the possessed
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curriculum writing expertise, and because involving her would (theo tically)

lice formal resistance to curriculum change. Her influence in the project was

Weakened by the many and diverse sources of expertise utilized in it. Most, often,

other projectparticipants did not support hex suggestions; although they° made

every effort to maintain her involvement. It is not clear whether her relative

isolation froM the views/of other participants Was a cause for, or a

consequence of, her low estimation of the University's ability to contribute to

school improvement in the District. Nevertheless, she remained skeptical of

the University's intentidns which resulted in a degree of strain in her

, '

relationships with those who supported the pairing.

Among all of the pairing participants, the 636 'Coordinator had

best access to tthe CDAC representatives, mKt of whom shared her skepticism

regarding the University's intentions and its capabilities for Amproving school

)programs. Although she received CDAC complaints and concerns, the had

difficulty communicating these to *her school or University personnel.

This was due perhaps, to the tendency of these others to discount 'bier concerns

and those of CDAC as simple repetitions of their generalized disafection with

the pairing and their frustration with their inability to influence it.

,Instructional Statf
e 4

Several teachers volunteered to wve on, the Advi.sory Board of

the pairipg and contributed to planning annually at that level. Because the

-Board deleg'ated actual proposal writing to the University Coordinator's

affide, teachers and other members'did not originate details of project designs

but responded to them as they were'presehted to the Board. The teachers on the

4*
Board represent different schools, subject areas, and grade levels, and communicate

among tIlemselveS very little outside'of the'Board's formal Meetings. All

teachers in the District, as well as 'administrators, parents, and students,

could express their views of their schools' needs thrOugh the District=wide

needs assessment conducted in the second year of the pairing. However, the
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instructional staff as a formal group do not generate specific proposals.

Proposals that the pairing sends forward are tailored to conform to Teachers',

Union guidelines and contractual restrictions regarding teachers' hour y.

In most gojects teachers participate through a released time r

in a:few instances", fees for service. Teachers who participate under either

S""

arrangement are usually committed to the goals of a particular project,

although they feel free to express reservations about the project's procedures.

Teachers thus exert most of their influence on projects during the stage .14

of implementation.
r'

In the Basic Skills Reading Project, however, teachers were expected

to participate regardless of their opinions about the project, by referring

students AlrilAutoFial or remedial instruction by University students, staff.

Although they complied with these stipulations, many voiced their concerns and
el

problems with the project through project monitoring channels. In a large

number of schools teachers' negative evaluations (in conjunction-withthe concerns

oiitbe principals and CDAC) led to the withdrawal of the school from the project

in the second year. Also, individual teachers responsible for disseminating

knowledge aboa reading instruction initially presented in the reading course

selectively chose the information they"transmitted and often contradicted -or-

ignored that knowledge with which they disagreed.

In seyeral instances principals appointet specific teachers to

participate in projects and allowed released time 4o do s In most of ti4se

instances, the quality of teacher participation was quite low. One teacher

appointed to coordinate her school's student publication seemingly chose to

do a poor job in order'to a4bid reappointment the following year.

Due to the reratively self-selective nature of most teachers' involvement

in projects,zit is not surprising that those involled in them in the later

years of pairing's history held fairly positive views toward the University.

most cisee:teachers' networking Uniyersity was restricted to
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their involvement in'training efforts orchestrated by University personnel;

.they'had
1OP
very ,little contact with the UniversitY outside. these arenas. 4.

Teachers' networking with parents around project-related issues was limited

and restricted to those specific arenas. With'the exception of the few

teachers on the Advisory Board, instructional staff had little significant

contact with CDAC members.

°CDAC
o .

.Afthough is officially composed of equal numberS of parent and

community representatives, the parent representatives appear to exit more

influence on the schools in general and in the pairing in particular. This

is true for several reasons. Firqt, parents have a clearer vested interest

d.

, .

in providing directibn for the pairing, especially in Channeling pairing tesourtes

to the schools in which their children are enrolled. Also, parents serving

on CDAC ar,elected from each school's REPC. These elected representatives

tend tO' be the mostpolitically active and astute members of the schools'

'Parent GrOup. Moreover, within this District, the parent representatives

from one specific sub-neighborhood have emerged as especially,&fluential

in city and District SChool politic. This group A parents has benefited

from relatively stable leadership over tRe pairing's brief history. This group
4

also shares the unique advantage of association with the only true "neighborhood"

school among the District's school§ 'because the building exists in a residentially
o

integrated neighborhood and the Court chose hot to require any busing of students

either to or from it. School, and University officiaDs also suspect that this

school's exemption is due, in part, to the sub-neighborhood's political connections.
4

.

IA any event, the enclave possesses political power within the District and within

cppic, and frequentlyCDAC's stance in'the, pairing was shaped by parents from
\

this community.

CDAC has served in the pairing as a consumeradvocate. Each member's

primary interest has been to channel the pairing's resources into direct assistance
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to the %hildren in his or her school. For example, CDAC representatives
V

complained bitterly when the Advisory Committee decided to use 636 funds

to publish a District Handbook for parents. They wanted the school system

to finance any such handbook and usg 63.6 funds for direct classroom

assistance. Although they lost or this particular issue, it exemplifies

the stands CDAC usually took with respect to the allocation of 636 funds.

Unlike the schools or the University, very little of the pairing's

resources accrued to CDAC as an organization. Therefore, if CDAC members felt

a proposal would not benefit their children or their children's school, they

had little to lose by withholdAgupport for that or other pairing proposals.

Although they seldom exercised this power, they threatened to use it in

their negotiabionS with the Advisory Committee during the proposal review

process.

This strategy was not as effective

been more involved in proposal planning and
4

first year or pairing, CDAC representatives

in this process. CDAC membexs claimed that

as it might have been tad CDAC

development. Except for the

did.not actively participate

they did not attend Advisory

Board proposal planning meetings-becailse of inconvenient times the meetings

were held. They also felt that thenumberof tasks assigned to them

by the Court overextended their largely voluntary work f c . Ironically,

the Court's effort to maximize community and input may have decreased the

quantity and quality of CDAC contributions to the overall enterprise. ,Often,"

CDAC's review of pairing proposals toward the end of the academic year proved

to be members' first exposure to the pairing's intentions: Thus, CDAC's

4Itrategy of threatening to. withdraw support for the pairing proposal could not

be used to influence proposal development but only to block the entire enterprise

at the eleventh hour. While the use of the threat di'd produce numerous last

-'minute changes pin details of planned programs, the basic components of

more
k
projects usually remained unchanged%lespit'e CDAC's subtantive objections,

ta
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For example, in the third year a basic component of the pairing proposal

was publication of student newspapers, a project originally designed for

all of the District's schools. CDAC representatives questioned the relative

value of this project and especially the use of 636 funds to pay the University

to publish the newspapers. One representative wanted a vocational high school
IIIP

to publish the newspapers. However, due'to the late date on which these

concerns were raised, substantive changes were not made. All of the proposal's

components were by now interdependent and scaled to the total amount of

funds available to the pairing. The Board compromised by allowing the individual-
.

schools to elect to participate in this program and arranging to redistribute

any resulting unused funds from this project among the others included in

the year's program.

CDAC consistently favored decentralizing the District's pairing programs

and permitting each school to develop a unique agenda for use of pairing funds.

Many school and University officials saw CDAC's position as serving the interests

of the small but politically active group within CDAC that purportedly

desired greater control over more funds than they had under District-wide

programs. CDAC members, On the other hand, felt that its policy would increase

the amount of funds available to all schools, albeit at the expense of the District

and. University bureaucracies required to administer District -wide proposals.

Another preoccupation of CDAC that school and university official§ took

lessysericusly was the total allocation of 636 funds to the District, compared

to other school districts in Boston., Although it received the same per pupil

636 allotment as other Boston districts, a much higher percentage of this

District's funds was earmarked for the university pairi This occurred

because three universities were paired with schools within it, more than with

any other district.

From CDAC's point of view, thin circumstance had two negative consequences.

`Frst; it reduced the amount of funds available for the DistLct's discretionary
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use. Discretionary funds mattered to CDAC in that. they were usually distributed

to the schools for the latter to use according to their own priorities. '4

District B received $26,383 for its discretionary use. This comparedUnfa'vorable

with $92,256 and($296,259 allocated f* diScrZtidnary uses in the

districts of the two other cases examined in the present study. On the other

hand, a total of $170,556 was assigned to District B't university pairings,

compared to tbe $83,330 allocated to the universities, in each of the other two

cases. CDAC's second concern was tliat most of the university funds'were dis-

tributed to the high school pairings in the District., This reduced the

university funds available for the,elementary and junior high school students

in the District, especially in comparison with other districts. Since CDAC's

most active members were-and are parents of pre-secondary students, their

concern over the consequentes of the 636 allocation fOrmulftis understandable.

District school and university official.s,responded to these circumstances

'by emphasizing District-wide projects. Th °insisted on the impracticality

of developing school-specific programs with the discretionary'funds available

'for these schools. CDAC, on the other hand, went directly to the central

administration office and challenged the funding allocaLOn formula,

Neither the District Office nor the University was willing to pursue this

strategy. The U;iversity may have felt thatit was beyond its power.to
.

influence the sohbol- system's central' office; the Superihtendent ma.1 have

been reluotant to challenge the central office in light of his upcoming review

for permanent appointment.

Although CDAC Was . &lair to change theAltocation formula its

representatives deviged strategies that slightly increased the'amount of
4 I .

funds allocated to the'District's discretionary use. For example, for the 1978-79

fiscal .year ,CDAC convinced. the University- tb divert some of .its, 636 mbney

to the District's discretionary.fund. The UnOersity accepted this compromise

.

in response to strong arguments put forth by CDAC, and implicitly, in exchange

4

,

. . .

for CDAC's support of the Disetict pairing proposal for.that Nan It is
I

'
a.

.
.
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important that of the three partners, only CDAC was willing to challenge

directly the city-and state-level palling bureaucracies, and to some extent

the Court itself,"on the matter of the allodation formula. CDAC members were,

of course, protesting a regulation that appeared to disadvaRtage the individual.

schools their own children attended.

Knowledge Exchange

Contextual Factors

Several contextual factors influenced the

of pairing-sponsored projects, and the degree o

within those projects throughout the pairing's

development and design

nowledge,utilization

ory. The first

of these was the very high expectations Of pairings held by the Boston.

community. At the very least, this factor cont 'buted to the ambitious

proposals initiated in the first year. Second, pairing participants operated

as if proposals constituted contractual obligations to deliver whatever

had been specified in the proposals regardless of the revealed inadequacies

- of the original documents. In only a few instances, did participants formally

modify the initial proposals approved by state and city authorities, and throughout

the five tears they remained in doubt as to the appropriate procedures to follow

to do so. Finally, the pairing operated under an egalitarian ethic whereby

all 636 resources were expected to be distributed equally among all. schools,

regardless of variations in need among those schools.' Each of these factors

will-be considered further with respect to their impact on project deve pment

and knowledge utilization.

The strategy of pairing universities with Boston schools developed

after Boston had experienced racial violence and tensicp accompanykO.

P
the city's first phase of desegregation. Although many of the college and

university presidents were initially reluctant, to-plunge their institutions

into the midst ot the turmoil, they ultimately acknowledged that their institutions

*
would be best served'by responding favorably to the challenge the Court
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presented to them. For Dunfey University, this response conformed to

its public stance as an urban university committed to.Boston an01prospective

students, from the city's schools. Dunfey, like the other universities, soon

became committed to demonstrating the viability or the Court's 1 and

/7.-especially its own creativity and productivity.' Also, the Dunfey/District

- -----\B pairing received $125,000 of state 636 funds the first year and the partners ,

felt a need to demonstrate their ability to use this amount constructively

in order to assure similar levels of funding in subsequent years. These
A

circumstances set the stage for generation of the pairing's initiaf'projectd,

which proved to be the most ambitious undertaken by the pairing in its history. .

The intensity of the pairing's initial efforts is especially noteworthy

when juxtaposed to the logistical difficulties encountered in that first year.

Essentially, the ambitiousness of the projects exceeded the,capacity of

coordinating structures within the newly-formed pa"ng.. The creation of

three committees to oversee the Reading Project was ne of the pairing's

responses to tlip absence of'coordinating structures; however, these groups

`proved relatively inefficient considering the amount of person - hog's invested .1

in their operation. This resulted in a reassessment, primarily among school

personnel, of the relative costs and benefits of participation in the pairing.

It must be noted that coordinating respohsibilities for the pairing assumed by

school personnel constituted a significarit addition tatheir ongoing instructional

and/or administrative responsibilities. University personnel on the other

handAplad more leeway in adjusting other professional responsibilities to

accomodate the increased demands of coordinition. The`outcome of t e school

participants' reevaluation df participation in the pairing was gnificant Cutback

in pairing-sponsored activities during the second year. 'Furthermore, still

participants committed to the, pairing faced the cliallenge of renewing

the pairing's initial momentum. 7
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The initially high expectations for the pairing also served to reduce

the critical perspective on the pairing of those involved in its operations.

Pairing participants appear to have had dual and sometimes conflicting roles

trouble-shooting problems in the functioning of the pairings while maintaining

a'public posture that all was going smoothly. For example, in`the Multi-

cultural Curriculum Project, greater effort was made to promote the

curriculum package ultimately produced than to correct the inadequacies

the curriculum development model which.continued throughout the project's

it
second year.

A second contextual factor that influenced project implementation was the

assumption of many participants that once a pairing proposal had been approved,

it. had to be implemented as specified in the° proposal. Although the proposal

approval process was quite formal, it contained few directions for revising

projects during implementation. In only one of the activities studied,

the Reading Project, did participapts attempt to modify their original plans

by submitlhg an amendment to the initial proposal. It was impolitic for one
A

-party to make unilateral in-process changes in ,the design of a project, yet

'repeating all of the steps taken with the origikal proposal process seemed a

high price td.pay for modest modificap.ons. More expedient was to hold
Asall

parties

accountable to a project s initial design, although this strategy often

\prevented participants from 4pplying what they were learning from their experience

in an enterprise new to them.
0 '

The Multicultural Ctirriculum Project provides an excellent illustration

of dle difficulties that are

Not long after the curriculum

rent in this stance toward project modification.

lopment workshops had begun, most Participants
d

agreed that the workshop model required significant mOdifications and that the

original specifications of outcomes might be modified to obtain .; higher quality

product. Numerous suggestions from teachers, consultants, and evaluators were

made along these lines, including a recurring one to abandon the proposal's
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objective of lessons forell seven of the ethnic groups covered in the curriculum

guide and concentrate instead,on higher quality lessons about fewer ethnic

groups. Despite the difficulties encountered in implementing these initial

objeCtives, the project managers decided to adhere to the initial plan. An

important considerAion in this decision was consensus among the managers that

the project was Committed to deliver what had been ini.,Arelly Ipecified.

Another impOrtant influence on the decision to retain the project's

initial objectives was the managers' desire to provide equal coverage for all'.

the ethnic grotpS included in the original curriculum guide. These leaders
6

did not want to slight any ethnic group, even though it was possible to rank

them in importance according to their numbers in the District. This desire

for equal coverage demonstrates a.general lea0ning within the pairing to maintain an

egalitarian ethic in the distribution of 636 resources,-despite variation in need

for the resources.

There several instances in which this egalitarian ethic may have

interfered with the most productive distribution of 636 resources. For example,

in the first year of the Student Newspaper Publication Project, the University

Coordinator and his assistant made a concerted effort V) keep each school's

newspaper similar in length and layout. One of the more creative teacher

coordinators wanted the choice ot more expensive photogrgph reproductions and
1,

reduced length, or more pages and a smaller budget for reproduction. This option

.wat not permitted. Further, each participating sdhOol received equal' funds for

producing its publication despite variations in student population. One consequence

of these policies was a cynical attitude toward the project among several
O

teacher coordinators. Ultimately, the policy skewed the matching of resources

to needs among the participating schools.

In the second year of the Multicultural Project provision each school-

could purchase $250 worth of updated multicultural educational materials. This

approach prevailed despite the fact that a few schools had extensive multicultural

resource collections, while others had few of these materials. This policy simplified.
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decision-making and nullified struggles over differential allocations, but again

it prevented matching resources to school needs.

The contextual factors considered in this section appear to bear

more upon project implementation than knowledge utilization per se. These factors

did have an impact on participants' views of the rationality of the pairing's

bperation and of pairing managers' willingness to confront tough decisions.

In a few instances, the cypicism spawned made constructive relationships
A

between school and University personnel mote difficult to achieve. These factors

Jf
*

thus negatively influenced the climate of the 'interorganizational network

through which knowledge was to be exchanged and utilized.

Sources of Educational Knowledge

It had been initially hypothesized that educational research knoWledge

would be transferred primarily from University personnel participSting in the

I
projects to teachers and parents. Given the discovery of the relatively low

profile of parental involvement in the pairing activities, tl1is hypotheses

was revised informally to apply more clearly to knowledge transfer between

0
university and school p rsonnel. Secondly, it was expected that school personnel

would be more involved in transmitting craft and situational knowledge to

University personnel. Continuity in this two-way flow of knowledge was expected

to contribute to overall knowledge utilization within .the pairing. That is,

craft and situational_ knowledge, meldld with research knoWledgt, was expectept---

to produce a composite óf all three that would improve the educational program

in the areas in which it was exchanged. The study's initial assumptions regarding
41`:

the sources of specific categories of knowledge are supported bythe data

in thcase. However, the secondary'ASumptionsvegarding the sYnergistic

relationships between the several categories of knowledge were.not in evidence
ems

among the projects studied.

In threb of the four 636 projects, educational research knowledge

most often originated in the university sector. The 'one project where this" was
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not the case, the Student, Newspaper Publication Project, d not uti'e

educati research knowledge as defined in the present study. In thteading,

Multicultural, and Physical,Education Projects research kniswledge most often

.1
originated within the Un verpity sector and comprised the iajor categow of

knowledge transferred .1py this sector. ,

Fox example, elthough the reading course included n-class demonstr j.ons

ade;

in which the course instructor` employed histcraft-based sk fls in readirig
9 g 1

instruction, the bulk of the content was general theOretical principles derived 1,
. a

from systematiciihquiry in t)Vbeaching of reading. The Multicultural Project
0 1

.
,

employed ethnic anA,curriculum consUli4ants to transfer systematic information
_,,

=A

i.
,.. ,

a
.

regarding specific groups and models of curriculum to the teaches on the curriculum.
',1

. / .,

writing committee. Many of the ethnic consultants were not teachers and'had

).% .,

little craft knowledge to draw upon. Am ethnic consultants who had4taught .

_..

the majority attempted totlansfer info V.On fegarding_thpir sp cific ethnic
\ . t

group, assuming that-teachers would be ab e
4

lessons for their stugents.' f the three prof

translate thip,data into viable

cts,.the Physigal EducatIon Project
IW,

came closest to channeling equal amounts, of craft

trainers to the school pe

this ProjeCt.it was more

gainers'

t

ainers' activities, d to the prevalence of d

A4ii
f their inftructionalip/rograms. The Prpject stan

/
.

.
-t i J

. ' .

integration of research and cr -aft knowledge in the detivery of training.

and research knowledge from the
*I

, but here, too, research knowledge predominated. In
.

ifficult to identify research As the source of the

nstrations and enactments

t as unique in its

c

In referring to the University as the source of most research, knoviledge,

/ "

we must remember that in all' but one project, the University served as a
, / .11

,

broker for the expertise utilized tot as its prime source. All of the ethnic-
_ m ,

I' / a

and eurriculuM consultahts in the Multicultural Project,we

0
not University staff,

r 17

although the .University used its contacts tb recruit them SimilArly, the,
, .

Uniersilidentified and Contracted with.the gymn ticg,and outdoor recreation
.-

. i

traine s,employed in the Physical Education project. The Reading Project was
1 4

.2.2
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9
the only one that utilized Universityersonnel directly in transmitting

educational research knowledge.

, Within the, training arenas o projects, school personnel most .

v..

oftpn transferred craft and . Seituational knowledge among themselves, and { less visibly
. ,

thetrainers/cOnsultants with whom they worked. The teachers in the graduate-

readiag course transmitted infdl-mation regarding their"teachins practices and

cumstances to the course instructor. Several school-based participants, especially
4

": 9
A ,.

reading speciallets ia school and federally -s pOnsored reading programs,
.

transmitted research knowledge,in the graduate cours/and in other components

of the project. Still, the predombiant categories transferred by teachers

in this project were craft and situational knowledge.
,I

The teachers involved in curriculum development in the Multicultural

Project had fewer opportunities to transfer their craft and )situational

kfrowledge directly to the consultants; although they did share it 'with the

project managers. For"exaMple, the middle school teachers voiced cdhcerns over

the applicability of a multicultural curriculum withinpOston's standard.

social studies curriculum. This situational knowledge was transmittedto
.0

the project managers wle would attempt to relay it and other teacher concerns

to the consultants. Most often, however, the consultants were relatively unaware
1, I,

of the teachers' situational or experiential resburcesor constraints. Typically,
1 N 4

the teachers

consultants,

developed lessons by utilizing information provided by

but in light of thetroindividual teaching experiences and

,?cifbumstances. Several school -based personnel possessed research knowlege. -

in ethnic studies and multicurturaLeducation from which to draw, though, th

.
V'-

':

accountedlor a small proportion of the knowAedge-transferred in this gro

. ..'
Teachers-participating in'the gymnastics and odedoorrecreational

I :
components of the PhysiCal E44cation,'Project were relatively inexperienced in.

I

either of these, fields and)h d little craft knowledge:to transfer. They did,

however, transfy situational knowledge regarding the availability of apparatus and
. ,

facilities fbr including these comppnents in the physical education curriculum.
6 9, ,

. - -

%

. 4
.
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14"PC: '`MASSACHUSETTS COLLEGE AND DISTRICT C - COL40kLABORATIVE

1. Overview
Massachusetts College - District C

As part of the Federal Court's effort to improve the quality of

ducatioh in the Boston Public Schools, Massachusets College was

.with Community District C. Massachusetts College was bound by the

mandate to "supports assist, and participate in the development of

excellence" in the District.0 schools and, more specifically, to "

p
in the directidn anedeveppment of curriculum andinstructiont%

paired

judicial

educational

share 4 4

Members*

the community, especially parentts of children enrolled in District.d.schooA,
. .

. 3. ,..,
... ,

.

were also guaranteed ax Official role in the collaborative through a system of
. * ..

organizations created by the Court. The pairing joined together a century-

old college, newly established parents' groups, and a collection of.elementary,a

middle, and secondary schools Only recently formed into a district. The resours.,

4 of the participants,, both personal and-institutional, basically determined the.
6

role of each in the functioning of the pairing.
f1

The largest of tHe'nine community, districts .created by the Court

in the initial phase of the desegregation process, Districtsb includes:

two high schools, four- piddle schools, and sixteen elementary schools. The

current enrollment totals 10,379 students: 2,425 whites,,6,81'3 blacks,

32 orientals',.1.074kispanics, and 35 native American§.- The District employs

692 teachers of whom 512 are white, 138 are black,.and 42 belong to other minorities.

The Court's purpose in reorganizing the school'system into

cOmmUnity distridts-waS to decentralize decision - making (previously focpsed almost
. ' . ,

entirely in the\SchOol CoMmittee), and thereby make the schools more responsi!Ve
itt

tq pirents and to'the,communities in which they arelocated. In District C,

as in the other dis icts, the 'chain of authority extends from the principal or

1 4

headmaster of each school in the district, 5o the District Superintendent, to the
, .

-Scho61 Department, to the School Committee. -the District Superintendent has been
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4

the dominant figure in District C and in the pairing. Emil Jones had

worked his way up through the school system to become the first black to be

appointed a District Superintendent; he consequently had'the overwhelming

support of black parents and community members. Upon his death continuity of

development in the District and in the pairing relationship was maintained

by Grace Jones, who succeeded her husband 4s District Superihtendent.

Grace ,Jones works closely with the College Coordinator, suggesting

projectsreviewing project proposals, and monitoring funded projects. She has
sly

a

policy, of meeting at least once during the school year with each projet`ct

Idirector. She discusses the pairing projects with principals andheadmasters.-
4

Along h the. College CoordinatOr, she deals with the Boston School Department
C

and the St to Department of Education on issues relating tb project budgets.

The.DistricE. Superintendent discusses the pairing projp.cts with the CDAC leadership,

whose meetings she attends.f She also serves on the policy boards of the Teacher

Corilloand the Teacher Center, twp federally funded Projects whiCh developedout

fthelpai4ng relationship.,

, -

District C has

40(

..

several district-wide coordinators in charge of specific
a

0 .a
curriculum area$, such as\the bilingual-program:: Many' of these` district-wide-

. . *- ...,_

. , X

positioni Iave Only reently been filled. ;.The five year histcy of the pairing.

--4

ong_. administ/tive staff Who havehas been narked,-by a high level of turnover

been moves

t.aff Devel

A-
from one positiOn to another and°from'one , district to another, The

L
,-

V

per, new to the District when the pairing began, .Claims-tobe one
k

_of Cin/y6afew-membersof Distrit Office ,staff who has been involved with thl.k
°

.

pairing in District C since its inception.

The teaching staf

4,
.

f'District C hasalso been unstable, The probleM '

,- . . .o .
7

of teachprs being_transterred odt of a p*,ticular School or but ,of.ele -istrict

4,,

.. .

.

, r .

,,

wasmost acupilk in the first months of the'pairiAg. gi.nce then, the L;rtsieAihg
. ,

,

...sy

has occurred on a much smaller scale, but the'lossof newly traieed°teachers ,

,

to.geher districts has continued to plague the pairing: , ''

_ .

O

4 ,

1.
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Teachers are the rticipants in, nether than the initiators of,

most of the projects. in the .n tial planning stage of the pairing,surveys

of teachers' needs and desires were conducted and became the basis for most

of the projects. In some cases the teachers participate in projects on their
A ,

own time; in,others, they give up a free period or take advantage of released

time to work on a project.

Principals and headmastefs review piaject proposals.and decide

whether a particular project will operate in tk r school. They conduct any
F

' negotiations with the District Office or with the chool Department which might

be required for a particular project. They may be esponsible for recruiting

project participants from their teachers.

Unlike some of the other community districts .created by the Court.,

DistrictC's schools are (With one exceptidh) located in a single large
.

neighborhood, Bayside. Bayside, hoWever, is not a tightly -knit community: in fact,

",10010"'it is'Boston's largest neighborhood, larger in population than all but a
00

few of the cities in the CbriMonwealth. It is made up q adltitude of

neighborhoods and districts wh'ich vary considerably by f ily income, racial *

composition, age of residents

past fifteen;yearS, the teen

4,

black'has resulted in racial tension and conflict.

.
'11

ality and type of housing. During the

.

ormetion of many areas of Bayside from whi e to

A"-
The parents of District'C students are predominantly black, with incomes

ranging from poverty level to middle istaikmes. They hi've access to the school

Administration through the Racial an Ethnic Parent councils (REPCs)which--
.

4 -,,, $ ',
.

have been formed in each,schbol; and through the Community District.Advisory

Ow .Counc4. (CDAC), the membership pt which, as specified in the Court. Order;
. ., .

. .

,must include a representat4ve from each REPC as well as a'teaCher, a principal,
,c- ii,

and rilkraSen'tatives from varAous community agencies and institutions.is

I ,
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CDAC has found it difficult to arouse parents to become 'nvolved

in the schools. Although the organization has` been active in the District,

most of its work has'been caAied out by a small paid staff rather than by

parents or community members. The CDAC Coordinator describes the relationship

between CDAC and the District Superintendent as extremely close and built upon,

fqs,mutual respect, The Coordinator counts the appointment of Mrs. Jones as

Superintendent, for.which the CDAC lOi-Dbied, as a victory for the local g The
=

,
involvement of CDAC in the pairing, with the above exception, has focused

on the review proposals for 636 funds.

4Re third partner in the pairing is Massachus6tts College, whose

history and Prior involVement with the public schools profoundly shaped its role
sf

in the pairing. In 1852, the Boston City Council established the Massachusetts

Normal School to train young woMen.to teach in the city's schools. In the

1920's, the school's nameas changed to the Teachers College of the City of
O

.-
.. ,*Boston, and the College was granted the right to award bachelor's and master's

degrees in education. The College later became part of the State Coalege System,4.

althouTLitsprimary focus remained teaches training until the 1970's: DraWing,

4,0%.of its 5,200 students each year from Boston, the College over the years
4,

educated, thousands of graduates of the city school system, many Aof'whom returned'

to teach there.

In additjon,'the College's.loW tuition And central location make

it aixtremely'attractive to teachers seeking-a Master's degree or Certificate of
4 4

Ad/anced Graduate Study. Each year Massachusetts College awards more than four
fix

hundred graduate degrees in education, many to Boston.PUblic School teachers..

Vius, when Massachusetts College was ordered by the Court too

work with Distct C, theCollege was not roving into foreign territory. A

P
large number of its faculty ,had'already been involved with the public schools,

through their contact with current teachers in graduate courses and,their

supervision of undergraduate prac4tce teachers. In many pairing activities,
.
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..,..- ,
.

.

faculty members work ith former students: P4ther, faculty members came#. ,

. .

, 4 .
x

. .....

to Massachusetts College afteryear§ of teaching -odr administrative experience
%

.
. y

in the Boston Public Schools:
4 °
° 4 *0 A

Massachusetts College's 5,200 undergraduates come mainly from

working class families; most are the first_in their'families to go to college.

The students have a low opinion of the College, which they refer to as "Tremont

HiSchool." In the perceptions of faculty as well, MassachuAtts College
Q,

rests in the lower echelons of Niger education. The emphasis of the, College'

,

.

k
is on teaching, and the faculty'are not reguired,to engage in research; about'

,
.

half of the faculty members have a doctorate. Because a large proportion of
t-,,

the College's freshmen arrive ill-prppared for college work, the'College has

been forced to develop remedial programs in basic skills. Thus, faculty members

have confronted some of the same problems that,District C teachers must deal with.

The order to work with the Bayside Schools could not have come at a

more opportune time for Rassachusetts College. d with a decline in. the number

of educati n majors, 'as well as a general drop in enrollment, the Collgge mu444

develop a new

itg -pontinuea xistet, Massachusetts College has begun to define it

identity. Challenged by the Gbvernpr,andithe Legislature to justify

as an urban institution with a special mission to,seve minorities, disadvantaged

.
students; and working people. Its minority enrollment has_risen to 14%, it

has expanded its full-time evening program, and itihas turned its attention

' those not yet ready for college by offering c..p cours s, a pre-college
,

.
. .

, ,

remedial program guaranteeing admission to Massachusetts College,:iand a non-degree
v.-

.
.:

:' :
progfam in.allied health fields all through a new Urban learning Center. Besides

k., v
., .

prpviding funds for release time for tenured but underutilized education

. .,.

,faculty, the' pairing, Massachusetts College a chance o.act upon its motto,
. ,

"Education for .Service;" and WI opportunity to validate its neW image as a,'

1.

"city'colI
:

ege." .,_
N.4..

U>,

'
-./

t
a

C'-'':9"
, . .

An unanticipated and,still unacknowledged benefit of thb pairing
.- A :

. .
..

.
t .

,...-

' .1:-;
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beimprovement in grant writing skills and an increased awareness of outside
4

__ funding sources .on the_pi7tZIOoth the College Coordinator and individual

faculty members. Since the pairing was established, the amount of g;ant

,money which Massachusetts Cffllege has -won has increased significantly.

The President of the College appointed the Director of Program

Development and Research to serve as the College Coordinator of the pairing.
CP

Because he enjoys close perSonA relationship'with the Presiident, the
0

College Coordinator has been free to exercise a strong'degree of control over

the College's participation in the pairing.

,t

At the start of the planning stage of the Collaborative in L975,

the College Coordinator prepared the following description of his responsibilities: .14.

Coordinator: Responsible to the President for all aspects of involvement.

More specifically, the

1. Represents.the proj
and other colleges
and Superintendent
esidentiai comm

Coordinator:

ect to the College as a whole, to tifeliiOrt
and universities, to the School Committee
of Schools, to thd business community, to the
y, to the State Department of Education.

2. Connecta the Members of,,the planning network and insures that
connections between planning groups, experts, college and pdblic
school people are working at all times.

.3. Obtains resource materials forPlanning Tgams' use.

4. Astures development of written statements by individuals,
,teams and the planning network as a whole.
J . .

. . .

5. Guides the recommendations ok theplanning network through the
4 various levelwhidh must approve such recommendations.

.

11;

'6. Performs those planning activities which, for any reason, a

.
/

40,
planning team fail.td perform.

s

If "palring" is substituted fdr "planninenetwork" and "consultants" for
,

FIanninq group" and "Planning Team," this description sh Ws the extent of the,
D r,1.

'T $

40'
.

. eesponsibility 'With wh the,College ColtdinatOr was entrusted.
er7

The District Superintendent and the College Coordinator shares equally

5

, . ,_, , Iiit .in the power to approve A vetd a proposed project and to continue or Curtail 0
'4,

J .!project din operation. The College Cobrdinator, howev ri has a policy of
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defer/rins_to the_wishes of t,e District Superintendent. Supervision

of day-to-day aspects of thepairingarrangement has been the responsibility,

solely of the College Coordinator, who has always delewted to one or two

assistants such tasks as arranging for the transportation of students, hiring

security, guards, and assisting faculty members And school personnel in the 4

prepa::;?.bn of grant proposals. Moreover, the College Coordinator has been a-

member of CDAC for several years, and has been helpful to it in several-instances.

For example, the CDAC Coordinator credited the College Coordinator with obtaining

typewriters'for the CDAC office.
(

Thus, the role of the College Coordinator is to facilitate the

College's role in the pairing, which is to initiate and join in collaborative

projects with bistrict C schools. The most important function of the College.
. .

Coorpinator's role has been easing the process of applicatlun for the .funding

- of projects. In order to obtain share of the funds allocated to pairing activities

under Chapter 636, each pairing must develop a comprehensive yearly proposal
o

for collaborative projects which meet the criteria specified` or that year

by the Bureau of Equal Educational Opportunity (BEEO) of the Massadhusetts

Department of Education. The proposals-are then subjected to an elabotate

review procedure,
q

Structures

`).

The formal structures through which projects are initiated, screened,

and approved, like the roles of those involved in the pairing, have been located

at both Massachusetts College and in District C. At Massachutetts College, all

4
pairing activities are concentrated' in the Office Of Program Development and ..,,,.

1,.
t

/Re earch, the office which generates and administers the College's externally'
.

.

funded projects and also handles institutional research. The Director of Program
# .

(
\

.

. 111

Development and Research is tbd College Coordinator; serving, under him are an

Associate Coordinator (1975-77 only), assistants, accountants; ancl:<1)secrAtary.
;+:

ikNo other administrative or academic department of the College has had any foimal
)

. ,

or ongoing involvpnient in the pairing, with the exception, in 1979-80, of



r

the Program of Continuing Education, the Director of which serves on_thei0
Policy Board f the Teacher Center. Faculty members have participated intbe

pairing as individuals ratherthan as department members.
4

J

The facilitating structures in District C have been-equally centralized,

but the nature of.the committees and the burden of the work have led to,an

alteration id the process of submitting proposals. Project proposals area`

first reviewed by the District. Superintendent, who then passes them on to a

District Screening Committee composed of CDAC representatiVest.teachers, and

11,

school and,district administrators. In the first years of the pairing, Massachusetts

College submitted a very large numbeilpf.proposals to this committee, which then

selected only a few for submission to the state for funding. To eliminate

this waste of effort,the District Superintendent after the second year redesi ned
i .

.

the proposal screening process. Now, the process requires that project abstracts

be jointly submitted, so that initiators frpm le College must find cooperating

individials in the District, and initiators from the District must find pa$ners

within theirollege. These abstracts are screened and only the initiators of

the projects that the Committee intends to recommend for funding are asked to

write full proposals. Thus, the'District C decision-making structure took on

a more streamlined forint one _that has since been fairly successful.
ti

As the process of developing proposals became smoother every year,

the Coflege Coordinator's role has lessened. The Coordinator estimated that.
,tr

in the first,two years of the pairing, Massachetts College's in-kind contribution,

mostly through the salaried of the Coordinator and his s ary, amounted.

'--$50,000. Since then,the process has become simpler; the'direct involvement of

the College Cdoi has deCreased and tilp College's in-kind contribution has
*.

.

. .proportionately lessened.' in,,the first two yeari`bf the pairing a much larg r number
.. 0. *

of pirotals was written than could possible be funded, a situation frustra ing
.

.

to thec writers, as well #s to the prinipals and CDAC members ,who reviewed

them at very short notice. 'The College Coordinator at that time had the task of

181
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4

establishiong liaison between school and College faculty members,,a task which

has understandably lessened since.
o I

Another factor in the gradually decreasing scope of the CoordinatQr's

role was the large number of projects begun in the early stages of the airing.

Many projects over the past five years developed out of a large scale planning

effort begun in the summerkof 1975 soon'after the pairings were set up by

the Court.= Having received $60,900 in Chapter 636 funds, the College Coordinator

recruited forty Massachusetts Collegeda6ilty members, representing nearly

every academic department in the College, to meet with the teachers in District C

n d conduct a eeds assessment. The College Coordinator and the District.

Superintendent hen selected eighteen areas in which the College would become

involved. By December of1975, at one high school in the District, nineteen'
-...

i

faculty members iroleten departments were working on nineeprojects. By the
, 4

end of the second year of the pairing, the College Coordinator estimated that
1 ,

60 of the Massachusetts College faculty, 375 of theteaching staff in District C,
. -

and 4,400 students had been involved in pairing activities.

Although funds awarded varied in succeeding years (0112,310

in FY 1976; $87,0Q in FY 1477, $82,430 in FY 4t979, and $112,800 in FY 1980),

demaxids on.the College Coordinator decreased. According to the streamlined

application proceSs already described, College faculty and District C now submit
s'T

only abstracts, the best of which are selected by the District4S4erintendent and the

College Coordinator for Ipreparation,as full prdposals. Thesikare seniz toe'

the various review committees outside-of the District whose approval must be

secured before a contract is drawn up and the funds are awarded,,a process which

.'takes about six month9. Projects are 4.unded for one school year, and if the pairing,.

wishes to con inue the activity for'another year, the entire application proftss

4must berepeated:
a

Each proposal must specify the method by which the project will

beevaluated. Each year the pairing selects an/independent consulting firm to

conduct interim and final evaluations of each pairing activity. 'While a
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project is in operation,the District Superintendent and the College Coordinator

have control over it and monitot.it closely, meeting at least once each semester

with the faculty consultant to determine the degree to which the project,'s
4

goals are being met. On the basis of these reports, plus consultations with the

principals and headMasters, the District Superintendent and the College Coordinator

decide which projects should continue into the following year.

e-s -
' Most of the pairing projects have involved staff development, rather

a

than the provision of direct setvi,ce 4, students% Massachusetts College faculty-

.
. .members

.
have conducted workshops and courses in the following areas:,

'Fo r high school teachers:

Workshops for teachers in earth science;
'Teacher training in the use of SCIS kits for science instruction;
Training in the use of a math lab;

Courses-in various aspects of teaching reading in the secondary school;
Training for teachers who later earn graduate crAdit serving as

clinicians in after school, reading clinics supervised by.
Massachusetts College faculty;

$;, A course in Haitian culture.

cis

iFor middle-school teachers:

Training, in the use of a math lab;

Training courses'for'science teachers, followed by weekly consultation
. and classroom support by Massachusetts College faculty;

Instruction in individualizing reading instruction;
Workshops %in teaching Of reading in the content areas.

For elementary'school teachers:

Workshops in skill improvement in special needs) reading, and mat .

'In many of the courses the teachers have earned graduate credits fro sachusetts
.. .

.
,..,

. College at a reduced tuition rate.
'

0
Curriculum development.is another area in which College faculty

have warketi with teachers in District C. Accomplishments include:

Development of a math laboratory ata high school an assistance to
the math teachers in curriculum revision.

Establishment and maintenance of a remedial math course at two high
schols.

Creation of a three year algebra-geometry sequence which features
vindividualized instruction.

J
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Development of a structured English curriculum for a middle school

Development of an elementary math curriculum.

The primary focus of pairing activities had been basic skills. The

District Superintendent decided in the first months of the pairing that, because

reading was themost serious problem jin the middle and secondary schools, most

,pairing funds should he spent on teacher-training workshops in'reading. Three
.

reading'specialists at Massachusetts College had already been involved in

setting up 'a rea.diA Program at a h4gh school and a middle school in the

District. This plan w4s expanded to include all of'the District'sihigh,schools

and middle schools, in a proposal submittedlin 1975 which asked for more than

$400,600 in 'Chapter 636 funds. However, only $140,000 was received. In

subsequent years* reading faculty at Massachusetts College have offered courses

for teachers and have organized and supervised after- school reading.cIilias for

'students. Programg".in mathematics and writing skillshave also ieen,offered,
O

In additipn to working with teachers, Massachusetts College has

provided dect assistance to District C students. Massachuse'tia.College students
.

. served as classroom assistants to teachers at all grade,levelS and provided

tutoring,in all subject Areas. They have also,atsisted in a physical education

program for two elementary schools which bus children tb the College to use

its athletic facilities. The College also helps the ptincipal of one middle '

school carry out 4n'interdisciplinary environffientaI studies program which culminates

each semester in a one week trip, to Cape ,hod for thirty e4ghth graders. Under
*

the direction of a professor of psychology, graduate students from Massachusetts

College provide psychological counseling to students at one elementary school.

Beyond the fuhded projects', -the College has made i s athletic facilities.

available to, the District, provi4ed,,classroom space for elementary school pupils

during a school emergency, and hosted a high school dance. On the other side

e
of the pairing, District C,teachers have served as coverating teachers for

Massachusetts College's elementary education majors and secondary education

minors doing their practice teaching in Bayside. Some schools have provided
4
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locations where Massachusetts College faculty could conduct the classroom-

lecture segments of their courses on site, before or after their students

assisted teachers and pupils in the Student Assistance Project. (see. Project

3 below).

The College has also lent assistance in grant writing to District

personnel interested in securing funds from theffederal government or other

sources. Through the pairing, federal funds have been obtained for a Teacher

C4ps anda Teacher Center located in District'C, as'well as a National Science

Foundation grant for pre = college, teacher training in science.

te%

is!

I
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rt
METHODOtoGY___---"--

study of knowledge dissemination. within thiS fairing mug be comprehensive

-
because of the multiplicity of roles and relevant-structures

. Yet to study,

all Ile pairing projects would not, feasible. To insure comprehensiveness/-"

a number of factors determined the choice of a few pro,jects from the,study

of which generalizations might emerge. These included: the scope and aims of

the projects; the institutional association of the project initiatair; and

1

P

411
the.type of school in which the project took place.' To obtain additional information

about the projects selected for analysis as well'as about the pairing as a whole,

interviews were conducted with the College Coordinator, ithe District Superintendent,

a district administrator, the former Associate Coordinator, the current Assistant .

, ,

.to the Coordinator, and CDAC Coordinator, and a parent serving as an Assistant
0 -

to-the CDAC Coordinator. The files of the College Coordinator were ato reviewed.,

,

A large number of pairing rojects were undertaken during the five

year period.' Four faculty,members from the Elementary Education Department

volunteere0 to conduct an initial needs assessment, and, along wiph two
\

supervisors of student teac hers from the Mathematid's and the Biology Departments,

visited-each elementary school. They either collected priority rating)sheets

filled out by teachers br wrote summaries of their' impressions. This proceSs

yielded a long list of requests ]y teachers for various types of assistance

from'Massachusetts C011ege. .Those "areas of concern" most frequently menti d were:

1. further educa&onl teachers;

2. development of better curriculum;

/1.

3. improvement of teacher/student/parent interactions;

4. help in planning and evaluating programs;

6.

help in testing students in reading skills)

availability of student assistants;

186
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7. assistance in controlling students' behavior;

8. additional educational materials and resources.

The faculty membersthen met with the College Coordinator and the

Chairperson of the Elementary Education Department with whom they reviewed

the needs listed above in order to determine'what Massachusetts College could

do "to be helpful with respect to the most important concerns" of the school

personnel. They produced a list of_seven possible tasks and sent'it on to

the District Superintendent. These included:

1. development of'a pilot student intern program in one elementary school;

2. a comprehensive plan for continuing in service education workshops;

3. amultipurpose curriculum library center and resource area;

4. a multi-faceted psychological services program on a pilot basis in
one elementary school;

, ddvelopment of a comprehensive physical education program;

6. !flawakeness" sessions involving teachers, parents, and students participating
An the desegregation process;'

r) .

7. bilingual/bicultural program for Spanish-speaking children at three
elementary schools. 4

\114
-

After a similar neegs assessment in the secondary schools, the following
/I

planning tasks emerged:.

.
;.,-.1. development of leadership roles in physical educatipn;.,

Tab

,--
,

,
. 2. curriculum development in science, Englibii, social studies, mathematics,

and business education;
-. , ,

3.' clarification of the rights and responsibilities of teachers, parents,
and students within the school setting; ';'

4. planning for continuous access of. teachers and students to expert help;
additional space, eqUipment, and materials .

,

5. staff470Yelopment projects: middle school clusters, science, English,
social( studies-history; physical education, business, education, Teacher,
Corps,

6. reading, curriculum development;

7. distriict-wide student and community assistance program;
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, 8. bilingual/bicultural programs;

9. multi-faceted psycholOgical services, on a pilot basis in one middle school.

,On the basis of these recommendations, in September of 1975 Massachusetts

College and District C submitted a proposal to BEEO for.funding of 21 programs

in six broad areas. Each year thereafter the number of funded projects has

4

dropped, down toeseven for 1979-80. However, some projects have continued from

year,to,Srear, notably those-inReading, Psychological Services, Mathematics

Assistance;Science,Assistance, and Student Aisistance,

\.
The majority of 636 funded projects are simple in structure, typic lly

involving one Massachusetts College faculty member/consultapt teaching a.

0
course to a group of District C teachers. A few are more complex. The

4
Reading Project, for example, consists of after-school clinics at two locations.

This project's participants fall into four categorie;: Massachusetts lege

faculty members, who supervise master teachers, who supervise other teachers,

whO instruct the children. The project-provides direct assistance to teachers,

who are instructed in methods of teaching reading, for which they earn graduate credits,

as well as direct assistance to pupils. Phe children's reading levels are

monitored and the results of the project are evaluated by the Massachusetts College

faculty members, who also grade the participating hers. Also complex are

the two major federally fundedrprojects - the TeaCher Corps and the Teacher Center,

which have complicated govergance structures, large staffs, and include a

variety of sub-programs.

The staff this study decided to 8elect.four projects from each

pairing for detailed analysis. To insure comparability, four broad topic areas
.

allowing for the inclusion of tt least one project from each of the three cases

were specified. These topic areas were: basic skills, educational equity, )

informational/coordinational, and physical &lucation/direct assistance to students.

The study group also determined to focus on secondary school projects because

of the relative dearth of research on this legelpf education, and to include
. %. .
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projects initiated in various years of the pairing's history, District-

wide as well as single-school projects,fand school-initiated as well as'

C011ege-initiated projects.

From the total array of Massachusetts College/District C projects, the

%

Mathematics Assistance Project at the Ingliss High School was chosen because
L i

it is secondary level, began in the'first months of the pairing and continued

until the present,has yielded both successes and failures, and encompass i s

three types of assistance: curriculum development, staff developmen

and the pr vision of facilities and equipment. To collect data, the three

faculty me rs who filled the position of project director,'the Headmaster

Vitt
of the Th School, the Math Department Chairperson, and three meth teachers

were all interviewed.

O

Even though as a "basic skills" project,. it is similar to the

Mathematics Assistance Project at Ingliss, the Elementaly Mathematics Assistance

Project was seleCted for study because it is regarded a#4. success by all inv ved

i
I . .

iI.ri n t, and thus contrasts with the less smoothly
+3

ihg prodedt at the
i

High School. Secondly, it is a District-wide effort'in which teachers from each ,.

I

, , %

elementary sohool participated. This second Basic Skills project takes the
X

place of an informati9nal-coordinatiO41 activity,_ since none 'of thistype has

been carried out in the pairing. A work session of this project was observed.

The third enterprise studied, the Environmental Studies Project at the

Terrence Middle School, is the only one that addresses the issue of interracial.

'----

harmonk, the only °Ile conceived and directed by Someone qn the school'side of

1

° the partnership"' interviewees for this study included the project director,

two teachers at thelmiddle school, the former associate coordinatorof.the pairing,
, o

(who' was involved in the project during its first'year), and a faculty consultant

who participated in a limited way for three years. -

The fourth.,Project studied, Student.Assistance, is

includes a physical education component in its progl-am

.a
A
District-wide effort that

of direjt service to
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District C pupils by Massachusetts College faculty and students. It also)
. .

%is a project that has continued since the first year of the pairing. The

director of the project, two faculty members involved in the physical education

;

component, the former associate coordinator, and a teacher whose class

.
.

participated in'the physical education program were interviwed.
' .
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2. Project I: elementary Math Assistance
Massachusetts College - District C

*In the spring of 1978; Grace,Jones, the District Superintendent,

initiated plans. to develop an'elementary-level math program using Chapter 636
#

funds. Emphasis within the District, as,%well as in the city as a whole, had

been on developing reading progra. However,.Mrs. Jones believed it was necessary

to create a standardized ma curriculum which could improve students' chances

of Pasting'the minim competency tests which the District would soon,administei..

''Mrs. Jones-hadbeen trained as a math teacher and several years agb, before

she assumed her present administrative position, had participated in workshops

at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, where'shemet Susan Tile, now a

)Massachusetts Cazllege ,facultOinember-. When Mrs. OdnesOecided that pairing

i'Ads should be used,afor math assistance, an idea also endorseby the.,elementary

school principals, she asked John Powers, the College Coordinator, to include
,

Professor Tile in the project. When Professor Tile learned that Grace,JOnes

wanted toi_TAk witlether, she contacted the District Superintendeq and Agreed

to work on the project.
a

Initially, Professor Tile taswae to complete the work of the-

City-Wide Task Fdrce for Standards in Basic Skill's. The Mathematics Subcommittee

of this Task Force had%established tentative'guidelines for matheMatics coverage

"'Ns in grades one thrugh three, but did'not delineate minimal competencies Or m

competency test items necessary for implementation. PiofeS or Tile met three
;

3

.

times with the-Distridt Superintendent and with her staff

4W
.After'eValuating the work of the Task Force, they decided

1

for minimal competencies in grades one through three.should be developed, building
O

On the work of the Task Force. Professor Tile wrote aii abstract and a formal

proposal describing the inended,work.
e

,
The fikst phase of the project was suppoeted by 636 funds. District

development officers.

that firm standardS

C 4ndlie'saachusetts C011ege applied for and received an additibnal $2,463 for the
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second half of the projedt, to be carried outcin the spring of 1979, whichr

included Setting'stand for content coverage and minimal competencies for

grades four and five.' PrOfessor Tileworke
d with eitment.ary 'school teachers

after sbhool to produce the new curriculum. The teachers were asked byrtheir

4principals to )Jork on the.project.

In a series of'implementation meetings in the spring of 1979, Prof

Tile met with all first, sec*, and third grade teachers. She held similar'

etings in October, 1979, for the fourth and fifth grade teachers and for the

ssor

principals. Professor Tile.,also took it upon herself'to compare'the new curriculum

with the criterion reference, tests (ICRT Basics) that the DiStrict.had just
.

adopted. Each teacher received a'document showing which contepts in the fCRT
%

.-;.Basics were not cobeed in the curriculum, so that each could decide when to

1,
1. follow the curriculum guide and when to emphasize the ICRT requirements.

41.
As the.curriculum writing project. was drawing,to a close one of

f
c

4
..the.participating teachers suggested:that teachers would need worksheets (pages,

.

of problems for the children' to solve) to accompany the new curriculum before
. .

they would be likely to make use Of it in the classroom. She thought-that the
,

teachers would be too busy to develop their oWn worksheets. -PrOlessor Tile,
1

agreed that the development of worksheets was necessary to the ultimate success

of the,prc;'ject. She submitted another abstract, which was approved by the screening
.

-Nteam. The project for 1979-80 was fundedfn the Of, $11,572.

The elementary school principals were asked-to send at .least-one

teacher tethe'six day long "worksheet" sessions held in the District Office

beginning,inglovember9. Only one ofhe elementary schools in District

C failed to send a representative, apparently because substitute teachers could
.-not be. found. At.:the first meeting the teachervdecided on the categories-of

, . '

0 s..,
,,,,worksheets

7theY wished to produce for grades four and fives 'Professor Tile then
.

.

. 1divided the partiCipants dnto small groups, each of which was 'assigned "to develop

Iv I

t

problems on a particular topic, such as 'word problems, Arne, geometry, and fractions.
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Within each group the teachers assigned themselves the various tasks of-devising

pblems,, writing them down, and illustiting them. Pro

with each group, offering suggestions and' criticisms.

or Tile spent time

At the-end of each of these sessions, Professor Tile collected the

_-worksheets, duplicated them, and returned them to the teachers at the next meeting.

The teachers took the worksheets back to their schools and tried them Out on

'their own students. Professor Tile also devised a'rating form to be used by

non-participating teachers to evaluate the worksheets. The teachers in the

project distributed the worksheets and the rating fferms to the other teachers

in their schools. Professor Tile used,these rating sheets to revise the worksheets.

Professor Tile received additionaniZ-funds for 1980 -81 to cover

the cost of,printing the worksheets. Thig project is viewed by the District

Superintendent and the College Coordinator as one of the major successes of

the Massachusetts College-District C Collaborative.. All of its goals have been .

met. The curriculum guide produced during the first year of the project was

favorably received by the teachers, who (according to one pArticipant) consider
t

it a,ftrealistic" guide. During 1979-80 twice as many worksheets were created

by the teachers as had been projected in the proposal.

Relatively few.problems were encountered in the'corse of the project.

During the first year the teachers metafter-School and scheduling conflicts

resulted in varying groups of people attendillg each meeting, a situation requiring

time to be used discussing and reaching consensus agar on work completed by

participants at the previous meeting. As a result of this, ProfessoiTile insisted

- that teachers receive' released time during the second year. This-genvated

ihe'new problem of finding substitute teachers. Boston was facing a shortage

substitutes and thig-Problem led to.the cancelling of at least one scheduled

session. Professor Tile's illness during the second semester also resulted
,

- -in the cancenation.of several planned meetings.' However, these obstacles did

noeprevent projedt participants from completing their work, In fact, so committed
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were the teachers to the project that on one occasion four teachers who had

4.1

not been notified that's meeting was cancelled spent the day working on their

own at the District Office. They produced twelve worksheets, identified the
a

objectives in the fifth grade curriculum to which they related, and summarized

for Professor Tile the responses to the evaluation sheets they had administered

at their schools.

The success 011phis project may be attributed to the following factors:
.

1: Professor Tile's personal attributes

Professor Tile has an international reputation in math education.
g

Besides her teaching responsibilities and her work in District C, she directs

' a National Science Foundation grant on the biological bases of math learning.,

The teachers in the project, aware.of her research and wtiting activities ¶nd
,

hexfrequent trips o conferences and consulting .assignments, were impressed

by.herenergy, and her commitment to their prOject. By revising, editing\, and

duplicating the worksheets herself between work sessions, Professor Tile set

a standard.for hard work.

Professor.Tile's teaching experience at the-elementaFy,ar4secondary

levels, as well as her supervision of student teachers,at Massachusetts College,

enabled her to develop excellent rapport With' the teachers. She comments:-,. "The

advantage I have& that I was a teacher. I've'worked in classrooms. I know

what you feel like when you get out at three o'clock aftef teaching all fty."

Professor Tile also states that she sometimes develops ideas with. her Massachusetts'

College students that she then shares with the teachers. Although neitherrof

the teachers who were interviewed know of professor Tile's teaching experience,

they both stated that there had been no suspicion regarding her Obility to commun'ica'te

4

knowledge udeful to classroom teachers. They 'found her suggestions to be 'very

realibtic...Everything is geared to the level othe teachers." The teachers

interviewed could recall no i stanpe when'Profeisor Tile had referred to research
z

supportive of a suggestion she had'made.
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2. Professo r Tile's skills as a facilitator And a program designer

Professor, Tile brought to this project a great deal of experience

conducting inservice workshops.and a well-conceived strategy for motivating

teachers. Her conviction that "the teachers know what works for them" led her

to eVablish a participatory format in which the teachers could express ideas,

critique them, and arrive at consensus. By casting herself in the title of a

resource person, and the teachers in the role of curriculum writers she gave

them a stake in the success of the project. Professor Tile views the Project

as a cooperative venture:

AO

'...I can. polish (the worksheets) and get them okay mathematically
and put them into ---qood.format, but without their input it would
be my work rather than their work It's thesame with the cur-
riculum. No teacher there could havedeveloped the curriculum--.
you need the expertise of someone who knows how'to develop curriculum.
'Bilt this is really theirs. They went through everything, thought
it. out, talked it out. I just was able to guidethem along and

\* they were telling me: 'No, don't do that here. That comes'later.'
I might then have to say, 'Well, you can't do that Until you've
done this.' It was just a tremendous cooperative effort. And I
feel the same thing is happening here. The teachers are not at
all sensitive about each other's criticisms or mine.. ,

Profess& Tile also made it a practice to collect worksheets developed

by each small group arid,bring)copies to the next session for all the participants

"so that we can use them as a starting point and we don't waste time. I never r

like to have any one teaciter,feel that they have wasted any time of the day

or that'their ideas have not been utilized." She believes that this practice

,nouriaes the enthusiasm and commitment of the teachers.

They an't believe that someone has taken what happened the
prey' us time and done something with it and come back with
so hing, so that the work gdes,on. So each tithe there's
a treme ous amount of progress and ,a product.

co
3. Desaign of the project

a. Release Time

Professor Tile insisted that the design for the second year
./

.4

contain funds for release time for teachers: She believes that teachers are
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too tired after school to work effectively and:that they would accomplish so

little in a shoat period of time then that their enthusiasrt would quickly wane.

By structuring the project into day-long work sessions, ProfessorTile ingured'

that the teachers would regard the project as both personally and professionally

rewarding. She found that the teachers enjoyed the sessions becauie they could

ks

1
seen the day with their colleagues (and away frOm theirstudents),,enjoy converse-

, .

.tion ver coffee and doughnuts; and share lunch. Moreover, thePexperience of

completing a substantial amountof work left them, she believes, with feelings

of accompliShment.

fo

b. Opportunity for Professional Growth

Accordiv to Profes4or Tile the opportunity for knowledge-

sharing is a significant aspect of the project.

Some of (the teaChers) ,are enjoying (the project) not so.much
because it's math, but because they feel like they are using
their whole minds. They have mentioned that so many times.-

. They leave so stimulated, they feel like they are contributing.
They love the discussions: they get to talk about kids, the
different types of learners, they get to talk about math. They
just feel very professional at these sessions.

Professor Tile mentioned that in working with the small

groups of teachers she sometimes gave a "mini-math lgsson," thereby increasing

fhe teachers' competency in math. Especially signficiant is the s aring of

craft knowledge among the teachers at the meetings. They were encouraged to

'

bringin books whibh they found useful and which might provide they with ideas

for the worksheets. They circulated textbooks, worksheets, visual aids, and

teachingtechniques. One teacher, for example, reported that she had considered

a particular set of instructional materials to be too difficult for her students.

However, when another teacher at a work session told her that the materiaA

would improve the childeen'.s thinking process, she began
1
to use them end has

since noticed, improvement in the Itudents.
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Other benefits of the project are described by a teacher

who'obierved that as a result of her experience in developing worksheetS" she

is able to examine other sets of workshedts and teaching aids more critically
,

andshe is now more sensitive to students' questions and complaints about teaching4

material. Finally, the task of designing and illustrating the worksheets challenged

the, creative and artistic talents of the teachers.

L

c. District-Wide'Involvement

.

The strategy of-testing the worksheets in the'classroom before

they attain final
* form potentially' creates several positive effects. First,

it may heighten,participants'
sense of accomplishment since they bring back

something for their colleagues to use in the classroom. In so doing tiley

demonstrate that they Spend their "free" time productively. Secondly,,the

other elementary teachers in the,District, having participated in the project
,

by'evaluating the worksheets, may be more likely to use the curricullmrguide

and worksheets because they have played a rolein creating-them.

This project involved Massachusetts College faculty4and adflanistra-
i

tors, District C adMinistrative personnel, teachers, and even elementary school
,

students (who tested the worksheets). The
4

only group not involved in, the project

was parents. Professor Tile is aware Of this weakness in the project's design

and has planskto correct it:

I've got stdent inpUf. I've got leacher input.',The one
involvement that I think we do ne4d,to have is Parent input
Some of the parents were involved -in the curriculum guide-
lines, but I'm not aware that we really tried to involve
parents, other than the teachers who are'parentef in this.
And we could do it very easily by getting a packet\together
and involving representative parents.

d: Support of the District Superintendent and Principals

The District Superintendent made her enthusiasm for the project

apparent to the teachers. She attended work sessions, participating as a math
.:.

I teacher, or dropped into welcome the teachers. The teachey interviewed were

qr. SP
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.ware that'Sbe intends to share the curriculum guide and worksheets withbther

school districts.
.

The principals,-=too, have 1peen very supportive of thetproject.
.

According to Professor Tile, when the'College Coordinator suggested that the

project be conducted on an,after-schOol basis because of the difficulty of finding
c

substitutes, the principals. objected strongly and,promisea to find the'substitutes.

. ,
.

Indeed, one teacher reported that sop e principals personally took teaAers'
. .

0
-classes when substitutes 'could not be found. It seems, likely that the teachers'

0.

.comitment to t)e project was strengthened by the knowledge that the princip#is

and the District Superintendenttconsidered their work a valuable contribution

to the District.

I
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3.; ,Project 2: Math Assistance at'the Ingliss High School, 1975-80
Massachusetts College - District C

the Math Assistance prOject at the Ingliss High School is now in

its fifth-year: Three members.of the Mathematics Department at Massachusetts

College have worked,, at different times, with seven math teachers at the High

School. The Massachusetts College - District C Pairing.received for this,

project 4000 in Chapter 636 funds in 19`75-76, $5156 in 1976 -77, $14,050 in

1977-78, and $5,449 in 1979-80.

During the initial planning of the pairing in the summer of 1975,

the Meth Department and the Headmaster at Ingliss specifically requested

assistance in math. One of the members of the Mathematics Department at

Massachusetts College, Professor Sven Smith, had belonged to the Massachusetts
7

College needs assessment team which went to Ingliss, and it was he who suggested

the possibility of developing a math lab at the school. He proposed an approach

to teacic4nq. math, based on the use of various learning devices, or "manipulativean

housMin a specific location called a math laboratory Each learning device is

correlated with a specific lesson in the curriculum. de ally, as a teacher

prepares a lesson, he or she refers to an index to4in out which pieces of

equipment are useful in explaining, the particular. concept and on which shelf

in the math lab they are located. The teacher then obtains the learning

devices and usei'them in his or her class.,

When Professor Smith discussed the ideatof 'establishing a math lab

at Ingliss, the Headmaster, Math Chairperson, and teachers warmly received his

suggestion. The Chairperson recalls that he had earlier seen a math lab,

in use at a suburban high school and:had been impressed with its usefulness.
. -,

With'the support of the Ingliss staff, Profesdor Smith wrote a proposal calling

for him to offer,a course at Ingliss in the math lab approach to teaching

as well as to set up a math lab in4he High School. This proposal was fundeir.

The High School math teachers subsequently enrolled in the course.
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The College Coordinator recalls that in conversations with Professor Sniith

the fadulty members "seemeTto feel that they were getting some understanding

'of the approach." The major problem encountered during the period when

Professor Smith wOrked at the Ingliss, ,which extended from spring.1976 through

the 1976-77 school year, centered on ordering supplies toF the math.lab
-

'and getting them hauled into the school. There was a union dispute over who

would bring in the boxes, a problem which the College Coordinator helped to

resolve. Once the equipment was in the school, it was discovered that there

was no space available for it. The materials were stored in the office of

the Math Department Chairperson, where computer terminals and other machines

were also located. However, the math lab materials were not unpadked because
4

the Chairperson feared that they Would be stolen by the students. He wanted a

proper math lab to be constructed before the materials were unpacked.

Professor Garfield Brown of the MassachusettsCollege Mathematics

0
Department had been recruited by the College Coordinate to yelp the mathematics

0 staff at Ingliss implement the second year of a two -year algebra program.,

However, the Headmaster unexpectedly terminated this program in the middle of

its first year. Professor Brown, looking for something else to do, observed

that the math teachers wanted to set up the math lab. He wrote a proposal to

do so which was approved by CDACNO the other required bodies.

During.the 1977-78 school year, Professor Brown worked with the
4

Department of Planning and Engineering of the School Department to design

an area in which the math lab, the computer room, and the Department Chairperson's

office could be located. However, the renovations did not begin until ],ate

A

spring and were'not completed until the following year.
e

A second.goal of the 1977-78 project was the writing of behavioral

objectives for every math course offered at Ingliss. Professor Brown was to

work-with five teachers to produce a resource book for each course that contained

specifications of ,the behavioral objectives of each, together with lesson plans,
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. textbook references, lists of appropriate math lab materials, and their locations.

in the math labw.IYrofessor BYown,planned,to meet with the teachers on a weekly

basis; and ea0h teacher.was to write objectives for two of the courses he or

she was teaching. However, by the end of the funding period work had 'been

comPletedfor only half of the courses and the math lab had not been constructed.

Professor Brown did not 'return to Ingliss the following year, and the prolject

was dormant during 1978-79. The math lab .was not in use during that Year, either:

no assistant had been hired tq,staff it.

In the spring of 979, the Math Department Chairperson approached

the College Coordinator and asked for assistance in developing a.remedial course.

Ninth grade'students at the Ingliss had scoredwell below national medians

in math achievement tests taken the previous year. The purpose of the remedial

program would be to improve studentS' test scores and their chances of passing

the minimal eompetence tests which the High School would be required to administer

in the spring of 1980.

In response to a request from the College Coordinator, Professor

Helen Stone of the College Mathematics Department, previously a participant

in a pairing project at another high, school, volunteered to undertake the task.

She first wrote a concept paper which she discussed with the headmaster,,

the Department Chairperson, and the math teachers at Ingliss. With their approval;

shy developed a proposal 1.4hich listed the following objectives for 1979 -80:(

1. writing a'detailed list of behavioral objectives for the
developmental mathematics course;

2:7, selecting, for each chosen objective, appropiate conceptual
and drill activities, and developing for each objective appropriate

.InstrlictionaIaterials;

8°. writing a Set of questions to test each chosen objective;

,4. training paraprofessionals, voluners, tutors, and student
teachers to assist teachers in the mathematics laboratory.

Professor Stone agreed to work at Ingliss only if the Headmaster and

the District Superintendent agreed to hire a math lab assistant with school
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rather than 636 funds. According to the College Coordinator, he made this)

demand bdcause 636 funds-were not supposed to be used to hire permanent staff

and because he wanted to elicit a commitment to the project from the High

School. The Headmaster agreed and Professor Stone began work with.the teachers
, -

°J.
in Septembex, 1979. The objectives for the dpielopmental math course hav6 now

been written, although the testing has not yet occurred. The math lab has been

in operation since mid-January, when an assistant finally joined the staff:

Although most of the goals specified in the three Math,Assistance

propoials have been achieved, the process of meeting them has been anything

but smooth. In the words of the Co/rege,COordinator, "The Ingliss has beenther
1

Sargasso Sea of our effort. Everything gets cluttered up with weeds."
'

Both Professor Stone and_ProfessorBrown found that the Department

Chair and the teachers welcomed the efforts of the Massachusetts College faculty

but were unwilling to do much work themselves.; They foumd,the attitude of

the teacherS to be: "Come and do anythinig that you can for us. We appreciate
gle

your help." Both c6nsult4nts found it impossible to meet with the whole staff

on a regular basis; both were forced to meet with teachers individually. Both

did most of the work 'themselves. Professor Brown observed: "To help them- out,

you have to end up doing all the work yourself...arid that's not really .a cooperative

venture.",

0
The teachers did not attend meetings and did not complete individual

assignments on time. Although they received training in the use of a math

lab and had equipment for it, they did not attqmpt to put the lab into
/
operation.

Even after the facility had been constructed, the teachers'would not'unpack

and set up the equipment themselves: Professor'iStone did it,with the help of

the newly hiredMath Lab Assistant.

The teachers' explanation for their inactivity is thatlZy were

busy and did not have time to do any extra work.. But Professor Brown charges

them with a general lack of(commitment:
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Lack of Ativation,:lack of real interest. It always takqs
more effOrt tochange your approach,to your normal presentation
of ide4g in the classroom, to also incorporate some audio-
visual aids, toogeE'the students more involved. It takes more
preparation, more time, more effort, more discipline. I think
tha&-s lacking, From what I have been able to see, it's simply
not there.

°

Professor Brown further suggests that because many of the teachers are already

at the top of the pay scale, and thus could not profit from additional. t---"

,

igraduate credits, participation in th roject contained no monetary incentive

for them. Several of the teachers hack received credits for their work with

Professor Smith and with Professor Brown but were expected to work with

Professor Stone on a voluntary basis.

Both Professor Stone and ProfesSor Brown mention situational 'factors
A I'

that contributed to the demoralization of the teachers. They cite the lack

of effective leadership by both the 14admaster and the Department Chairperson.

The'Heydmester, for example, has not supported the Math-Assistance Project

consistently. During Professor Brown's tour of duty atIngliss, he repeatedly

called last minutefaculty meetings during times when Professor Brown had
--

seduled meetings with the teachers, cleared previously with the administration.

N
The Headmaster did not facilitate the hiring of the math assistant. He cut

off the two-year algebra program in midstream, leaving the teachers resistant

to a new plan to insitute-atbree -year algebra- geometry sequence because

they did not believe the administration would allow the project to continue

beyond the first year. In Professor Stone's view, the attitude of the teachers

isi"We've tried and failed, so there's no sense in trying again."

Another factor ma'y be suspicion on the part of the Math Department

staff that the High School will be closed in the next few years. Professor

'Brown recalls that this was a concern among the teachers with whom he worked.

Although both faculty members experienced frustration in their work

at the Sngliv, they7responded in different ways. Professor Brown defined his

role as'one of helping teachers with a task that belonged primarily to them. Most

of the worKthat was done occurred when he deviated fron this role, he felt,
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contrary to his beliefs. However,)le was willing to bend his principles in

order to achieve the objectives specified in the proposal. He notes ,that he

could hawi gonfurther and unpacked the math lab equipment himtelf

(as Helen Stone did more than a year later), but he refused: "I was tempted

.
to physically make the changes myself, but I d e w the line, because I'did not

l-,feel it was my place to do it."

Professor Stone, on the_ other hand, redefined her position at

Ingliss, involving herself in all aspects of the work of the Department.

When she was unsuccessful at arranging

she, began to meet them on a one-to-one

the classroom with one new teacher who

gropp meetings wit$ the teachers,

basis. She worked extensively

had serious disciplinary problems.

She tried to get the teachers to develop a plan (,required by the School

Department) for dealing with students who fail the minimal competencies test.

She rewrote the course descriptions'for each course offered by the Math

Department. .Since she was dissuaded-from'quitting the project after the first

term by the Headmaster and the Department Chairperson, her strategy has been to

signify her commitment to the school by means of her continued presence

within the Department and-thus to win', however slowly, the good will of the teachers.

She feels. her Yoke is to serve as a model:

I think that because of the fact that I am there, they talk
about math, they talk about doing things. 41 have to set an
example by doing more work than arty of them (is) doing,-
so that they'll recognize that they can do work, toor
and things will happen accordingly..

' The fact that'teachers trained in the math lab approach made no

effort, four years later, to set up the math lab in a way that.would be

useful to tfiek m g t-Suggests that they reflected this instructional method.

However, both Massachusetts College consultants reported that the teachers

recognized the usefulness of the approaCh. In the consultants' views

the Ingliss teachers are willing to accept new ideas but unwilling to c o out of

,their way to implement them'. Even with the math,lab finally In operation,
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the teachers are repo;tedly not using it to best advantage:, they are

sending individual students to work with the math lab assistant on a one-

to-one basis. According to ProfesTor Brown, this practice constitutes an

underutilization of the math lab, the basic purpose of which is to provides-

materials for teachers to use in the classroom. Used by individual (pupils,

far fewer students benefit from it.

In this collaboration, Massachusetts College profesiors might

have been catagoriZZNy the teachers as experts in educational theory,

as practitioners of math teaching, 'or as former mentors of the Ingliss

faculty. None of these classifications was used to any significant degree.'

Neither faculty member had been asked by'the teachers td cite research

supporting either the math lab approach or any other idea about te ing they

might have mentioned. According to Professor Stone, the important question

in the minds o the teachers is Mill it work?" '

Although both consultants had previous experience teaching in the

public schools and supervising student teachers from Massachusetts College,

they recalled no specific instances in which they justified a suggested teaching.

method by referring to their own classroom experiences. Both bf them also had

several of the Ingliss nAh teachers as'graduate and.undergraduate students

at Massachusetts College, buethey were unable to identify any effect this

had on their relatiOnships with these former students in the pairing.--context.

ApparenfIli no over distruct of academic expertise was communicated to

the two consultants. However one teacher commented to the interviewer that

what was needed at= Ingliss was the help of

high school teachers.trained to teach algebra

simpleaddition and subtraction. Professor

sometimes gave suggestions that could not

She explained that although playin
1,1

a gqbd instructional technique, it is'impractical.at Ingliss, where teachers

elementary school'teacher to advise

and trigonometry how to teach

tone noted that.Coliege faculty

+IS

implemented at the Ingliss..

the classroom is generally considered

may have thirty or more.students-in a clads. She also mentioned an instance
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where sheand the teachers modified an exercise which iprigved the use o.f

compaskis, since the teachers were unwilling to distribute compasses to

the studentg because they regarded them as potentially lethal weapons,

The Problems encountered by the consultants working xith the

'Math Department reflect the problems facing the entire High School, Sirtce

last summer,.Comrofinity *louse, a social service agency in the area in which

Ingliss is located, has hosted a series of meetings at whihrepresen4atives

Of all of the agencies and institutions associated with Ingliss have met

to plan ways in which. the efforts of. all these groups might be coordinated.

The main problems at the Ingliss Identified by the articipanti\in these

meetings are very similar, to those observed by the m&th consultants.

Q

QaP

V
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4. Project 3: Studvt Assistance Project'
Massachusetts College - District C

The Student Assistance Project has operated since the first.year of,

the Collaborative. After the Court announced the pairin )1 of Massachusetts

College with District C, the College Coordinator recruited faculty members 4_

,/
conduct aneeds assessment in the District. Asked how the College could best

-.

meet their needs, principals and teachers most frequently requested

Masqachusetts College students'to come into the schools on a regular basis

to tutor students-and to provide other help to teachers. The College and the

District also conducted two on-site surveys of secondary schools to

determine the number of student assistants each elementary and secondary

school requiied in each 'subject area. -

Between two and three hundred college students are usually involved6'

in the pioject each year, working thiree hours a week. At least halfOf the

twenty -two schools in District C have participated in the project. The

(student assistants include students teachers from the-elementary, secondary,

and physical education programs; elementary and physical education majors
, k -r .

fand minors and secondary education Atnors enrolled i courses requiring

I field work; biiingual students tutoring bilingual secondary school pupils; and.,
S i

1

.student volunteers earning three college credits through a course (Field

.. . . ,

have .,Ekcperience in Education: Practicum) created for the project. The students ave .,

t.

provided remedial assistance primarily 'in language arts, reading, and math.

. Practice teachers from Massachusetts College who choOge to work in //,

the City of Boston are now concentrated'in District C schools, as are, student

interns in education courses featuring.a practicum.' These students,are
-1

supeivised by the Massachusetts College faculty members in'whose coarses
qt.

they aft
N

are registered.
:,
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During Christmas vacation irk 1975-76; Bob Cot, Assistant to thec

College Coordinator, sent letters to ali Masachusetts College students 7

,)
urging them to register for the Field Experience in Education curse, Which

.

would allow them.to earn'three credits by assisting three hours a week

in a District C,school. The students were required to maintain regular

attendance,' keep a journal detailing their experiences, and write a final

0

evaluative paper. Interested students returned a form tb'Bob Cot on whiC4 they

indicated their special.. skills, the kinds of Fork they wished.to do in a school,

and the school in which' they preferred to work. These foims were then

turned over to a staff developer in the District C Office,-who assigned-Students.

to.schooils: For the first year-he decided to place all of them at the Lincoln

Middle School because of its locatiOn next to an META statton. The only

preparation the students had for their assignments was a brief orientation
e .

meeting. During the first two years of the projedt,,Bob Cot, supervised the
1

Students in their work.-
\

1977-78, a faculty member in the SecOndary Education Depaftment,
4

who had previously served as an assistant principal in a Bayside school.,

was named, Director of the Student Assistance Project by the-College Coordinator.

B.us transportation from MassachuSetts College to the schoolsowas provided for

'women elementary education majors who were relu'ctant.to use public transportation.

Faculty. members also began 'to conduCt classes at. the schools in Which their

Students assisted.

The project was broadened to include a physical education component

///
which had beeri operating separltply under the direction of faculty membes in

the Women's Physical Educatift,Department., DUring the initial needs'assessiteni

conducted by Massachusetts College faculty in June, 1975, teacher's and principals

requested special assistance in physical education. Some schools in. the

District had no physical education facilities, while otfie s had-facilities

'but no staff. One member of the Women's Physical Education Department wrote

long proposal detailing methods of improving the District's elementary physical
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education progtam, but the'ideas in it were never/atted upon. However,

Massachusetts College did obtain 636 funds in 1A6. to hire several . ..a.

c-:

I

.S 4'
.

full-time'physical Vucatilen instructors for the schools.

A second and continuing element of the physical educatiltproject\ ,

i

consisted of Massachusetts College students enrolled in physical, education

courses teaching movement, coordination, and dance, under the supervision

o l.tfacuIty members to children in schools in District B, outside Massadhusetts

College's pairing. Children from two or three. special needs classes in the

District were (and are) bused to Massachusetts College approximately eight times
1- . . .

per semester to use the College's physical education facilities* . This project_

is a continuation of Women's Physical Education Department's long-standing
.,:-

..d. 1,

practice Of working with the public schools. ror many years beforeithe

pairing, faculty members had,brought their students to schools within walking

distance of the College, schoOls which under the Court Order became part

of-District B'andwers paired with Dunfey University.' Two faculty members of the

Women's Physical Education DeparMent reported that the content of these

courses was notiaffected by the assignment to District C, nor by subsequent

administrative changes' which shifted responsibility to-another professor for

choosing the participating schools and fc arranging Sus transportation.

In retrospect, this is the most likely 'project for the College and the

District.to have initiated during the early stage of the collaboration. School

personnel sudden .y asked to 'specify tow Massachusetts Collegejaight assist them

would immediately. think of the College's largest resources - students.

Also, this project probably represented £he least threaten form in which

both sides could fulfill the Court's mandate. The idee-tf College students

working in the public schools was clearly not an innovation: it is a time-

honored pr* actice for education majors to work in the sollools. In addition,
0

students assisting children in small groups or on a one:to-one basis do not

digiupt the schools' routine. The teachers could enjoy a lighteZ, workload

while providing only minimal supervision of the students. They would
. ,
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not,be `pressured to change their customary teaching methods.

Massachusetts College, for its part, would gain at a Minimal-cost

an opportunity to establish working relationships with the principals and teachers

1

of
fa large number of schools in the District. The students' yisibility

would give evidence to parents and teachers of Massachusetts College's

Zommittment to the'DiSict. -In addition, the project would provide field.

opportunittes to students, reducing the need' for facFlty memberslto make

individual arrangements for practica. 'Finally, the Student Assistance Project

capitaliz\s on several/ Spects of MassachUsetts C011ege's curriculum, faculty,

_and student body, espe6ially the following: c.

1. he College's history as a teacher-training institution: Faculty members

in the
0
three Education Departments (Secondary, Elementary, and

,

Physical Education) accustomed to supervising students in schools

*
did not have'io be convinced of the educational value of field

experience. A large (but decreasing) number,of students was already

enrolled in practice, internships, and studTt teachingCourses and

0 could easily be transferred to schools in District'C.

./'

2. The public school-experience-of the Project Directors: LikE many

Massachusetts` College ftcuity members t_ both Directors had been public

"" .

school teachers. Although one had taught in a suburban school

A, 4

district, the other had served as an assistant principal in Bayside,

arld-some of4the principals and teachers involved 'in the Student,

Assistance Project had been his colleaguds._ Be used his rapport and

credibility with school personnel to settle Ininor disputes, over

the supervisory rgsponsibilities of teacherand College faculty ADA

to expand informal relationships that developed between the College'

and District1C. l'Or example, three\years ago, the District Superintendent

asked to meet with principal's and teachers to discuss future collaborative
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projects. During, an 6ergenCy'at one of-the elementary schools,

he arranged classroom space at Massachusetts College for a secaltd=

grade class. As a resident of Bayside, he'used.neighborhood

contacts to arrange for a health cents to conduct a course for

District C parents and teachers thrbudh Massachusetts College's
0

Program of Continuing Education. ,,;

. 3. Geographi distribution of Massachu%Otts'Collige studentstThe

tt- 1
largest oup of Massachusetts College students comes from Bayside.

Another large group of students 14ves in saibubs of Boston contiguous

s _

to Bayside. Many'of the latter group either grew up in Bayside or haVe

parents who lived in Bayside before movin to the neighboring towns.

In the first two years of the pairing a majority of the student

volunteers (basically, students not majoiing or minoring in education)

came froM.Bayside or the neighboring suburbs.' The Project Director
A

'speculates that these students -were] motivated by a sense of social

responsibility to the nvighbbrhood, in some cages to the schools
, 0 -,

... .
they had attended. A relatively large number of the participants were

'..

, black, residents of Norwalk "and Bas.de, very Likely assisting in a
. , . r.

school which they had attended.'' ,

s
7 .

.
The Student Assistance Project has experienifd few problems since it began.

\ The
.

most common comkeints concern missed bus trips to and from the College.t

In a few instances prinCipalg *e unhappy with the proj&t.' fn one case a

principal demanded that his teachers receive Vouchers for supervising practice

teachers, but the Director was able to convince hini that the students in question

were volunteers or interns, nOt student teachers.'

The most serious'probleM associated with this project is Massachusetts

CoJ,lege^rt difficulty in recruiting the number of assistants requested by

the schools. 'Accused by the principals of taling advantage of the opportunfty

to place student teachers without putting much effort into recruiting the
N q .

.

reque-gtid nUffibws, the two directors of the project have had to explain repeatedly
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why the supply of assistants is dwindling. The reasons include a drop in

enrollment in education programs in response lEo the decline in the number of

predicted teaching positions, and increase in the number-of general,education

requiremenA in students' programs, which mans that non-education majors must

use up one' of the only three or foy.r "freeelectiVes they have in order to

-.

volunteer in a school.
.e^--,- -

-(11 .....

The Student Assistance Prgject is considered a success by most of those

involved. The annual evaluations of the project contain favorable comments-,.

by principals and teachers., Ail Massachusetts College project directors stated s

that they believe the projebt benefits-bothipthd studeig assistants and the

children in District C schob A special needs teacher stated-that her pupils

enjoy and profit from the physical education classes at Massachusetts College,

e) so much so that she hoped her class would be selected to participate again next

Jean The District Superintendent views this project as-pne of the most'

successful in the pairing. Only the College Coordinator is,more reserve4 in.

)
his enthuiiasm, saying, "The project is very,popular, but difffcult to evaluate.

The favorable judgment of College and District participants seems to be

-

based on the'shared assumption that children benefit from the individualized

persOnal attention in school; Howeve-il there has been no attempt to prove thrS

assumption within the project. Education majors and minors are supervised by

faculty members and bring to their' work some farliiliarity withedLcational theory,

and teaching techniques. But in instances where no'faCUlty members are pregent

in the learning situation, it seems unlikely that new ideas or teaching technique

are tra2smitted from Mthsachusetts College faculty to District C teachers via

the students. However, a special needs teacher who observed both faculty-aAd
.

4,

students working with her4class commented that she had later employed some of their

techniques in `her classrooms This same teacher reportedthat,durj.ng physical
,

education classes, she made suggestions regarding discipline and control that

were used by faculty and student assistants.
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5.' Project 4: Environmental Studies

Massachusetts College - District C

The _Environmental Studies*Project, funded for $5,366 in FY80, is

a project di ted since its inception in 1977 by the Principal of the

Terrence Middle Sch The main focus of the project is a five -day trip,

in Octoberto cape Cod for 30 eighth graders at the Terrence. During

the'triprthe Students, selecte ottery, stay at a dormitory-classroom

/facility operated by the National Park Service at the Cape Cod National

SeaShore. Divided into teams, the studenta-cookoand serve their meals,

wash dishes, and clean the facility. They are supervised by counselors from

-4
moo'

Youth EnrIchment Services and by Terrence teachers, who each spend a few

days there on a rotating basis. During_the first trip the Assistant to the

College Coordinator, as well as a few parents, stayed at the Cape

with the students.

The idea fok the project. originated with Dr. Norman Bates,

the Middle School Principal, who knew about the National Environmental

Education (NEED) Project sponsbred by the NatiOnal Park Service at the Cape.

He asked the College aordinator to obtain 636 funds for the project, the

goals of which were: 1) to increase students' knowledge of the enviro ent;

2) to provideia new experience for urban children, most of whom had never
/

beenoutside their neighborhood; 3) to broaden students' career awareness;

4) to improve students' 'self -image and self-reliance; 6) to provide an

opportunity for children of varying Cultural backgrounds to live together

for a week.

The project's curriculum was developed largely by Dr. Bates,

who enlarged upon thercurriculum suggested by the National Park Service.

Thetrogram for the week reflected Dr. Bates' philosophy that experiential

education is valuable, but only when combined with a focus on skill

,#
development. The children take field trips conducted by park rangers,

,
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Massachusetts College facul ty embers,e and the local clam warden. They visit

museums and meet fishermen in Provincetown. They learn about swamps and

salt marshes, beach erosion, food chains, and astronomy. Talks by park

rangers alert the children, especially the girls, to new career opportunities.

Every minute of the children's day, from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., is filled

with a scheduled activity, either educational or domestic.

This environmental information is integrated into a more traditional

learning context. Anglish.teachers at the school selected poems and novels

about the sea for the children to read. A postcard-writing session incorporated

a lesson on letter-writing. A demonstration of surveying methods contains a

lesson in geometri

A hidden agenda of the project appears to have been to'introduce

the .children to middle ,class behavior. Dr. Bates reports that he brings

O

we

his Marine Corps.training to bear-on the children, who are expected to meet high.

standards of cleanliness during their' stay in the Park Service facility.

According to the Principal, many of the children are unfamiliareerth such practices

as makingrbeds, hanging up wet towels, washing dishes, and sitting quietly

at the dinner table. He reports that the children quickly recognizA the need

to main in order and cooperate fully, and are each year very proud of their

domestic accomplishments.

To some extent the entire schoOl is involved in this project. Before

the first trip in 1976, Dr. Bates met with all of the teachers and, asked them to

develop a curriculum in their field relevant to the trip. The teachers

introduced the children to environmental material before the trip, presented

lessons during the week at the Cape, and followed up afterwards. The Principal

and two teachers reported that all of the teachers are enthusiastic about

the project. They also mentioned that the sixth and seventh graders look

forward to their chance to go to the Cape and that all of the children are eager

to hear about the project when the participants return.
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Massachusetts College's involvementin this project is limited to

submitting the proposal for 63t funds and handling the logistical aspects of

t4 trip. .The College. Coordinator assigns an assistant each year to take

,care of details such'as chartering the bus and arranging a line of credit with
,

a milk company and a supermarket on the Cape.. During the first year of the project

the assistant, after discussing the prOject with Dr. Bates, wrote the proposal,

assisted the Terrence teachers in developing the curriculum, and a >companied

A the Childrento the Cape,. where he led field trips and played sea chanties

on his guitar.

The College CoordinaT also asked two Massachusetts College

faculty members, a geologist and a mathematician, to spend a few hours with

the children. The mathemathian conducted a.demonstration of surveying

technigues;lhe geologist led a field trip during, which he disculssed beach

erosion and other geological aspects of the Cape. He also brought high school

level films on beach erosion which he showed to the children. Neither faculty

member had met with Dr. Bates or the Terrence, teachers befoe the trip.

They were paid for their services. The geologist stated that he went

because he hoped "toturn street kids on to science."
t

The curriculum and schedule developed during the first year of the

project have been followed without change each succeeding year. However,

the Principal and the two teachers interviewed, as well as the Massachusetts

College geologist, all stated that the trip had fallen short of the staff's

expectations the third time it occurred. Because they had devoted little time

to preparation or to 'fmiliarizingthemselves with the schedule, they

found themselves disorganized at the Cape.° -One of the teachers also mentioned

that tile rest of the school appeared to'be aloof from the project. The geologiiV

said that in contrast to previous years,, the students were poorly .supervisell

and he believed he was wasting his time. Dr. Bates reported that some teachers

esented.the unwillingness of other teachers to take responsibility for the

children at the Cape.
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The Principal and teachers have plans to forestall a recurrence

of these problems. A committee of teachers has met to develop a new curriculum,.

and they_plan_also.to screen the YES counselots before engaging them for the

next trip. Dr. Bates requested that the College Coordinator locate a-

Massachusetts College faculty member willing to take charge of the project.

Another geolog4t has agreed to serve as the Project Director.

The project has Wbri-the .praise of all of the Massachusetts College

and Districiet personnel involved in it. Itssuccess derives from several factors:

1. Itk is the only project to be conceived and directed entirely by

school personnel. The teachers might be expected, therefore,

to be more committed-tO this project than to one administered

by a Massachusetts College faculty member, especially since
5

°

responsibility for the success of the project rests with them.

In addition, the fact that the Project Director is the Principal

of the School means that he has the authority to enforce the

participation of the teachers.

\.

C
2. The project coherently embodies the.educational philosophy of the

Project Director. The curriculum and schedule for the tripwere

Carefully designed to reflect the Director's belief in the

4

effectiveness of field-based learning integrated with classroom

approach to basic skills. Dr. Bates emphasizes that the trip to

thy Cape was planned not as a vacation for the students, but as aft' (

solid educational experience. He and the Terrence teachers tve

organized other such experiences for the:children, such as

cross country ski trips, bicycling excursions, and a whale watch.

3. The entire teaching staff appears to be committed to the project.

All play some role in it, either by accompanying the children to the

Cape or by focusing their classroom teaching on issues relevant to

the trip.

4. The history and size of the school make it ideally suited for this
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personnel, the Environmental Studies PrOect is distinctive in its goal

a

type of project. Terrence Middle School opened just a few

weeks before the first trip to the Cape. The excitement

aroused by the trip and the elation generated by its success

may have cemented the relationships of the new staff,

enabling them to remain .iommitted to the project year after

year, as well as to initiate other field trips. In addition,

the' relatively small number of teachers and students at the

_Terrence (180 student'S in 1979-80) facilitates the sense of

'community and cooperation that the project requires.

Besides being the only pairing project to be directed by school

,v

of promoting racial harmony. 'However, this aspect of the project appears to

be incidental, since the curriculum and schedule cohttin no components

directly aimed at achieving it. Although nearly equal numbers of 'black

and white children p'ar'ticipated in the first trip, the number of white

children in the school has since drofped to 15 out of the total enrollment

of 1816, with the result that only five of the thirty participants in 1979

were white.

L
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6. Proiect 5: Other-Pairing Activities
Massachusetts College - District C

/ Chapter 636_ furldshave suPPlorteLthe_only_mandated_paLring_actizities,

but the Massachusetts College - District C Collaborative has sponsored other

forms of
*
cooperation, supported by in-kind contributions or by non-63t grants

which the District and the College have secured together. In addition, some

I

joint activities took place omen unfunded basis.

Pairing activities not specified in the 636 proposals but. which have

grown informally outr the relationship between Massachusetts College and

District C incluln

1. Use of facilities, equipment and supplies. As a result of the 'pairing

relg-tionship, District C administrators and teachers feel free to

call on the Colle e Coordinator or individual facultyiomembers with wtrom

)
they have worked for services not specified in tie yearly For

example, a high school dance was held at Massachusetts College; a second-

grade class used a classroom at the College during a scliO01,emergency;

and, Bob Cot, 'the former Associate Coordinator, used his contacts in

the field of educational media to supply g District C teacher with

historical films.

2. Sponsoring of additional inservice courses. In 1979-80 three courses

funded by mini- grants fromlhe CommoLealth Inservice Institute

(a division of.the State Department of Education) were offered through

the College's Program of Continuing Education. A course on heglth and

nutrition was organized by the Director of the Student Assistance Project.

Personnel from two neighborhood health centers in Bayside serving
/1
black

and white crunities taught thecourse, in which both teachers and parents

(recruited through CDAC) enrolled. The District Office\se't up two

courses, one entitled "Teaching the Gifted and Talented," in which both

Maspachusetts College faculty and District C staff members lectured,
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P
and another, "Spanish for Educators," taught by a District C teacher.

Difficulties arose in arranging these courses because District C personnel

wanted control over them., but thg Director of Continuing Educ'ation

would only allow cqurses.offered by an academic department at the College,

and department chairpersons were unwilling to approve instructors members

of their departments. The College Coordinator and his Assistant
.

successfully mediated the dispute by perstading the chairp41-sons to

sponsor the courses.

In addition, Helen Stone, Director of the Math Assistance Project at the

Ingliss High School, identified a need fora course.in which high school mathematics

teachers learn how to present to high school students mathematical concepts
a 7

usually taughtin elementaryschools. She has submitted a proposal for such a

course to the Teacher Center in District C.

Besides gratis seres provided by Massachusetts College and the

Commonwealth IiPservic)Inetitute, three other programs not receiving money from

636 funds have develo d as collaborative projects: a program for Pre-College

Teacher Training in S ience, a Teachtr Corps Project,-and a Teacher.Center.

Although funded by the National Science Foundation, the Pre-College

Teacher Training in Science,Program is similar in design to 636 staff development

projects. The NSF project consisted of science courses offered in the summer
- t

. of 1979 and in'the fall and spring semesters of 1979-80. Elementary And high

school teachers participated in parallel programs taught by Massachusetts

College faculty.

. X
The origin of, the project is described in the proposal: "The College

, %s . ,4 *,

---/-has endeavored to assist the schools (in District C) in all areas of instruction

including science. 'It is is relationship, developed the past four years,

thiat has led to the formu tion of this proposal." Tie idea for the project

originated with the Collage Coordinator,-who, as Director of Prograp Development

and Research at Massachusetts College,,regularly reviews the Federal Register

0
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and other sources of information ab t potential grants. The College Coordinator

sent a copy of the NSF announcement to Dr. Roger_Dant, professor emeritus in the

College Physics Department. Dr. t and the College Coordinator developed a

proposal abstract whic6.heysdiscussed with the District Superintendent, as well

,

as with the principals and headmasters of District C. The need for such a

progrgh had been documented in a survey conducted by a Massachusetts College.

professor directing a pairin project designed to instruct'teachers in the

use of a new science curriculum, SCIS.' The survey of District C teachers'in

kindergarten through the fifth grade revealed that only 15% of them had college

work in physical science, 15% had prior work in chemistry, and the rest had no

1*

physical science training. This survey also indicated that Ire teachers/wanted

help in elementary science teaching.^ In addition, the Director of Science'for

the Boston Public4Schools had said that "lack of knowledge of the content of the

physical sciences was limiting the ability of the teachers to'use-the physical,

science-portion of SCIS."

ut of the discretionary funds which each district has for use in

teacher improvement projects, District C funded a planning grant which enabled

three teachers and one Massachusetts College faculty member( a pairiihq consultant

on an earlier project, to develop the middle school and high sclool portions of

the proposal. ttlese three teachers surveyed their colleagues in the District

about course content, format, meeting times, and other issues, and the teachers'

recommendations were incorporated into the proposal. The first submission to

NSF was rejected; upon resubmission the prOject was funded fo'r 1979-80..

The project.had two sepaiate components -- one for elementary school

teachers and the other for middle and high schoolteachers. The elementary

program was staffed by three Massacflusetts College physical science professors

and incl.uded lectures, audio-visual materials, laboratory work,:and field

trips, alt designed to provide the teachers with a background in physical science.

The project began in the summer of 1979 with, a two-week all-day program in
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the geology of the Boston area. The teachers were divided into small groupy to

develop additional summer teaching modules based on the work of the first two

weeks. In the fall, a follow-up session was held in which the tesulting teaching

modules .were shared. The materials were tried out during the school year,

and a second follow-up session was held at the end of the spring k.term. The
tr-

.1

three faculty members visited each of the schools involved during the year and ," 0
.

.

'served as consultants to the teachers. Physical science courses for

elementary school teachers were also offered during the fall and spring semesters.., .

':i".)

aat Massachusetts College. Teachers learned about current research in the fields 8-

of as.abnomy, physics, and chemistry and participated in field trips to the

Museum of Science and the Children's Muse*
". .

.

Thp second'component ofthe projectwas aimed at high school earth>scienc
, .4 , a -

.x

teacher and middle school teachers involved in outdoor education programs.

2During field trips in the-summer the teachers developed instruc,onal materi

which they could sharetibther teachers in thkir schools. The rational

for .his is contained in the project proposal: "The use of local exampl s and

materialghelpi to make the earth science course taught in the schools yore

interesti g and relevant." During the fall and spring semesters recent

c!\
develdpme ts in oolanograp y and in earth science were covered.

The or problem encountered in this project was difficulty in

attracting participants.' It had been assumed that most of the participants

would be from District C, but the response from tiajBeyside teachers was

=0
very poor. In order to operate' the program, Dr. Dant had-to spend a few weeks

actively recruiting teachers from other districts and from outside the city.

The Project Director now believes that he should have used the BostomTeaChers.'
--

Union 1Zrrecruit participants. He was disappointed by District C principals

upon whose assistance in recruiting teachers he had been depending.

The project also had a high attrition rate - only 18 of the 34

elementary teachers, and 27 of the 32 secondary sohOol t:eachers who had griginally
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enrolled finished the courses.,- br. Dant believes the teachers dropped out
,

because they found theicourses too difficult, since they emphasized, science

_ content _rather than instructional me

1

thods- Zr.-Dant-dicl-not-applyfor-funding-

to continue the project because he aid not belrieve' he could attract enough

4,

teachers. However; some District C principals have reported renewed interest
,

among their teachers in'participating in the progra. Dr. Dant is nbw
a' )..

i sq
planning to siabmit a proposal to run-the program again in 1981 -82; but rather

than depend on Boston teachers, he has

to eighteen suburban' communities and

responses.

A
'

sent letters detcribing the project.

has thus far received several epcouraging

The consultants in this project'are all Massachusetts College faculty

members, most of whom have worked on other collaboratiye projects. The Director

of the project has expertise in the, field oeelementary science education, and

the Associate Director has supervised student teachers at Bridgewater'State

College.

Because the NSF grant was administered by Massachusetts College, the

College ,C ordinator, as Directorof Program Development and Research, had formal

.°
control over the project's finances. He also assisted Dr. Dant in his rec7itment

effort. The involvement of the Dislfict Superintendent and other. District C

administrators was limited to approving -the grant proposal.

. The Teacher COrps, .the first 'federally funded collaborative project,

is subtitled in the-grant proposal as "A Comprehensive Training ColIahorative, 4

Involving Students, Community People, School Staffs, and Teacher Trainees:

A Model for Systemic Educational Improvement," The idea for the project originated

(
in inform 1 discussions which the Director of Program Developmentband Research,

(and Coll ge Coordinator) had with a faculty member in the Secondary Education

Department. The Coordinator had been peripherally involved with a Teache4 Corps

project in Michigan. The'Coordinator and his colleague?con'tacted the Boston

Public Schools and worked with*te staff of a school in Norwood, a neighborhood
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near Massachusetts College but outside District C. The proposal that was written

was not funded. Then, when Massachusetts College was paired with District C, the

Coordinator again discussed the possibility of developing a Teacher Corps

project. The Fable Middle School-expressed interest in the Teacher Corps during

the needs assessment conducted by Massachusetts College in June 1975. Fable's

\teachers and Massachusetts College faculty wrote a proposal for a training
,- project which was funded by the National Teachers Corps in the spring of 1976.

(--

Since then, the project has been expanded to include a high school and two.

elementary schools, "because the neighborhoods they serve or in which they to

locat4d have concentrations of low-income faMilies, because many parents and

residents of the neighbAoods indicated.a strong desire to participate in

project activities, and because the staffs of the four schools and that of

District C, including the area Superintendent, enthusiastically endorsed the

venture."

The project has several components: in-service credit7bearing .courses 1,
,

for teachers taught at the participating schools by Massachusetts College faculty;

workshops, for teachers conducted by Massachusetts College faculty; in-service
iir

training for teacher aides; atwo-year internship program in which four graduate
I

students with no previous teaching experience work in the schools and in the

community under the direction of a team leader, and pursue a Master's degree

in'education at Massachusetts CoItege;. a Cormmaniti Council which sponsors a reading

program and other school-related workshops and programs for'parents and community

' people.
o

2fr 1

The Teacher Corps staff consists of a Director and Associate Director,

three college facilitators, members of;the.-College education departments who work

With teachers in thelschools, a community administrator, who works wilt the.

Community Council; and the team leader, who supervise the interns. In addition,.

the project employs consuiploants, many ofwhom are Coll g faculty, to present

lecture-demonstrations, conduct workshops, and teach courses.
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The Teacher Corps project sponsors a variety of activities each year.

At least ten courses have beep offered to teachers, as well asviumerous

workshops on suchtopiWas social studies curriculum and discipline techniques.

The College facilitators worked with teachers at the two elementary schools

to.develdp a school-wide Reading Improvement Plan which was mandated by the

central office of the school system. At the Moore School teachers share materials

and techniques at monthly Teacher Renewal Seminars. The Teacher Corps arranged

for the Library Director at Massachusetts College to consult with the Moote

teacher in charge of the''school library. plembers of the Community Council have

participated in a number. of state-wide conferences.

The Teacher Corps has ctff idulty attracting parents and community people.

The bimonthly Community-Council meetings have not been well attended. A reason

for this is offered in the continuation grant applidation:

What we are learning is that community people are'working people,
'they often have difficulty getting together, and although they
volunteer fdr activities with.the best of intentions, in the
final analysis they find it impossible at times to follow through4.
without.proper support and assistance.

The efforts of the Community Council were further impeded by the resignations

of two successive community adminiArators at times when trtsting relationships

had formed between the administrator and the Council.

Although the teachers appear to be actively involved in all phases of`
. i) 4

.1.

the Teacher Corps project, an evaluation of the inservice,courses revealed that

"the content was helpful, was understandable, and that infdrmation being

gained had immediate applicability," but that "participants felt they had

' limited involvement in the initial planning and outlining of the objectives of

some of the courses."

OA

'

-Teacher Corps, activities take placein'the schools, but the administrative

offices are located at, Massachusetts College. The Director and Associate Director

are members of the College faculty, as are the facilitators and most of the

consultants. Other facUtty members serve on a Program Inprovement Committee

(P;C) which revieis Teacher_ Corps activities that are mainly teacher training oriented.
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College's Office of Program Development and Research administers

the gran,t; therefore, the Director of this office, who also serves as the

College COordinator, monitors Teacher Corps expenditures. Because the credit-

bearing courses are offered through the Program of Cohtinuing Education, and

Teacher Corps interns are matriculated in the College's Program of Graduate

* Studies, the DirectOr of the Program of Continuing Education serves on the
4

Policy Board. The College has Also made %financial commitment to the project,

by assuming 50% of the cost of three faculty members serving half-time and one
_--

serving full-time on the prr oject.
r

) School personnel have both planned and participated in Teacher Corps

activities. The DistLct Superintendent serves on the three-member Policy

Board. The P,iincipal and teaching staff at the Holmes School helped to write

the"first Teacher Corps proposal. ,Since then, teachers conducted needs

Ite r
assessments which guided projectuplanning. Tetchers and teacher aides participate

in the workshops and courses offered by the Teactr Corps. Each participating
.

)
school /also has its own Program Improvement Committee consisting of teachers,

a teacher aide, d student, and in intern.

A

CoMmun4y participation in the Teacher Corps is channeled through the

Community Council, the membership of which consists of both parents and

community residents. The elected challiperson of the Council serves on he Policy
.

Board. The current chairp _is the, Coordinator of CDAC-C.

Another major activity to developipout of the pairing is afede ally-,

Sanded Teacher Center. The, idea Dor a Teacher Center in Bayside was uggested

ven before the pairing by the late District Superintendent, Emil Jone . Efforts

o create a Teacher Center as a project of the Massachusetts college District C

pairing were begun by a'Le-roy Hoffer, Library Media Specialist from a
c

neighboring college engaged in 1975as a pairing consultant because t -re was no

one at Massachusetts College with expertise in this area.
O

;;. ettn,
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The needs assessment conducted in DistrictC by Collegd faculty

in June of 1975 yielded an informal suggestion for a project at the elementary

level entitled, "Mtati-Pt pose Curriculum Library Center and Resource

Area." the Medh\Specialist wrote a 636 proposal for a pilot Vicirkshop in

reading and media skills. He'also met with District C staff to plan for the

proposed "Multi-sPurpose Curriculum Library Center and Resource Area,"'

which in January 1976 was renamed a Teacher Center by Emil Jones. At this time

the National Edudation Association was agitating to obtain federal funding

for local teacher centers which would be controlled by local teachers' unions.

k In 1'976 Hoffer reported, on a feasibility studl which he had conducted
\e,

-

in District C. IA idea of establishing a Teacher Center was approved by District

C and the College Coordinator and endorsed by the Board of Superintendents of

the Boston public Schools which authorized the District Superintendent to seek

outside funding. The College Coordinator and the isecialist made several

unsuccessful'attemptsto obtain'fupding. They applied first to the State

Department of Education and then soughtlittle IVrC (Innovative Educational

Programs) funds. When federal money for Teacher Centers became available

in 1977, the proposal was submitted, again unsuccessfully. Finally; a

second attempt to secure federal funds was successful, and the TeacheT -eenter

has existedjince September Xj", 1979.

4.*,
0 From the beginning., District C teachers and administrators were active in. .-

r 5

planning, the program of the 4enter. W n an'Advisory Board was set up In 1977,
f

teachers representatives, who volunt4red, served with the approval of the
a

Boston Teachers Union. The District Superintendent, staff developers from the

District Office, and the College Coordinator were among the administrators on

the Board. Through the REPT parent.volunteers were recruited. In aadition,

because the ;teacher Center was intended to serve all teachers in Bayside, the

.local Catholic schools were invited to send teaAers to serve on the Board. In

'September of 1977, the AdVisory Boat became

226
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thr
The members of this body, with the assistance,of Bob Cot, then.Associate College

Coordinator, conducted needs assessments of District t6phers and wrote the two

proposals submitted to Washington.

The Teacher Center is intended to meet the perceived inadequacies of
ti

the pairing. It will be lo

1

ated in a central place and contain meeting and

seminar rooms and stocks of equipment and supplies. Teachers will be, able to

attend lectures, participate in workshops, take courses, and construct multi-

'media materialS'with the assistance of library and media experts on the staff.

As noted in a section of the !pant proposal entitled "Limitations of Current

Practice," present inadequacies of the pairing include: insufficient funds for

all the assistance the school
A,

projects, lack of mechanisms t

J

need, absence of follow-up and feedback concerning

disseminate information about activities from one

school to another, and inadequate involvement of teachers.

. teachers have helped plan individual events and small groups of teachers have

"While individual

participated in workshops; there has een no extensive planning or decision-

maki;ng by teachers on..the programs.' Also, accprding to, the proposal' the

Teacher Center. will "establish f connections in District C between the Center

and other specialized services and sources, such as the Child Services Demonstration

Project ( a program for the learning disabled which is underwritten by USOE-BEH

funds) and the career and -66Upational educational coordination unit.",

Another goal of the project was expressed in 1,977 by the former
4

District) Superintendent, Emil Jones', when the proposal seeking Title IV-0'
o

funds was'submitted. In an article which appeared'in the Boston Globe,

Jonesis quoted as saying that he was proposing the Teacher Center as a way

"to overcome theoBvious physical and more subtle educational differences between

*.
old and new bUildings" in District' . He pointed out that in some of the older

buildings,
, .

children did not have an dequate physical education program and that

.% teacher% were unable-to use "multi-age grouping or cross grading, techniques

oor
eMployed'to individualize education." Since it is unclear what the Teacher

.

1,
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center might do to remedy these particular problems, it appears that Jones .

was using the Teacher Center proposal to call attention to the needs of

his District.

During the nine months that the teacher Center has been funded,

little has been accomplished. The Policy Board, led by a public school teacher,

spent months defining the Teacher Center's relationship to the Boston Public

Schools. A controversy arose over whether the Bostbn Teachers Union could

dictate conditions for hiring the Director. The BTU required that the

Directbr be someone who was already, or eligible to become, a member of the union,

effectively limiting the position, to public school teachers. The, administrators

on the Policy Board, led by the current Superintendent and supported by the

Catholic school teac
4/hers,

advocated that the Teacher Center operate independently

of the Boston School Department. The public school teachers, supported by the

College Coordinator, were successful in keeping the Teacher Center a part of

the school system when the issue finally came to a vote., This meant, however,

that the Policy Board, in its search for a' Director, had to use the School

Departments. extremely lengthy process. The College Cd6rdinator and the District
ti

4Superintendebt recommended that the Board hire a temporary director who would

be paid by Massachusetts College, but the Policy Board, on ,the advice.of state

TeaCher Center personnel, rejected this proposal. The Teacher Center just

recently hired'as Director a staff developer in the District C,office who has

been involved in several pairing projects. In-this instance the College
4

Coordinator votedmith the District Superintendent in Support of the candidate,

who was opposed by the public school teachers.

A.second problem arose when the site selected the previous year,

an unused public library, was withdrawn by the city.- The Teacher Center

was finally located in a shopping mall, and, with the new Director actively

hiring additional staff members, it is ready to begin operation.
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Massachusetts College's involvemerlt in the Teacher Center included

recruiting the initiator of the project and providing long-term proposal-writing

assistance. Ai a member of the Policy Board, the College Coordinator often

provides the swing vote in important decisions. He also furnishes advice on

hiring and affirmative action policies. The Assistant to the Coordinator, who

has been named by the Policy Board as an advisor, has carried out administrative

tasks related to the hiring of Teacher Center staff.

While. the NSF project is quite similar to the projects funded under

_Chapter 636, the Teacher Corps and Teacher Center projects differ from the pairing
0

projects in several ways: I .

1. Staff size. Whereas the pairing projects typically involve only one

or two faculty members, the Teacher Corps employs a director, an

associate director, a secretary, a community administrator, a team,

leader, four interns, College facilitators, and short-term consultants.

The Teacher Center will afso have a staff of at least four or five persons.,

The large staff enables these projects to operate numerous projects.

However, staff size has also led to problems not, encountered in smaller

-to

A636 projects. For example, the resignations of two Teacher Corps'

Community administrators prevented planned activities from being carried out

2. Greater variety of projects. Because the federally-funded projects have

more money to spend than do'636 projects, they can be more ambitious in

the variety and scope of the. actimities they attempt.

3. Planning. ,In the case of both the Teacher Corps and the Teacher Center

proposalq, a large number of people from both the Tlege and the

, .

' District contribu ted to the prOposal content. The proposai4 and

much longer and 'more..detailed than 636 proposals. HoWeiter,'in the case

(
of the Teacher Center, this apparent cooperation among prota gonists did

not speed up the development of the project. Also, whereas proposals_

to renew 636 projects are written near the end of the project's life',
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proposals for renewal of -the federal grants must be-written just,

as the project is getting started, dIverting staff attention from

project implementation to proposal writing. They must write a

detailed description of the next year's proposed activities before

they have evaluated,and experienced the present year's agenda.

4. Inclusion of Catholic schools. The Teacher Center involves not only

District C schools, but also the Catholic schools in Bayide.

While this extends the project's outreach, it also adds another intetest

group to the participants, making consensus on policy matters more

. difficult to attain.

5. Formal knowledge dissemination. ,Both,the Teacher Corps and he Teacher

Center have plans to disseminate information about successful activities
. .

in particular schools to other schoolirin tie District. /Within the
se'

pairing, no knowledge dissemination mechanisms have been devised.

6. National networks. Both the Teacher Corps and the Teacher Center are

linked to national networks from which they can seek support and

,
?. J.iguidance in-regard to programs and policy:

7. Involvement of parents. Parents are more involved in'the Teacher Corps

than in any of the 636-funded projects-. The Teacher Corps is also more

closely tiel to the CDAC, since the CDAC Coordinator serves on the

Teacher Corps Policy Board.-*.At least one of the*Teacher Corps' interns
.

4
s

e

has Worked for CDAC to complete the community service requirement of the..
w

Teacher Corps Program.

411
8: Project autonomy. T-ie Teacher Corps,and the Teacher Center are not

subject to the direct control of either the District Superintendent or .

the College Coordinator, as are the pairing prOjects. Rather they
4

"have.a life of their own,"'in the wotdd'of the College Cooidinator.

. 4
They are, however, restricted by the terms of their respective grants.

Moreover., the system oL authority governing pairing projects is
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unambiguous, but the Teacher Corps and Teacher Center have to

negotiate their relationships with the individual schools, the

District C administrative staff, Massachusetts College, the REPCs

and COAC, the Boston Teachers Union, the Catholic schools, the

School Department, and various other organizations. In a few

instances, notably the Teacher Center's effort to hire'e

Director, power struggles took precedence over project business.
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7. Cross Project Analysis

Massachusetts College - District C

Changes Over Time

(The pairing has exidted for five years now and the passage of time

has brought a streamlining of the prdposal-writing, evaluating, and awarding

process. The first few months A. the pairin9 were characterized by a frantic

attempt on the part of Massac usetts College to determine District's needs'

and how the ColleAnight best respond to them. The first year of the pairing
_

. .

(1975-76)had four separate components: first, two needs assessments, one of

the elementary schools and the other of the-secondary schools were conducted by

Massachusetts College faculty; then, planning tasks were specified and planning

teaks.created; third, proposals seeking 636 funds for the planning efforts

were submitted to BEEO, with secondary and elementary proposals submitted

Aseparately on different dates. Finally, more than twenty activities were cakried

our during 1975-76, for varying periods of time. Some were one-semester` ourSes;
24

some were two or three month planning efforts; some were pm-week" workshops.

During this initial stage oftthe pairing, over forty faculty members

from about twenty different departments participated, conducting many different

kinds of-activities. A large number of teacherS' and principals were, of course,

participants in the courses, workshops, and planning efforts.

Because...the funding mechanism had.been set up so hurriedly following

the Court Order, the application was confused, marked/W,misunaerstandings
ti

between College and District C parsOnnel and the -state agencies responsible

for dispensing funds. The College Coordinator ihyot9d nearly full time to

s..the pairing during this process

to differing conceptions of how

. Part of the cafusion may also be traced

formal the proposals were supposed to be,. I

But because of it, the timetables of many'projects were set back, their outcoW*s

jeopardized. The delays caused consultdnts to become disillusioned, and parents,

teachers, and principals to complain that they were seeing few tangible results
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of the pairing. At the end of the first year, the proposal-writing process was

st,11 inefficient, accordingto the Associate Coordinator, who wrote many of the

proposals, only to se them rejected by either the District Superintendent or

by the Screening Committee, 'ch had not determined priorities for the types

of projects it wished to support with.the limited funds available.

The new procedure instituted bytheDiStrict Superintendent at thg

end of the second year of the'pairing eliminated much wasted effort. Even cj

without this new directive, it is likely that proposal-writing would have become

routinized because the excitement and enthusiasm originally generated at the

College had begunito dissipate. The same projects were continued from fear to

year, conducted by the same faculty members. Currently most proposals simply

'update projects from one year to _the next.

With the decline in the, number of projects, the number of school

a;'187Pc&llege personnel involved in the pairing has also dropped. Two of the four 0

-projects described in this case study employ only one consultant each from

Massachusetts College. The number of academic departments represented by the

'4
pairing consultants has diminished, too, to include in 1979-80 only mathematics 4:

secondary edUcation, elementary education, physical educ.;tion,4English,

geology, and psychology. An early concern about making the pairing successful

has been replaced by a focus on completing the-goals of specific projects.
Z.

The pairing relationship appears now to betaken for granted.

Faculty members currently involved in the'Relting generally are

those who have experience either in public school teaching or in teacher

training. Consultants from the Math Department, for example, are 'specialists

in mathematics education rather than pure mathematicians.

From the start of the pairing, Massachusetts College has emphasized

its long relationship with thj Boston Public Schools'to lessen school personnel's

mistrust of "ivory tower""academicians. On the project level, consultants

have used their previous'relationships with. teachers and principals, The

C.



Director tiff the Studeht Assistance Project, for example, dependecron friend-

ships formed with District 'C personnel during his years as an assistant

principal in Bayside to settle disputes and to. improve College/District C
r--

relations, and he exploited his personal contacts as a Bayside resident to

initiate a.course in health and nutrition. The College's involvement in the

development of a new elementary mathematics curriculum developed out of a

previous relationship between the District Superintendent and Susan Tile, a

College faculty member.

4

Although Masachusetts Collegevwasjamiliar to many teachers and

therefore less threatening to them than another` academic institution migbt

have been, it was still perceived as a college, more specifically a teacher-

training institution, and this may have had a 'serious effect on the direction of the

pairing. In Bob Cot's view, this perception delayed pairing- initiated changes

?, in ,the schoOls. Be observes:
,

When we first went (to the schools) in the beginning, it
was sort of guarded enthusiasm. (The teachers) liked the -fact
that they were going to bre matched with the College and at the
same time I think they werf somewhat suspicious of us.
And because we were' coming from a colleges it limited

, their perception of what we might be able to do to help
them; that is, in those early meetings just about the only thing
that tpe typical teacher could think of would be some sort

I

.

of creAit-geherating course for them....Thus, they p#rceived us
as teacher-,trainers and teacher educators more than anything
else. They didn't perceive us as consultants who might
hel them do something. They perceived us as conveyorsof

o

info tion about teaching_in the schools. I think that was
unfor unatAbecause we spent a, lot of.time in delivery of typical
in-service courses that made it look like a simple thing we
have been doing here for years, which had never had any impact4

on the school, anyway....Now, maybe that was necessary; maybe
#that period of delivery of those courses helped us develop some
Credibility. It made it easier for us later to d6 more
interesting things. But, I suspect that if Judge Garri had
matched the schools with'some educational consulting fi that ,

didfl't issue credctsr they might have had more exciting a d
morfproductive" results quicker...

'Attitudes of teachers and administrators have changed ov r the

years. In thebeginning they were Suspicious of Massachusetts College faculty

t

N.. 4.*

A ,
and.convinced that the professors' "ivory tower" peripectilies would be of little

C
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use in actual classroom situations. However, this attitude has diminished;

the College faculty who have persisted in the pairing for more than one year

are on friendly terms with the teachersor have won their respect. But the

College instructors' understanding of the situations teachersirace in the

classroom continues to be an important criterion'by which-teachers rate them.

For lexample, in discussing the,elementary math curriculum developed by

Susan Tile, teachers praised it for'being "rearistic."

Over the years certain goals seem-to have evolved and to underlie

more than individual projects. In the beginning of the pairing, the District
I-

Sup 10 tendent was most interested in setting up a reading program. This
,,-

accomplished, the second District Superintendent, trained as a math teachli,

seems to be-guiding the pairing to a focus on mathematics. These projects

also suggest an interest on the part of both Superintendents, as well as

some of the faculty.consu4ants, in standardizing the ctrricillum. One aim

of the Elementary Mathematics Assistance Project, stated by loth the District

Superintendmit and the Project Director, is to minimize the difficulties students

experience when they move from one school to another within the District. In a

move toward standardization on the high school level, the faculty consultant
4

at Ingliss High School persuaded the Math Department to adopt the three-year

algebra-geometry sequence developed at Bayside High School.

Throughout the,history of the pairing, several pigblems persisted.

In the early stages of the pairing, both the College and the istrict went through

40 a process of defining the limits of the College's involvement in the District.
J

As expressed in the Court Order, the goals of the pairing were broad; consequently

the College Coordinator "asqumed we had a very wide canvas on which to run."
,-\.

,

..1,

However, he soon learnefthat the District had a much narrower, conception of

Massachusetts College's involvement. One of the pairing'activities proposed

) . . ..

during the summer of 1975 by the planning teams of Massachusetts College faculty

ways a program focused on discipline and interpersonal relations within the,

schools. This proposal was turned down by-District C principals, ,
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"certainly on the basis of political judgment," the College Coordinator

believes. /n proposing this activity, the College hadjviolated an un-

articulated rule that the principals had imposed on therelationship, .but

which Cchlege personnel had not recognized. The Colleg Coordinator exPiains:

mo ...It looked like we were really getting our decks into the
%

social customs of the school....There was g social-moral
agreement, if you will, an informal understanding of what
would be socially acceptable. ...The unacceptable one was
mucking, around in interpersonal relations between students
and teachers trying to solve human relations problems. Clearly,
it was beyond what we were expected to thought in the
beginning that was the important thing. I heard it as a very
important issue: what do they do about discipline? What do'
they do about differences in the way teachers reacted to
black and white children?

No further attempts to set up a project of this nature were

made by Massachusetts College. But there were a few other instances in

the beginning of the pairing when Massachusetts College became involved

in activities that were considered inappropriate by the schools. For example,inappropriate

4:0
a.proposal on clustering in:themiddle schdols was rejected by the School

- .
Committee, which di ,notthink that.there was a need fo MassaChusetts College

to be involved in this adtIV'ity.,=Also, 41 the,

-a study on (access to equipmentand.suppliegflwat completed but not folloWed

f t summer of .the pairing,

...

up when it became clear that the problems vieke4mis4m-WA

,
?

.

According to the College Coordinator; when a.
4r .

t

it was ustally'because "we didn't feel there was much real Interest on the school

e,not within the eDistrift

,project -was aiscontinued,

4114
1%

"side, or we didn't have the competent Correct pdb le-, or we, went and found
1 ' 0- o 0

.4.the logistical problems Of doing it or the organiz tiona1 diff4eUltieg were too

much."
4,

Another source of difficulty within th= pairing has been what.

schoo ersonnel consider to be patronizing attitude

Teachers and administratoCS were particularly sensiti

College faculty &at before the consultant' arrival n

by some df the,consultants.

alleviate the problems of the schools. A principal Cri
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for reacting clinids written by a reading specialist at Massachusetts College

on this count. A district administrator, Bill May, recalled an interview

in a local newspaper with a Massachusetts College faculty ugmber who was

directing one of the pairing projects: "It was as though, before his arrival,

befOre Massachusetts College's arrival, nobody had done anything. Now,

teachers W i o had been slaving in rough situations up to thab)time didn't

appreciate that kind of talk." A related, problem noted by May is Massachusetts

College's tendency to.steal the public credit for accomplishfents which

ought to be s red,with the District.
1

In one instance, a pairing project encountered difficulties

stemming from the extremely serious problems confronting the school in which
,

the projecas located. The Ingliss High School suffers from a multitUde

of problems, including a deteriorating physical plant, a declining enrollment,
f- -

a high rate of'vandalism, and assaults against teachers, plus the likelihood
1r

that .tpe school will be closed within the next few years.' These and other

"problems have left-the teaching staff Wary of'outsiders and reluctant to

.-involve themselves fully in new. projects. These-difficulties extend to'
... . Aeev.r. ,,!:

,c,'< ...

i..i. ',the pairing project itself, 'and contribtted to delays in making the math
... . .; , ,

lab operational, for exaMple.
%.

.

The pairing has had,iowqrk within and Around the W7k rules

set bythe Boston Teachers union. Bill-May points'out that in some schools .

the pairing consultants have been caught in the middle of internal 'conflicts:

"%.

...If a group from Massachusetts College goes into a school
towork on problems'of school climate, it has this problem
to face. It certainly must keep its ear to.the ground and
find out what's going on,, which means it,must have'copeact
with teachers,and get to a point of speaking' easily with them.
Oh qua other,hand,'it must maintain a favorable relatiOnship

' with the administration of that school. Unfortunately,,the
problem is that WS awfully difficult to be friends to both in
some schools, ,because there is an internal conflict between

principal and,faculty senate. ,This'i% another force that has
bhcome stronger over the years.

'237,
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Role Analysis

Looked a chronologically, the pairing can be s as a dynamic

process thiough which attitudes, procedures, and programs evolved. Yet a

fairly constant network of relationships underlies the shifting historical c

movement. Although 'the participants' Views of the pairing and its

potential have altered, their ability to influence its direction has remained

a function of their own role performance. The success or faAure of each

project and the,direction of the pairing as a 4hole have beep 'determined to a

great extentthYparticipants' awareness of the requirements and potential of
1'

their own roles and of the roles of other participants:

College Administrators

'-At Massachusetts College few administrators have been involved

in the pairing. The President elected to limit his role-to the formal one

of signing grant proposals and representing the College at social or ceremonial

affairs in the School District. The President's, decision-to turn control
!,!.....:.'

-Of the pairing to the Director of Progradhevelopmen and Research appears to

have eliminated one bureaucratic obstacle in an already tangled process o1X

Obtaining 636 funds, and to have promoted the involvement of faculty members

who might have been reluctant to work'closely with the President.

College Pairing Coordinator

The College Coordinator-serves mainly as a "broker:" He uses this

term to describe his role, and the4stiipt Superinte dent agrees that the

description is apt. Rether than atteMpt'.to 4mplem t projects which reflect a

personal philosophy of education or an agenda for the Boston Public Schools,
4 A

the College Coordinator has chosen simply to ascertain the needs and desires

of the School District and then locate someone with the appropriate.expertise

to satisfy those.leds. 'He believes that the success of failure of a pudect'

rests on his judgment in choosing the project director.

41

44,

A t

The College Coordinator has full control over the College's participation
.AV
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in the pairing. Although the President of Massachusetts College fo

approves pairing projects, he plays no active role jn determining pol

However, in the view 'of the College Coordinator, his personal relatio

with the President is the single most important factor affecting his

formance of the coordinator's role, since it allows him to centralize

-\../----
and to make decisions swilly.

Also important to the Coordinator's effectiveness is his

t lationship with the Co llege faculty. In a College in which faculty

controlC

members

have a record)of voting "nipconfidence" in the President and the Dean,

'the College Coordinator, *aS Directordpf.Program Development and Research,

has managed to stay on good terms with most of the faculty. This rapport

is owed in part to his personal charm and in ,part to his control over

lucrative
I
op rtunities. Faculty members whose teaching positions are in

jeopardy as a result of declining enrollments are looking for ways to es-

tablish themselves in position's which may serve as springboards to a new

career or to non aching positiOns in academia. During the years since the

pairing began T5e e e Coordinator has been successful in wirinin4'in-

creasingly large amounts of grant money, which can be used to purchase released-
i

P
47.

title for faculty members. His control over the p;oject budgets, over the

dispersal o, funds, and over the filling of grant-funded positions, Coupled with
o

,

his close relationship to the President, has made him a poWerful figure in the .

College. tip

Within the pairing the Codrdinator's Style has been to act

independently and to make decisions himself. \Describing-the College Coordinator

as,playing close to the vest," the former Associate Coordinator comments that

often he was inforMed that a project had been approved by the Coordinator and

the 'superintendent which he liad not known was even being considered. The

Associate Cooidinator points out, however, that liois lack of informition may

_/

have been the result of his holding only a part-time position.

From the beginning the College Coordinator deterdined,that

239
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Massachusetts College would function within the District only'in ways approved

District Superintendent. His relationship with both of the individuals,

who filled this post since the pairing began may be characterized as once 4415

mutual respect. They treat each other,as equals, with one -- the District

Superintendent keing a little more equal than the other. For example,

when the headmasters of the two District C high schools had at the last moment

withdrew their approval of'a non-636 funded project ppoposed by the
ti

Coordinator, he managed to persuade them to participate., However, when talk fails

his next move is to threaten to withdraw the entire project,from the school

involved. On one occasion he specifically advised a project director

having difficulty witha school_adminifrator to employ tic.

The College Coordinator brought to his position ars of administrative

experience, having been employed in several state agencie outside of

Massachusetts as well as in a, large city organisation before. assuming the

position of Director of Program Development and'Research at Massachusetts

College in 1972. It may be assumed that this experience preparedhim to deal

with the bureaucratic structures of the Boston School Department and

State Department of Education. Through his position at Massachusetts College he

t

had established contact with faculty members and had proposal 4Fiting experience.

$

In the process of earning a doctorate in eduptional administration, he had

done pra'btice teaching in an elementary school and is certifid as a teacher.
A

Thus, although his experience is in higher education, he did not take, on the role

of College Cobrdinator totally unfamiliar with the public schools and their problems.
f

College Faculty I

The,Jollege faculty are involved in the pairing on an indiviclual, 4sis.

4 They may suggest projects which they wish to vmdektake. More often they are

personally recruited by the College Coordinator to carry out a specific,tak,

or they respond 'ib a call for volunteers issued by the Coordinator. .As

professionals, they are free to determine their oft activities-withi a project:
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so long as they meet the goals specified in-the proposal.

The faculty member's role as a consultant does not appear to have

a great deal of power attached to it. Theeconsultant cannot force teachers4 or

even students; to paiticipate.in a prO5e6.t. A faculty member is'able to

accomplish all objectives of a project vq few oble s only when, through

,his or her interpersonal organizational sk lls, h or she is successful

0 ein arousing the interest and of the it o/ personnel with whom

?.the consultant is working.

As consultants; faculty ers are dependent on the cooperation

of teachers and administrators. What

t

y do have in the pairing derives

from their role as college. professors. In teacher-student relationship

with participating teachers, the faculty member, as a result of his power to
4

'evaluate teachers and reward grades, can exert some control over their

N
participation in -a projectfor'which they are receiving graduate credit,

.When the faculty member&.must work with the teachers as equals

4 ,

in a dolleagial reaationship with colleagues rather than in a hierachical arrangements

they may gain some measure of control over the teachers by One of several

methods:' by giving evidence of possessing knowledge about teaching which

the teachers judge to be useful and_which they wish to share; by manipulating

the teachers' behavior/through effective project design, such as Susan Tike's
le\

use of a participative format; and by developing,a new role imwhich they

becoie necessary -to the school personnel, such as Helen StOne*did at Ingliss.

The consensus among-both school and Massachusetts College personnel
\,

is that the faculty members who are successful in the schools are those who

have prior experience in the public schools, a description which applies to nearly

all of, the current consultants. As the former AssOciateCoordinator observes:

The people who were the most interested, who hung in there,
tended to be people who had had school experience themselves,
or who had been appervising practice teachers. They were the
(ones) ...who had a- notion of the Boston -schools, wto didn't
feel uncomfortable in the Boston schools. Many of them had
themselves grown up in Bayside and Boston and had, I think/

.

a kind of, feeling about it and a commitment to it.
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Faculty members are most effective when they can establish

rapport with both teachers and administrators in a school. Recognizing that is

it the principal or headmaster,.and not the consultant, who has the power to

make changes in a school, teachers are more likely to take professors more

seriously if they have the support of the school administrator. However,

in definibg themselves as intermediaries, faculty members run'the risk of

losing their effectiveness if they become identified with one side in the

adversarial relationship that may exist between the faculty senate and the

school administration.

District Superintendent

4

The District Superintendent is the most powerful person in the

pairing, by reason of her control over which pairing projects are carried out

and the form they take. It is unclear, however, how powerful_the District
.

Superintendent would have been had the College Coordinator taken a moreN

aggressive role in setting goals for the pairing.

Although she may veto a proposed project, she is limited in her

capacity to assist the success of a project. She may, for example, encouragr

the participation of teachers by lending visible support to a project,-as she

did by attending the implementation meeting of the Elementary Math Assistange

Project. But her power over teachers and over other administrators in the

District is constrained by rules specified in'the union contracts of each

of these groups. Thus, she cannot force principals to allow pairing projects

to operate in their schools, nor can she require a teacher to participate in a

. 'project. She apparently cannot speed up the School Department's length hiring

processes4 which caused delays in the Math Assistant Project at Ingliss and in

the Teacher Center Project.

The District Superintendent's style of administration appears to

CompleMent that of the College Coordinator, who has described her as being firmly

in control of District C. In cony ation, she frequently refers to "my District."
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She commands the support of the black community in Bayside, which demanded that

- she be selected by the School Department to replace her late husband, a
'o

respected figure in the' community, who had worked his way up the ranks of the

Boston Public Schools to lecoMe the city's first black District Superintendent.
v.

Mrs. JoneS, according to the,College, Coordinator, `'is highly influencial

among CDAC members, who follow her lead on most matters. The District

Superindentent also brings to the pairing previous experience ira collaborative with'A

,a university-school alliance at another BoSton institution.

A District Administrators

I
District administrators have been involved in the pairing since

. u

its beginning. Their role his been to serve as liaison between faculty consultants

and the schools.. They have been responsible for logistical support in some

of the pairing projtCesi, such-as, setting up meeting schedules, sending out

notices, and arranging for xeroxingt .4.1 at-least one instance, a District

administrator initiated a non-636 funded project a course entitled "Teaching

the Gifted and Talented." Administkators also use their knowledge of the

Boston Schools to help College pdr4onnel "stay within chgnnels", suggesting
-

.

that they play a conservative role within the piiring. As outsiders within the

schools, faculty consultants' unfamiliarity with'both formal rules and

regulations; and informal norms..might give them a freedom of abtion to effect
.

changes in school policy or practice more easily than -an insider.'eould:

Helen Stone appears to be taking
.

adyantage of her role in this way in the
. . , .

Math Assistance Project at Ingliss High School, by ignoring the norms of

apathy at the school. She has not reported much contact with District

officials. However, it may be that'in instances where administrators are

directly involved in'a project they serve to keep the College consultants. in line.

School Principals

1

'School administratorS' have authority to determine 'Whether toT-

allow a particular project to be conducted in their schools. In a.few instances
. ,

A
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they used-this authority to attempt o wii Something from Massachusetts College.

For example, -in one case a principal dem derVI:NthoSe teacher \assisted
O

by student volunteers receive the saire.vouchers as teachers who supervise

practice teachers.

0The principal can effect the success or failure of a pairing project

by facilitating its smooth operation.? by cieating obstacles for the Project

Director, or, between these extremes,'by not trying to help the Project'
.

Director overcome difficulties. Ih the case of the.Elementary Math

Assistance Project, theprincipals went out of their way to support the project

by makin-g great efforts to obtain substitutes) to replace teachers given

released time to participate in the project. Some even took over the teachers'

classes themselves when no Substitute could be found. An the other hand,

_ at Ingliss High School, the Headmaster called faculty meetings at the same

time as regularly scheduled project meetings. "More recently, the same Head-

master made little apparent effort to speed the hiring of an aide to staff

the math lab.

Over the ive years, some principals of elementary,and middle schools

proved more cooperative or mote committed to the pairing,'and the College

Coordinator worked with them more extensively. In one case where a principal

conceived and directed a pairing project himself, the project ecpezi.enc few

difficulties. The principal was able to control the extent of the College's in-,

4olvement, limiting it mainly tO the handling of practical details

Generally, principals appear to.deal.with the College on an individual

basis: The notable exception to this is the instance oethe,headmasters of two

high schools jointly deciding to pull out of re ntly proposed biomedical

project. The Associate Coordinator. suggests that principals view a project

located in one school as the property of the principal of that school, and believe

they have no right to ask for a Similar project in their own schooli. He

points out that a few principals have said of the Environmental Studies
4

0
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'Project, "What a great idea! I wish I had thought of it." On the other hand,

-the College Co-ordinator interprets the reluctance of principals to demand that ,

a successful project be duplicated as recognition that funds are unavailable

for extension of projects.

Instructional Staff

The members of District C's instructional staff were able to eworess

their needs and desires for the District in the initial needs assessment,

and subsequently,'in surveys Aducted by pairing consultant's. They generally

.

are not involved in planning the pairing projects. Rather, after projects

are funded, announcements are distributed at to schools inviting teachers to

participate. In some-Ceses teachers are offered incentives in the foN1 of

graduate course credits, leading to salary increases, at low cost or

duiing released time.

Teachers' power lies

dependent on their participation.

math teachers'at th Ingliss, the

in their control of the outcomes of projects

During Professor Brown's ilwolvement with the

teachers did not participate fully in writing

cour e bjectives. Consequently,.the faculty COnsVltant did much of the work

himself, and the project's.goals were not fully accomplished.

Many of the teachers involved in pLring p 'rojects are graduates of

Massachusetts College or currently enrolled in the graduate program. They might

have used their knowledge of faculty members to guide them in choosing.to

enroll in courses offered through the pairing or in 'selecting prOjects in

which to participate. However, there is neevidence that prior acquaintance with

the faculty influenced project outcomes.

Most of the projects over the pastfew,years focused on staff

development. The most frequently employed medium of knowledge exchange has been

the formal credit baring course. In order to earn ACCeNPtable grades teachers

are required to master course content to the satisfaction of the faculty

members, but in their own classrooms, teachers are the euthorities. hey are

under no obligation touse teaching methLs reconuilended by College faculty,, or
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/
curricula developed in a pairing project. -Several math.teachers at the Ingliss

made this observation, a fact that suggests ,they are well aware of their

power to resist change.

CDAC

CDAC's major involvement in the pairing has been to 'send

representatives to the Screening Committee which reviews'636 proposals.

It played no active role in planning projects or in carrying them out. Involved

primarily in political activities associated with the desegregation process,,

such as recent controversies over school Losingsi'or responding to everyday

problems in the District, CDAC appears to be content to rubbei-stamp the

District Superintendent's decisions regarding the pairing. It maybe that

the ICDAC leVership believes the organization's energies can be most

effectively Used on other issues, or ,that the; members have internalized

school people's beliefs thattthe CDAC members lack the,expertise to develop

4

proposalg or to evaluate projects.

Inogeneral, it appears that few pairihg participants have fully

exploited the possibilities inherent in their roles to effect,changes in

the school system. Most have been content to ZS/Irk-their behavior in the pairing

.after already familiar and comfortable roles. thus, administrators have
°

enforced rules; College faculty members have defined themselves in relation to

teachers, as professors rather than colleagues ot change agents, and

144
parents have continued to cede control over the educational process to

the professionals.

Incentives and Disincentives

In tfit case of both the School District and the College, incentives

and disincentives to involvement in the Collaborative can be identified. Among

the incentives for Massachusetts College to.participate are;

1. Released time for underutilized faculty. Faced With declining enrollments

and a shift away from its traditional teacher training mission,
t'

Massachusetts College finds itself with large numbers of underutilized
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but tenured faculty in the liberal arts and'education area's,. Pairing

funds underwrite part of the salaries of faculty consultants, who are

released from one or two courses iorder to carry out their work:

This arrangement is a direct benefit to the College since it does.

not hire part-time instructors to replace these consultants.

2. The pairing relationship helps the College obtain grants from other

sources, such as the National Science Foundation and the Teacher Corps.

Funds from these also allow the reassignment of'Underutilized faculty members

and involve the College in important national and regional enterprises.

In addition, overhead money from these grants can be used by the College

as it pleaes, for example, hiring staff not listed in its noxmalp

budget.

3. Massachusetts College's relationShip with District C supports the

College's claim thaeit'iS an urban college dedicated to helping

the community and meeting the echFational needs of minorities and

Working adults. Active involvement in the public schools blends

usefully with the presence of a large minority enrollmentand.a

comprehensive evening program serving working adults to support the

modernized image,Massachxisetts College now seeks to establish.

4. Through the pairing a large number of District C teachers enrolled

in courses offered through Massachusetts College's Prograth of

Continuing Education.

5: As a result of the pairing, Massachusetts College education faculty

no longer separately. arrange placements for student-teachers who wish

to teach in Boston, or field work sites for classes that require

practical experience in the schools, such as some of the physical

education courses.

The incentives for continued participation by Massachusetts College

in thrpairing outnumber the disincentives. When the Court Order was first

announced,''the President of Maisachusetts College joined the other college
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presidents in expressing fears that the arrangement would be costly to the

\ colleges-and that unreasonable expectationAf what the c 11eges could

accomplish would engender bitterness and disappointmenty the part of the

4. SChool personnel, which would be. damaging, to the pregtige of the colleges

involved, However, once the,pairing began, these fears dissipated. They have
.

been replaced by a new ern which the Massachusetts College Coordinator
t 6

N sharei with some of the othercoordinatOrs: that the benefits which the schools

a

derive from the pairing donot justify the vast amount of money which the

state has poured into'the projects. In spite of this concern, there is no

indication, hat Massachusetts College wishes to sever.its ties to..District C.

Incentives for District continued, participation in the Collaborative

include the following: if

, 1. The District benefitted over tfie past five years from equipment

-..- . t, e

purchased and - physic improvements made with 636 funds. For example,
Ar .

..:

through the Mathematics Assistante Project, Ingliss High School acquired

a math lab and computer room stocked with a supply.of learnifig devices.

In a few cases, schools have used pairing funds to hire additional personnel,

such as physical eduction iristructors.

2. Teachers'have the assistance of Masschusetts Conic; students in their
,

clasrooms and'thus provide more individualized attention to childken

in smaller 6roups.

3. The pairing furnished' opportunities for teachers to upgrade their

skills and be exliosed to the latest ideas a lout curricula, instructional

methods, and materials at no cost to the school system.

4. Teachers earn higher salaries after taking graduate courses at a

very low cost.

Drawbacks:of the pairing for the District include:

1. Printipals and teachers suffer th6 intrusion of outsiders observing

and sometimes criticizing their methods.



2. Teachers and principals have been pressured, occasionally by those in

.authbrity, to participate in pairing projects or to adopt new curricula

or teaching methods. This may involve extra work or commitment of

their own time. Although principals and teachers are free to refuse,

.

and sometimes do, their unwillingness to cooperate may create a

tense atmosphere in which to work.

The emphasis within the pairing on in-service, credit-bearing courses

leads to increased teacher salaries, which are becoming too costly

to the school system; According to a staff development officer,

District C-administrators would like Massachusetts College-to continue

to shift its activities from courses for teachers*to more direct

services to students.

-NIcKnowledge Exchange

The pairing projects carried out over the past five yeark have

.4 taken a variety of forms, ranging frOM graduate courses to after-schOol reading

clinics, from field trips to the construction of"new facilities. Various,

too, are the kinds of knowledge transferred or exchanged in these projects and the

structural arrangements which characterizethem. Of the large number of

funded projects, some have been singled Out by the District Superintendent,

the College, Coordinator, school personnelj and College faculty as particularly

successful. What is meant by success seems to vary among the participants.

The College Coordinator defines a successful project asone which_operates

smoothly with a minimum of'bureaucratic difficulties, delays, and personal

conflicts. The ,projects which he rates most highly are those which have generated

a "product," such as a published curriculum, which can be exhibited 'tooutsiderS

(to auditors, for example) as evidence that state funds are beihg

A District administrator' notion of a successful project is one that possesses

the additional characteristic of providing a direct service to students, perhaps

because this benefit wins the approval of community members, politicians and
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7
parents, constituencies which may not appreciate. the need for teachers to receive

on=the-job training at taxpayers' expense. Faculty members measure success
t

t(

in terms of.enthusiastic participation of teachers andAhe absence a

#
scheduling problems, delays in recej.ving Materials or equipment., and conflicts

..
. :.e,

:

-..,

4

,
.

with schoOl administrators.- Teachers judge a. Vroject by the amount of

.

infOrmation they receive which can be put to imthediate use. in the classroom.

These definitions of success share a focus, on. the process of a.

project; rather than its long -term effects. MOst projects are renewed from

year to year.on the basis of the-level of enthusiasm of their -- participants,` rather

than an assessment of their outcomes.' dew Of the.prOjectS can be evaluated

in terms of effectiveness. For example, students participating in the after-
R.

school reading"e inics are tested at-the beginninliand end o?the,year to
a

,eta

measure their improvemppt. 'However, these reading scores d of appear to be a

0., c4

primary factor in determining this project's renewal from yeas' to year.
..

'

,o

Although the pairing has been in existence lonlenciugh to alloveit to evaluate

. the lasting benefits derived frbm the earlieSt'ag5ecg, this had not been done.

!

11, The'only monitoring mechanism built into the 636 funding itsthe annual )
,

.

evaluation of the projects by an outside consulting firm. The evaluators
O

investigate whether the project is proceeding according to the time frame

spe fied in-the proposal, whether the project meets various guidelipes set by
161,

the Schotil Department, whether the specified number of meetings or work

sessions has been held, whether all funded personnel have fulfilled the terms

of their contracts, and what problems have been encountered. The evaluations

are conducted at the middle and end,of the funding period. Smooth transfer

'or exchange of knowledge is noted, but utilization of knowledge is ignored.

Projects which get underway promptly, which proceed efficiently,

which maintain the support of school administrators, which attract and retain

the enthusiastic participation of teachers, and which yl.eld the product called

for in the proposal 'are consideipd by pLring participants to be

successfUl. Analysis of the District C/Massachusetts College Collaborative,

in particular, of four pairing prOjects, indicates that some structural
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arrarigement's ilomote the success of a project while others inhibit it, and

.that the presence or absence of some types of knowledge also influences

whether a iroject is deemed successful.

The broad types of knowledge transferred or exchanged by'

the College and District personnel are education knowledge and utilization

knowledge, the former being knowledge ahou di4sto effect ChangTs in

children, and the latter strategies, tact cs, and techniques for getting

education knowledge into use. Each of these two types of knowledge can be

subdivided into three categories: research knowledge, derived from

rigorous investigation of a problem, the results of which are published and

shared with the,academic,communityl craft knowledge, derived-from professional

experience and accumulated during the coufse of a career; band situational

knowledge, or derived fromfamiliarity with a specific setting, in this

case Massachusetts College, District C, the Bbston School Department,

and/or the State Department of Education.

Within the pairing education research knowledge is most often

transferred from faculty consultAnts to teachers, especially in projects (,>"

ti

whiCh involve credit-bearing courses that explore theoretical issues.

For example, one o the courses offered to ,teachers in the Reading Asqistarice

Project dealt with theories of teaching reading. Theoretically-

oriented courses were least popular among the teachers, who repeatedly

demanded programs in which they would learn practical methods and techniques
411

to employ immediately in the classroom. -A science course offered to teachers

-through the National Science Foundation grant had a high attrition rate,

which the Project Director attributed to the fact that the course purveyed

research knowledge.

Teachers appear to bring to the projects a strong anti-academic

bias,, a belief that theoretical formulation's and research findings have little

relevance to Boston classrooms. Facillty members, on the other hand, possess
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a store of resear6b4nowiedge'acquired through their academic training-

and years of college teaching.and research. To overcome teachers'
.10

suspicions and to convince them that something worthwhile can be gained

from participating'in pairing-sponsored courses and projects, faculty

consultants try to translate educational research knowledge into education

craft knowledge and education situational knowledge. For lample, Dne

-consultant noted that the teachers never inquired into the pedigreeof her

suggestiong and recommendations; their only question is, "Will it work?"

14,

None of tlp_ consultants interviewed referred to research knowledge explicitly

or cited academic authorities in his/her interactions with teachers. In c

the Student Assistance Project, however, faculty members conduct some of

their underciriatzate courses in the District-schools. In these classes
,

.

the faculty members impart education'research knowledge to their students.

It is reasonable to support that faculty members' public school

experience would build far more credence for them with teachers than their

academic crederitials. However, interviews with faculty consultants indicate

that few make reference to their teaching background, a finding corroborated'

by teachers' reports that they are unaware of faculty members' experience

even in cases where the consultant's ides were respected. This ignorance

p-

tA

suggests that teachers ar , eptive to,concrete recommendations which sound

feasible to em, and that as on g as an idea is expresied in everyday language

and not in academic jargon, its origin in either academic literature or the

consultant's experience is irrelevant.

The education knoWledge transferred or exchanged in a pairing project

is in most in tances either craft or situational knowledge. Interviews

with consultants and teachers, as well as observation of one project work session,

suggest that the teacherg offer education situational knowledge.to which the

consultant responds by drawing on his or her education research and,more often,

education craft information. At the same-time, the consultant absorbs
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specific information about the needs and problems of the teachers, thus
.1,

° acquiring Situational knowledge which can be profitably utilized later in the

project.

No instancJ kf the transfer or exchange of utilization research

,knowledg0 ere identified, possibly because no key pairing personnel have a

background in management or organizational psychology, Utilization craft

knowledge is exchanged often, particularly in tlip proposal writing stage

andduringthe first few months of a project's operation. The College Coordinator
,

101,

and the District Superintendent exchange utilization,craft knowledge concern

which projects should be continued, what new efforts should be init4ated, and

what methods should be employed to insure that projects will be approved for

0

funding and that they will then run smoothly. The College Coordinator also

obtains information from School Department officials, pirticularly with regard to

3
, 0

' approved uses of 636 funds. He then develops strategies based on this information ,
..., .

v

' ,

',which he communicates to the propogal-writer and faculty consultant. He may

advise'a faculty member, for example, that because funds cannot be use

to emplayegular school personnel the consultant should try to persuade the hool

principal to'hire the necessary employees.

Correspondence detailing the funding process during the first

year of the collaborative suggests that ufiliza:tioh craft knowledge was

more important in the early period of the pairing than it is now, In the

first year participants were unsure about the process of obtainingfunds and

particularly about criteria which*city and state personnel would apply in

ev uating 636 proposals. The College Coordinator in those early months
.

w extensively on the utilization craft knowledge he had gained working in

state end local bureaucracies earlier'in his career and sought the

utilization situation knowledge of the District Superintendent and other

ladministrative personnel in the school. As the funding prqcess,became

routinized and fewer projects were initiated each year, interaction among the
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College Coordinator; the District Superintendent, and other administrators
. .

decreased. However, asa'result of their access to administrators outside the

District and to their counterparts in other 'districts and pairings, the

Coordinator and the Superintendent have each amassed a wealth of utilization
e

craft and situational knowledge about the funding process which they continue to

transmit to proposal writers, faculty members, and District administrItors,

In addition, through years of dealing with principals, teachers, and the Boston

Teachers Union, they have become knowledgeable about the best methods of
*

structuring'a project. They both meet, separately, with each project director

o
once a Semester and give advice on how to overcome problems impeding the

operation of the project.

Faculty-consultants sometimes make use of utilization craft

knowledge in designing and carrying out their projects. For example, Susan
.

Tile reports that She incorporated a participatory format into her project,

on the basis of her,, previous experience as an dducat4onal consultant on

other settings, as well as from her experience as'a teacher. The facultS,

member, especially if he or she has experience in pairing projects, may share

his or her utilization situation knowledge with the College Coordinator in

demanding that specific arrangements he or she considers necessary be

provided in the proposal. For example, when the proposal forfthe second year

e-
of the Eleiientary Math Assistance Project was being written, Susan Tile

,

employed utilization situation knowledge gained during the previous year

and insisted that funds be budgeted to provide released time for, teachers,

an arrangement which she believed would-increase the teachers' enthusiasm

and productivity. .
,*

447,

. lb the course of a project, the consultants may share utilization

/ situation knowledge with teachers and principals to influence school personnel, A

.

A. ,

I
to take actions which the consultants recommend. For example, He)en Stone,

4 , ,it
. ./'

kn4wing that the math teacher's would be unwilling to adopt'a new curriculum
5 51,
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unless they were certain they had the support of the Headmaster, first

convinced the latter'o the value of the new program and then persuaded

the Math Department that if they were to adopt the new curriculum they would
4

tft.have the Headmaster's support.

It might be expected that, compardd to faculty members newly

arrived onothe scene, teachers and principals would possess superior knowledge

\.)gf.how to implement or facilitate A new technique or In general,'

this assumption is correct. Howeve4, as the above ex ample indicates, the

consultant's role as an outsider may in some instances allow him or her to

glean utilization knowledge from both teachers and administrators and then

make use of data from both sources to develop an implementation strategy more

effective than any that could be devised by either group alone. The consultant

is, of course; employing some of his own utilization craft knowledge-in

promoting this movement.

Of the six. types of knowledge discussed, situational knowledge,

both education and utilization, is most necessary to the smooth operation and

timely completion of a project, the qualities most.often included in pairing

participants' definitions of a successful project. Nearly alloof the projects.

Sponsored by Massachusetts College involved opportunities for teachers to earn'

graduate credits. Comments from participants on course evaluations and surveys

indicate that the teachers'want the courses to be practical and directed

toward immediate classroom needs rather than theoretical. In effect, the

teachers want situational, knowledge or at legast crag knowledge,not research

knowledge. According to the most recent report of the Teacher,Corps, this

project has been ab).e to win the support of initially skeptical teachers in

the four participating schoolseby offering inservice courses and workshops

focused oh specific needs determined by each school.

One AinplicatIon of these Points is that pairing projects limited .

*
to one school or one'department wit hin a schdol are likely to be more
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successful than those which are directed toward teachers-from many school's

i with diverse needs and proble The College Coordinator believes that a,

college should. be paired with only a single school if the relationship

p

is to be most effective.

However, a comparison of two of the pairing projects shows that

other structural factors may be more ipportant than the scope of the project.
\

The Math Assistance Project at Ingliss High School is limited to teachers

from one department in ore school, yet this project has been less successful

than the Elementary Math Assistance Project, which involved teachers from ,

all istrict C elementary schools. An important difference between these

two projects is that three different faculty members worked at the High

-School, whereas one consultant has been involved in the elementary level

project. The significance of this difference is related to the teachers'

preference for situational knowledge. Although most faculty members involved

in the pairing have public school experience which they Can transform into

craft knowledge;.only when these consultants spend enough tja:ne' in District C

can they shi ft from the craft knowledge to situational. knowledge and thus

become maximally effective. Continuity of personnel seems io be important,,
0

.

to the success of a project. 7'

Individual teachers and principals appear not to base their

attitudes and behavior on their perception of the larger relationship between

_District and College, but on their experiences in the particular project

ix which they work: It is the individual project rather than the pairing

as a whole which,moves through stages of wariness and distrust to mutual'

trust; the prOgression can occur only if much the, sane personnel are involved
4

from year to year. In the Math Assistance-Project at the Ingliss, for

example, the annual change of facul ty consultant seems be associated with the
10,

teachers' reluctance to become involved in the project. The third

.consultant's willingness to become fully involved in the problems and concerns

Of the Math Department has influenced the teachers to be more inclined to
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allow her to draw them into dealing with their Department's, problems.

to

provision of released time for teachers. The opportunity to get away from the

Another factor contributing to the success of a project is the

clastroonWto interrupt the daily routine, to interact socially with their

°colleagues, and to, share professional expertise, appear to elicit from the

teachers more enthusiastic involvement in pairing activities.

V

1

o
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Harris

:100

(ES -C)

APPENDIX B

Coding Transcriptions'

University : 1. Movement/Multicultural

CONTEXT

,--par. support for

multic. at Berry

o.

(UC) -*tchrig neg ideas
about HU

(US-C) -'poor comm'c'n betw.
HU + Frese

(US-C) - Collab provides $.+
logistic support

(ES-C) - tchr's + prins' idea
re PE ). bil'l needs

(EC) r'Collab's rej'd ideas-,re
bil'l PE

-C2

EC
2
+US-C

2

ECUS -C3

EC
3
+US-C

3

ES -C4

US -C4

US-C
4

ES-C
4

US-C
4

US-C
4

US -C4

EC
4
+US-C

4

US -C4

US -C
4

SC5+US-C
5

1
. )

UC
5

fEC +US-C
6

UC
6

- abs. of parents pushing
bil'l

- Univ'sjzishto expand
to other schools, with.bil'l

259

a6-5

A

ACTIVITIES

- Gower prOmOtes multic'l at
Berry

- Administ. installs bil'l
kidg'n at Berry

tchrs seek help for bil'l
curric

11

- Collab recr'ts + pays bil'l
expert

6,

- expert consults 7 curric

- Further curric:consulting
rej'd at Berry

District
4

" in .

- Frese tchrs define bil'l
prog,or poss.

- Frese tchrs requedt help fron
expert

- Pritchard advocs using HU

- inf'l needs ass't by Pxitchar,

- Coord'r speaks to Fac Senate

- Prin gets gym

- Prin does not get PE staff

Prop'l for integr'g bi'l +
moral in PE

- Coord'r fails to recr. staff

expert recrs.Vasquey

Vasquey operationalizes
78-79 plan

involv't of tchrs in prog

- V. .oper'l'zes 79-80 plan, wit
bil'l less

- lessened in.rolv't of tchrs,



Harris University: 2. Developmental Reading

CONTEXT

EC+ES-C) - eager support of Rdng
Coord'r

(uc+us-C)''0 - Coord:es cont'g support

(EC+ES-C) - HU Rdng Dept's cont'g
consulting

y,X1'X incr. 6in 636 I=
pos. eval'n'

{.

EC +US-C
1 1

'tiC +US-C
1 1

"UC
1

UC1

ES-C1

US -C1

EC +US-C
1 1

(ES-C)

(ES-C)

(ES-C)

(ES-C)

(ES -C)

4

- -other acad.dep'ts

tupportive
- Fac.Council sqp ortive

- REPC supportive

-s

- CDAC tt

EC +US-C
2 2

ES-C
2

EC
2
+US-C

2

UC
2

ES-R
2

UC2

UC
2

US-C2

US -C2

ACTIVITIES' r\

Tprev. Wkshp at Dunn by HUprof

- encours vols for wkshop

HU org'd wkshp, Su 75

- pay to wkshp particips

- infll-needs ass't at wkshp

- focus on HS Eng.tchrs, dur
to enth'm

- propl at end of Su

US-C
2

EC
2

+ ,US -C1

ES-C
2
+US-C

2

..UC
3

- tchr wksFps in 1/76

- eval'n of Wkshps

- prof consults on rdng diagA
plan

- Univ. supplies + scores tests

- test results on iStuds'readins

- Univ/Schools div'n of labor

- dir.servs.to HS studs'at HU

app't of. Distr.Rdng.Coord'r

Eng.Chair at HS never involve,

- Prin gets rooms +stud. sched:

prop'l

- prop'l

written-5/76

approved by CDAC

- Univ. buys materials for pro:

presumed iteration of this cycle in 77, 78, 79
80
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41!.

EC7+US+C
7

ER
7
+EC

7

ER
7
+EC

7

E&Et+US:C8

S
9 9

Harris University: 3. Reading Support Team

-C) - RP plans + runs
Team mtngs

4EC+ES-C). - Rdng profs consult

(EC)

f

- profs from other
depts consult

(ES7R1

EC
1
+UC

1

ES -C1

ES-R
1

US -C1

UC1

EC +US +C1

TES+Cl

EC +US-C
1 1

UC +US-C
1 1

EC-c +US-C
1 1

E Ci

UC1

9-CitUS-C1

EC
2

UC3+US-C
3

UC
3
+US-C

3

+US -C
2

261
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- prop'l for 79-80

- tchrs reg. staff dev't

11 11 curric "

- prop'l for 80-81

- CC's prop,11 for DU use of HRHS.

ACTIVITIES

- RR surveys teachers, FA 75

- CDAC+REPC's sponsor sems

,pass state .needs (inf'ly)

HS diagnostic test re'sults

core planning team establ'd

- Sup'ts Circ. #33

- inf' prop'l prep'd by team

- Wkshps produces curric guide

- Wkshps dissem diagn+tchn skil2

- Rdng Supp Team created to
ext. network

- RP provides detail for prop'l

- HU prof consults'
- HU Coord'r writes prop'l

- propq rev'd+approved (sp 76)
+ repeated thereafter

- RP+RAng Prof arr. att'ce
at Conf for Team

- learning at Conf

- Distr.to expand team concept

- rel'p bldg by RP+ others

O



Harris Universlty:4 Student Placement'
2

CONTEXT

Co

. ,.

ACTIVITIES

US-C -.HU slims tuition vouchers
1

.;-- .0
pci -,HU( serviceito schools

UC
1

- Coord'r places 300 Studentd V
,._

0.

. .41,
; US-C

1
- studs + fac adjust

"TT).:-
U.S-C

1
'-'school, staff, "

(ER+EC) - HU emphs urban ed

(e+ES-C) . - new cert'c'n requ'ts EC
2
+ds-c

2

(EC+UC) - HU-shifts to field-base ES-C
2
+US-C

2

(US-C) - profs know USG fayort
tchrs

(UC)

(US -C)

#

(UC +US -C)

'(UC+US-C)

- field base - more studs EG+UC
2

- HU stud 4's decline \US-C
2

- HU Fac press again '+ Bos °

- nes-Post nerbs ,agaidst Bos

(US-C) - RP supps Consortium

(USLC)

(UC)

(0-C)

(US-C)

(US-C)

(US-C)

(US7C)

(US-
*

- supp for urvan ed duns (p.8

- funding system helps °

- extensive-paperwork

15'1 wrtg by Coord'r

- tch prins support

inadeq. prep of HU stud§

.-'inf'l rel'rs with non-Bos eaucs

res't at loss of tuition vehrs.

(UC+U -C) inadecifeWn efforts

- Districeplans aec't'd

(US-C) - RP supp'd by :tchrs

4. (EC+UC)

(ER+EC)

(US-C)

(US-C)

(EC)

- HU insteWliglan affected

- two new courses 4

-.pressure for betterverv41.

- involV't in intern.assiss!t

- lrng by HU profs

Consortium planned

approval (?)

- Coordir presses for more studs

Coord secrd + supps Pact
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Dunfey University: 1. Multicultural Curriculum

(EC)

(UC)

(EC+UC)

(ES-C,)

(EC+UC)

CONTEXTS

- 1970 SS Cur Guide
- PL 636 Guidelines

- TB's' views ( fanning

- TWs loca knowl.
(p. 24)

- Bb's views

(ES-C) - BD's Knowl of DU

.(ES-C+US-C) - MM's views

(iCAJS) - RH (C+EC) views

(UC) Distr B Staffer's views
(EC+UC) - GB's views
(US -C) - Insuff't time (p. 19)
(ES-C+11c-C) - Little COAC involv't

(UC)

(VS -C)

(ER)1

(UC+Us-C)

(US-d)

(ES-C)

(ES -C)

I .

- Proj. Dirs. hopes fOr'
region
Insuff't feedback
(p.20)

DU's lack of expertise

.-.Lack Of admin structure
(p.22)

"contr mere'of GB, CL,
MM

Sch.people's distr of
DU (p. 31)

CDAC's distr of DU ,

(p.32)

-0

ACTIVITIES

U Ci

ES -R1

ES -R1

UR1

Es -C

UC

ES -C

ES -C1

E

Et-C US-C
1

US
-c1

US-C1

EC1

EC +US-C
1 1 -

ES-C
1
+US-C

,A.

UC
2
+US-C

2

UC

UC
2
+US-C

2

ER
2
+EC

2

ER
2
+EC

2

EC
2
+US-C

2

ER +EC
2 2

ES-C2 -

US-C
2

'

UC \
UC +US-C

2 2

EC2 +ES -C2

UC +ES-C

269

-Order regarding priorities

- James needs ass't

- 1977 District. needs ass't

- DU tech'l assist'ce in
needs as't

- Distr Adv'y Comm recs

- Distr Supt asks prins to
brainstorm

- Prins' Comm recs

CDAC's failure to act

- tchr-training pushed for
incl'n

- Tchr-tr'g de-emph'd

- Input'on $ from Prins

Input on $ from CDAC

- Adv'y Comm idea for new curric

- Prop'l for 78-79 from Adv'y
Bd

-.Impl. rev. & appr'l by ?

...,

- Summer planning session

- Lack of orient'n session
.

- 7bec'n for standard lesson
plan

- Info from exel, sources(p.24)

- Inputs from 6 ethnic
consultants (p.5)
Grp's less plan .writing
(p.5) °

- C &LE__.consu1tant' s reu'ns

(1?-5)

- Emotionalism of Nat,Am
consult't.

.,41

- Sugg'n fbr 2nd' N. Am Wkshp

- Tchrs' sugg'n-C\ej-re dittos
_& transp's (p.25)

- RH's sugg!ns to revise
process (ignored)

- 'RH's spec session on gaps
in package

FiH's session ofi,l-p'g,&

Afro-Am regjected)



AC
2

+ US -C2 - Tchrs' "preconceived notions"
(p.30)

US -C, - tchrs'+ pars' recr't of par.
.....4, res. persons (p.31)

- pars' recs as res..,Reople

41)
ES -C2

- C
2

ER
2
+EC

2

- ,TREAD eval'r's suggA Aignored)

- 85 1ps plans deliv'd to syst

(1)5)
ES-R 2 , - TREAD eval'n

% A

Dunfek University: 2. Student publications

ACTIVITIES

U Si - 636 Guidelines (basic skills)

US - Supt's Cir #33

6D {iES-Ri 44. - ERC's eval'n of 77-78 prog
0
ES -RI . Needs Asst interp'n

- DU's help td* 77-78 prog v\EC
1

CONTEXTS ,
,

,

ES-C
2
+US-C

2
Adv'I Comm ideas + endorg't

ESLC
2
+US-C. - Prins' Comm's.v t. It

? --r,
2

ES-C
2

"buy in" idea from CDAC

ES-C
2
+US-C

2
- CDAC disapproVaJA reasons for

, I
(E6 - Burn's port fok ES -C2 - publish elsewhere. idea

lik

US-C
2

. - reduct'n in $ to District

US-C
2

- transfer of $ from DU to Dist.

student newspapers etc.

(EC) - DU's publ'g servidFi k, EC
2
+US-C

2,
- 78-79 prop'l for stud publ'ns

------.. .

.

(EC+US7C) , - R's role def'n US-C
3

. coord hires first stgffer-

US-C
3

Coord hires second staffer

(EiOUR) - abs. of res. knowl. UC
3

B's pusher central'z'n'

UC
3

- R's pusher decentr'z'n'
k

(US-C) - net'ly motiv'd schoo US-C
3

. - R's aissem idea '

reps
US-C3 - ftAC urges training prog

.. .

UC
3

- R's props Workshpp

EC
3
+ES-C

3
- Workshop held

' EC
3
+US-C

3
19-80 prop'l

,

.1"

2()4

2!0



Anfey University: 3. Basic Reading Skills

CONTEXT

(UC)

(UC +US -C)

(EC)

(ES-C)

(UC)

A
.

.0"

62

planning

- phil on utiliz'n

- poor comm'c'n esp'ly
in C/T services

- JL's idea$

- JL's personality

PL636 Guidelines

fie

ACTIVITIES

/(ES-C1

ES -C1

UC
1
+US-C

ES-R1

ES-R
1

ES -C1

US -C1

EC +US-C
1 1

US-C +US-C
1 1

US -C1

2

ER
2
+ EC2 +UC2

ES -CC

:grad. C+U
2
US-C

2

rdg course ES-R2

ES-C
2

ES-c2+US-C
2

Y.

US-C
3

Ecit.m3
worksh

S-R3

US-C
3

ES-C
3
+US-C

3,

265

.

- no needs as ess't

- DU's exp wi h HR.

- efforts'to gener. input +
census

- James needs ass't

District-wide "

- grins' " \_ "

TB 'red) JL.

successive prop'1 drafts

- prop'l review + approval

ideas on monitoring mech'ms

tchr's recruited

JL teaches course

- tchr's inf'l eval'n of course

- Dis Jrs eval'n efforts

poor data from eval'n

- JL's eval'n of course

- Comm's final (neg) evat'n of
course

- tchrs recr'd (implied)

workshops taught

ERC eval. data

sup. to leaders by TT Comm

- Comm's final (neg) eval'n of
course,

be



CONTEXT(con't) US-C
4

US-C
4

IC
4
+U -C

4

(ESJC
4
+US C

4
) "9" C/T se5vice ES-C

4Year One

./t
-implicit monitoring by C/T Comm
during year 1

(ES-C
5
+US-C

5
)

-ongoing eval'n Monit'g Comm all yr.

- orig'l prop'1: no transptn $

- idea to give services in schoo:

- add'l ideas re prog from C/T
Comm

- changes in planned procs, a
during yr.

ES-C
4
4-t15-,c

4
- amended prop'1, from exper

ES-114 ,' + Tyel'n, implicitly formal
(by ERC, p.6)

\cs-c'4 - inf'l eval'ns by particips

ES -R5 - needs ass't data not used

ES-R
5

- ERC formal eval'n prey.yr.46.

-EC
5
+US-C

5
- prop'l for Year Two

tS-C
5

- ideas from prev.yr. rejected

ES-d
5

- data on oper'l procds: not use
0
EC - Dist. Rdng. Coord. suggs co-

teaching

Es-c5+1-c5 - rev. ofco-t'g prop'l (neg)
by Conlin.

EC
5

- JL suggs videotaping

US-C
5

- DU offers $ for v't'p'g

ES-C
5
+US-C

5
- rev. of vid't'pg (neg)by Comm

ER
5

- SEED Prog. described

C/T ser-
vices Year Tw

EC
5
+US-C

5 '
JL props adapting SEED

ES-C
5
+US-05 - JL prop'l ignored by Comm

ES-C
5

- TREAD eval'n (implc. .

ES-R
6

- prey. year's needs assess't

EC
6
+USiC

6
- Adv'y Comm + Prins' prop'l

US-C
6

-fMon'g Comm seeks to use JL
. ,

c/T Services, EC
6
+US-C

6
- Mon'g Comm rev's prop'l (neg)

further
US-C

6
/ Comm again reqs JL ideas

EC
6
+US- C6 - JL makes matter prop'l

ES-05+US-C6 7 M Cpmu again revs grope 1 (neg.

266

272

9
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Dunfey University: 4. Physical Education

9

CONTEXTS

(US-C) - Comer's support for
pairing

(US-C) - BB service trad'n

- service not rev'd
ip T+P at BB

ACTIVITIES

I{

%UC
1
+US=C

1
- Cood'r calls + facs mtngs,
Su 76

1 4

ES-C
1

- agree't HRHSneede facs

ES-C
1

- Admin + REPC inf'l needs ass'
.

US-C
1

,- HRHS Chaii seeks 'out KH mi.

EC1 abortive ,FA 76 curric mtngs

(US -C2

ES -C2

EC
2

EC 2 .

ES -C
2
+US -C

2

-Chair seeksDU profs,

- visits .-to HRHS by profs (inf'
Nds Ass't)

- HRPS tchrs present phil'y

- DU profs present suggn's 'a

- rel'ps+underst'gs establ'd
both ways

US-C.3 Coord's asks KH to write for
, .78-79 prop'l

EC
3
+US-C

3
- KH writes pro*.

ES-C
3
+US-C

3
HRHS fac rejs intramural comb

g.

ES-C
3
+US-C

3
II

" revs curric dev't "

ES-C
3
+US-C

3

n n

,

" staff dev't -"

LES-C3+US-C
3

- rev+appr'lAby 636 Adv'y Comm

a.EC4+US-C
4

- curric guides prep'd, 78-79

ER
5
+EC

5
- staff tr'g in gymnastics +
outdoor rep

ER
5
+EC

5
* -

I
staff trains staff in gymn'cs

US-C
5

- tchrs orgs other gymnastics
tchrs

US -05 - tchrs asks KH for DU'fac's

US-C
5

- KH gets DU facs for gymn'c's

ER5+EC5 - staff trains staff in outdoor
rec

EC6+US-C
6

).v

- tchr writes ESEA prop'l for
i. ntwurals

(b..) ES-C6+US-C6 - prop'l appr'd by?

ER
6
+EC

6
.- more staff traiped in gymn'cf

-- 267 2.73



Massachusetts College: 1. Elementary Math Assistance

4.

0

\c.

CONTEXTS
a

a.(EC+US-C)

b. (EC) input of MC studs

c. (UC)

d. (US-C)

e. (EC)

f. (US-C+ES-C)testing wozksheets
- 4

T4e's.role def + be

Tile's exper in inhO

EC
1
+ES-C

b. UC1

4P- US -C1

d. US -C1

ED
1

UC1

EC
1
+US

7
c
1

h. ES-C +US-C
1 1

US -C1

ECf
1-112.

k.. ES-C +UC
1 1

Tile's reps day-longSessilons

shared Et at .ses-sionsk

g. (ES-C) .Tile val of proj

h. (ES-C) eval'n

111

r-
g.

ES-C
,

UC2

EC +US-C
2. 2'

ES-C
2
+US-C

2

EC
2

UC
2

vs

Dist. Sup't propos

D.S. co=opt P

4r.*D.S. asks MC h

Coord'r'recruits" Til&

City Task force guidelines

Tile coopt D.S. + staff

Tile, D.S. 'A- MC apply for $

applic'n approved

tchPs recr'd for proj.

a

-Tile runs sessions

doc't on

4

Ciiy andepstr.curricE

'suggs orksheets

Ti,le accepts sugg'1

T,yte prop'l

UC
2

US -C2

C

4).

k

268

t

S -C
3

pY0p11,epproved
,

Tile runs sesgionS ;

Tile involves non- part'g tchrs

Tile insists on released,tiime

eval'ns by all,are pos.

T
Tile writes prop'1, 0

474

4

,0,

414



Massachusetts College; 2. Math Assistance

J..

CONTEXTS

'4

-a. (US-C
c

)

b. (ES-Cc)

c. (US-Cc)

d. (ES -Cc)

e. (ES-Cc)

f. (EC c)
c

g. (ECJ)

. h. (EC +UC)

,1

.

". t

Y

12/12/90

ACTIVITIES
Ingliss

!hair/.s

recis MC aic

info

c., ,ER1-1-ki+US-C1 Smith .resps + writes pybp11

d. ES- ,C 1
+US'=C

1
implilitq-ev. of profp'l ',

.%, e: EC: . Smith teaches

'probs of impl'n at Lgli:f. US -C1 s

1
4

1

teachers' atts re work

tchrS' salaries

poor l'&10

'otchrS' worries

tchrs' misunderst'g re
Math Lab
tchrt' doubts re helpfulne

lack of needed'expertise in
consultants

St's role der + beh.

Q."

. . US-C
2

b. US-Cf

c.

d.

e.

f.

a.

h.

b.

c.

d.d

f.

g.

269

,Brown recr'd

Brown's efforts nullified by
. Head

ES-C
2

informal needs survey by Brown

EC
1
+US-C

2
Brown writes pr5p41

EC-c
2
+ s-C

2
propq'fevieweeby GDAC

US-C
2
+ES-C

2
Brown advises Pl'g +,Eng'y'

)Brown works with tchrs on

Brown role deft", + beh

Brown departs no Math help

contextual inputs for,episodes

Ec
2
+ES-C

2

(Ue
2

)

(US -C2)'

(see add'l
#2 an #'3)

ES-R
3

US-C
3

US-C3

UC
3.

EC
3
+US-C.

1.16
3

Es-C,+US+,,C,

US -C3

UC
4

ES-C4

6

testing data worries Tngliss

ing asks for hOp

Co-ord'r recruits Stone

Stone writes concept papet

Stone circs paper

Stone writes propil

Stone demands school commit

Implicit review of.propeial

head + chair persuade Stone to
stay

community, Hoe planning strsts

info 're Ingliss

2 7
AP

1
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"Massachusetts College: 3. Student Assistance

CONTEXTS

(EC)

1D. (US-C)

(ES-C),

d.
(E&'S)

e. (ES-C)

f: (ES-C+

USrC)
g. (EC)

e
-I

0

t -
MC Fac's fan'ty PS

info reMC gets out

sfuds learn in FW .

Dirs. knowl. of4Dgb.schls

steids'knowledge of pub
schools

Dirt explain shortage of c.

studs

shared belief in indiv'
instruct. 0.

ACTIVITIES

(

a. US -C1

b. ES-411

c. US-C1

d. US-C1

e. ES -R1

f. EC *US-C
1 1

g,. ES-C + US -C1
1

h. US -Cif

k.

ES-C1

ES-CS '

ES-C
1

US -C2

. US-C
2

US -C2

ES-C
2

ES-C
2

ES-C
2

Coord'r recruits fac for need

g,5 nleeds'assessment

'tchrs req MC stud ass't'ce

tchrs req PE.assitice

surveys Of -sec schs

Wom Phyp Ed wnites prop'l

preposil ignored

. Coord'r recriNtuds profs,
PE + other

Distr. staff places studs

Coord'r oLents.studs

implicit prog

lc
ld

lh

Ali

lj '

lk

US-C
3

lc

US-C
3

ld

c7 US-C
3

- lh

ES-C
3

ii

ES-C3: lj

US-C3*

US-C
3

US-C
3

.

ES-C
2

270

f..

g.

h.

/276

'Dir.

a

Steps presuma bly

followed in year.2

Steps presuMablY follow&
in' year 2

named.

Dir arranges busing
.P

'Dir. arranges profs to go to sc

lk.- -
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Massachusetts College: 4., Environmental Studies

f

CONTEXTS

10

Bates phil'y

Bate? MC bias,

Bates knowl. of ch'n

410(

t
N

4

4

I.

4t..

CD

ACTIVITIES

a. ER
US -C1

c. EC
1

d. US -C1

e. ,EC + US -C1
1

f. EX+C
2
+US-C

2

g. EC

h. US-C

i. .UC

j. ES-C

" 4

ES-C
2

ES,-C3

.
ES-C

3
+USTC

3

US-C
3

US-C
3

a

NEED Proj.
Bates

Bates

Bates

reqs NC aid

proposes

mobiliz'n of tiprs

Co-ord'r

implicit

Co-ordl,r

Co-ord'r

writes prop'l

review of p 11 by?

assists tchrs

recruits MC fac

poor integr'n of MC fac

'Coozd'r arrs details on Cape

implied multiple evaln's of
proj.+ yearly prop'ls

- 79 eval'n

- Bates + tchrs plan rev'ns

-'Bates reqs MC aid

Colfrd'r recruits!new MC staff
-*- t

lr
4271

.

.277

.er

.

\ a

1.

1


